Artificial intelligence: Human rights, social justice and development

Artificial intelligence (AI) is now receiving unprecedented global attention as it finds widespread practical application in multiple spheres of activity. But what are the human rights, social justice and development implications of AI when used in areas such as health, education and social services, or in building “smart cities”? How does algorithmic decision making impact on marginalised people and the poor?

This edition of Global Information Society Watch (GISWatch) provides a perspective from the global South on the application of AI to our everyday lives. It includes 40 country reports from countries as diverse as Benin, Argentina, India, Russia and Ukraine, as well as three regional reports. These are framed by eight thematic reports dealing with topics such as data governance, food sovereignty, AI in the workplace, and so-called “killer robots”.

While pointing to the positive use of AI to enable rights in ways that were not easily possible before, this edition of GISWatch highlights the real threats that we need to pay attention to if we are going to build an AI-embedded future that enables human dignity.
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Sixty years after machines started beating humans at strategy board games, this edition of Global Information Society Watch (GISWatch) focuses on the implications of artificial intelligence (AI) systems on human rights, social justice and sustainable development.

The AI future is here. AI is now finding widespread practical application: from transport to health, agriculture to waste removal; from policing to welfare, and from smart technology in the home to space exploration. Automated decision making is increasingly being used in critical service and infrastructure provision in areas such as employment, housing, access to education, commerce and access to credit, impacting people’s lives in profound ways. In this sense, context matters.

Despite the application of AI in geographically diverse contexts, conversations on AI have been driven largely by Western and global North predictions and perspectives. Yet the assumptions, values, incentives and socioeconomic environments within which AI technologies function vary greatly across jurisdictions and, as a consequence, the very real effects of AI are also more diverse.

GISWatch fills this gap between perspective and impact by exploring AI in the local context, with a specific focus on countries in the global South. We have asked: What impact do AI systems have on vulnerable and marginalised populations around the world? How do they impact, positively or negatively, on human rights concerns such as privacy, security, freedom of expression and association, access to information, access to work, to organise and join trade unions? What are the political implications of the widespread use of data in building AI systems? And what are the positive benefits of AI for enabling rights, such as the right to health or education, in making government more accessible to people, or in addressing key social challenges such as forced labour and human trafficking? How is power asymmetry embedded in the ways that AI systems are designed and deployed, and what potential threats or benefits does this have for people in the face of automated decision making? What social values are being transformed by the application of artificial intelligence?

The answers given are contained in the following eight thematic reports, 40 country reports and three regional reports.

This year’s GISWatch report has been a fortunate opportunity for collaboration between ARTICLE 19 and APC around an issue of common concern. We believe the joint effort has resulted in valuable knowledge building and context-specific analysis of the impacts of AI. GISWatch is also a network collaboration among all of its contributors and this edition will undoubtedly result in research-based advocacy, influence and shaping of alternative regulatory, technical and policy responses.

AI is ultimately a social phenomenon, and, as such, it is our collective hope that this edition of GISWatch contributes to ensuring that human rights, human dignity, collective and individual agency, social justice and development are not undermined, but rather strengthened by it.
Thematic reports
Much has been written about the ways in which artificial intelligence (AI) systems have a part to play in our societies, today and in the future. Given access to huge amounts of data, affordable computational power, and investment in the technology, AI systems can produce decisions, predictions and classifications across a range of sectors. This profoundly affects (positively and negatively) economic development, social justice and the exercise of human rights.

Contrary to popular belief that AI is neutral, infallible and efficient, it is a socio-technical system with significant limitations, and can be flawed. One possible explanation is that the data used to train these systems emerges from a world that is discriminatory and unfair, and so what the algorithm learns as ground truth is problematic to begin with. Another explanation is that the humans building these systems have their unique biases and train systems in a way that is flawed. Another possible explanation is that there is no true understanding of why and how some systems are flawed – some algorithms are inherently inscrutable and opaque, and/or operate on spurious correlations that make no sense to an observer. But there is a fourth cross-cutting explanation that concerns the global power relations in which these systems are built. AI systems, and the deliberations surrounding AI, are flawed because they amplify some voices at the expense of others, and are built by a few people and imposed on others. In other words, the design, development, deployment and deliberation around AI systems are profoundly political.

The 2019 edition of GISWatch seeks to engage at the core of this issue – what does the use of AI systems promise in jurisdictions across the world, what do these systems deliver, and what evidence do we have of their actual impact? Given the subjectivity that pervades this field, we focus on jurisdictions that have been hitherto excluded from mainstream conversations and deliberations around this technology, in the hope that we can work towards a well-informed, nuanced and truly global conversation.

The need to address the imbalance in the global narrative

Over 60 years after the term was officially coined, AI is firmly embedded in the fabric of our public and private lives in a variety of ways: from deciding our creditworthiness, to flagging problematic content online, from diagnosis in health care, to assisting law enforcement with the maintenance of law and order. AI systems today use statistical methods to learn from data, and are used primarily for prediction, classification, and identification of patterns. The speed and scale at which these systems function far exceed human capability, and this has captured the imagination of governments, companies, academia and civil society.

AI is broadly defined as the ability of computers to exhibit intelligent behavior. Much of what is re-

---

1 Lawyer and Digital Programme Officer at ARTICLE 19, non-resident research analyst at Carnegie India. Many thanks to Mallory Knodel and Amelia Andersdotter for their excellent feedback on earlier versions of this chapter.
3 https://www.tylervigen.com/spurious-correlations
In recent years, artificial intelligence (AI) has garnered significant attention across the world. Yet, the impact of AI on rights is becoming increasingly clear across the world. Given the ability of ML systems to operate at scale and produce data-driven insights, there has been an aggressive embrace of its ability to solve problems and predict outcomes. While the expected potential public benefits of ML are often conjectural, as this GISWatch shows, its tangible impact on rights is becoming increasingly clear across the world. Yet a historical understanding of AI and its development leads to a systematic approach to explanation and mitigation of its negative impact. The impact of AI on rights, democracy, development and justice is both significant (widespread and general) and bespoke (impacting on individuals in unique ways), depending on the context in which AI systems are deployed, and the purposes for which they are built. It is not simply a matter of ensuring accuracy and perfection in a technical system, but rather a reckoning with the fundamentally imperfect, discriminatory and unfair world from which these systems arise, and the underlying structural and historical legacy in which these systems are applied.

Popular narratives around AI systems have been notoriously lacking in nuance. While on one end, AI is seen as a silver bullet technical solution to complex societal problems, on the other, images of sex robots and superintelligent systems treating humans like “housecats” have been conjured. Global deliberations are also lacking in “global” perspectives. Thought leadership, evidence and deliberation are often concentrated in jurisdictions like the United States, United Kingdom and Europe. The politics of this goes far beyond just regulation and policy – it impacts how we understand, critique, and also build AI systems. The underlying assumptions that guide the design, development and deployment of these systems are context specific, yet globally applied in one direction, from the “global North” towards the “global South”. In reality, these systems are far more nascent and the context in which they are deployed significantly more complex.

Complexity of governance frameworks and form

Given the increasingly consequential impact that AI has in societies across the world, there has been a significant push towards articulating the ways in which these systems will be governed, with various frameworks of reference coming to the fore. The extent to which existing regulations in national, regional and international contexts apply to these technologies is unclear, although a closer analysis of data protection regulation, discrimination law and labour law is necessary.

There has been a significant push towards critiquing and regulating these systems on the basis of international human rights standards. Given the impact on privacy, freedom of expression and freedom of assembly, among others, the human rights framework is a minimum requirement to which AI systems must adhere. This can be done by conducting thorough human rights impact assessments of systems prior to deployment, including...
assessing the legality of these systems against human rights standards, and by industry affirming commitment to the United Nations Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights.26

Social justice is another dominant lens through which AI systems are understood and critiqued. While human rights provide an important minimum requirement for AI systems to adhere to, an ongoing critique of human rights is that they are “focused on securing enough for everyone, are essential – but they are not enough.”21 Social justice advocates are concerned that people are treated in ways consistent with ideals of fairness, accountability, transparency, inclusion, and are free from bias and discrimination. While this is not the appropriate place for an analysis of the relationship between human rights and social justice, suffice to say that in the context of AI, the institutions, frameworks and mechanisms invoked by these two strands of governance are more distinct than they are similar.

A third strand of governance emerges from a development perspective, to have the United Nations’ (UN) Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) guide responsible AI deployment (and in turn use AI to achieve the SDGs),26 and to leverage AI for economic growth, particularly in countries where technological progress is synonymous with economic progress. There is a pervasive anxiety among countries that they will miss the AI bus, and in turn give up the chance to have unprecedented economic gain, to “exploit the innovative potential of AI.”25

The form these various governance frameworks take also varies. Multiple UN mechanisms are currently studying the implications of AI from a human rights and development perspective, including but not limited to the High-level Panel on Digital Cooperation, the Human Rights Council, UNESCO’s World Commission on the Ethics of Scientific Knowl-

eight and Technology,28 and also the International Telecommunication Union’s AI for Good Summit.29 Regional bodies like the European Union High-Level Expert Group on Artificial Intelligence also focus on questions of human rights and principles of social justice like fairness, accountability, bias and exclusion. International private sector bodies like the Partnership on AI3 and the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) also invoke principles of human rights, social justice and development. All of these offer frameworks that can guide the design, development and deployment of AI by governments, and for companies building AI systems.

**Complexity of politics: Power and process**

AI systems cannot be studied only on the basis of their deployment. To comprehensively understand the impact of AI in society, we must investigate the processes that precede, influence and underpin deployment, i.e. the process of design and development as well.33 Who designs these systems, and what contextual reality do these individuals come from? What incentives drive design, and what assumptions guide this stage? Who is being excluded from this stage, and who is overrepresented? What impact does this have on society? On what basis are systems developed and who can peer the process of development? What problems are these technologies built to solve, and who decides and defines the problem? What data is used to train these systems, and who does that data represent?

Much like the models and frameworks of governance that surround AI systems, the process of building AI systems is inherently political. The problem that an algorithm should solve, the data that an algorithm is exposed to, the training that an algorithm goes through, who gets to design and oversee the algorithm’s training, the context within which an algorithmic system is built, the context within which an algorithm is deployed, and the ways in which the algorithmic system’s findings are applied in imperfect and unequal societies are all political decisions taken by humans.

22 https://www.fatml.org
26 https://digitalcooperation.org
29 https://ai4good.itu.int
31 https://www.partnershiponai.org
32 https://standards.ieee.org/industry-connections/ec/autonomous-systems.html
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Take, for instance, an algorithmic system that is used to aid law enforcement in allocating resources for policing by studying past patterns of crime. At first glance, this may seem like an efficient solution to a complicated problem that can be applied at scale. However, a closer look will reveal that each step of this process is profoundly political. The data used to train these algorithms is considered ground truth. However, it represents decades of criminal activity defined and institutionalised by humans with their own unique biases. The choice of data sets is also political – training data is rarely representative of the world. It is more often than not selectively built from certain locations and demographics, painting a subjective picture of all crime in a particular area. Data is also not equally available – certain types and demographics are reported and scrutinised more than others.

Drawing from the example of predictive policing, the impact of AI systems redistributes power in visible ways. It is not an overstatement to say that AI fundamentally reorients the power dynamics between individuals, societies, institutions and governments.

It is helpful to lay down the various ways and levels at which power is concentrated, leveraged and imposed by these systems. By producing favourable outcomes for some sections of society, or by having disproportionate impact on certain groups within a society, the ways in which people navigate everyday life is significantly altered. The ways in which governments navigate societal problems is also significantly altered, given the widespread assumption that using AI for development is inherently good. While there is a tremendous opportunity in this regard, it is imperative to be conscientious of the inherent limitations of AI systems, and their imperfect and often harmful overlap with textured and imperfect societies and economies. AI systems are primarily developed by private companies which train and analyse data on the basis of assumptions that are not always legal or ethical, profoundly impacting rights such as privacy and freedom of expression. This essentially makes private entities arbiters of constitutional rights and public functions in the absence of appropriate accountability mechanisms. This link between private companies and public function power was most visibly called out through the #TechWontBuildIt movement, where engineers at the largest technology companies refused to build problematic technology that would be used by governments to undermine human rights and dignity.34 The design and development of AI systems is also concentrated in large companies (mostly from the United States and increasingly from China).35 However, deployment of technology is often imposed on jurisdictions in the global South, either on the pretext of pilot projects,36 or economic development37 and progress. These jurisdictions are more often than not excluded from the table at stages of design and development, but are the focus of deployment.

Current conversations around AI are overwhelmingly dominated by a multiplicity of efforts and initiatives in developed countries, each coming through with a set of incentives, assumptions and goals in mind. While governance systems and safeguards are built in these jurisdictions, ubiquitous deployment and experimentation occur in others who are not part of the conversation. Yet the social realities and cultural setting in which systems are designed and developed differ significantly from the societies in which they are deployed. Given wide disparity in legal protections, societal values, institutional mechanisms and infrastructural access, this is unacceptable at best and dangerous at worst. There is a growing awareness of the need to understand and include voices from the global South; however, current conversations are deficient for two reasons. First, there is little recognition of the value of conversations that are happening in the global South. And second, there is little, if any, engagement with the nuance of what the “global South” means.

Conclusion

Here, I offer two provocations for researchers in the field, in the hope that they inspire more holistic, constructive and global narratives moving forward:

The global South is not monolithic, and neither are the effects of AI systems. The global South is a complex term. Boaventura de Sousa Santos articulates it in the following manner: The global South is not a geographical concept, even though the majority of its populations live in countries of the Southern hemisphere. The South is rather a metaphor for the human suffering caused by capitalism and colonialism on the global level, as well as for the resistance to overcoming or minimising such suffering. It is, therefore, an anti-capitalist,
anti-colonialist, anti-patriarchal and anti-imperialist South. It is a South that also exists in the geographic North (Europe and North America), in the form of excluded, silenced and marginalised populations, such as undocumented immigrants, the unemployed, ethnic or religious minorities, and victims of sexism, homophobia, racism and Islamophobia.38

The “global South” is thus dispersed across geography, demographics and opportunity. It must be afforded the same level of deliberation and nuance as those jurisdictions setting the tone and pace for this conversation. It is incumbent on scholars, researchers, states and companies to understand the ways in which AI systems need to adapt to contexts that are lesser known, in a bottom-up, context-driven way. To continually impose technology on some parts of the world without questioning local needs and nuance, is to perpetuate the institutions of colonialism and racism that we fight so hard to resist. The fact that AI systems need to be situated in context is well understood in current debates. However, “context” necessarily denotes a local, nuanced, granular, bottom-up understanding of the issues at play. Treating the global South “context” as one that is monolithic and generally the opposite of the global North means that we lose valuable learnings and important considerations. A similar shortcoming involves generalising findings about AI systems in one context as ground truth across contexts – which requires a reminder that much like the “global South”, AI is not a monolithic sociotechnical system either. The institutional reality within which systems function, along with infrastructural realities, cultural norms, and legal and governance frameworks are rarely, if ever, applicable across contexts.

The governance and politics of AI suffer from fundamental structural inequalities. At present, jurisdictions from the global South do not form part of the evidence base on which AI governance is built. As a result, considerations from the global South are simply added in retrospect to ongoing conversations, if at all. This is an inherent deficiency. Given the invisible yet consequential ways in which AI systems operate, it is crucial to spend time building evidence of what these systems look like in societies across the world. Narratives around AI that inform governance models need to be driven in a bottom-up, local-to-global fashion that looks at different contexts with the same level of granularity in the global South as was afforded to the global North. Much like AI systems operate in societies that have underlying structural inequalities, the deliberation around AI suffers from a similar underlying structural problem. It is incumbent on researchers, policy makers, industry and civil society to engage with the complexities of the global South. Failing this, we risk creating a space that looks very much like the opaque, inscrutable, discriminatory and exclusionary systems we aim to improve in our daily work. This edition of GISWatch attempts to start creating an evidence base that nudges conversations away from that risk.

Towards data governance that empowers the public

Philip Dawson and Grace Abuhamad
Element AI
https://hello.elementai.com/data-trusts.html

Introduction

If the Cambridge Analytica scandal served as the public’s “great privacy awakening,”1 for public policy experts it affirmed several troubling messages about human vulnerability given the current state of the governance of big data and artificial intelligence (AI) systems. What started as a legitimate academic research project quickly became scandalous when a British political consulting firm used the data collected – from up to 87 million people’s Facebook profiles – for a different purpose: to influence the 2016 United States (US) election through targeted political advertisements. The data transfer occurred without consent from Facebook’s users or, arguably, even Facebook itself, reinforcing the idea that big data and AI systems pose significant threats not only to the right to privacy, but to the enjoyment of human rights and the integrity of democratic institutions.2 As the scandal unfolded, and the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation and the Council of Europe’s modernised Convention 108+ entered into force, experts cautioned that in the absence of new approaches to data governance, even a new “bill of data rights” could not check the power imbalances between data controllers and data subjects.3


Facebook’s refusal to attend hearings before the International Grand Committee on Big Data, Privacy and Democracy, even under subpoena, points to the urgency of finding new ways of dealing with the platform’s power.

Current approaches to data governance suffer from a lack of transparency and accountability, in part because big data – in combination with AI – continues to make end runs around consent and privacy self-management.4 Al-enabled methods of analysis can be used by companies to generate, infer and collect sensitive information about people that they have neither provided nor confirmed.5 Companies have access to an array of data collection methods, some of which circumvent consent without detection: data is now, as the Cambridge Analytica case demonstrated, extracted through online profiling, purchased from third-party brokers, or derived from aggregated data sets. The complexity and opacity of information flows make it virtually impossible for individuals to discern, much less self-manage, the risks or rights they engage when consenting to the use of their personal data.6

Another problem is that current approaches to data governance tend to concentrate data in the hands of powerful digital platforms, preventing the public from sharing in its value.7 In today’s digital society, individuals serve as the inputs to AI systems and yet they wield little control over its outputs. While exceptional, scandals like Cambridge Analytica prove the following rule: not only do current approaches to governing data exclude (most) individuals from sharing in its value, but they expose them to human rights abuses, too.

Accordingly, an increasing proportion of policy workshops, discussions and research over the last year have focused on designing inclusive data governance models that facilitate public accountability and promote a more equitable distribution of data’s economic value.8 While a number of novel approaches have been considered, proposals based on fiduciary models of data governance have garnered significant attention. This report provides a brief overview of current research and policy discussions related to two such proposals – “information fiduciaries”, which aim to improve the accountability of online platforms, and “data trusts”, a flexible governance tool that is being considered for a range of different purposes – while offering an assessment of their unique value propositions and implementation challenges.

Information fiduciaries

The nature of fiduciary relationships and the precise duties they create is a contested subject.9 Yet as Richard Whitt notes, “all definitions of fiduciaries share three main elements: (1) the entrustment of property or power; (2) the entrustors’ trust of fiduciaries; and (3) the risk to entrustors emanating from the entrustment.”10 As such, the information fiduciary proposal recommends raising the intensity of obligations owed by data controllers (i.e. companies) to data subjects (i.e. individuals) through the imposition of fiduciary duties of care, confidentiality and loyalty, which would transform large data controllers like digital platforms into “information fiduciaries”. The intent is to correct the power imbalance between companies and individuals by giving companies duties similar to those held by doctors, lawyers and accountants towards their patients or clients.

While scholars such as Lillian Edwards11 and Jack M. Balkin12 may be credited for first considering the imposition of fiduciary obligations, albeit through different methods, their approach has faced some criticism.13 Whereas Edwards has suggested that fiduciary obligations are “implied”14 whenever a data subject shares personal data with a data controller, on account of the risk the former exposes her- or himself to, Sylvie Delacroix and Neil Lawrence argue that taking up a duty of loyalty to manage data subjects’ rights in their best interests would place data controllers in a conflict of interest with their competing duty to maximise shareholder value.15

To resolve this tension, Balkin has proposed that special immunities or financial incentives could help induce data controllers to take up a limited fiduciary obligation that could be defined by statute.16 Several problems have been identified with this “grand bargain”.17 Special incentives for platforms to behave as fiduciaries may not be enough to nullify the conflict of interest between a platform’s duty of loyalty to manage data subjects’ rights and its duty of loyalty to shareholders.18 As Delacroix and Lawrence have put it:

[The “information fiduciary” proposed by Balkin would be placed in a position that is comparable to that of a doctor who gains a commission on particular drug prescriptions or a lawyer who uses a company to provide medical reports for his clients while owning shares in that company.19

Mike Godwin has argued that a “professional framework of fiduciary obligations for tech companies” supported by “professional codes of ethical conduct that bind the tech companies that have fiduciary duties to us” could be one way of ensuring platforms take their positions as information fiduciaries seriously.20

Balkin’s recommendation to restrict digital platforms’ fiduciary duties unfairly discounts the intangible vulnerabilities of living in an online world, where privacy and human rights violations routinely go unnoticed or unchallenged. Facebook may not be a doctor or YouTube an accountant,
and yet each handles sensitive personal data that has been entrusted to them, and which can expose individuals, as entrustors, to abuse.\textsuperscript{23} Balkin’s position may be further undermined in his characterisation of data controllers’ limited duty of loyalty as a prohibition from “act[ing] like con men”\textsuperscript{22} or creating an unreasonable risk of harm to their end user”.\textsuperscript{23} Corporations already bear a duty to do no harm under tort law duty of care. This aspect of Balkin’s proposal has led Lina Khan and David Pozen to question whether Balkin’s proposal “is a fiduciary approach in any meaningful sense at all,” and, ultimately, to recommend that competition and antitrust policy may be the more productive channel to explore.\textsuperscript{24}

While the imposition of fiduciary obligations on data controllers may have been realistic in the past – when business models were less entrenched and operations less complex – today they are unlikely to broker meaningful change. For example, would a fiduciary duty model have prevented the misuse of personal data in the Cambridge Analytica scandal? Moreover, as Whitt observes, the forcible imposition of fiduciary obligations tends to produce suboptimal results, creating relationships of “grudging” care or loyalty.\textsuperscript{25} To this end, Whitt posits that the market may one day privilege companies who voluntarily compete around the self-imposition of a positive duty of loyalty.\textsuperscript{26} Yet such a prospect would likely depend on a clear signal that the market value of assuming a positive duty of loyalty outweighs the status quo, and on the emergence of alternative service providers. Absent important changes in the competitive landscape surrounding data controllers, neither of these developments is likely to occur, and the information fiduciary proposal will have limited impact on the power asymmetries embedded into current approaches to data governance or problems related to privacy self-management and data concentration. Structural problems such as these may require more than a light touch approach.

**Data trusts**

Data trusts result from the application of the common law trust to the governance of data or data rights. Trusts begin with an asset, or rights in an asset, that a “settlor” places into a trust.\textsuperscript{27} A trust charter stipulates the purpose and terms of the trust, which exists to benefit a group of people, known as the “beneficiary”. In more basic terms, a data trust creates a legal way to manage data rights for a purpose that is valuable to a beneficiary.\textsuperscript{28}

In a data trust, data subjects would be empowered to pool the rights they hold over their personal data into the legal framework of a trust.\textsuperscript{29} A trustee is appointed with a fiduciary obligation to manage the trust’s assets in accordance with the trust charter and the interests of its beneficiaries. The trustee is accountable to the beneficiaries for the management of the trust, and has a responsibility to take legal action to protect their rights.

While there is currently no common definition for data trusts, they are often described in reference to the particular problem their proposer is aiming to solve.\textsuperscript{30} As outlined below, governments have focused on the potential to use data trusts to promote data sharing and “responsible” innovation. The “civic data trust”\textsuperscript{31} has been theorised as a way to protect the public interest in data governance decision-making processes. Perhaps the most expansive vision for data trusts at scale is the concept of the “bottom-up data trust”,\textsuperscript{32} which has been proposed as a way to return the power that stems from aggregated data to individuals.

To be sure, data trusts are not a governance model in and of themselves, and their effectiveness will depend on the complementary use of other tools that constitute good practice in corporate governance. Rather, data trusts provide a flexible framework that is capable of balancing a constellation of different interests or rights associated with a range of different stakeholders and use cases.

**Data trusts as data-sharing vehicles**

Governments’ interest in data trusts has primarily focused on their potential to facilitate responsible data sharing and innovation in the AI sector. The following is a list of such proposals.

- In 2017, an independent review commissioned by the United Kingdom (UK) recommended “data
trusts” as a way to “share data in a fair, safe and equitable way,” adding that they would likely play an important role in growing the AI sector.33

- In 2018, the Open Data Institute (ODI) announced a partnership with the UK Office for Artificial Intelligence and Innovate UK to run three data trust pilots focusing on tackling illegal wildlife trade, reducing food waste and improving municipal public services.34

- In May 2019, the Canadian government announced a new Digital Charter35 that referenced data trusts as a possible way to facilitate data sharing in a privacy- and security-enhancing manner for research and development purposes in areas such as health, clean technology or agribusiness. The Canadian government also included several recommendations related to data trusts in a discussion paper36 that accompanied the Digital Charter, outlining proposals for the reform of Canada’s federal privacy legislation.

- In May 2019, the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development adopted the OECD Principles on Artificial Intelligence (the “OECD Principles”), which recommend data trusts as a way to support the safe, fair, legal and ethical sharing of data.37

- In June 2019, the G20 Digital Economy Ministers incorporated the OECD’s recommendation on data trusts into their “human-centred AI Principles”.38

- Finally, that same month, the European Union High-Level Expert Group on AI (AI HLEG) published a series of policy and investment recommendations,39 which acknowledged the need to foster the creation of “trusted data spaces” for data sharing, referencing the data trust proposals in Canada and the United Kingdom as examples.

Of particular interest in the Canadian proposal is the idea that data trusts could be used to alleviate the burden of consensual exhaustion and privacy self-management for transactions involving de-identified data. Specifically, the proposal states that “de-identified information could be processed without consent when managed by a data trust,”40 before adding that other protections such as a “prohibition against intentional re-identification or targeting of individuals in data, or re-identification as the result of negligence or recklessness” would need to be put in place.41 The proposal further stresses that clear linkages between statutory enforcement provisions and the oversight of a data trust would also be necessary. The proposal reflects the belief that a trustee’s purpose-driven mandate, fiduciary duties and built-in accountability to beneficiaries could incentivise a level of proactive risk management that could remove the need to seek consent in subsequent data transactions with other trusts.

Civic data trusts

Civic data trusts move beyond the appointment of single trustees to build fiduciary governance structures that manage the use and sharing of rights to data on behalf of beneficiaries.42 The purpose of a civic data trust is to embed civic values and participation processes into the governance and use of digital technologies.43 By incorporating civic participation into the trustee organisation, civic trusts could ensure that decisions regarding the governance of data take into account evolving concepts of digital rights and the public good.44

Sean McDonald and Keith Porcaro identify at least three ways that a civic data trust is unique:

[Their mission is to define and support the implementation of systems of public participation in decisions about data rights; the trustee organization itself must develop public participation models for its core governance decisions; and [they] can be designed to create reciprocal
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34 Open Data Institute. (2018). Data trusts: lessons from three pilots. https://theodi.org/article/odi-data-trusts-report. Interestingly, though the ODI concluded that trust law was not necessary to advance these pilot projects, it has chosen to continue using the term “data trust”, risking popular confusion as to whether or not a data trust should always imply the application of trust law, or whether the word “trust” is merely being used as a “marketing tool”. See Delacroix, S., & Lawrence, N. (2019). Op. cit.
37 https://www.oecd.org/going-digital/ai-principles
41 Ibid.
43 Ibid.
relationships between the public (the trust), technology companies (the licensee), and technology stakeholders. In 2018, Sidewalk Labs, a subsidiary of Alphabet, proposed to establish an “independent urban data trust” to help manage the data collected as part of its planned smart city development project in the city of Toronto. While Sidewalk Labs drew a lot of attention to data trusts as a concept, their proposal was criticised for its lack of detail, failure to incorporate feedback from community organisations and residents, and for not including fiduciary obligations for the proposed trustee organisation.

**Bottom-up data trusts**

Delacroix and Lawrence propose a bottom-up approach to data trusts as a way to return the power that stems from aggregated data to individuals. Data subjects would be empowered to pool their data into a trust that would champion a social or economic benefit of their choosing. Professional data trustees would exercise the data rights of beneficiaries on their behalf. The data trustees would act as an independent intermediary that negotiates the terms of data collection and use between data subjects and data collectors.

As more people join a data trust, the trustee’s negotiating power over the data controller would grow. In similar fashion, the pooling of data rights could act as a powerful collective action mechanism against abuse by a data controller, as trustees could exercise the right of portability on behalf of all the trust’s beneficiaries and withdraw the sum of the trust’s data rights en masse.

Delacroix and Lawrence envision an ecosystem of data trusts in which data subjects could choose a trust that reflects their aspirations, and be able to switch trusts when needed. Delacroix and Lawrence explore the application of bottom-up data trusts in several domains, including health care, social media, genetics, financial services and loyalty programmes.

**Implementation challenges**

Like information fiduciaries, data trusts face their own implementation challenges. First, clarity is needed regarding the legal foundation – whether in property or contract law – that would enable data subjects to pool any rights they may have to the personal data they participate in generating into a data trust of their choosing. Without changes to the current conception of data ownership, this may represent a barrier to the availability of data trusts as a viable model in the context of online platforms.

Second, data trusts would likely require a new class of professional data trustees capable of balancing competing and complex interests related to data access and use. Given the increasing scale of data transactions and potential risks, however, some question whether a single trustee or even a trustee organisation would be able to discharge the trustee’s duties, or if technological solutions, such as an ecosystem of “personal AI” trustees, may be necessary.

Core features of trusts, including the nature and scope of fiduciary obligations (but also their governance structures and technical architectures), will need to achieve a level of standardisation for data trusts to be deployed at scale. The Hague Convention on the Law Applicable to Trusts and on their Recognition, which uses a harmonised definition of a trust, and sets conflict rules for resolving problems in the choice of the applicable law, could be a natural starting point for this conversation.

Conversely, civil law jurisdictions – where the reception of trust law is more recent and its features more fluid – may be particularly well suited to the task of adapting fiduciary models of governance to the evolving field of data rights management. The Quebec Civil Code, for instance, conceives of the trust as a universality of rights affected to a particular purpose, which a trustee has positive legal powers to administer on behalf of a trustee or trustee organisation. The fact that neither the settlor, trustee or beneficiary retains rights of ownership in
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the asset, moreover, may remove legal barriers to
the sharing or pooling of data rights.

Other important issues that require further
research and testing include the accountability
and liability procedures that will need to be de-
veloped in the context of data misuse, the integrity of
licensing in data supply chains to ensure organi-
sations seeking to use data from a data trust do so
in accordance with its terms, and the role of public
institutions in defining and conducting oversight
of high-level requirements for data trusts in par-
ticular sectors, for instance, to ensure data trusts
themselves are not manipulated to form new oli-
gopolies of power. Public awareness regarding the
opportunity but also the risks associated with the
management of their data rights, is another.

Way forward?

It is important to recall that this is not the first time
society has successfully devised checks and balanc-
es capable of addressing problematic concentrations
of power. Good governance in democratic political re-
gimes – the separation of powers, for instance – has
helped safeguard individual rights and advance the
public good while providing the certainty needed for
innovation and economic growth.

The information fiduciary model represents an im-
portant first step in recognising that digital platforms
should hold obligations towards internet users that are
proportionate to the risk of harm they may potentially
cause. Nevertheless, practical limitations related to
the ability of fiduciaries to manage competing duties
to both data subjects and their shareholders may im-
pact their ability to build public trust.

If the data trust agenda appears more ambitious,
this is as much an indication of data trusts’ promising
features as it is a reflection of the public’s aspirations
for data governance in the digital age: representa-
tion, shared rights, accountability and remedy. Not
only are these just demands, but meeting them may
help create an environment for the digital economy
that is sustainable in the long term. So while data
trusts may face a number of concrete implementation
challenges related to their legal, governance and ar-
chitectural foundations, they remain an indisputably
promising innovation that merits greater investment
– narrowly, as tools that could facilitate fair and
ethical data sharing to alleviate burdens related to
consent and privacy self-management; and broadly,
as ways to empower the public to participate in deci-
sions regarding the use of their personal data, and to
collectively seek redress in cases of harm.
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Defending food sovereignty in the digital era

Introduction

In May 2019, the BBC launched a documentary series titled “Follow the Food” highlighting the current and future challenges of the world food system, from the growing population to the climate crisis to the generational turnover of farmers. According to the documentary, produced in association with Corteva (the new company created from the Dow-DuPont merger),1 the way to “feed the planet” is by embracing new technology developments. This conclusion is based on the same kind of assumption that has been used over the past 50 years to impose agrochemicals, biotechnology and energy-intensive industrial agriculture on the global food system, while experts and reality on the ground show the contrary: small-scale farms and agroecology practices are able to produce 70% of the food being consumed globally on less than a quarter of all farmland – and are crucial to tackle the climate disaster.2

The documentary series shows stories from around the world of high-tech farming, like the use of robotics, digital equipment and blockchain technology. We hear from scientists, technology officers and CEOs in warehouses, corporate headquarters and start-ups. In some scenes, we see an eerie way of producing “food” handled with extra caution: a scientist wearing a hazmat suit to manipulate a vegetable-like form inside a petri dish and a vertical farm with controlled artificial climate and LED light. You won’t see many farmers with their hands touching the soil, working in their sunny field growing food that will also be consumed at their dining tables.

Despite often being seen as a backwards economic sector in this era of digitalisation, agriculture in fact often serves as a test-bed for new technology. The implementation of digital technologies in agriculture, such as artificial intelligence (AI), drones and e-commerce, is growing at light speed. Agribusiness corporations are teaming up with digital technology companies, or creating their own digital arms, to create products and services targeting the food supply chain.

But these developments have brought up some important questions. Take the example of AI in agricultural production: is it better to have machines and automation replace farm workers suffering from poor living and working conditions? How will these workers be guaranteed a dignified source of living after their role is digitalised? Or the way e-commerce corporations integrate the vertical supply chain: will this lead to a more concentrated global food supply? Where is the place for small food producers and small vendors in this landscape?

In this report, we aim to stimulate reflection and discussion on the application of digital technologies in the food system using a food sovereignty4 framework. We explore different areas being impacted by technology, including production, distribution and commercialisation, and highlight the impact on small-scale farmers and local markets. In the race for increased productivity and efficiency, and most of all profits, we point out the ways that this agritech revolution is displacing and disadvantaging the farmers – and the methods and knowledge systems – that actually feed the world.
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2 DowDuPont recently announced it was de-merging, creating three of the largest chemical companies in the world, with Corteva focused on agricultural chemicals. Associated Press. (2019, 3 June). DuPont begins new life after more than 2 centuries. Business Insider. https://www.businessinsider.com/dupont-begins-new-life-after-more-than-2-centuries-2019-6
4 “Food sovereignty”, a term coined by members of Via Campesina in 1996, asserts that the people who produce, distribute and consume food should control the mechanisms and policies of food production and distribution, rather than the corporations and market institutions they believe have come to dominate the global food system. It also encompasses the right of peoples to healthy and culturally appropriate food produced through ecologically sound and sustainable methods. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Food_sovereignty
Agriculture digitalisation

On a hectare of land located on the outskirts of Hanoi in Vietnam stands a large greenhouse. This is not a typical greenhouse: there is a sign that reads “vegetable factory” in front, and inside not one person can be found on a regular day – there are only lettuces growing inside glass-sealed rooms and stems of leafless tomatoes linked to machines that regulate the intake of fertilisers, water and other minerals needed for the growth of the tomato. The greenhouse can be operated from Tokyo, almost 4,000 kilometres away from Hanoi. This “vegetable factory” belongs to Fujitsu, a Japanese company more familiar to many of us for their computer and printer products.

Fujitsu is just one of many information and communications technology (ICT) companies that have jumped on the bandwagon to digitalise agriculture, offering their services to, in their words, “contribute to the further development of [the] agricultural sector.” Ever since the Green Revolution led to agricultural industrialisation, efforts have been made to continuously improve management of large-scale industrial farms or plantation areas with a minimum number of workers or human hours working on the farm while maximising yields and profits. Agriculture machinery and technology are evolving from a simple threshing machine to today’s robotic farming where everything can be controlled from your computer or phone at a remote location.

Today there is an unprecedented level of investment from digital and ICT companies that traditionally have not worked in the agricultural sector. As vertical and horizontal integration happens along the food supply chain, corporations see the potential of gathering agriculture data, enabled by the development of digital technology, to monopolise the supply chain and maximise their profit.

The factory farm that Fujitsu developed is part of a collaboration with one of Japan’s leading food retailers, Aeon Agri Create. This company has established ICT-based farming in Japan and multiple Southeast Asian countries. In Japan, Aeon directly manages 15 farms covering over 200 hectares. Aeon’s farms use the Fujitsu Akisai cloud computing service as the basis for daily farm operations and monitoring. The collaboration is aimed at generating more data that Aeon can then use to secure a more stable supply of produce for Aeon Group stores; this way Aeon can ensure their vegetable supply from their contract farms.

AI and digitalisation of agriculture is not just about automation. The transformation of farm operations is further-reaching than replacing farmers with robots to increase profits and decrease the need for human workers. It is about capturing data, valuable information crucial to ensure the continuation of agricultural production.
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In an OECD paper about the digital transformation of the agriculture and food system, it was explained that the agricultural sector is both an important consumer and supplier of data. Farm data is particularly important to facilitate global value chain integration. The concern is that essential information like soil conditions, climate, and water quality that should be publicly accessible to farmers, as it is necessary for agricultural production, can easily be extracted, stored, privatised, and monopolised by a handful of agribusiness and digital companies.

A case in point: many were curious when Monsanto, a giant multinational agrochemical company, decided to buy The Climate Corporation, a climate data company, in 2013. But The Climate Corporation, as they claim on their website, has a platform technology that combines weather monitoring, agronomic data modelling, and high-resolution weather simulations that can inform about bad weather that may impact farm profits and provide advice for risk management solutions needed. Owning technology like this means profit: as Monsanto said, “In the face of increasingly volatile weather, the global $3 trillion agriculture industry depends on [such] technologies to help stabilize and improve profits.” Information that could be very useful for millions of small-scale farmers to produce food and feed the world is being privatised for the sake of profit.

E-commerce taking bigger slices in the food supply chain

Hawkers fill the last mile for sale of small products, connecting small producers and farmers to middle and working class consumers. With their micro-reach with data, Walmart and Amazon will also sweep up this link and render millions jobless and reduce consumer choice. - Shaktimaan Ghosh, General Secretary, India National Hawker Federation

In June 2017, Amazon, the world's third-largest e-commerce company, announced its acquisition of Whole Foods Market for USD 13.7 billion. The deal made Amazon the largest organic food retailer in the United States (US) overnight. Amazon’s move follows its biggest competitor, the world's largest e-commerce company, China-owned Alibaba, which invested USD 1.25 billion in the Chinese online food delivery service Ele.me in late 2015, then set up its own fresh produce stores, Hema supermarket. Alibaba invested USD 12.7 billion into physical retail stores.

When it comes to food distribution, 30 global supermarket chains already control a third of the global retail food market. Combined with e-com-
merce or grocery e-retail, the corporate control gets even more concentrated in this sector. There are only a handful of companies who control regional and even global supply chains, with Walmart, Alibaba and Amazon at the top of the food chain, as it were. This of course brings new challenges to small farmers and traders, especially when their “competitors” are invisible and able to deliver products from anywhere around the world to the doorstep of the consumers.

The growing encroachment of e-commerce in food distribution is happening everywhere, as start-up companies have competed to get their way into this sector over the past few years. The merging of e-commerce with existing grocery stores and supermarket chains is what Alibaba's founder, Jack Ma, describes as the “new retail”. But what's behind these investments? Why does e-commerce invest so much money in food distribution and retail?

Compared to other e-commerce purchases, groceries are habitual and frequent. People shop for groceries daily, weekly or monthly. Contrary to predictions made a few years back, there is a growing awareness of the fact that online channels alone can't serve consumers adequately, especially in food retail. Merging offline and online stores covers consumer needs, and also provides greater access to consumer data and purchasing habits. Data helps companies develop vertical integration for their own private brands which, in the long run, will affect how and where these companies source their products in order to get the lowest price.

Furthermore, e-commerce companies like Amazon and Alibaba use automation as a key strategic advantage in their overall grocery strategy, entailing the risk of a major loss of jobs. Alibaba has begun drone-based deliveries to hundreds of customers in three of China's major cities – Beijing, Shanghai and Guangzhou. Meanwhile, after its acquisition of Whole Foods Markets, Amazon plans to add robot workers in Whole Foods Market warehouses to reduce costs. Amazon already uses robots in other business sectors.

Although we can't really tell future scenarios, in-depth analysis already predicts that increasing automation and digital supply chain management of agricultural production, processing and trade will eventually create a profound impact on rural society – with the risk of leaving large numbers out of employment, especially in developing countries.

E-commerce is changing traditional value chains and creating a closed environment where inputs, logistics and markets are centrally controlled.

**Food sovereignty 2.0? Stepping up to the tech challenge**

Whether we like it or not, technology is advancing and influencing many aspects of agriculture and food distribution. Agri-digitalisation is a fast-growing industry that needs to be better understood. Combine this with trade agreements designed to back up this growing industry, and the question remains how to ensure that small-scale food producers, informal traders and local markets are not swept away as collateral damage of the hyper-competition between e-commerce, retail trade and agitech.

The transformation of agriculture and rural economies with digital development, automation and other computing technology brings inequality at different levels and in different ways. New technologies come with big price tags, making much of it inaccessible for smallholder peasants, thereby enforcing the competitive advantage of industrial, corporate-controlled agriculture. Food supply chains, from production to processing to marketing, will be further integrated and concentrated. Smallholders may struggle to engage with these changing systems, or be displaced from their lands and livelihoods completely by drones and robots.

We must continue defending food sovereignty, envisioning and building strategies and alternatives to the industrial food system in this digital era. This could include using ICTs to improve farmer-to-farmer exchanges or connecting small producers with small traders and hawkers in order to move forward in a way that strengthens social, community-based and public food systems, and assures the survival of small-scale food producers and local markets.
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Introduction
An area in which artificial intelligence (AI) systems are producing a direct effect on the enjoyment of human rights today is the use of these systems for the alleged intention of protecting public safety and making justice systems more efficient and objective.

The rapid proliferation of these systems has, however, not only lacked a robust public discussion, but many of its impacts have not been evaluated before implementation. Therefore, it is crucial to review and examine the actual impacts of AI systems used for policing, surveillance and other forms of social control.

Predictive policing
Increasingly, law enforcement agencies have announced the use of AI with the purpose of predicting areas that are more prone to crime or even predicting which persons are more likely to be involved in a crime, both as perpetrators and as victims. These predictions play an important role in decisions such as the deployment of police officers in those areas or a determination on the pre-trial detention of a suspect.

These tools rely on multiple sources of data such as criminal records, crime statistics, the demographics of people or neighbourhoods, and even information obtained from social media. As numerous reports have demonstrated, many of these data sets are flawed and biased in ways which can reinforce racial and other types of discrimination. Moreover, predictions made by AI systems trained with skewed data are often seen as “neutral” or “objective”, further ingraining discriminatory and abusive practices.

Often, predictive policing programmes are implemented without transparency, accountability or community participation in the decisions around their implementation or in the evaluation and oversight of their impacts, further limiting the detection and remedy of undesired outcomes.

Social ranking
Some applications of AI systems are more straightforward in their repressiveness and authoritarianism. Take, for example, China’s “social credit system”, by which every person receives a score that factors in everyday behaviours, such as shopping habits or online opinions. The score given is then used to determine access to services and jobs or may even prompt questioning or arrest by the police, thus influencing behaviour and social docility.

In some parts of China, massive amounts of data on each person, such as location data, data from ID cards, CCTV footage and even electricity consumption, are gathered, aggregated and processed to identify behaviour and characteristics deemed as suspicious by the state. This may also result in interrogation by the police, and even prolonged detention, often without any explanation given.


Facial recognition surveillance

One of the most widespread and fast-growing applications of AI systems for policing is the use of facial recognition software for the surveillance of public spaces. The main capability of these systems is the identification of a person by comparing video images with existing databases, for example, mug shot, driver’s licence or ID card databases. In the absence of clear video footage, even sketches or photos of celebrities described as having a resemblance to a suspect have been entered into the databases.7

Facial recognition software is usually used to analyse live video feeds captured by CCTV cameras, but it has been found to also be used to analyse recorded video footage. Some systems produce logs that register the historic detection of a person throughout a surveillance system, usually recording the location, time, date and relationships associated with each detection, and some systems claim to be able to even detect emotions such as happy, sad, calm, angry or surprised.8

The scale of this surveillance is unprecedented. For example, in the United States (US) it is estimated that approximately half of all residents are captured in the law enforcement facial recognition network. Also, the fact that this surveillance is difficult to escape, since it occupies public spaces, results in a particularly invasive tool with far-reaching consequences for participation in public life.

Facial recognition surveillance often lacks specific and robust regulation detailing the process and requirements to conduct a search through the system or establishing rules with regard to which individuals’ faces can be included in the databases used and for how long, among other aspects. This has often led to serious abuse. For example, in the US county of Maricopa, Arizona, the complete driver’s licence and mug shot databases of the country of Honduras were included in the database, which clearly indicates an intention to target a group of people with certain ethnic or national characteristics.

However, the potential for abuse is not limited to the arbitrary or discriminatory inclusion of databases in the system. There is a real risk that these tools are used by law enforcement to spy on people for reasons that have nothing to do with public safety. It has been reported that several law enforcement databases have been inappropriately accessed to spy on romantic partners, family members and journalists.9

The vulnerability of databases used by these systems adds an important layer of risk, particularly when the data that could be stolen is biometric. Differently from other types of data, like passwords, which can be modified if compromised, the effects of stolen biometric data are far more difficult to remediate. This risk has already materialised on multiple occasions. For example, in 2019, it was reported that the database of a contractor for the US Customs and Border Protection agency was breached, compromising photographs of travellers and licence plates.10 Also in 2019, the fingerprints of over a million people, as well as facial recognition information, unencrypted usernames and passwords, and personal information of employees were discovered on a publicly accessible database for a company used by the Metropolitan Police, defence contractors and banks in the United Kingdom (UK).11

Additionally, facial recognition surveillance has been shown to be highly inaccurate. In the UK, an investigation revealed that implementations of the technology for certain events resulted in more than 90% of the matches being wrong.12 The proneness of facial recognition surveillance to the misidentification of individuals has already resulted in the detention of innocent people13 and produced a waste of law enforcement resources that could be allocated to more useful and adequate policing activities.

This technology has been shown to be particularly prone to misidentifying people of colour, women and non-binary individuals. For example, a study of three different kinds of facial analysis software demonstrated that while the error rate in determining the gender of light-skinned men was 0.8%, the error rate for darker-skinned men reached up to 34% in
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some cases.24 This gender and racial bias creates an aggravated risk of perpetuating the discriminatory effects that policing and the criminal justice system have been found to be responsible for.

Despite the flaws and risks that facial recognition surveillance poses for the exercise of human rights, this technology is aggressively being pushed around the globe, including in countries with poor human rights records and a lack of robust institutional counterweights, which exacerbates the risk of abuse.

For example, facial recognition surveillance has been introduced or is already operating in Latin American countries like Argentina,25 Brasil,26 Chile,27 Paraguay28 and México29 and African countries like Uganda, Kenya and Zimbabwe.26 Besides the UK, facial recognition applications have been reported in Denmark21 and Germany.22

Some jurisdictions are responding with regulations to limit the rapid proliferation of this technology. For example, it has been reported that the European Commission is preparing regulation33 and the US cities of San Francisco,44 Oakland50 and Somerville56 have all banned the police from using the technology. However, the vast majority of facial recognition systems remain unregulated and lack meaningful transparency and accountability mechanisms.

Impact on public protest

One strong concern about the use of AI for policing and surveillance of the public space is its impact on the exercise of the right to protest. This impact has recently become more evident, for example, in Hong Kong, where frequent protesting has encountered heavy resistance by the police. One of the tools that the Hong Kong police have used to try to thwart the protests has been the use of facial recognition cameras to attempt to identify the participants.27

Protesters in Hong Kong have resorted to multiple tactics to try to resist the heavy surveillance imposed on them — from using masks, certain kinds of makeup and umbrellas to try to cover their faces, to laser pointers aimed at obfuscating the operation of surveillance cameras, to even taking them down and destroying them.28 The tension has prompted the Hong Kong government to use emergency powers to ban the use of masks29 so facial recognition surveillance cameras are able to identify and track people participating in the protests. It is quite extraordinary that regulation on what people can wear is so strongly aimed at making an AI system work properly.

While often dismissed, privacy in public spaces is rapidly becoming more recognised as an essential value for the exercise of public protest. For example, the United Nations Human Rights Committee’s (HRC) draft general comment on article 21 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) regarding the right of peaceful assembly30 mentions the importance of the right to express your opinions anonymously, including in public spaces. It points out that even when “anonymous

16 Xinhua (2019, 2 March). Brasil estrena cámaras de reconocimiento facial coincidiendo con inicio del Carnaval. Xinhua. spanish. xinhuanet.com/2019-03/02/c_157862459.htm
participation and the wearing of face masks may present challenges to law enforcement agencies, for example by limiting their ability to identify those who engage in violence,” masks or other mechanisms to hide the identity of participants in a protest “should not be the subject of a general ban.”

The HRC further justifies the protection of anonymity in the context of a protest by noting that “concerns about identification may deter people with peaceful intentions from participation in demonstrations, or face masks could be part of the chosen form of expression.”

It is in this context that the HRC recognises the importance of the protection of privacy in public places from technologies like facial recognition by stating that “the mere fact that participants in assemblies are out in public does not mean that their privacy cannot be infringed, for example, by facial recognition and other technologies that can identify individual participants in mass assemblies.”

**Content moderation**

As online spaces increasingly become essential for deliberation and the formation of public opinion, the power wielded by the biggest internet platforms on deciding what can and cannot be expressed by the users of their services has become more and more relevant.

Increasing pressure for stricter content moderation, for example, with the aim of curbing copyright infringement, child pornography, incitement to violence and other categories of speech, has produced surging investment in the development of AI tools capable of detecting and removing infringing content.

While AI has been touted as a solution to the serious harms that content moderation produces for workers entrusted to carry out this task, the risk of false positives and the increased obstacles for transparency and accountability pose a serious risk for freedom of expression online.

As UN Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of the right to freedom of opinion and expression David Kaye mentioned in a report on the implications of AI technologies for human rights in the information environment, “AI-driven content moderation has several limitations, including the challenge of assessing context and taking into account widespread variation of language cues, meaning and linguistic and cultural particularities.” As a result, the use of AI for content moderation is susceptible to making many mistakes when removing content.

Increasing threats of regulation and sanctions for platforms that underperform in removing content deemed as infringing by regulators in different jurisdictions can also lead to incentives for over-blocking as a means of protection against liability.

These risks become exacerbated by the difficulties in detecting the false positives that automated content removals create. As the special rapporteur points out, “AI makes it difficult to scrutinize the logic behind content actions.” This is even more so the case when AI is expected to be used to moderate content as it is uploaded to the platforms, without even allowing the content to be published, thus creating less awareness of the removal of content and adding even more opacity and difficulty to remediate errors or abuse caused by the content moderation systems.

**The path forward**

While AI should not be demonised as a technology, and many applications can contribute to social good, it is important to recognise the impacts that some applications can have on the exercise of human rights.

Policing, criminal justice systems and information flows are already flawed in complex ways, often reproducing systemic injustice against vulnerable groups.

Therefore, it is essential that AI is not deployed without regard of the context, the risks and the ways in which it can not only worsen the discrimination and violence against certain groups, but make these considerably more difficult to reverse.

Until the applications of AI for the attainment of security are informed by evidence, properly designed for human rights compliance and have multiple mechanisms to guarantee transparency and independent oversight, they should not be deployed at the accelerated pace that we see today.

Responsibility must prevail against the politically convenient idea of treating AI as a magical recourse to solve all problems real, perceived or artificially manufactured.

---


Decolonising AI: A transfeminist approach to data and social justice

Introduction

Let’s say you have access to a database with information from 12,000 girls and young women between 10 and 19 years old, who are inhabitants of some poor province in South America. Data sets include age, neighbourhood, ethnicity, country of origin, educational level of the household head, physical and mental disabilities, number of people sharing a house, and whether or not they have running hot water among their services. What conclusions would you extract from such a database? Or, maybe the question should be: Is it even desirable to make any conclusion at all? Sometimes, and sadly more often than not, simply the possibility of extracting large amounts of data is a good enough excuse to “make them talk” and, worst of all, make decisions based on that.

The database described above is real. And it is used by public authorities to prevent school drop-outs and teenage pregnancy. “Intelligent algorithms allow us to identify characteristics in people that could end up with these problems and warn the government to work on their prevention,” said a Microsoft Azure representative. The company is responsible for the machine-learning system used in the Plataforma Tecnológica de Intervención Social (Technological Platform for Social Intervention), set up by the Ministry of Early Childhood in the Province of Salta, Argentina.

“With technology, based on name, surname and address, you can predict five or six years ahead which girl, or future teenager, is 86% predestined to have a teenage pregnancy,” declared Juan Manuel Urtubey, a conservative politician and governor of Salta. The province’s Ministry of Early Childhood worked for years with the anti-abortion NGO Fundación CONIN to prepare this system. Urtubey’s declaration was made in the middle of a campaign for legal abortion in Argentina in 2018, driven by a social movement for sexual rights that was at the forefront of public discussion locally and received a lot of international attention. The idea that algorithms can predict teenage pregnancy before it happens is the perfect excuse for anti-women and anti-sexual and reproductive rights activists to declare abortion laws unnecessary. According to their narratives, if they have enough information from poor families, conservative public policies can be deployed to predict and avoid abortions by poor women. Moreover, there is a belief that, “If it is recommended by an algorithm, it is mathematics, so it must be true and irrefutable.”

It is also important to point out that the database used in the platform only has data on females. This specific focus on a particular sex reinforces patriarchal gender roles and, ultimately, blames female teenagers for unwanted pregnancies, as if a child could be conceived without a sperm.

For these reasons, and others, the Plataforma Tecnológica de Intervención Social has received much criticism. Some have called the system a “lie”, a “hallucination”, and an “intelligence that does not think”, and have said that the sensitive data of poor women and children is at risk. A very complete technical analysis of the system’s failures
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was published by the Laboratorio de Inteligencia Artificial Aplicada (LIAA) at the University of Buenos Aires.²⁰ According to LIAA, which analysed the methodology posted on GitHub by a Microsoft engineer,¹¹ the results were overstated due to statistical errors in the methodology. The database was also found to be biased due to the inevitable sensitivities of reporting unwanted pregnancies, and the data inadequate to make reliable predictions.

Despite this, the platform continued to be used. And worse, bad ideas dressed up as innovation spread fast: the system is now being deployed in other Argetinian provinces, such as La Rioja, Tierra del Fuego and Chaco,¹² and has been exported to Colombia and implemented in the municipality of La Guajira.¹³

The Plataforma Tecnológica de Intervención Social is just one very clear example of how artificial intelligence (AI) solutions, which their implementers claim are neutral and objective, have been increasingly deployed in some countries in Latin America to support potentially discriminatory public policies that undermine human rights of unprivileged people. As the platform shows, this includes monitoring and censoring women and their sexual and reproductive rights.

We believe that one of the main causes for such damaging uses of machine learning and other AI technologies is a blind belief in the hype that big data will solve several burning issues faced by humankind. Instead, we propose to build a transfeminist critique and framework that offers not only the potential to analyse the damaging effects of AI, but also a proactive understanding on how to imagine, design and develop an emancipatory AI that undermines consumerist, misogynist, racist, gender binarial and heteropatriarchial societal norms.

¹⁴ We refer to transfeminism as an epistemological tool that, as Sayak Valencia acknowledges, has as its main objective to re-politicise and de-essentialise global feminist movements that have been used to legitimise policies of exclusion on the basis of gender, migration, miscegenation, race and class. See Valencia, S. (2018). El transfeminismo no es un generismo. Pléyade (Santiago), 22, 27-43. https://dx.doi.org/10.4067/S0719-36962018000200027

### Big data as a problem solver or discrimination disguised as math?

AI can be defined in broad terms as technology that makes predictions on the basis of the automatic detection of data patterns.¹⁵ As in the case of the government of Salta, many states around the world are increasingly using algorithmic decision-making tools to determine the distribution of goods and services, including education, public health services, policing and housing, among others. Moreover, anti-poverty programmes are being datafied by governments, and algorithms used to determine social benefits for the poor and unemployed, turning “the lived experience of poverty and vulnerability into machine-readable data, with tangible effects on the lives and livelihoods of the citizens involved.”¹⁶

Cathy O’Neil, analysing the usages of AI in the United States (US), asserts that many AI systems “tend to punish the poor.” She explains:

This is, in part, because they are engineered to evaluate large numbers of people. They specialize in bulk, and they’re cheap. That’s part of their appeal. The wealthy, by contrast, often benefit from personal input. [...] The privileged, we’ll see time and again, are processed more by people, the masses by machines.¹⁷

AI systems are based on models that are abstract representations, universalisations and simplifications of complex realities where much information is being left out according to the judgment of their creators. O’Neil observes:

[Models, despite their reputation for impartiality, reflect goals and ideology. [...] Our own values and desires influence our choices, from the data we choose to collect to the questions we ask. Models are opinions embedded in mathematics.¹⁸

In this context, AI will reflect the values of its creators, and thus many critics have concentrated on the necessity of diversity and inclusivity:

So inclusivity matters – from who designs it to who sits on the company boards and which ethical perspectives are included. Otherwise, we
risk constructing machine intelligence that mirrors a narrow and privileged vision of society, with its old, familiar biases and stereotypes.\textsuperscript{19}

But diversity and inclusivity are not enough to create an emancipatory AI. If we follow Marcuse’s ideas that “the technological mode of production is a specific form or set of conditions which our society has taken among other possible conditions, and it is this mode of production which plays the ultimate role in shaping techniques, as well as directing their deployment and proliferation,”\textsuperscript{20} it is fundamental to dive deeply into what the ruling interests of this historical-social project are. In this sense, theories of data justice have reflected on the necessity to explicitly connect a social justice agenda to the data revolution supported by some states, companies and international agencies in order to achieve fairness in the way people are seen and treated by the state and by the private sector, or when they act together.\textsuperscript{21}

For example, as Payal Arora frames it, discourses around big data have an overwhelmingly positive connotation thanks to the neoliberal idea that the exploitation for profit of the poor data by private companies will only benefit the population.\textsuperscript{22} This is, in many ways, the sign that two old acquaintances, capitalism and colonialism, are present and healthy every time an AI system strips people of their autonomy and treats them “as mere raw data for processing.”\textsuperscript{23} Along the same lines, Coultr and Mejias\textsuperscript{24} consider that the appropriation and exploitation of data for value has deep roots in capitalism and colonialism.

Recently, connecting this critique to the racialisation of citizens and communities through algorithmic decisions, Safiya Umoja Noble has coined the term “technological redlining”, which refers to the process of data discrimination that bolsters inequality and oppression. The term draws on the “redlining” practice in the US by which communities suffered systematic denial of various services either directly or through the selective raising of prices based on their race:

I think people of color will increasingly experience it as a fundamental dimension of generating, sustaining, or deepening racial, ethnic and gender discrimination. This process is centrally tied to the distribution of goods and services in society, like education, housing and other human and civil rights, which are often determined now by software, or algorithmic decision-making tools, which might be popularly described as “artificial intelligence”.\textsuperscript{25}

The question is how conscious of this citizens and public authorities who are purchasing, developing and using these systems are. The case of Salta, and many others, show us explicitly that the logic of promoting big data as the solution to an unimaginable array of social problems is being exported to Latin America, amplifying the challenges of decolonisation. This logic not only corners attempts to criticise the status quo in all the realms of power relations, from geopolitics, to gender norms and capitalism, but also makes it more difficult to sustain and promote alternative ways of life.

**AI, poverty and stigma**

“The future is today.” That seems to be the mantra when public authorities eagerly adopt digital technologies without any consideration of critical voices that show their effects are potentially discriminatory. In recent years, for example, the use of big data for predictive policing seems to be a popular tendency in Latin America. In our research we found that different forms of these AI systems have been used (or are meant to be deployed) in countries such as Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Mexico and Uruguay, among others.\textsuperscript{26} The most common model is building predictive maps of crime, but there have also been efforts to develop predictive models of likely perpetrators of crime.\textsuperscript{27}
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As Fieke Jansen suggests:

These predictive models are based on the assumption that when the underlying social and economic conditions remain the same crime spreads as violence will incite other violence, or a perpetrator will likely commit a similar crime in the same area.28

Many critics point to the negative impacts of predictive policing on poorer neighbourhoods and other affected communities, including police abuse,29 stigmatisation, racism and discrimination.30 Moreover, as a result of much of the criticism, in the US, where these systems have been deployed for some time, many police agencies are reassessing the real efficiency of the systems.31

The same logic behind predictive policing is found in anti-poverty AI systems that collect data to predict social risks and deploy government programmes. As we have seen, this is the case with the Plataforma Tecnológica de Intervención Social; but it is also present in systems such as Alerta Infancia in Chile. Again, in this system, data predictions are applied to minors in poor communities. The system assigns risk scores to communities, generating automated protection alerts, which then allow “preventive” interventions. According to official information,32 this platform defines the risk index by “preventive” interventions. According to official information,32 this platform defines the risk index by factors such as teenage pregnancy, the problematic use of alcohol and/or drugs, delinquency, chronic psychiatric illness, child labour and commercial sexual exploitation, mistreatment or abuse and dropping out of school. Among much criticism of the system, civil society groups working on child rights declared that, beyond surveillance, the system “constitutes the imposition of a certain form of sociocultural normativity,” as well as “encouraging and socially validating forms of stigmatisation, discrimination and even criminalisation of the cultural diversity existing in Chile.” They stressed:

This especially affects indigenous peoples, migrant populations and those with lower economic incomes, ignoring that a growing cultural diversity demands greater sensitivity, visibility and respect, as well as the inclusion of approaches with cultural relevance to public policies.33

There are at least three common characteristics in these systems used in Latin America that are especially worrisome given their potential to increase social injustice in the region: one is the identity forced onto poor individuals and populations. This quantification of the self, of bodies (understood as socially constructed) and communities has no room for re-negotiation. In other words, datafication replaces “social identity” with “system identity”.34

Related to this point, there is a second characteristic that reinforces social injustice: the lack of transparency and accountability in these systems. None of them have been developed through a participative process of any type, whether including specialists or, even more important, affected communities. Instead, AI systems seem to reinforce top-down public policies from governments that make people “beneficiaries” or “consumers”: “As Hacking referred to ‘making up people’ with classification, datafication ‘makes’ beneficiaries through census categories that are crystallised through data and made amenable to top-down control.”35

Finally, these systems are developed in what we would call “neoliberal consortiums”, where governments develop or purchase AI systems developed by the private sector or universities. This deserves further investigation, as neoliberal values seem to pervade the way AI systems are designed, not only by companies, but by universities funded by public funds dedicated to “innovation” and improving trade.36

Why a transfeminist framework?

As we have seen, in these examples of the use of these types of technologies, some anti-poverty government programmes in Latin America reflect a positivist framework of thinking, where reality seems to be better understood and changed for good if we
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can quantify every aspect of our life. This logic also promotes the vision that what humans shall seek is “progress”, which is seen as a synonym of augmented production and consumption, and ultimately means exploitation of bodies and territories.

All these numbers and metrics about unprivileged people's lives are collected, compiled and analysed under the logic of “productivity” to ultimately maintain capitalism, heteropatriarchy, white supremacy and settler colonialism. Even if the narrative of the “quantified self” seems to be focused on the individual, there is no room for recognising all the different layers that human consciousness can reach, nor room for alternative ways of being or fostering community practices.

It is necessary to become conscious of how we create methodological approaches to data processing so that they challenge these positivist frameworks of analysis and the dominance of quantitative methods that seem to be gaining fundamental focus in the development and deployment of today's algorithms and processes of automated decision making.

As Silvia Rivera Cusicanqui says:

> How can the exclusive, ethnocentric “we” be articulated with the inclusive “we” – a homeland for everyone – that envisions decolonization? How have we thought and problematized, in the here and now, the colonized present and its overturning? 37

Beyond even a human rights framework, decolonial and transfeminist approaches to technologies are great tools to envision alternative futures and overturn the prevailing logic in which AI systems are being deployed. Transfeminist values need to be embedded in these systems, so advances in the development of technology help us understand and break what black feminist scholar Patricia Hill Collins calls the “matrix of domination” (recognising different layers of oppression caused by race, class, gender, religion and other aspects of intersectionality). This will lead us towards a future that promotes and protects not only human rights, but also social and environmental justice, because both are at the core of decolonial feminist theories.

Re-imagining the future

To push this feminist approach into practice, at Coding Rights, in partnership with MIT's Co-Design Studio,39 we have been experimenting with a game we call the “Oracle for Transfeminist Futures”.40 Through a series of workshops, we have been collectively brainstorming what kind of transfeminist values will inspire and help us envision speculative futures. As Ursula Le Guin once said:

> The thing about science fiction is, it isn't really about the future. It's about the present. But the future gives us great freedom of imagination. It is like a mirror. You can see the back of your own head.41

Indeed, tangible proposals for change in the present emerged once we allowed ourselves to imagine the future in the workshops. Over time, values such as agency, accountability, autonomy, social justice, non-binary identities, cooperation, decentralisation, consent, diversity, decoloniality, empathy, security, among others, emerged in the meetings.

Analysing just one or two of these values combined42 gives us a tool to assess how a particular AI project or deployment ranks in terms of a decolonial feminist framework of values. Based on this we can propose alternative technologies or practices that are more coherent given the present and the future we want to see.
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Automating informality: On AI and labour in the global South

Noopur Raval1

Introduction

Since the publication of Frey and Osborne’s important paper in 2013,2 announcing that approximately 47% of existing jobs in the United States (US) were susceptible to automation, the “future of work” with a focus on questions of employment has become a core research concern among research and policy organisations worldwide. Subsequently, more such regional trend studies3 have highlighted the impact of automation on employment in different parts of the world, especially in the global North. Various kinds of artificial intelligence (AI)-enabled technologies are already transforming global logistics and supply chains as well as other job domains such as accounting, business processing and others – areas that until now heavily relied upon multiple human agents at each step.

Automated processes, as well as the creation of dynamic, on-demand labour pools in real time, have begun to replace permanent and long-term contract jobs in the global North, leading to serious concerns and considerations about increased precarity (the lack of job security), informalisation, wage theft, granular surveillance and exploitation of human workers in platformised work. Moreover, many developed economies are also facing an ageing workforce,4 raising concerns with respect to reskilling and care for the elderly once this workforce retires. However, a majority of countries in the global South are witnessing a “youth bulge”, where, for instance, the median age of the entire African continent is 19.4 years (2019). India, where this essay’s empirical focus lies, is alone home to 600 million young people (between ages 15 and 24).5 Questions of skilling the youth, combating increasing unemployment and increasing women’s participation in work remain big political challenges in developing economies.

Most importantly, the endurance and dominance of informal work remains the biggest distinguishing factor of global South labour markets. While there is no one clear definition for informal work, it includes atypical, non-standard, self-generated and home-based work that is unregistered (or too small to be registered) and is not adequately regulated and/or taxed, often because of the lack of a clear employee-employer relationship.6 As per a 2018 International Labour Organization (ILO) report, more than 60% of the world’s employment happens in the informal economy.7 While the estimates vary, the informal economy in India still accounts for more than 80% of non-agricultural employment. Widespread informality in labour also makes it hard to enforce minimum wage or decent work standards.

In this sense, the combination of work precarity as the norm as well as the social and cultural constraints on people’s abilities to find work demand a human-centric orientation to the questions of AI and labour in the global South. In line with this, some existing conversations are already adopting a developmental lens to think about how AI may be harnessed to democratise education, for training and skills development, to provide better health care and to help people find jobs, among other things.

Before moving forward, two points are worth clarifying. First, it is useful to understand that since “artificial intelligence” as a blanket term could refer to varying levels and kinds of big data and algorithmic innovations, in this report I focus specifically on algorithmic platforms as they reshape contemporary work arrangements.
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The second is that, at least for the near future, especially in the global South but also elsewhere, what we are witnessing is not total and complete automation of/in work but rather what has been called “heteromation”\(^8\) (or a reorganisation in the division of labour between humans and machines). This is also a crucial point as it helps us to “keep humans in the loop” (while building AI) and recentre human work alongside machine intelligence. Such a shift also means that we are not necessarily talking about “machines replacing humans” but rather displacing traditional work roles and thus calling for a re-imagining of human work.\(^9\)

This report, then, offers vignettes from the ongoing platformisation and increasing algorithmic management of work in India to give a glimpse of such “heteromated futures” in the global South. With every example, the report also illustrates the socio-technical effects of AI implementation in work, with a focus on prevalent informality and vulnerability as well as social hierarchies of caste, gender and class in India.

**Platformisation of blue-collar work**

Not surprisingly, a lot of AI-powered productivity technology is marketed to white-collar workers with the promise of “automating banality away”, allowing creative and cognitive workers to focus on real productivity (versus administrative and repetitive tasks). On the other hand, in blue-collar service and logistics jobs, algorithmic management as well as the use of natural language processing (NLP),\(^10\) facial recognition and biometric attendance have seen a sharp uptake, promising speed, efficiency and standardisation in processes. In India the most prominent examples of algorithmic platforms managing pools of workers in real-time are service intermediaries such as Uber, Olacabs, Swiggy and Zomato (food-delivery platforms), and e-commerce platforms such as Amazon and Walmart-owned Flipkart. Various reports of platform workers in the global South have shown how minutely workers are monitored for work and rest time, how attendance and presence at work is monitored through workers having to take selfies, and how recruitment of new workers happens en masse through artificial conversational agents.

It is worth noting that it is not a coincidence that such technologies are being both deployed on and refined through their use on informal and contract workers, given the overall lack of transparency and monitoring of work conditions among these groups. Further, more work needs to be done to study informal and semi-formal workers’ understanding of their rights while their workplaces and processes get increasingly datafied. While in-depth commentary is beyond the scope of this report, the datafication of already vulnerable worker/citizen subjects produces a kind of “double marginalisation”,\(^11\) similar to what scholars have been discussing with regard to the datafication of refugees and asylum seekers.

**Reintermediation via algorithms at work**

As several studies have now shown,\(^12\) app-based ride-hailing drivers are among the largest group of workers currently being algorithmically managed on a granular basis. In India, the intervention and creation of a new “pop-up”\(^13\) labour market due to the arrival of app-based work has resulted in the loosening of traditional local and regional labour markets. Historically, participation in certain occupations (such as cleaning, driving, domestic work, beauty work, etc.) has tightly mapped along the lines of gender, caste, religion and language.\(^14\) Based on the complex hierarchical caste system, only certain caste communities were allowed to teach, trade, farm and so on, while certain caste communities were forced to carry on in a single, stigmatised occupation (such as manual scavenging or sewage cleaning). In pre-algorithmic times, migrating to urban centres to engage in non-agricultural labour required connections, social networks, as well as proofs of belonging (domicile certificates, identity cards).
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\(^13\) “Pop-up” here refers to how algorithmic, big-data platforms like Uber, Ola and others are able to aggregate and show real-time demand and supply within an area, creating lucrative temporary markets in different locations. These markets are not permanent given that – based on the time of the day or special events – some areas have high demands only at certain times (weekends, night, concerts, etc.).

references) to be able to find work in the city. This made it difficult even for migrating workers to cross the social and cultural barriers imposed on employment. Locally, in city-based markets, algorithmic platforms have afforded a way for unskilled and skilled migrant workers to circumvent traditional gatekeeping and at least find temporary work. Mark Graham and colleagues made similar observations about “gig economy” work in the sub-Saharan region, demonstrating how algorithmic platforms are not disintermediating work (“taking humans out”), but rather reintermediating work.

**AI, temporary labour and social hierarchies**

In another study, with app-based female beauty and wellness workers in India who were also migrating from salons and smaller, informal parlour set-ups to doing app-based on-demand beauty work, we discovered how working through app-based platforms allowed women greater flexibility at work. In the AI and work debate, flexibility has been a contested notion. Since the rise of various forms of flexi-work (freelancing through sites like Upwork, micro-tasking through Mechanical Turk and then gig work through Uber, Deliveroo, UberEats, Zomato, etc.), Western scholars have consistently argued that the notion of “flexibility” glosses over the hidden costs and rules of so-called “anytime, anywhere” work. While platform companies claim that dynamic algorithmic matching creates a convenient digital workforce, that is “ready to go, anytime you need work done,” it also creates a perpetual “reserve army” of workers who can never log off. Many reports from across the globe have revealed how platform workers end up working long hours in order to make a decent living. In this sense, flexibility at work comes with a heavy price.

Nevertheless, this is not so straightforward when we look at platformised work in the global South. For the women (and men) working through apps, the temporal flexibility to choose or refuse work at certain hours meant that they could attend to social obligations and family needs and build a future of work where formal career pathways are absent.

Often, when asked why workers were choosing to continue working through app-based platforms despite seeing and knowing the opacity of algorithmic management, dynamic price determination and the skewed effects of platform rating mechanisms on their ability to work, many workers across platforms reiterated that this was “not permanent work.” People were participating for their own reasons – to pay off a loan, to own a vehicle, to set up their own business, to get part-time education and so on. Some also evidenced how working through and with smartphone-based apps was much cleaner and more dignified than previous work they had done (such as cleaning trucks, manual labour or the same kind of work without tech mediation). Given the long history of technological participation and modernity in various post-colonies of the global South, as well as the role that technologies have been projected to play in developmentalism (from STEM education to cheap laptops to mobile-first internet access), working with technology and technologised work are seen as upward social mobility. In this sense, when we consider the present and near future of AI and labour in India at least, participating in algorithmic work not only appears (to workers) as relatively good temporary work, but often also more dignified work.

**AI, surveillance and labour**

In the context of AI deployment and the reshaping of work in the global South with a focus on the informality of work, multiple strands emerge regarding surveillance. Continuing with platform work examples, both in service and other e-commerce platforms, the deployment of granular surveillance to track worker movement, worker and customer communications, rest times, and even worker activity while not logged onto company apps is commonplace. Surveillance technologies in the workplace and the resultant metrics have often had dire consequences, such as the reshaping of worker privacy rights or increased performance.
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stress among workers and the concomitant duress on the right to enjoy and be fulfilled by work.

Moreover, surveillance and worker management also have implications with respect to the public “visibility” of a work force when it comes to managing a brand image and the profitability of platform and e-commerce companies. Simply put, the socio-demographics of individual workers can be “better” managed to suit the biases of paying customers. In India, not only have certain castes and tribes, or religious and gendered communities, been confined to specific occupational roles and hence always been viewed and managed suspiciously as “risky subjects”, but now, as venture capital-backed platforms seek to pander to the affording middle-class consumers, collecting worker biometric data, tracking their minute-by-minute activity and their location, are seen as desirable for “brand management”. So while informal platform work might create a sense of more dignified work for workers, it is worth keeping in mind that the imagined consumers/users of such platforms remain those who can afford to pay for just-in-time services (upper middle-class, upwardly mobile professionals in most cases). In this sense, the social relationships that are found in traditional informal work are not necessarily challenged or reversed in the informal economy produced by platformisation.

This “socio-technicality” is important as it speaks to the unique encounter between informality (a characteristic feature of many developing economies) and algorithmic technologies wherein the “biases” integral to structural arrangements of work are carried over to platform work.

Another strand of AI, work and surveillance in the global South relates to the “hidden ghost work”22 of data cleaning, image labelling, text processing and content moderation being performed by back-end workers across developing economies. This new phase of back-end work follows the last IT/ITES23 boom in the early 2000s that became globally visible through the figure of Indian call centre workers. Recently, much has been written about the wage differentials in digital labour and the evidently meagre remuneration being paid to surveilled global South workers doing the “janitorial” labour that keeps digital platforms healthy and productive.24 Not only this, it has also come to light that many AI assistants are in fact fully powered by real human agents working in developing countries.

Some of this work is done without a clear understanding of the application of the labour, distancing the labourer from the product output. For example, as a part of large, global data-processing chains, many women and men preparing the training data for cutting-edge AI applications under close surveillance may be unwittingly embedded in assembling various policing and surveillance technologies themselves.

**Conclusion: Protection for the doubly precarious**

As this report has tried to show through different real-world examples, in global South markets such as India where informality is rampant, the combination of financial and socio-cultural precarity as well as the desire to stay within the market through technological participation make platform work an attractive option. By offering informality as the dominant metaphor, this report aims to open up space between totalising critiques of AI in the workplace as resulting in bad, exploitative work on the one hand, and AI-embedded futures as automatically empowering and inclusive on the other hand.

Platforms produce complex new realities for work in the global South. While AI-embedded work platforms widen participation for some actors, they have also been known to leverage and reinforce the existing socio-cultural hierarchies that shape certain forms of work themselves. As we see in the examples above, although there is evidence of platformisation empowering informal workers, the algorithmic is likely to re-entrench precarity for informal workers unless there is situated reckoning of the unique historical and economic labour and employment needs of global South geographies, rather than a wholesale embrace of universal (or Western) AI futures. Most importantly, if we are able to hold the evolving data protection, technological innovation and employment conversations with an exclusive focus on informal worker and human-centric issues, only then can we build AI policy that is truly responsive to the needs of workers in the global South.

---


23 Information technology-enabled services.

Radicalising the AI governance agenda

What’s missing in mainstream global debates on AI governance

Advances in artificial intelligence (AI) present human civilisation with challenges that are unprecedented. As a class of technologies that simulate human intelligence processes for learning, reasoning and self-correction, AI disrupts the way societies define, organise and use knowledge, thus radically recasting social and economic systems. Understanding and deconstructing AI systems that are self-learning and self-correcting is not easy. In fact, experts in the field have even stated that it is impossible. The widespread diffusion and adoption of AI, even if much of it for now is so-called “narrow AI”, is therefore as terrifying as it is exciting – something that Bill Gates has compared to the complexity of nuclear technology. Quite naturally, a vibrant debate on the governance of AI has been gathering momentum, involving governments, multilateral institutions, technology companies, the technical community and global civil society. The search is on for the right combination of legal-regulatory, ethical and technological approaches that constitute effective AI governance.

Mainstream debates on AI governance take note of violations of the human rights considerations of privacy, equality and non-discrimination, uncertain futures of work, and erosion of democracy in the emerging AI paradigm. They do not, however, fully address the entanglement of AI in neoliberal capitalism and what this means for the life-chances of individuals and communities. Because of this, AI governance debates tend to carry critical blind spots.

Blind spot 1: Collective autonomy and choice in the debate on AI and human rights

Across stakeholders, there is growing acknowledgement of how AI systems could undermine human rights. A systematic mapping of the over 32 sets of influential AI principles/guidelines in existence today by the Cyber Harvard project reveals that informational privacy, equality, fairness and freedom from discrimination are critical concerns shared by all stakeholders involved in the development and deployment of AI technologies: governments, multilateral organisations, advocacy groups and technology companies. The inscrutability of AI systems means that the subjectivity of their creators can reinforce the very biases that create an unequal society, leading to a due process failure. Inherent biases in input/training data sets as well as in definitions of output parameters produce unfair outcomes.

Institutional and techno-governance mechanisms to address bias in AI are indeed necessary to tackle inequality and discrimination. However, existing proposals in this regard, whether from multilateral agencies (such as the global legal framework mooted by the UN Special Rapporteur on freedom of expression in his 2018 report), or plurilateral bodies (the OECD Council’s Recommendation on Artificial Intelligence), or governments (the European Commission's Ethics Guidelines for Trustworthy AI), or civil society (the Toronto Declaration for protecting equality and non-discrimination in AI systems), or the technical community (such as IEEE’s project on evolving an open standard on algorithmic bias), tend to focus exclusively on addressing misrecognition.

1 This report has been adapted from “The Wicked Problem of AI Governance”, which will be published by FES-India in October 2019.
3 AI used for a narrowly defined task, as opposed to the more complex general or strong AI.

5 https://undocs.org/A/73/348
They fail to imagine redress to individuals and communities caught in relationships of exploitation that are based on uneven and unfair distribution of intelligence capital. In the AI-led economy, algorithmic intelligence extracted from data resources is the “secret sauce” that enables the disruption of the economic status quo and the attainment of new levels of efficiency. At present, such “intelligence capital” is concentrated in the hands of a few transnational corporations, which have enclosed valuable data resources in order to cement their market dominance by foreclosing the possibility of competing AI innovations emerging in the future.

Because of their failure to address the unequal distribution of intelligence capital and the resultant inequality in opportunity structures, existing AI and human rights proposals ignore the changing structures of choice. We urgently need framings about equality and non-discrimination in relation to AI that are attentive to “equality of autonomy” – the spread across society of the ability and means of people to choose their life course. Our response to safeguarding human rights in the AI paradigm must move beyond identity-based discrimination, and tackle AI-based economic exploitation through new governance approaches for the AI economy that expand individual and collective choices.

**Blind spot 2: Economic self-determination in the debate on AI**

In the race towards the “Fourth Industrial Revolution”, an ideology of AI-frontierism is widely evidenced in policy circles. Not wanting to be left behind, developing country governments are caught up in the language of “innovation” and “entrepreneurship”, authoring national plans and road maps for their digital start-up ecosystem and upskilling of workers. These efforts view AI-led development as a simplistic aggregate of individual efficiencies that will somehow magically add up to national productivity gains. They completely ignore the fact that development is a “competitive and national productivity gains. They completely ignore the fact that development is a “competitive and global undertaking”, characterised by a sustained and continuing effort to capture opportunities for higher value knowledge and technological capabilities. In the current context, strides in development are possible only for countries that can harness AI at a socio-structural level for higher growth and redistributive gains. Developing countries urgently need to use AI to create and/or deepen national capacity for moving out of low value locations in the global value chain. However, the debate so far seems to flatten the global political economy of development with a broad brush stroke, and even glib prescriptions exhorting countries of the South to build their domestic AI capabilities and upskill their populations.

How can these prescriptions be met if access to and ownership of data and digital intelligence are denied to these countries? The AI-led global order is entrenched firmly in what activists and scholars have argued is a form of neocolonisation. Today, economic power is a function of how AI technologies are employed in networked systems organised around incessant data processing. As data starts flowing on a planetary scale with the advent of the internet, creating and multiplying social and economic connections, predatory capitalism found a new lease of life. The value of the global network of connections has since grown exponentially with the emergence of the platform model, the network-data infrastructures that mediate and organise production and exchange on a global scale. In the emerging global AI economy, competitive advantage is determined by the ability to reach higher levels of efficiency through the intelligence capital generated by processing data.

Moving to the higher value segments of the global economy is, however, inordinately difficult in the current global economic order, where corporations and countries who have enjoyed a first-mover advantage in harvesting data for digital intelligence systematically reinforce their position of dominance. As the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) Trade and Development Report cautions, the restructuring of global value chains by the platform business model has
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coincided with the appearance in global economic statistics of a “widening gap between a small number of big winners in global value chains and a large collection of participants, both smaller companies and workers, who are being squeezed.”

The United States (US) and its allies have also sought to use trade negotiations to assert their advantage and maintain the status quo on unrestricted cross-border data flows to protect US platform monopolies. Similarly, they have been stalling demands of developing countries for disclosure of source code/algorithms by transnational digital corporations, even though such technology transfer conditionalities for market access are currently permissible under the Agreement on Trade Related Investment Measures (TRIMs). Without the sovereign right to control the terms on which the data of their citizens or the data generated in their territories flows across jurisdictions and/or the means to build the digital intelligence capabilities to boost their economies, countries in the developing world cannot create the endogenous conditions for their citizens to reap the AI advantage. They will never be able to create the intelligence capital for reaching higher value knowledge capabilities. On the contrary, their vulnerabilities could potentially be accentuated, as the systematic flight of data from their territories for exogenous AI infrastructure models creates economic and political dependencies.

The terms of the debate therefore need to shift away from individualist solutions to secure the future of the economy towards governance frameworks that invoke the economic right of nation states and communities to have sovereignty over data – which may be seen as “a new form of wealth” to self-determine their development pathways.

**Blind spot 3: The realpolitik of algorithmic scrutiny in the debate on norms for digitally mediated democracy**

The early consensus on internet exceptionalism linked to free speech seems to be giving way to a realisation that a hyper-extractive algorithmic regime needs new norms that can hold platform intermediaries accountable for preserving democracy in digitally mediated times. There is thus an increasing acknowledgement about the need for public scrutiny of the algorithmic tools used by platforms for content curation, user profiling and targeting.17

In the past year, the European Union (EU) has been at the helm of this debate, with members of the European Parliament calling for an algorithmic audit of the profiling practices of Facebook in October 2018 and the establishment of an EU Committee of Ministers to deliberate on safeguards against algorithmic manipulation by platforms, including digital communication services.18 While the EU – as a politically powerful and economically relevant bloc – may well be able to create the regulatory structures and enforce accountability mechanisms vis-à-vis transnational platform companies within its territory, most countries in the global South lack such clout and the institutional wherewithal for regulatory oversight. As mentioned, the US and its allies have also sought to protect the intellectual property interests of their digital corporations in trade-related negotiations, insisting that no country can make market access contingent on source code/algorithmic disclosure.19 Most developing countries therefore face a Hobson’s choice: they must give in to opaque and unilateral AI-enabled content governance policies and practices of transnational platform companies in order to have access to the essential communications infrastructure that they depend on the latter to provision.

These geo-economic and geo-political dynamics as well as the absence of a binding international framework on the obligations of transnational corporations render the plausibility of effective regulatory intervention by developing countries moot. Ideas of self-regulation tend to gain currency, furthering a user-centred approach that depoliticises the problem, replacing democratic oversight with corporate largesse.

A two-pronged response is necessary to prevent the degeneration of the digitally mediated public sphere. Firstly, the deleterious consequences of “AI-gone-wrong” for democracy cannot be tackled without a right for all countries to scrutinise the algorithmic apparatus shaping social interactions in
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15 Ibid.
19 Ibid.
their territory. The proposed international treaty on business and human rights is a highly pertinent instrument through which corporate violations that undercut democracy and human rights can be addressed by governments. Additionally, the health of public spheres in digital times hinges on a global agreement, a binding normative framework on data and AI that prescribes duties of states vis-à-vis national and global democracy. A reinterpretation of human rights obligations of state and non-state actors in the age of AI, therefore, is not optional: it is an urgent need. A global normative framework for data and AI must also address the issue of data extractivism, setting limits on individual profiling in the online communications sphere.

A radical agenda for AI governance: Building blocks

Violations of the foundational human rights principle of equality and non-discrimination and the thwarting of political and economic democracy in the AI paradigm are, evidently, a result of data imperialism – the control that algorithmic circuits of digital intelligence confer on the already powerful who own the data. Surprisingly though, this facet of AI is hardly alluded to in the debates on AI governance, which – as demonstrated above – propose liberalist, structural interventions (focusing on correcting misrecognition but not maldistribution) at best and neoliberal, individualistic fixes (that transfer burdens of navigating the digital economy on individuals) at worst. When viewed from this standpoint, the contours of the AI governance debate shift significantly. It becomes apparent that transforming the political economy of data ownership and control that is deepening global development fault lines is the critical missing link. The AI governance agenda therefore needs to be transformed and radicalised, embracing a focus on data and AI constitutionalism.

Two critical steps need to be accomplished for such a radical departure:

(a) Acknowledging data sovereignty as part of the right to development

In the AI paradigm, without a national-level strategy to leverage data resources for inclusive innovation and social transformation, the right and duty of nation states to formulate appropriate national development policies as envisaged in the Declaration on the Right to Development cannot be realised. For example, in order to safeguard strategic economic interests, countries must be able to build and strengthen public data pools, mandating private firms to relinquish their exclusive rights over data collected and processed as part of their business where such data is assessed to be of national importance. They must also be able to prevent the enclosure and expropriation of cultural/knowledge commons or community data by transnational digital companies. But in a context where the bulk of data resources of developing countries are in the hands of transnational digital companies headquartered elsewhere, such national-level policy measures can be enforced only by re-asserting jurisdictional sovereignty over data resources through the introduction of restrictions and controls on cross-border data transfers, and data localisation measures. It is this policy space that is currently being taken away by advanced AI nations who are utilising trade policy avenues to push for the maintenance of the status quo on unrestricted data flows and protect the interests of their corporations. Such tactics also promote a myth that any national-level conditionalities on data flows are likely to impede global flows of information on the internet.

The sovereign right of nation states to the data on their citizens or collected within their territories needs to be articulated through a binding global normative framework on data and AI. Norms about putting AI to the service of human rights and development justice must embrace the cutting-edge wisdom about the inalienability, indivisibility and interdependence of human rights, with a futuristic outlook for the 21st century. To fulfil their human rights obligations in the AI paradigm, states need to implement various measures, balancing multiple interests and priorities in the national context. A sophisticated governance framework for access to and use and control of data is needed that effectively balances the rights of data principals with the rights of those investing in the resources that enable the creation of digital intelligence, the rights of affected individuals/communities, and the broader public interest.


(b) Reining in transnational digital corporations

Given that the bulk of AI innovation is currently being spearheaded by transnational corporations, norms and rules at the national level are necessary to protect the interests of domestic businesses and enterprises (across a wide spectrum that includes not-for-profits and cooperatives). Policy measures will need to straddle: FRAND (Fair, Reasonable and Non-Discriminatory Access) provisions in technology patenting to prevent digital corporations from locking in essential building blocks of algorithmic innovation;\(^\text{22}\) foreign direct investment controls in the digital start-up sector to prevent extractivist investments that cannibalise domestic enterprises;\(^\text{23}\) regulation for algorithmic audit and scrutiny to protect the rights to privacy, equality and non-discrimination; and limits on the use of personally identifiable data for hyper-profiling. But the rapacious greed of digital transnational corporations for data, their opacity about algorithms and brazen non-compliance with domestic regulation are issues that require an international mechanism to enforce corporate accountability. Although some progress has been made in deliberating a legally binding instrument on transnational corporations and business enterprises with respect to human rights, this process has not gathered momentum owing to the clout that transnational corporations enjoy. The need for progress on this front cannot be overemphasised.
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Introduction

Over the past decade, there have been extensive advances in artificial intelligence (AI) and other technologies. AI is being incorporated in nearly all aspects of our lives, in sectors as diverse as health care, finance, travel and employment. Another sphere where AI innovation is occurring at a rapid pace is in the military and law enforcement spheres, making possible the development and deployment of fully autonomous weapons systems which, once activated, can select, attack, kill and wound human targets without meaningful human control. These weapons systems are often referred to as Lethal Autonomous Weapons Systems (LAWS) and, more comprehensively, “Autonomous Weapons Systems” (AWS), which encompass both lethal and less-lethal systems.

The rapid development of these weapons systems could not only change the entire nature of warfare, it could also dramatically alter the conduct of law enforcement operations and pose extremely serious human rights risks.1

With continuous advances in technology and states such as China, France, Israel, Russia, South Korea, the United States (US) and United Kingdom (UK) heavily investing in and developing weapons with increasing autonomy in the critical functions of selecting and using force on targets, other states are considering how to respond to the automation of warfare and policing. What is clear is that the development and use of AWS raises serious legal, ethical, technological, accountability and security challenges if developed to operate without meaningful control by humans.

The concept of “meaningful human control” was coined by the NGO Article 36,3 with the aim of setting a normative limit on autonomy in weapons systems by determining the human element required over the use of force.4 It denotes a level of control which is not purely superficial, for example, a human pressing a button to deploy force against a target that a machine has independently identified.

In situations of armed conflict, the rules of international humanitarian law (IHL) apply alongside human rights law. These require parties to a conflict to distinguish between civilians, who are afforded protection, and combatants, who may be directly attacked. Civilians who are not directly participating in hostilities must never be deliberately targeted. Parties also must distinguish between military

2 https://www.stopkillerrobots.org
3 www.article36.org
objectives and civilian objects (such as residential buildings, schools and hospitals), and direct attacks only at military objectives. All parties to the conflict must take measures to minimise harm to civilians and civilian objects and must not carry out attacks that fail to distinguish between civilians and combatants, or which cause disproportionate harm to civilians and civilian objects.

Due to the complexity and context-dependent nature of making such assessments in dynamic and cluttered environments, AWS would not be able to comply with IHL, including the requirement to distinguish adequately between combatants and civilians and to evaluate the proportionality of an attack. As former UN Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary executions Christof Heyns argued in his 2013 report to the Human Rights Council, such assessments require intrinsically human qualities and human judgment. They also require:

[...] common sense, appreciation of the larger picture, understanding of the intentions behind people’s actions, and understanding of values and anticipation of the direction in which events are unfolding. Decisions over life and death in armed conflict may require compassion and intuition. Humans – while they are fallible – at least might possess these qualities, whereas robots definitely do not.5

Similarly, in law enforcement operations, which are governed by international human rights law (IHRL) alone and elaborated through international policing standards such as the UN Basic Principles on the Use of Force and Firearms (UNBPUFF),6 the use of lethal and less-lethal AWS without meaningful human control would result in unlawful killings and injuries.

AWS threaten various fundamental human rights, most notably, the right to life which is enshrined in Article 6(1)7 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR).8 Under IHRL the use of potentially lethal force is only lawful if it meets the following cumulative requirements: it must have sufficient legal basis in line with international standards; be necessary to protect human life; constitute a last resort; be applied in a manner proportionate to the threat; and law enforcement officers must be held accountable for their use of force.

Under Principle 9 of the UNBPUFF, law enforcement officers may only use lethal force if there is an imminent threat to life or serious injury. This involves a complex assessment of potential or imminent threats, for example, who is posing the threat, identifying and using means other than force, considering whether force is needed to neutralise the threat, deploying different modes of communication to neutralise the threat, deciding on the use of weapons/equipment, etc., and of how best to protect the right to life. These are inherently human skills which cannot be automated, especially given the ever-evolving, dynamic and unpredictable nature of law enforcement operations.

When applying less lethal force, law enforcement officers must apply non-violent means before resorting to use of force, for example, by using techniques including persuasion, negotiation and de-escalation. These techniques require human empathy, negotiation skills, understanding crowd behaviour, and a high level of training and ability to respond to dynamic and unpredictable situations – skills unlikely to be replicated by algorithms.

AWS could also be used to facilitate violations of the right to freedom of peaceful assembly.9 Indeed, as Heyns has stated:

[On the domestic front, LARS [Lethal Autonomous Robotics] could be used by States to suppress domestic enemies and to terrorize the population at large, suppress demonstrations and fight “wars” against drugs. It has been said that robots do not question their commanders or stage coups d’état.10

5 Heyns, C. (2013). Report of the Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary executions, Christof Heyns, www.ohchr.org/Documents/HRBodies/HRCouncil/RegularSession/Session23/A-HRC-23-47_en.pdf; see also General comment No. 36 (2018) on article 6 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, 30 October 2018, para 65. https://tbinternet.ohchr.org/Treaties/CCPR/Shared%20Documents/1_Global/CCPR_C_GC_36_8785_E.pdf: “For example, the development of autonomous weapon systems lacking in human compassion and judgement raises difficult legal and ethical questions concerning the right to life, including questions relating to legal responsibility for their use. The Committee is therefore of the view that such weapon systems should not be developed and put into operation, either in times of war or in times of peace, unless it has been established that their use conforms with article 6 and other relevant norms of international law.”


7 Article 6(1), ICCPR: “Every human being has the inherent right to life. This right shall be protected by law. No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his life.”


9 Article 21, ICCPR: “The right of peaceful assembly shall be recognized. No restrictions may be placed on the exercise of this right other than those imposed in conformity with the law and which are necessary in a democratic society in the interests of national security or public safety, public order, the protection of public health or morals or the protection of the rights and freedoms of others.”

10 Heyns, C. (2013). Op. cit. The implications of this can be seen in protests in Gaza in 2018, during which Israel deployed semi-autonomous drones to fire tear gas indiscriminately at protesters – it is likely that more autonomous systems will be deployed by law enforcement agencies in the future.
AWS would also undermine the right to privacy (ICCPR article 17) and the right to equality and non-discrimination (ICCPR article 26). Masses of data will need to be collected to train targeting algorithms to profile personal data and create patterns on the basis of which AWS would make decisions on when to use force and against whom. AWS could therefore fuel the bulk collection of data and result in indiscriminate mass surveillance, which is never a proportionate interference with the right to privacy.

The mass collection and profiling of personal data could also have an impact on the right to equality and non-discrimination. Systems employing machine-learning technologies can vastly and rapidly reinforce or change power structures, as the data sets used to teach algorithms contain historical biases which are then reproduced and amplified.\(^\text{11}\) For example, in a study by the American Civil Liberties Union, the facial recognition tool called “Rekognition” incorrectly matched 28 members of the US Congress, identifying them as other people who have been arrested for a crime.\(^\text{12}\) The false matches were disproportionately of people of colour, including six members of the Congressional Black Caucus. AWS would therefore have the potential to entrench systemic discrimination, with potentially lethal consequences.

### Delegating life-and-death decisions to machines

Quite apart from serious concerns as to whether autonomous technologies would be technically capable of conforming to international law, AWS raise numerous important ethical and social concerns – especially since AWS would not be able to refuse orders – about the delegation of human decision-making responsibilities to an autonomous system designed to injure and kill. As Heyns asserts, “[T]here is widespread concern that allowing [autonomous weapons] to kill people may denigrate the value of life itself.”\(^\text{13}\) Thus the right not just to life, but to a life with dignity, is undermined.\(^\text{14}\)

Lowering the threshold for the use of force would further depersonalise the use of force, which has already begun through the use of armed drones.

There is also a wider question about the future of our humanity. Is it acceptable to delegate human decision-making responsibilities to use force to a machine? Proponents of AWS argue that removing humans from the equation would increase speed, efficiency, accuracy, stealth and would also cut out emotions – panic, fear, revenge – which can lead to mistakes and unlawful actions. But this is a false dichotomy, as human biases are reflected in algorithms, and therefore neither humans nor machines are infallible. Indeed, human emotions such as empathy can lead to acts of mercy.

### Risks to international security

AWS are also vulnerable, as without human oversight they are prone to design failures, errors, hacking, spoofing and manipulation, making them unpredictable. As the complexity of these systems increases, it becomes even more difficult to predict their responses to all possible scenarios, as the number of potential interactions within the system and with its complex external world is simply too large.\(^\text{15}\) This would be compounded by autonomous machines interacting with other autonomous machines, posing a risk not only to civilians, but also soldiers and police officers.

The development of AWS would inevitably spark a new high-tech arms race between world superpowers, with each state wanting to keep up with new technologies and seeking to secure them for their arsenals. Given the intangible nature of the software, AWS may also proliferate widely to unscrupulous actors, including non-state actors. In addition, the ease of deploying these weapons may result in an unintended escalation in conflicts.

Therefore, human control and the autonomy of systems should not be viewed as mutually exclusive. The strengths of humans (legal and moral agents, fail-safe) and strengths of machines (data processing, speed, endurance, etc.) should be combined to ensure compliance with the law and predictability, reliability and security.
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\(^\text{12}\) Eleven of the 28 false matches misidentified people of colour (roughly 39%), including civil rights leader Rep. John Lewis (D-GA) and five other members of the Congressional Black Caucus. Only 20% of current members of Congress are people of colour, which indicates that false-match rates affected members of colour at a significantly higher rate. Snow, J. (2018, 26 July). Amazon's Face Recognition Falsely Matched 28 Members of Congress with Mugshots. *American Civil Liberties Union*. https://www.aclu.org/blog/privacy-technology/surveillance-technologies/amazons-face-recognition-falsely-matched-28


\(^\text{14}\) Article 10, ICCPR: “All persons deprived of their liberty shall be treated with humanity and with respect for the inherent dignity of the human person.”

AWS would evade accountability mechanisms

States have legal obligations to prevent and redress human rights violations by their agents, as well as a duty to prevent, investigate, punish and redress the harm caused by human rights abuses by private persons or entities. A failure to investigate an alleged violation of the right to life could in and of itself constitute a breach of this right. In armed conflict, states also have obligations under international humanitarian law to investigate, and where appropriate prosecute, potential war crimes.

Since it is of course not possible to bring machines to justice, who would be responsible for serious violations? Would it be the programmers, commanders, superior officers, political leaders or manufacturers? It would be impossible for any of these actors to reasonably foresee how an AWS will react in any given circumstance, given the countless situations it may face. Furthermore, without meaningful human control, commanders and superior officers would not be in a position to prevent an AWS from carrying out unlawful acts.

This accountability gap would mean victims and families of victims would not be able to access effective remedy. This would mean states’ obligation to ensure that victims and families of victims of violations of IHL or IHRL receive full reparation could not be met.

Conclusion

Given the unacceptably high risk that AWS pose to human rights, as well as the ethical, moral and security threats their use would entail, Amnesty International is calling for a legally binding instrument to ensure that meaningful human control is retained over the use of force by prohibiting the development, production, transfer and use of AWS.

Momentum for a ban is steadily growing. Many states, including Austria, Brazil, Mexico, states forming the African Group, and the Non-Aligned Movement, have emphasised the importance of retaining human control over weapons and the use of force. Most states expressed support for developing new international law on AWS, and so far, 29 states have called for them to be banned. These states are largely from the global South, perhaps indicating a well-founded fear that AWS are likely to be used against them.

UN Secretary-General António Guterres also voiced strong support for a ban, describing weapons that can select and attack a target as “morally repugnant”. In his Agenda for Disarmament he pledged to support states to elaborate new measures, such as a legally binding instrument. On 12 September 2018 a large majority (82%) in the European Parliament called for an international ban on AWS and for meaningful human control over the critical functions of weapons.

Despite this, a small group of states including Russia, the US, the UK, Australia, Israel, France and Germany are blocking movement towards negotiations for a ban. These are all countries known to be developing AWS. France and Germany have proposed a non-binding political declaration as “a first step” to gather support for the principle of human control over future lethal weapons systems and to ensure they are in full compliance with international law.

17 International Committee of the Red Cross, Customary International Humanitarian Law, Rule 158.
22 For example, a recent report revealed that the UK Ministry of Defence and defence contractors are funding dozens of AI programmes for use in conflict, and in November 2018 the UK held exercise “Autonomous Warrior” (https://www.army-technology.com/news/british-autonomous-warrior-experiment), the biggest military robot exercise in British history, testing over 70 prototype unmanned aerial and autonomous ground vehicles. The UK has repeatedly stated that it has no intention of developing or using fully autonomous weapons (https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/673940/doctrine_uk_uas_jdp_0_30_2. pdf). Yet such statements are disingenuous given the UK’s overly narrow definition of these technologies (“machines with the ability to understand higher-level intent, being capable of deciding a course of action without depending on human oversight and control”), making it easier for the UK to state that it will not develop such weapons. Although Russia has said it believes the issue of AWS is “extremely premature and speculative”, in 2017 Russian arms manufacturer Kalashnikov announced it would be launching a range of “autonomous combat drones” which would be able to identify targets and make decisions without any human involvement; see Gilbert, D. (2017, 13 July). Russian weapons maker Kalashnikov developing killer AI robots. VICE. https://news.vice.com/en_us/article/vbeqby/russian-weapons-maker-kalashnikov-developing-killer-ai-robots
Encouragingly, momentum has been growing in the private sector. The workforce of tech giants like Amazon, Google and Microsoft have all challenged their employers and voiced ethical concerns about the development of artificial intelligence technologies that can be used for military and policing purposes.24

In addition, nearly 250 tech companies, including XPRIZE Foundation, Google DeepMind and Clearpath Robotics, and over 3,200 AI and robotics researchers, engineers and academics have signed a Lethal Autonomous Weapons Pledge25 committing to neither participate in nor support the development, manufacture, trade or use of autonomous weapons. This demonstrates widespread support for a legally binding treaty, despite proposals for weaker policy responses. Just as ethical principles have not been effective in holding tech companies to account, non-legally binding principles would fall far short of the robust response needed to effectively address the multiple risks posed by these weapons.

---


25 https://futureoflife.org/lethal-autonomous-weapons-pledge
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Introduction

Artificial intelligence (AI) research is addressing many of the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) set by the United Nations General Assembly for the year 2030. The potential of AI to accelerate human development has been acknowledged by international institutions, attracted the focus of civil society and the research community, and resulted in the forging of partnerships between governments, civil society, the technical community and the private sector aimed at implementing AI in pursuit of the SDGs. In the same breath yet at a different pace, AI ethics are being addressed by the private sector and civil society and national policies are being drawn up to mitigate potential injustices and unsustainable externalities. These negative externalities unfold as biased technologies, inequitably deployed technologies, technologies that violate human rights, the marketisation of innovation and the widening of inequality intersect. The potential of technology to both accelerate and hinder human development is not new and the world is rediscovering that the human layers of technological systems are as relevant to the transfer of the technology as the technology itself. This report shows that AI is not only changing the practice of development, but also the structures of power in international development.

This report investigates many of the advances, challenges and changes made by AI for development. It will firstly provide examples of applications of AI for development using the framework of the 17 SDGs, also highlighting the challenges and potential for human harm. It then proceeds to identify two key areas where the impact of AI is shaping development agendas in the global South: the changing power structures in international development in the era of big data, and the widespread introduction of biometric identification (ID).

AI applications for development

AI has a range of applications for achieving the SDGs, or in the new emerging discourse, there are a range of applications of AI for Development (#AI4D) and AI for Good (#AI4Good). Public health is one of the most exciting areas of AI4Good/AI4D. AI can be used to detect malaria outbreaks and track the spread of infectious diseases, monitor preeclampsia in pregnant mothers, catalyse and reduce the costs of drug discovery, assist doctors with decision making and diagnoses, and augment communications with patients through the use of chatbots. AI also has a host of possible applications in agriculture and food security. It can be used to understand diseases affecting crops (for example, cassava, a staple of west African cuisine and a very important plant for food security), to analyse the nutrient composition of soil, and to estimate crop yield. AI could be used in the classroom to assist teachers with their work (grading papers and administration), to create personalised learning assistants that can interact with students and respond to their specialised needs, to translate curricula into different languages, and to augment information and communications technology (ICT) access and usage for those with disabilities. Examples of how AI can help achieve the SDGs are listed in Table 1.

As Table 1 also shows, there are also a wide range of potential societal harms that can be produced by AI.

Responsibility for ensuring that AI4D maximises benefits while minimising risks and harms falls not only on the decision makers, but also the technologists who provide the solutions. It is nevertheless essential that decision makers adopt AI systems in a safe and just manner, guided by legal and regulatory frameworks that protect people from the

---

1 For an explanation of the SDGs see https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdgs

2 Preeclampsia is a pregnancy disorder characterised by high blood pressure which can be treated and managed but can also lead to serious or even fatal complications for mothers and their babies.
### TABLE 1

**AI and the SDGs: Examples of opportunities and challenges**

| No poverty | **Microfinance**: Machine learning can be used to predict the ability to repay a loan; useful for people with no credit histories.1  
**Digital ID**: Computer vision and biometrics can augment the roll-out of state ID to those without it.  
Data sources such as imagery and mobile phone records can be used to map poverty for potential interventions.2  
Digital ID programmes augment opportunities for real-time surveillance by the state as well as by non-state actors. Digital ID is being rolled out in countries in the global South that have weak data protection regimes or no data protection legislation in force.  
Current research fails to address poverty mapping at small areas which are useful for policy intervention. |
| Zero hunger | **Food security**: Machine learning can be used to better understand plant diseases and AI combined with sensors (e.g. soil sensors) can gather and analyse environmental information in real time.4  
A lot of this work is being done within the market, providing many job opportunities, but exacerbating inequalities faced by smallholder farm owners who cannot afford technologies. |
| Good health and well-being | AI can be used in health to understand disease outbreaks; monitor conditions like preeclampsia in pregnant mothers; track the spread of infectious diseases; provide decision-making tools for doctors and medical professionals; accelerate drug discovery; and augment communications with patients through the use of chatbots (for example, in the South African MomConnect Maternal Health Platform).44  
New inequalities could be created through the divide between those with access to AI-driven health and those without. In the global South, AI could replace human staff in an already thinly stretched healthcare sector facing brain drain. AI is being applied in developing countries often without safeguards for personal and patient information.  
AI is possibly affecting our mental health in ways that we are only beginning to unpack. |
| Quality education | Personalised learning can be used to augment teaching and curricula for specialised needs and in resource-constrained settings, natural language processing (NLP) can be used to translate curricula into different languages.12  
AI can introduce new biases into the education system. AI can also be used to surveil students who may give away a lot of personal data to education systems.49 |
| Gender equality | AI has the potential to make neutral decisions.  
AI can be used to address gender equality. For example, a design firm released an application which uses machine learning to track gender equality in meetings.14  
AI has particular problems that can reinforce inequalities including gender bias in algorithms, arising from biased data and a workforce that faces diversity challenges (is disproportionately white and male according to some accounts). |
| Clean water and sanitation | Machine learning and deep learning can be used in water sciences to augment water management.15  
Smart sanitation projects in countries like India have been shown to perpetuate systemic caste biases.26 |
| Affordable and clean energy | Machine learning can be used in energy forecasting, helping to smooth the transition to clean and green energy as well as in the implementation of smart grids.  
A recent study investigating carbon emissions in the training of some of the cutting-edge national language processing (NLP) models found that the training of one of these models could emit more carbon dioxide than the lifetime emissions of the average American car (including its manufacture).57 |
| Decent work and economic growth | AI has the potential to catalyse growth in the economy.  
Through cheaper and more accurate predictions, AI can generate productivity gains.48  
AI and automation will result in the loss of jobs requiring both skilled and unskilled labour. AI is used in platforms of the gig economy which has threatened the quality of work and sidestepped labour regulations in many countries. |
| Industry, innovation, and infrastructure | AI can accelerate innovation and make infrastructure smarter.  
Online retailers can contribute to a sharing community (such as housing rentals).19  
Low-skilled data cleaning jobs.  
AI can result in job losses. The gig economy is radically changing the nature and quality of work while sidestepping regulations.  
Can contribute to rising inflation of housing costs in areas within a city.29  
Plentiful supply of cheap labour risks turning into a liability. |
| Reduced inequalities | “Data can help bridge inequalities that plague every social, political, and economical sphere.” 30 Deep learning was used by researchers at Imperial College London to detect inequalities in four UK cities using official statistics and Google Street View images.22  
Bias in algorithmic design, and in training data, has been shown to perpetuate prejudice.  
Algorithms used in calculating social benefits in countries like Poland have been shown to discriminate against groups such as mothers, people with disabilities, and rural citizens, effectively increasing inequality.23 |
11. Sustainable cities and communities

Al can be used in smart cities and in urban management.\(^4\) Data privacy regulations are imperative in cities to ensure safe surveillance. Concerns have been raised about the recent use of Zimbabwe state ID data for facial image recognition by Chinese company CloudWalk.\(^4\)

12. Responsible consumption and production

Al can be used in environmental decision support systems to allocate resources more efficiently.\(^6\) AI is being used by big business to stimulate the unnecessary consumption of goods and services, rather than create a culture of responsible consumption.

13. Climate action

Al can be used in tackling climate change.\(^7\) The interpretation of big data is open to abuse by climate change denialsists.

14. Life below water

AI can be used in marine resource management. The Global Fishing Watch Platform (which arose from collaboration between Google, a digital mapping NGO called Skytruth and Oceana) uses neural networks to track fishing activity and activities such as overfishing and human trafficking.\(^8\)

15. Life on land

Al can be hooked up to soil sensors to monitor nutrients in the soil in real time and provide information and decision support to farmers. Al can be used to estimate crop yields.\(^9\) Factory farms and AI in the agricultural sector and the encroachment of data-driven businesses such as Amazon in the food supply chain are displacing rural farmers and food hawkers, and privatising natural resources such as soil and water.\(^10\)

16. Peace, justice and strong institutions

Al can be used in e-government programmes to create a more responsive government.\(^3\) Al could possibly be used to forecast conflict.\(^10\)

17. Partnerships for the goals

AI is creating synergies between the technical, research and development communities. AI is transforming power structures in international development, increasing the role of the private sector as a development actor and thus introducing a variety of challenges.
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harms of AI. Furthermore, humans who create these systems need to be guided by human rights principles and accord with data protection frameworks. Creating an environment where this is possible will require effective channels of communication between all stakeholders in government, the private sector, the research community, the technical community and civil society.

Data, computational intelligence and development

While development practice has benefited from the new avenues of big data generated by new ICTs as well as from waves of innovation in mathematics and computing, national statistics remain essential for measuring, monitoring and planning for development. Regular, complete, accurate and reliable statistics are essential for equitable development and for the formulation of good economic development policies. The traditional source of information for national development planning has been statistics. These statistics are the result of surveys and censuses often conducted by national statistical offices and international organisations and assisted through international development aid.

Good and informative statistics are collected regularly over long time periods and require human and technical capacity. The production of statistics in the global South (for example, through conducting surveys) can be inhibited by budget, geographic barriers, as well as infrastructural barriers such as transport. The proliferation of mobile phones in the global South has led to a reliance, in both research and policy literature, on supply-side data generated by mobile operators with little demand-side data (e.g. household surveys) to validate this data. More recently, mobile phones and user-generated content/social media platforms have resulted in even more online behaviour and other data being generated, collected and processed by corporations. A promise for many is that big data and AI will augment statistical measurement. However, the ability of supply-side data, which is mostly collected by and controlled by corporations, to represent fairly everyone in the society is questionable and any solution created from this data has the potential to be inequitably deployed.

Changes to power structures in international development

Taylor and Broeders argue that big data is potentially valuable in development research and policy but is also changing power structures within the field and practice of development. One example is a change of where and who donors are going to for data:

Where previously development donors (governments or international NGOs) worked with LMICs’ own statistical apparatuses to generate population data, it is becoming increasingly possible and cost-efficient for donors to turn to corporations for consumer-generated data that can proxy for traditional household surveys and other statistics.

The growing “discourse on big data as a resource for development” is another effect of these power shifts and “indicates that a shift is underway from the predominance of state-collected data as a way of defining identities and sorting and categorising individuals, groups and societies to a big-data model where data is primarily collected and processed by corporations and only secondarily accessed by governmental authorities.”

Taylor and Broeders investigate two trends arising from this change in power structure. Firstly, they are empowering public-private partnerships in achieving development goals and resulting in “growing the agency of corporations as development actors”: “As corporations expand into emerging markets through services which generate digital data, they now find themselves simultaneously expanding into the development field.” Secondly, they are creating alternative representations of social phenomena – “data doubles” – that are created in parallel to national data and statistics (for example, when data from mobile phone and internet users are used to create different representations of the same phenomena that are represented in national statistics).

Digital identification

Digital ID in the global South is an example of the application of AI4D. AI technologies like computer vision used in biometrics are being implemented in the roll-out of digital ID in many developing countries. The potential of digital ID has spurred the uptake of official state ID programmes which have been seen as important for development, as well as essential to enabling human rights. Without some form of ID,
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4 The International Telecommunication Union’s data (gated from mobile and telco operators) is considered a proxy for statistics on mobile phone penetration even though this data often counts inactive SIM cards and does not account for the fact that many users in the developing world own multiple SIM cards as a cost-saving strategy.


6 Ibid.
citizens find it hard to receive government services, to enrol children in schools, and may face obstacles in finding employment or seeking access to loans. Almost 40% of the population over 15 in low-income countries do not have an ID, the poorest are least likely to have an ID, and there are also gender gaps in official ID programmes. SDG target 16.9 calls for provision of “legal identity for all including birth registration” by 2030. The roll-out of digital ID provides an opportunity for reaching this goal.

State-issued identity is essential for social protection. Social protection is defined by the UN Food and Agriculture Organization as “initiatives that provide cash or in-kind transfers to the poor, protect the vulnerable against risks and enhance the social status and rights of the marginalized – all with the overall goal of reducing poverty and economic and social vulnerability,” and includes social assistance (“publicly provided conditional or unconditional cash or in-kind transfers, or public works programmes”), social insurance (like welfare, unemployment benefits, household subsidies and child grants), and labour protection. A third of the population of the developing world (about 2.1 billion people) receive some form of social protection. However, digital ID programmes present several nuanced challenges.

India’s digital ID project, the Unique Identification Authority of India (UIDAI, or Aadhaar), which has been underway since 2008, aims to provide every Indian resident with an ID number linked to their demographic and biometric data. Aadhaar is linked to welfare delivery and widely incorporated into India’s social protection schemes. According to Masiero, Aadhaar’s “nature as a requirement for social protection has led to concerns of social justice, due to the burden of authentication failure and importantly, to the confinement of social protection entitlements to those residents who ‘chose’ to enrol.” Controversially, an Aadhaar ID is only available to Indian residents who are registered in the National Register of Citizens (NRC) and not to refugees or stateless persons. There is a possibility that over 1.9 million people in the north Indian state of Assam could be excluded from the NRC, and thus from citizenship, Aadhaar ID, state services and social welfare. The criteria for inclusion into the NRC are that an individual, or one of their ancestors, must have had their name on an electoral roll from before 1971. Aadhaar demonstrates that new ways of counting citizenry will intersect with structures of exclusion, possibly creating new layers of exclusion or amplifying existing ones.

Kenya’s digital ID programme, Huduma Namba – which means “service number” in Swahili – is the popular name for the National Integrated Identity Management System (NIIMS). A bill proposed in August 2019 envisages the Huduma Namba system as having three components: a centralised database (or central electronic register), a unique identifier for each person, and a card to be carried for mandatory use in accessing services. Unique identifiers include fingerprints, hand geometry, earlobe geometry, retina and iris patterns and voice waves. DNA and GPS coordinates were originally meant to be collected too, although the collection of this data, together with the mandatory use of the card to access government services, have been temporarily halted by the High Court.

Huduma Namba also has the potential to intersect with existing topologies of societal inclusion and exclusion, ethnic cleavages, and statelessness in Kenya. When governments link digital ID to determination of citizenship, it puts at risk populations who for historical reasons lack primary identification documents. For example, in Kenya, the Nubian, Shona and Makonde communities, which have historically lived in areas that became borders during colonialism, are subjected to long vetting processes before they can acquire identity documents. Huduma Namba also captures ethnicity information which in light of Kenya’s recent history concerns many Kenyans. While it does not feed into census data and national statistics, its roll-out was integrated into the recent Kenyan census, also in August 2019.
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Digital ID programmes in the global South also often involve international companies. India’s Aadhaar is “the largest-scale public-private partnership currently underway in a developing country in terms of its coverage of the population.”17 Officially, Aadhaar is “a quasi-governmental organisation, attached to the national planning authority,” but is effectively autonomous with little legal framework governing it, and with little parliamentary oversight. “Besides being non-governmental, UIDAI is also a collaboration between and amongst corporations,” is managed and chaired by a co-founder of one of India’s largest technology consulting companies, and “the day-to-day work of gathering, processing and storing data is done by private companies.”18

As countries roll out biometric digital ID programmes, they produce massive amounts of data that may be useful to companies. However, the programmes are being rolled out in the developing world often without any regard for data protection,19 in many countries with no data protection frameworks in place, and in other countries with weak new data protection regimes. For example, a bilateral agreement between Zimbabwe and China has resulted in the government of Zimbabwe sharing its national ID database with a Chinese company for use in training facial recognition software.20

**Conclusion**

Many of the same challenges that faced ICT for development will face AI4D. Connectivity, literacy, and the price of data remain constraints on the uptake of ICTs and on internet usage and will also be constraints on any benefits from AI.

Regulatory challenges are also important and on the horizon for AI4D. Biased data and the increasing amount of automated decisions that may work themselves into development processes and applications point towards important ethical issues, as well as the need for regulation. In the years and decades to come, a strong regulatory framework must be adopted by all nations to ensure readiness for the widespread use of AI for development.

Data protection regulation and capacity building for data protection enforcement will be very important, especially as so much of the AI in the developing world will be processing data that is possibly private and personally identifying information. The roll-out of digital ID could stimulate the uptake of state identification and ensure that everyone has an ID and access to state services and is equal before the law, and thus act as a stimulus for development. But it is important that digital ID and social protection is rolled out with consideration for privacy and data protection where possible, after privacy and data protection frameworks are formalised. Data protection need not be a luxury that is considered second to development imperatives, and there need not be any tension perceived between privacy and data protection.

Strengthening the capacity for beneficial AI in the developing world will include strengthening communication between the institutions that house researchers who create AI solutions, and the political bodies able to leverage resources for deployment, with all parties working under a human rights framework. At the same time, as is always the case with development, care is needed to make sure that those most affected are included in the dialogue from the beginning and solutions are not simply being transferred from one nation to the other under the banner of “technological evangelism”. Efforts are being made in this respect with the creation of the AI4D network21 in Nairobi this year, and UNESCO’s Forum on AI in Africa.22

Simultaneously, at the national level, capacity building is essential to get those most passionate about human development working in the space of AI for human development. Huge strides have been taken by the Deep Learning Indaba organisation.23 This year the Indaba conference hosted 700 African technologists, researchers, innovators and learners in Nairobi with an additional 27 satellite events across the continent. By ensuring policy, people and capacity are in place, the opportunities available will no doubt transform human development and pave the way to a better future.

---

18 Ibid.
23 The Deep Learning Indaba is the annual gathering for the African AI community, with a mission to strengthen machine learning in Africa. www.deeplearningindaba.com
Country and regional reports
Country and regional reports introduction

Alan Finlay

*Flawed digital technologies are increasingly at the core of our daily activities, and they interact with us.* – Franco Giandana (Creative Commons Argentina/Universidad Nacional de Córdoba)

The 43 reports published here show there are few areas where the potential of artificial intelligence (AI) is not being explored. Even in so-called “least developed countries”, AI experiments and programmes are proliferating. For example, in Rwanda, “innovation companies [are] attracted by [it] being a ‘proof-of-concept’ country where people who are thinking about setting up businesses are offered a place to build and test prototypes before scaling to other countries.” In Benin, among several AI pilots including big data labs, training drones to work in areas such as health, agriculture and conservation, and an annual contest to combine algorithms with local games such as *adji* (dominoes), at least two initiatives in the country focus on empowering women and girls in the use of robotics and AI. “Despite the lack of an enabling environment,” writes Abebe Chekol (Internet Society – Ethiopian Chapter), “the country is becoming a thriving centre for AI research and development.”

The authors take a loose definition of AI, and in doing so cast a relatively wide net on what they consider relevant for discussion. What all of the reports have in common, however, is a focus on when AI – variously defined – meets the intersection of human rights, social justice and development, and “shocks” this intersection; sometimes for the better, but also often raising critical issues that demand the attention of human rights advocates. While the focus in these reports is on perspectives from the global South, reports from countries such as Canada, Germany, Russia, the Republic of Korea and Australia are included, offering a useful counterpoint to countries where the application of AI is only just emerging. Three regional reports are also included: largely the result of authors feeling the need to take a regional perspective on the theme, rather than focusing on developments in a particular country. Taken together, these reports offer a snapshot of AI-embedded future/s at different stages of development, and a useful opportunity to identify both the positive potential and real threats of AI deployment in diverse contexts.¹

Several reports are concerned with the digitalisation of the workplace, and the impact of AI and automation on worker rights. If predictions of job losses are anything to go by, economies are set to be reshaped entirely. In a country like Ethiopia, for example, about 85% of the workforce is said to be vulnerable to technological replacement, while a similar percentage of those currently employed in Argentina are predicted to need reskilling. In Bangladesh, women working in the ready-made garment sector, “who are at the bottom of the production process and are often engaged in repetitive tasks,” are the mostly likely to suffer the results of automation.

The claim that AI, while shedding menial and repetitive jobs, will create a newly skilled and re-employable workforce currently lacks evidence to support it. This is the “elephant in the room” Deirdre Williams writes in her regional discussion on the Caribbean: “[W]hile there is also insistence that the same new technology will create new jobs, few details are offered and there is no coherent plan to offer appropriate re-training to those who may lose their jobs.” Given the high cost of “retooling” workers, they will instead be “pushed into lower-wage jobs or become unemployed,” writes Chekol. “[I]f the outcome is not mass unemployment, it is likely to be rising inequality.”

In many countries, a reinvigoration of the union movement is necessary. In Argentina, for example, unions report being unprepared to cope with the inevitable changes in the workplace:

Unions are behind in the debate on AI. [They] are disputing basic issues such as salary, health, loss of employment, with no economic stability...  

¹ Although not usual for GISWatch editorial policy, two country reports were included for India given the number of good proposals we received for that country. We also included a second report on Australia – on AI in the creative industries – because we felt that a focus on AI and the creative sector was a unique consideration not discussed in other country reports.
and pendular changes of government. We started to think in terms of emerging issues such as AI, but suddenly a new government destroyed even the ministry of work.

In that country it was necessary to create a union specifically focused on digital platforms – one that was able to offer collective voice and action for isolated, “on-demand” workers who face new challenges in demanding their rights.

As authors suggest, automation in the workplace is not inherently a bad thing, and can result in meaningful improvements in worker rights, such as assigning robots to do dangerous jobs, or relieving workers from the need to work in unhealthy workplaces. Yet the socioeconomic benefits and costs of workplace change need to be properly understood for their potential impact on society overall – and with the views of workers firmly embedded in policy design and decisions – rather than simply the result of a micro-focus on efficiency and more exact profit, with assumptions made about worker needs.

Authors also show how algorithmic design can perpetuate systemic discrimination – whether due to race, caste, class, gender, or against differently marginalised individuals, groups and communities. In her discussion of automation in the Australian welfare system, Monique Mann calls this a “structural and administrative violence [in italics] against those who are socially excluded and financially disenfranchised.” New forms of discrimination are also created (for example, by profiling the unemployed in Poland, what others have called a “double marginalisation” is felt), and the opportunities for discrimination are increased – through, for example, mass surveillance using facial recognition technologies.

Automated facial recognition (AFR) technology receives some attention in these reports, including its use in the persecutory surveillance of the Uyghur ethnic minority in Xinjiang in China, and in Brazilian schools to monitor (and ostensibly improve) attendance. But such a technological response to improve school drop-out rates among lower-income students, Mariana Canto from Instituto de Pesquisa em Direito e Tecnologia do Recife (IP.rec) argues, does not address the structural reasons for this – such as the relevance of the curriculum design, the need for students to work to support their families, and even the levels of crime and violence they are likely to experience on their way to school. Moreover, she adds:

It is important to remember that as systems are being implemented in public schools around the country, much of the peripheral and vulnerable population is being registered in this “experiment” – that is, data is being collected on vulnerable and marginalised groups.

Mathana Stender from the Centre for the Internet and Human Rights (CIHR) points out in their report on the rise of automated surveillance in Germany that AFR “can [also] lead to automated human rights abuses.” And these abuses are indiscriminate:

With biased assumptions built into training of models, and flawed labelling of training data sets, this class of technologies often do not differentiate between who is surveilled; anyone who passes through their sensor arrays are potential subjects for discrimination.

The implication is that automated surveillance throws the net for potential discrimination wider, increasing the likelihood of global incidences of discrimination being experienced.

Beyond the effect of systemic bias in algorithmic decision making is the question of the quality of the data fed into AI systems. As Malavika Prasad and Vidushi Marda (India) put it, machine learning is “a process of generalising outcomes through examples” and “data sets have a direct and profound impact on how an AI system works – it will necessarily perform better for well-represented examples, and poorly for those that it is less exposed to.” For example, census or other socioeconomic data used to train AI or for automated decision making may be varied, and involve questionable methodologies or uneven research processes. This poses challenges for countries where this data is not “clean” or there is a lack of skills and resources to produce the necessary data. In Chile, write Patricia Peña and Jessica Matus from Instituto de la Comunicación e Imagen and Fundación Datos Protegidos, there is a need for “a chain of quality [control] from its collection, capture, use and reuse, especially when it is taken from other databases, so that no bias is generated,” while Ethiopia, “like most other African countries, has the lowest average level of statistical capacity. The lack of data, or faulty data, severely limits the efficacy of AI systems.”

Authors also raise concerns about the access to private data by businesses – especially given that private-public partnerships are seen as necessary to finance much public sector AI development (for example, think of the number of service-level arrangements necessary for smart cities to exist). But questions such as “What access do private companies developing AI technology have to private data?” and “Do they store the data, and for how
While patients’ data is collected by the Bonassama hospital and transferred to Sophia Genetics [a company based in the United States and Switzerland] using a secured platform, we could not determine how long this data is stored. [...] Is the confidentiality of Bonassama hospital patients a priority to Sophia Genetics? Hard to answer. Nor have we been able to find out whether or not the patients’ informed consent was requested prior to the data gathering process (the nurses we interviewed could not say).

Korean Progressive Network Jibonnet offers a practical account of policy advocacy in this regard – for example, explaining the legal difference between “pseudonymised” and “anonymised” data – and the litigating temperament necessary from civil society. As it found, not only did guidelines for the de-identification of personal data offer the opportunity for a lively trade in personal data between companies, but the state-run Health Insurance Review and Assessment Service had sold medical data from hospital patients to a life insurance company, and the data of elderly patients to Samsung Life. In Costa Rica, specific legal addenda are needed to oversee and secure the national medical database there, considered “one of the most important information resources in the country.”

The country reports suggest a mixed policy response to AI. A number of countries still do not have adequate data protection laws in place – an essential prerequisite for the roll-out of AI technology. If policies governing AI exist, they are often too broad to account for the real-life implications of the technologies on the rights of people and citizens, or they can become quickly outdated, leaving what Anulekha Nandi from Digital Empowerment Foundation (India) describes as a “governance vacuum over a general-purpose technology with unquantifiable impact on society and the economy.”

In this lacuna, a number of authors (e.g. Rwanda, Pakistan, Jamaica) reference the EU’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) as a template for good governance that can be applied in their own country. Authors point out that a regional perspective on legislation is necessary – but not necessarily easy to achieve. In Latin America, for example, despite the regional roll-out of Prometea in the judicial system in Buenos Aires, the Constitutional Court in Colombia, and at the Inter-American Court of Human Rights in San José, digitalisation plans in countries like Argentina tend to focus on building a country “brand” as a regional leader in the sector, while being quiet on the need to “[develop] common strategies with other governments in the region.” The result is a regional policy asymmetry, which Raymond Onuoha from the Regional Academic Network on IT Policy (RANITP) at Research ICT Africa argues is detrimental to the global competitive and developmental needs of regions. Moreover, even if regional policy symmetries exist, countries do not necessarily have similar capacities to implement the policies properly:

[Many African countries are still dealing with basic issues of sustenance like food and housing etc., so technology and technology policy are not at the front burner of critical issues of concern. [...] A harmonised regional data protection policy regime for the continent might impose enforcement liabilities on member countries that lack the required resources for its implementation.

A key policy problem raised by several authors is the question of legal liability in the event of a “wrong” decision by an algorithm (or, in extreme cases, so-called “killer robots”). If this happens, it is unclear whether, for example, the designer or developer of the AI technology, or the intermediary service provider, or the implementing agent (such as a municipality) should be held liable. One solution proposed is that algorithms should be registered as separate legal entities, much like companies, in this way making liability clearer and actionable (a draft bill to this effect was being debated in Estonia – see the Ukraine country report).

Legislation also needs to have a clear view on when and how AI impacts on the current legal framework and rights of citizens. While in Australia, the country’s automated debt-raising programme “reverses the onus of proof onto vulnerable people (and thus overturns the presumption of innocence),” in Turkey, AI is being used in conjunction with copyright law to censor alternative media. Organisational and institutional culture also needs to be addressed in policy – involving significant effort in change management.

A number of authors are critical of the approach to policy design in their countries (in South Korea, for example, the government implements “policies focused on the utilisation rather than protection.
of personal data”). They point out that policies often lack inclusivity and context – both essential to understanding the real-life implications on rights when implementing AI technologies. Policy needs to “centre” those most affected by technological changes. In Pune in India – described as one of the “top smart cities” in that country – the city’s smart sanitation project does not address the caste discriminations against the Dalit community, allowing, in effect, unaccountable private sector service providers to “ discipline” already marginalised workers engaged in public services.

A useful methodology for better understanding the specific, contextual implications of AI on vulnerabilities and rights – and which can be built into policy design – is “risk sandboxing”. As Digital Empowerment Foundation explains:

Regulatory and data sandboxing are often recommended tools that create a facilitative environment through relaxed regulations and anonymised data to allow innovations to evolve and emerge. However, there also needs to be a concomitant risk sandboxing that allows emerging innovations to evaluate the unintended consequences of their deployment.

Effective policy advocacy may require significant capacity to be built among civil society organisations. For example, in countries like Poland, algorithmic calculations are part of legal and policy documentation. As Jedrzej Niklas writes, “for civil society organisations to successfully advocate for their interests, they must engage in the technical language of algorithms and mathematical formulas.” Reports such as those on the Seychelles and Malawi also show that some work needs to be done in raising public awareness of AI. Better public information on the practical benefits and human rights costs of AI needs to be made available – as well as more detail of the systems that are in place in countries.

Karisma Foundation offers a useful analysis of media coverage of Prometea in Colombia, showing that most reporting offered little understanding of the system: “[T]here was no explanation about what Prometea was, what it does and how it does it.” When, as in the Ukraine, there appears to be reasonable public awareness of AI and at least some understanding of how it influences their lives, just less than a quarter of people surveyed said AI caused them “anxiety and fear”.

These reports suggest that this fear is not unfounded. Angela Daly (China) points to a global phenomenon of “ethics washing” – or the “gap between stated ethical principles and on-the-ground applications of AI.” While the city of Xinjiang is described as a “frontline laboratory for data-driven surveillance” in her report, IP.rec suggests “technological advancement” is as much driven by “desire” as anything else; but, “Does this desire turn people into mere guinea pigs for experimentation with new technologies?” For Maria Korolkova from the University of Greenwich, writing on Ukraine, an AI-embedded future risks “dislocating the axis of power in the citizen-state relationship necessary for democracy to function.”

There are several striking examples of the positive use of AI in these reports, and its potential to enable rights in ways that were not possible before. A number of reports focus on the health sector, but promising – although not problem-free – applications are also discussed in areas such as e-government (see South Africa for a useful discussion on this), in “unmasking” forced labour and human trafficking in Thailand, and in combating femicide (see Italy for an example of one of the country’s most advanced data-driven media research projects).

These reports nevertheless also show that an AI-embedded future poses fresh challenges for civil society advocacy – and that purposive action is required. Compromise might not always be possible. Joy Liddicoat, from the New Zealand Law Foundation Artificial Intelligence and Law Project, questions whether the multistakeholder approach to policy design is failing in the wake of the Christchurch terror attacks in her country. Niklas goes further, pointing to the need for a “radical political advocacy”, one that would “not only engage in changes or improvements to algorithms, but also call for the abolition of specific systems that cause harm.”
Introduction
Basking in the ubiquitous adoption of mobile technology in Africa, experts in the technology domain prognosticate a similar upswing in the application of artificial intelligence (AI), especially in the communications space, and expect it to help leapfrog critical challenges on the continent. With predictions of significant advancements relying on AI over the next 20 years, there seem yet very sparse collective attempts by regional governments in Africa and the continent as a whole to deal with critical emerging issues. This is especially the case with regard to data protection and privacy, such as government surveillance or corporate influence over customers. Though the challenge of specific AI-related cyberpolicy formulation on the continent may appear unrealistic at this early stage, it is imperative to initiate critical discussions on the context-specific requirements with regard to adapting existing or formulating new regulatory policy as it pertains to AI.

State of play: Regional data protection and privacy policy frameworks in Africa
The adoption and effective implementation of existing data protection and privacy policy frameworks by countries across Africa – even with the limitations on the continent with respect to AI developments – is still a fundamental reference point for ensuring that critical safeguards are in place while we seek to maximise the benefits of AI. The closest continent-wide policy document in this regard – the African Union’s (AU) 2014 Malabo Convention on Cyber Security and Personal Data Protection – has been signed by just 11 out of the 55 member countries (these are Benin, Chad, Comoros, Congo, Ghana, Guinea-Bissau, Mozambique, Mauritania, Sierra Leone, Sao Tome and Principe and Zambia), while only three member countries (Guinea, Mauritius and Senegal) have ratified the policy document. While the convention provides “fundamental principles and guidelines to ensure an effective protection of personal data and [seeks to] create a safe digital environment for citizens, security and privacy of individuals’ data online,” it makes no reference to institutional strategies of mitigating the threats posed specifically by AI deployments on the continent.

At the regional level, the focus has largely been on the policy element of data privacy, with the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) leading the way via the 2010 Supplementary Act on Personal Data Protection within ECOWAS. Similar, albeit non-binding policy instruments have also been developed by the East African Community (EAC) – the 2012 Bill of Rights for the EAC and the 2011 draft EAC Legal Framework for Cyber Laws. In the same regard, the Southern African Development Community (SADC) established the Model Law on Data Protection in 2012, but it is non-binding on member states, making implementation and enforcement difficult. However, disharmony at the regional level with respect to policy formulation generally undermines levels of compliance. This situation demands more continent-level coherence for easier adoption and implementation. If it persists

3 https://au.int/sites/default/files/treaties/29560-treaty-0048_-_african_union_convention_on_cyber_security_and_personal_data_protection_e.pdf
6 repository.eac.int:8080/bitstream/handle/11671/1815/EAC%20Framework%20of%20Cyberlaws.pdf?seq
as it is, the disharmony inadvertently increases the gap between the frontiers of global technology and mechanisms of local and regional governance that has geopolitical ramifications for the continent.⁹

**Institutional challenges for regional/continental data protection policy harmonisation in Africa**

The recent and rapid diffusion of the internet across Africa, with the attendant emergence of AI deployments on the continent, is growing ahead of institutional, social and cultural changes. In this purview and in specific relation to data protection and privacy policy institutionalisation, currently only 17 out the 55 member countries of the AU have enacted comprehensive data protection and privacy legislation (these are Angola, Benin, Burkina Faso, Cape Verde, Gabon, Ghana, Ivory Coast, Lesotho, Madagascar, Mali, Mauritius, Morocco, Senegal, Seychelles, South Africa, Tunisia and Western Sahara).¹⁰ This slow pace of data governance policy evolution among AU member countries has been identified as a major hindrance to a harmonised policy framework for data protection and privacy. Of note in this regard, the number of countries in Africa that have enacted comprehensive data protection and privacy legislation is even more than the number that have adopted the continental-level Malabo Convention with respect to data protection and privacy. Most of the national data protection laws also existed before the Malabo Convention and seem to have more specific details with regard to data protection than the AU convention and addressing the issues that have subsequently emerged. This is one concern with the Malabo Convention that has been raised by AU member countries.

A challenge with respect to the continental-level data policy process is that it is a very slow and painstaking process. As a result, although less than half the countries on the continent have implemented policies on data, many have been forced to move ahead without necessarily looking to the region for guidance. In addition, with the largely top-down approach of data policy engagement by the AU and the Regional Economic Communities (RECs), with people just making laws on behalf of countries, regional instruments are bound to run into significant adoption challenges. In this light, research indicates that a top-down regional policy engagement process might only be designed to “serve narrow regime interests at the expense of broader national and collective interests.”¹¹

Another challenge impacting the adoption of the AU Malabo Convention is the lack of sector or industry-specific considerations with regard to data protection and privacy guidelines akin to the European model laws. This creates unhelpful levels of uncertainty and unpredictability, especially for multinationals and political cohesiveness of the continental body in general with respect to data policy making.

This situation makes Africa’s relationship with data governance unclear – a lack of clarity that is compounded by capacity constraints. The policy-making institution in Africa is largely led by a traditionally analogue generation that predates the internet age, making the understanding of data-led digital policy engagements challenging. There is therefore a lack of capacity and understanding of who should take responsibility in the region with respect to data-driven technology and its imperatives with respect to digital rights. This general lack of understanding leads to a lack of policy direction with respect to emerging issues such as AI.


assistance for policy makers may be required; more so as a large number of AU member countries are yet to establish independent data privacy regulatory authorities. Bridging this capacity gap among policy makers within the AU region is imperative, as an unclear understanding of emerging technological developments with respect to data policy might produce the unintended consequences of limiting the region’s competitiveness in the AI economy. This is of importance when it comes to issues such as data availability for multinational organisations operating on the continent that collect, process and share data for AI-based applications and services, especially those that are mobile phone based. For example, a forced data localisation regime on the pretext of maintaining national security and sovereignty might restrict cross-border data transfers for such multinational data companies who may choose to move their foreign direct investment to more favourable destinations.

In the final analysis, with regard to priorities, many African countries are still dealing with basic issues of sustenance like food and housing, etc., so technology and technology policy are not at the front burner of critical issues of concern. According to one regional policy expert interviewed for this report, “A government that is still battling [to set up a] school feeding programme in 2019 is not going to be the one to prioritise data and data protection policies with respect to AI.” A harmonised regional data protection policy regime for the continent might impose enforcement liabilities on member countries that lack the required resources for its implementation. These costs would be in the form of funds necessary for setting up data protection authorities at the governmental levels as well as designated data privacy representatives for private sector players. Furthermore, in as much as a continent-wide data protection and privacy policy framework for Africa will catalyse regional collaboration and cooperation in dealing with the emerging issues and risks posed by AI deployments on the continent, it may however impose costs and raise conflicts with other national data protection and privacy regimes if it is not well harmonised globally. So the Malabo Convention is indeed a good place to start, but then again the AU will need to do a lot more work in promoting its benefits not just regionally, but within an emerging global policy context.

Conclusion
The growing shift towards a more centralised data protection and privacy policy framework in Africa considering the significant cross-border imperatives of AI deployments, as well as cross-sectoral technological developments, comes with critical challenges. Regulators on the continent need to become more innovative and seek to understand emerging AI technologies in order to effectively regulate them. They need to consider AI-related principles that would apply contextually irrespective of the technologies or systems that are deployed. Not all policy needs with respect to AI are complex – some are pretty straightforward to implement. A good example here is driving the adoption of AI-related data policy in the continent by matching AI technology with the socioeconomic needs that are addressable in peculiar contexts within the region. It is nevertheless necessary to have stakeholders with a shared understanding of the policy needs and on the same page with regard to a clear direction of where the continent wants to go, and how its respective countries can benefit from this path. People need to become more aware with respect to the critical issues of transparency and openness. They need to know that there are built-in safeguards to protect their personal data that are collected from misuse, especially in line with the principle of making sure that further processing of their personal data is compatible with the reasons or basis for which they were collected in the first place. These remain fundamental in building trust within the technology ecosystem. Furthermore, and in consideration of the longer term, a coherent regional data policy framework for the region should be technologically neutral with consistencies across multi-industry sectors and services. However, risk assessment models should be built into the regional frameworks in such a way as to reflect accepted privacy principles.

In adapting current regional data protection frameworks in Africa to deal effectively with the emerging challenges of AI, there are many lessons that Africa needs to learn from other regions that have moved forward earlier with policies and practices relevant to data protection and related cyberpolicy.

While the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) is a model for regional data protection policy collaboration, it can be improved on and not just taken as a silver bullet solution for the continent. Nevertheless, many of its requirements are worth adopting. For example, considering the cross-border imperatives of AI systems, regional
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data policy instruments should be framed in such a way that data-handling firms operating in Africa must be made to sign up to the data protection and privacy laws within their operational jurisdictions, whether or not they are registered as a business entity in those jurisdictions. This is of significant importance for Africa considering the fact that critical data-related projects across the continent are handled and processed outside her borders. Some key examples in this regard include the Kenya Digital ID project, which is hosted and processed by a foreign company, and the data collected by Ghana’s Electoral Commission, which is not hosted in-country. Moreover, none of the big data firms – Facebook, Google, Amazon and Microsoft – are registered as business entities in any African country.

**Action steps**

The following action steps are suggested for civil society:

- **Capacity building for effective policy making**: Africa has been saddled with the burden of leaders who are behind technology advancements. Keeping pace with evolving technologies will require policy evolution and adaptations. Civil society can help in bridging these capacity deficits in such a manner that cross-country peculiarities and spillovers are taken into consideration. They can engage in the build-out of AI knowledge centres across the region that will help bridge these critical gaps by encouraging a thorough understanding of the issues involved, and serve as a resource to help understand the policy directions of the various RECs with respect to AI.

- **Pushing for AI-related principles and values in data protection policy**: Data protection laws and frameworks are built on general principles, like most technology laws, which are developed to regulate appropriate behaviour regardless of technology evolution with time. However, AI involves a number of specific issues that need to be addressed. Civil society can advocate for appropriate contextual principles and values around which the regional entities can coordinate on data protection policy relevant to AI. Critical among these principles for Africa is the right to privacy of an individual, which is fundamental for our existence as human beings. Furthermore, people need to become more aware with respect to transparency and openness. Another principal area of concern with regard to AI policy is the issue of bias, as AI is currently being developed in primarily two regions of the world: the West and China/Russia. In each of these regions, there is a paucity of data being fed into AI machines that correlates with the African experience. Furthermore, AI data policy for the continent must not be a one-sided issue; it has to be gender-centric and also take into consideration marginalised groups as well as the diversity of different languages and cultures within the region in order to achieve a broad-based result that engenders equitable technology access.

- **Socioeconomic needs assessment**: Civil society can advocate for the adoption of relevant AI-related data policy by helping to match it to the socioeconomic needs in particular contexts in the region. A needs analysis of countries must be done with respect to AI technology so policy can be linked to economic solutions. AI is useless to African countries if it is not applied in a way that solves their needs.

- **Multistakeholder policy advocacy**: Civil society can contribute to a multistakeholder process that also includes governments, citizens, universities and the private sector to help collaboratively adapt current regulatory frameworks in such a manner that they promote digital innovation while protecting the privacy and security of citizens.
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16 Such as the Global Cyber Security Capacity Centre pioneered by the University of Oxford. https://www.oxfordmartin.ox.ac.uk/cyber-security
Introduction

How will work be reconfigured with the application of artificial intelligence (AI) in the workplace? This is a question that several actors are now asking. Governments, academics, civil society, educationalists and the private sector are all trying to analyse and predict the possible changes in work relations.

Unions are at the forefront of the fight for better labour conditions, and while their battle is mostly to do with the economy, the technological environment has an impact too. In the so-called “Fourth Industrial Revolution”, the automation of processes and the use of robotics and algorithms are changing work processes and also impacting on employment statistics.

How are unions addressing this reality in Argentina? Do they consider the impact of AI on labour conditions and rights? Is this issue discussed by business owners? And are unions evaluating the potential positive impact of AI on the welfare of workers?

Context

According to the International Labour Organization, in 2018 Argentina had the third highest unemployment rate in the region, with an indicator of 9.5%, only surpassed by Guyana (12.2%) and Brazil (12.5%). A recent official survey of labour and employment showed a negative movement of 2.8% in the last year, with companies forecasting a worsening of the situation.1 In this context, the government has implemented institutional reform and restructured ministries. Work and Science are no longer ministries, and the Ministries of Education and Health have been restructured substantially, evidence of the new policy direction of the government.

In late 2018 the government launched the Digital Agenda 2030,2 coordinated by the Secretariat of Science and Technology, which includes a National Plan for Artificial Intelligence.3 The agenda deals with issues such as the digital economy, education and infrastructure, which have been discussed in meetings to define frameworks for private companies working in these areas. The objective, according to the government, is the creation of a “country brand” in order for Argentina to become a leader in the region, a role that no country has clearly assumed at the moment. However, the government does not mention developing common strategies with other governments in the region.

Meanwhile, the private sector is looking at AI as strategic for its development. The Centre for the Implementation of Public Policies for Equity and Growth (CIPPEC) was commissioned by Microsoft to analyse the impact of AI on economic growth in Latin America.4 Its report considered three scenarios with different levels of application of AI, and forecast that Argentina could reach the status of a “developed” country in 20 years if AI is applied extensively. It also warned of economic stagnation if this did not happen.

The report listed “three key qualities” in jobs for the future: “perception and manipulation of complex contexts, creativity and social intelligence.”5 Workers in Argentina whose occupations are intensive in these qualities are 1.9 million out of a total of 11.9 million workers – or 16% of employed workers. The other 84% will require human capital reskilling. “Occupations that have these qualities are related to education, health, psychology and coordination of people,” the report states, “and the kinds of workers who will need reskilling are data entry clerks, those doing telesales and machine operators.”

From this perspective, the problem is the scarcity of qualified labour. This analysis takes “technological development as an innate process, necessary
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for economic growth and neutral with respect to the policies that promote it.” But there is another point of view which states that “focusing the analysis of AI on its effects, such as job losses and the need to adapt, conceives of technological development as a fatal and unchangeable good.” This counter-analysis underlines the “urgency of assessing AI in terms of the socialising nature of work and its moral connotations, not restricting it to quantitative factors to do with growth and not accepting prima facie technologies that reduce production costs.”

Do unions dream or have nightmares about robots?

Several kinds of work will be replaced by machines in the near future. Arguing that this forecast should be good news for our countries and economies, what changes can we expect in the workplace? And, more precisely, what happens to workers?

Although in Argentina several actors are leading this debate, the voice of unions is not being heard. This report is based on interviews with respondents from the unions representing workers in commerce, public services at the municipal level, media workers and journalists, and the banking sector.

The deputy secretary of the Union of Public Service Workers defines AI as “self-managing tools that require little intervention by people.” In 1995, when public information was digitised, the municipal government started to incorporate computers into its operations. “Then workers did not receive adequate training. Nobody should be excluded, so the union worked in that gap for reskilling.”

Procedures that used to take time, were manual and involved two or three people, are nowadays solved online. “However, the number of workers was not reduced. Some jobs no longer exist, but there are new ones related to digitisation, for example, in IT or informatics divisions. This change [introducing AI in public services] allows us to dedicate more time to creative work and meeting the needs of citizens. That is what we are pointing out.”

This union respondent mentioned “privacy as an issue to take into account in the digitisation of human resources, the control of front-desk assistants, institutional relationships and even ideological differences [that can be monitored on personal digital devices].” They have no complaints at the moment about the potential introduction of AI in public services; however, they do consider it a sensitive field.

The Bank Workers Union is the organisation that fights for the rights of workers in the face of financial power. “Innovation [in the financial sector] is one of its key characteristics, encouraged by public policies that allow for the unfettered adoption of technology.” The union says AI will simply result in a reduction of employees. “Our union is not opposed to technology. We can improve the way we work, but we cannot lose our jobs.”

ATMs are a good example in this field. The CIPC report claims that although ATMs automatised a wide range of tasks, “the number of employees tended to increase due to the reduction of costs in opening branches and freeing employees from transactional tasks, dedicating them to more productive ones.” The union representative we interviewed contradicts this statement. “The positions that ATMs replaced, together with those of retiring employees, are not being filled again.” She said other innovations in the sector that have resulted in job losses include the automation of administrative checks and controls, cryptocurrency, the use of QR codes, and home banking. “Even tasks related to the processing of information are automatised.”

New trends that also affect labour conditions are banks offering 24/7 assistance, and telecommuting. “Some banks implement a work-from-home policy two days a week, providing a computer, an ergonomic chair and a fire extinguisher. We warn about the level of control they will experience, that will result in increased pressure on workers and illness. If work moves out of work, it will be very difficult to take care of working conditions,” she said.

“We saw this unhealthy control over productivity in call centres.” In that case, she explained:

- We managed to push for regulations, and developed a code of good practice that recommends times for resting, lunch, bathroom breaks. A “callcenterisation” of work may occur due to efforts to optimise time. We think human beings are not prepared for these virtual relations. Perhaps new generations can afford it and even prefer it. But now we are experiencing the transition and we are not prepared for this.
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8 The unions interviewed were the Asociación de Empleados de Comercio de Rosario, Sindicato de Trabajadores Municipales de Rosario, Asociación de Personal del Sistema Legislativo, Sindicato Bancario Rosario and Sindicato de Prensa de Rosario.
According to the general secretary of the Union of Press Workers:

Unions are behind in the debate on AI. In Argentina unions are disputing basic issues such as salary, health, loss of employment, with no economic stability and pendular changes of government. We started to think in terms of emerging issues such as AI, but suddenly a new government destroyed even the ministry of work.

He was also critical of media companies. “They try to send one person with a backpack to do the work of a journalist, a photographer and a camera operator. Three people are needed and they argue that half a person is enough.” Not every technological process has to reduce jobs:

If a newspaper covers an event and it needs a video for the web page, the coverage could include a camera operator, a video editor. That is not happening. They diversify their media, and include digital communication, but they do not diversify the workers involved.

The union highlights that in the field of media, the most important issue should be the quality of information, and AI could be an important resource to improve this. “In general, media owners are not interested in that. They are mainly interested in the costs of producing information.” They imagine an ideal scenario with owners of newspapers and union representatives discussing the implementation of technology and the skill requirements involved. “We proposed discussions about new processes, new labour categories, but they never sit to talk about this. And neither do they build capacity in the workplace.”

In 2018 the union proposed a workshop on coverage using social networks. Employers did not get involved. Their apathy is also a problem. “There is a loss of a willingness, of a motivation to work, that generates apathy. It’s like a vicious cycle. Your work depends also on the value the company gives to it.”

When speaking to the Union for Workers in the Retail Sector about AI, they point to online retail. The image they fear is of a shop without shoppers. The recent growth of online platforms in the region responds to a variety of reasons: flexibility in online payment systems, a lack of employment, immigration, overpopulation in metropolitan areas, lack of

is evidence of another problem we are dealing with: the cultural battle that started with the expansion of neoliberalism, that involves distrust towards unions, and discusses social legitimacy of labour rights.

“We can also see in technology a tool that strengthens our organisation,” they added. The union organised a capacity-building workshop on digital communication tools and set up a network of union representatives, “to work on the circulation of information. Information is power and informed representatives can discuss the possibility of better working conditions with employees.”

An economy of platforms¹⁰
At the end of 2018, the first union of workers from digital platforms was created under the name of APP (Asociación de Personal de Plataformas), mainly made up by workers from Uber, and the on-demand delivery service offered by Rappi¹¹ and courier service offered by Glovo.¹² This was after the workers raised issues such as income, security and transparency in the assignment of work. However, they felt that after raising their complaints, they were discriminated against in the assignment of customers and deliveries.¹³ In a statement they declared:

We have to learn from unions. But we also believe that unions have to learn from us. We, the platform workers, have to organise ourselves. If this is the economy of the future, how could it be that we work in such precarious conditions? If this is the future of the economy, we will have to build the unions of the future. If we do not do that, the thousands of workers who will come to work on platforms will have nobody to defend them.¹⁴

The union highlights that in the field of media, the most important issue should be the quality of information, and AI could be an important resource to improve this. “In general, media owners are not interested in that. They are mainly interested in the costs of producing information.” They imagine an ideal scenario with owners of newspapers and union representatives discussing the implementation of technology and the skill requirements involved. “We proposed discussions about new processes, new labour categories, but they never sit to talk about this. And neither do they build capacity in the workplace.”

In 2018 the union proposed a workshop on coverage using social networks. Employers did not get involved. Their apathy is also a problem. “There is a loss of a willingness, of a motivation to work, that generates apathy. It’s like a vicious cycle. Your work depends also on the value the company gives to it.”

When speaking to the Union for Workers in the Retail Sector about AI, they point to online retail. The image they fear is of a shop without shoppers. The recent growth of online platforms in the region responds to a variety of reasons: flexibility in online payment systems, a lack of employment, immigration, overpopulation in metropolitan areas, lack of

¹¹ https://www.rappi.com.ar
¹² https://glovoapp.com/en
public transport and traffic chaos. In 2018, 1% of people employed in Argentina were users or providers of platforms. Workers are mainly young. For every five, four are men. Only 40% receive social security and 90% are taxpayers under a simplified tax regime (monotributistas). Almost 90% have finished high school and 37% higher education. For highly qualified workers, platforms may mean an opportunity for professional development.

So while platforms offer formal working conditions, they are not respectful of worker rights. The CEO of the biggest platform in Argentina declared that the digital economy needs certain conditions to optimise its benefits, but pointed to “the problem of regulations and unions that are prejudicial to business.” Workers and unions in this environment are, as a result, worried about their rights and the future of their work.

Gender: From “gaps” back to “bias”

The access women have to technology – in all the senses of access – is relevant to understand the gaps that women experience in the exercise of their rights. In the field of AI, gender gaps also appear in the biases that reproduce prevailing concepts about gender, based on past stereotypes and experience, that discriminate against women.

A frequent example is the bias expressed by algorithms that help with the selection of personnel: women are not selected for positions mainly occupied by men. Along the same lines, a platform that offers taxi journeys assigns them more frequently to men than to women due to security concerns. These examples are influencing debates related to biases reproduced by algorithms in general.

Another point to consider is whether women are benefiting from automation or not. Women should be asked this question. According to Becky Faith, a technology researcher, “unpaid care and a lack of digital access and skills are just two of the issues that the digital economy needs certain conditions to optimise its benefits, but pointed to “the problem of regulations and unions that are prejudicial to business.” Workers and unions in this environment are, as a result, worried about their rights and the future of their work.

Gender: From “gaps” back to “bias”

The access women have to technology – in all the senses of access – is relevant to understand the gaps that women experience in the exercise of their rights. In the field of AI, gender gaps also appear in the biases that reproduce prevailing concepts about gender, based on past stereotypes and experience, that discriminate against women.

A frequent example is the bias expressed by algorithms that help with the selection of personnel: women are not selected for positions mainly occupied by men. Along the same lines, a platform that offers taxi journeys assigns them more frequently to men than to women due to security concerns. These examples are influencing debates related to biases reproduced by algorithms in general.

Another point to consider is whether women are benefiting from automation or not. Women should be asked this question. According to Becky Faith, a technology researcher, “unpaid care and a lack of digital access and skills are just two of the issues that we need to put on the table to get women into the debate about automation.” Working at home also calls for a gender perspective. It is more attractive for women than the usual job of having to balance domestic and paid work responsibilities, but working from home can result in an overburdening of both areas of responsibility.

Finally, the respondent from the Public Service Workers Union added another issue related to gender:

Digitisation not only helps with the organisation of the gender movement, but also provides the movement with useful data sets, both at a macro level and the organisational level. A claim is strengthened if it is validated by data. A reliable record of digitised information allows us to quantify specific needs that support claims and proposals to improve the working conditions for women.

Conclusion

Unions expressed enthusiasm when invited to talk about the impact of AI on the workplace, appreciating the interview as an opportunity to explore the issues involved. The first challenge that emerged in the conversations was the definition of AI. In all the interviews, respondents expressed an uncertainty over misusing the concept. AI is a concept that involves numerous points of reference, making it “a kind of moving target, changing the pace of technological obsolescence, and including computer programs, algorithms or apps.” Unions referred to the introduction of computers as the beginning of AI. They also mentioned digitisation and, in rare cases, algorithms and automation. This report does not capture the views of industrial unions, which would refer more specifically to robotics.

Automation effectively replaces jobs but, in some cases, also generates new ones. However, unions insisted on the responsibility of employers in this change. The lack of dialogue to collectively analyse this technological transformation is a reality. As technology for change expert Becky Faith affirms: “If businesses profiting from automation aren’t able to understand and mitigate the impacts of their activities we need social dialogue to hold them to account.”

It also must be underlined that while the private sector points to the lack of qualifications of workers in an AI-driven workspace, there are new jobs created that are then performed by overqualified workers under precarious working conditions. Regulation, in this sense, is necessary to promote policies and to
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prevent vulnerable working conditions. Platforms and call centres are good examples of how unregulated spheres can result in the violation of rights. In this context the role of unions also needs to be raised. Although they are still the main actor in the representation of employees, membership is low. In a context characterised by a cultural battle against arguments that question the legitimacy of union demands, some voices are proposing that unions should create new channels for organising new jobs,""}, {"22"}, {"search for young people as members, incorporating groups that have decided not to be formally employed and also consider new types of contractual relations. AI and new trends in the workplace are definitely a challenge for unions in these revolutionary times.

Action steps

In Argentina there is a need to:

- Properly define and analyse the specific areas of work in different sectors that will be impacted by AI in order to inform policy proposals.
- Promote the debate around training and reskilling. Unions should be consulted regularly about skills and the government should promote training in AI technologies in the education system.
- Unions should create a meeting space to follow the latest debates on AI, to share strategies, evaluate trends and political contexts as well as the potential of AI.
- Promote a regional perspective on how AI is affecting the workplace.
- Work on understanding the potential of AI to improve working conditions, through the analysis of data sets related to labour and AI. “What do unions need AI for?” could be a good starting point.
- Raise public awareness of worker layoffs that are the result of technological innovation, and encourage discussion of the impact of job losses.

Introduction
This report examines automation in social security settings in Australia using the case study of the “Better Management of the Social Welfare System” initiative, also known as the “Online Compliance Intervention” or colloquially as “RoboDebt”. Three years ago, the Australian Department of Human Services (DHS), via Centrelink, the agency responsible for administration of social security benefits, launched the automated debt identification programme to detect income reporting discrepancies and the “overpayment” of social security benefits. In practice, the programme aims to achieve savings on social security via the raising of government debts for suspected “overpayment” of welfare benefits, while simultaneously introducing obstacles to contest them.

This programme clearly demonstrates the potential for abuse when big data and automation are deployed against vulnerable individuals. In a wider context of government austerity and cost cutting in both social security and social security services, it reveals the social justice impacts of automated systems that are explicitly designed to target vulnerable individuals. Yet this case study also offers a glimmer of hope regarding the central role that grassroots activism and community-led campaigns can play in countering unjust automated technological systems with human voices. This specifically relates to how conversations about automated technologies can be community focused and inclusive.

Background
In July 2016, the DHS launched an automated debt-raising programme with an algorithm identifying the suspected “overpayment” of government welfare benefits. Request for information letters were sent to welfare recipients requiring them to prove that they did not have a debt, with unconfirmed or unpaid debts subject to an automated recovery process, which included withholding social security payments or outsourcing to private debt collectors. A 10% debt recovery fee was added to the alleged debt.

Between November 2016 and March 2017, 230,000 letters were sent to welfare recipients directing them to an online portal requiring them to prove they did not have a debt. The debt notices were sent out at a rate of approximately 20,000 each week. It was estimated that 20-40% of the debt letters were false positives due to errors in the data used in the system, and the processes that involved averaging annual income and matching it to fortnightly income periods.

Two subsequent inquiries were held: one referred by the Senate Community Affairs References Committee in response to a grassroots community campaign (#NotMyDebt, discussed below), and one initiated by the Commonwealth Ombudsman in response to an increasing number of complaints. The Senate inquiry recommended suspension of the system until issues of procedural fairness were addressed. The Commonwealth Ombudsman recommended assistance and support be provided to vulnerable people, and consultation with stakeholders about the difficulties that vulnerable groups face in interacting with the system.

---

1 https://www.humanservices.gov.au/individuals/subjects/compliance-program
The fiscal context in which the programme was implemented is of central relevance. In 2015-2016, the Australian government forecast it would save AUD 1.7 billion over five years via the identification of welfare overpayments. In 2016-2017, the government then indicated it would achieve AUD 3.7 billion in savings over four years. Within the first six months of the 2016-2017 financial year, the DHS had attempted to recover AUD 300 million of social security “overpayments”, and had secured AUD 24 million in repayments. Given the small amounts that the DHS had recovered, it has been questioned whether the government will achieve the forecasted million in repayments. Casting further doubt on whether the government will achieve any savings, in June 2018 it was reported that the DHS had spent AUD 375 million on the automated debt recovery programme. Despite this, at the time of writing, the system continues to send out “RoboDebts” to meet the financial performance targets set by government.

The “RoboDebt” disaster

This case study has clear implications for inclusivity and social justice involving the explicit targeting of automated technology on vulnerable populations. There are lessons for the design of automated systems to ensure that they produce accurate findings, with the need for clear avenues for review of automated decisions, especially when vulnerable populations are concerned. Importantly, the case study highlights the role that grassroots activism and community-led initiatives can play in foregrounding human impacts of automated systems. There is a need to engage with the community to evaluate social justice and human rights impacts of automated technology deployed in public settings for public service provision prior to their implementation. This should involve consultation about whether these types of programmes should be implemented at all, and if so, whether appropriate checks and balances are introduced such as risk, impact, appeal and accountability processes.

Targeting automated technology at vulnerable populations

This is an example of welfare surveillance to further marginalise people who have received social security benefits. It demonstrates that the use of automated technology can serve to perpetuate structural and administrative violence against those who are socially excluded and financially disenfranchised. There are significant social justice issues associated with explicit design of a programme involving automated technologies that target vulnerable individuals facing financial hardship. The automated debt-raising system began sending out debt notices seven weeks before Christmas, already a time where financial pressure is high, especially for those receiving welfare benefits.

The design of the system created issues of administrative justice, procedural fairness, and the rule of law. Numerous challenges were experienced by individuals who attempted to challenge debts, with the onus placed on them to prove they did not have a debt. This reverses the onus of proof onto vulnerable people (and thus overturns the presumption of innocence), which requires them to navigate complex bureaucratic and technical systems to contest alleged debts. According to law, the onus to prove the debt existed technically remained with the DHS: “absent sufficient evidence of an actual debt based on the proper fortnightly data, there can be no legally sustainable decision to raise and recover the debt as speculated from averaging.” Despite this, the “scheme targets and raises debts in every case where the person cannot disprove the possible overpayment.” Further, the system is computerised and presumably “objective” so it is harder to argue that it is wrong.

Given that debt notices are being sent out by a government agency, extending six years into the past, when individuals are told by that same agency

---
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that they are only required to maintain records for six months, those who are “the least literate, least powerful, and most vulnerable” may accept the debt is true and seek to pay it off, even when there is a high probability it is erroneous.18 This places additional financial burdens on those in receipt of welfare benefits, and “[i]n light of the likely vulnerability of so many Centrelink clients, this is a heavy burden indeed.”19

**Design of the debt-raising system**

The debt-raising programme has issues in design and technical considerations, including data matching on the basis of inaccurate data, mismatching data, and the averaging of annual income data that is subsequently matched to fortnightly reporting periods to determine if overpayment has occurred during that period (due to under-reporting of fortnightly income data by the welfare recipient). At the initial design stages, a comprehensive risk assessment and consultation with experts and community groups should have identified such issues. However, no consultation occurred.

The averaging of annual income and matching it to fortnightly income periods involved the extrapolation and creation of an assumed fortnightly income average, when actual fortnightly income may fluctuate.20 The Senate inquiry recommended that “the department resume full responsibility for calculating verifiable debts (including manual checking) relating to income support overpayments, which are based on actual fortnightly earnings and not an assumed average.”21 This is significant, as 20-40% of the automated debt notices raised by the system were estimated to be erroneous.22 It also raises the question of whether the DHS took reasonable steps in ensuring the accuracy of the information used for the purposes of debt recovery, whether individuals were able to correct their personal information, or even whether they knew they had a right to do so under Australian privacy law.23

Individuals experienced numerous obstacles in speaking to a human in order to correct their personal information, or contest the accuracy of the automatically identified debts. In the two years following the introduction of the programme, millions of calls to Centrelink went unanswered. In 2016-2017, the year immediately following the introduction of RoboDebt, there were 55 million unanswered calls to Centrelink. In 2017-2018, 48 million calls went unanswered.24 Many individuals waited for hours on hold.25 The inability to speak with a human undoubtedly created challenges for having false debts resolved. The DHS had a clear conflict of interest as “the harder it is for people to navigate this system and prove their correct income data, the more money the department recoups.”26 So, individuals paid debts, even though they did not believe they owed a debt, because it was “too difficult or too stressful to challenge the purported debt raised against them. Others simply paid the purported debt because they thought the government wouldn’t make a mistake.”27

**Fairness and transparency**

The use of big data and automated processes allowed for the government to implement a system at national scale with many inherent flaws. There was an absence of fairness in the entire operation of the system including: lack of consultation with stakeholders; no testing or risk assessment processes; the process of automated averaging and matching of data; millions of unanswered calls to DHS; no information being provided to individuals when they sought to challenge a debt; the imposition of a fee for debt recovery; and the fact that the programme extended six years into the past, when individuals are advised they only need to keep records for six months.28 Accordingly, one of the recommendations arising from the Senate inquiry was that clear and comprehensive advice on reassessment, review rights and processes should be made available to impacted individuals.29

There are ongoing issues of explainability and transparency. The debt-raising letters contained no information about how debts were calculated, nor were individuals informed that the debt could be false, or how to contest the calculations.30 The DHS...
has refused to release documents that relate to the operation of the system, including risk assessment processes, issues papers, and ICT system reports. In June 2019, the Australian Information Commissioner ruled the DHS must release documents following freedom of information requests first lodged in 2017, yet the DHS later appealed this decision to the Administrative Appeals Tribunal. The DHS challenged the release of these documents claiming that publication may pose security risks and external threats, or as one media article stated: “Human Services claimed people wouldn’t pay debts if informed about its IT systems.”

Doxing dissenters, chilling critics
In reaction to an individual complaining about the system online, the DHS publicly released their personal information including welfare history to the media. This is an outrageous and reprehensible breach of individual privacy in an attempt to suppress public criticism. In response, a new privacy code is being developed for Australian public servants and it was acknowledged by the Senate inquiry that the system “disempowered people, causing emotional trauma, stress and shame.” This was intensified when the Government subsequently publicly released personal information about people who spoke out about the process.

#NotMyDebt: Human voices and community initiatives
Notwithstanding the department’s attempts to chill critics, a grassroots campaign known as #NotMyDebt was launched by volunteers led by Lyndsey Jackson, chair of Electronic Frontiers Australia, and united by their “deep concern about the injustice of Centrelink’s robo-debt fiasco and the impact it’s having on the lives of ordinary citizens.” The #NotMyDebt campaign demonstrates avenues for making conversations about artificial intelligence more inclusive and human-centred. The campaign collects, houses and disseminates individual stories of false debts, and provides information and advice to individuals who have received a RoboDebt notice. To date, the #NotMyDebt campaign has collected almost 900 anonymous stories that foreground individual human voices and show the human and social impact of the automated system.

Conclusion
This case study casts light on the failings of big data and automated technology when deployed in public settings for cost-cutting purposes. The RoboDebt programme encapsulates “an error-riddled, unaccountable and politically-driven process.” It clearly demonstrates the potential for abuse when big data and automated technology are deployed against vulnerable individuals. Rather than advocating for technical fixes to perfect and optimise the operation of these types of automated systems and technologies, there is a greater need to question whether they should be developed and deployed for certain objectives at all. This involves assessment of the desired aims of the system, and consideration of specific social contexts for their use. In the present case, the aim of the system was to explicitly target vulnerable individuals with debts in an attempt to achieve savings on social security. Given this, it is perhaps unsurprising that the system was designed and operated as intended: it raised large numbers of (erroneous) debts, simultaneously introduced insurmountable obstacles to understand and contest them, and publicly targeted those who spoke out against it.

This case study also demonstrates that automated technology is not merely a technical fix deployed to increase administrative efficiency, but is socially and politically embedded. Automated verdicts have human victims. Recognition that automated technology and systems are socially contingent necessitates proper a priori evaluation of the possible social justice and human rights consequences. It requires direct consultation with the community, and involves questioning the type of society that we wish to create, and the role of automated technology within it. As the #NotMyDebt campaign launched in response to RoboDebt has shown, putting human voices back into focus can be an effective strategy of demonstrating not only individual but also wider societal impacts of automated technology.
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**Action steps**

The following lessons are suggested by the debt-raising programme:

- Consult the community about the type of society that we wish to create, and the role of automated technology within it.
- Conduct and release risk and impact assessments, including assessment of the impacts for vulnerable individuals and groups, prior to the deployment of automated technology, and periodically during deployment.
- Ensure there are appropriate constraints, checks and balances, and mechanisms for review. This may include approaches such as Article 22 of the EU General Data Protection Regulation\(^40\) that grants a right not to be subject to automated decisions, or transparency provisions such as a right to understand the basis of decisions, and availability of non-automated remedies, for example, the ability to speak to humans during reviews and appeals.
- Support community initiatives and grassroots campaigns that foreground human voices and the human impacts of automated systems.

\(^{40}\) [https://gdpr.algolia.com/gdpr-article-22](https://gdpr.algolia.com/gdpr-article-22)
Introduction

The artificial intelligence (AI) technology revolution is set to eclipse the industrial revolution. Where once commonplace trades were dissolved by mass production industries and workers drawn from subsistence living to man-handle factories, AI will replace pretty much every routine job on the planet.¹ The only jobs protected from an AI-augmented workforce are what Kai-Fu Lee, venture capitalist and AI pioneer, describes as jobs of compassion and creativity. “AI,” says Lee, “can optimise, but not create.”²

I am a creator, a filmmaker and musician with a background in community media. Toby Walsh, one of Australia’s leading experts in AI, argues that those who raise alarm about an AI achieving consciousness and thereby deciding all humans are expendable are unlikely to be computer scientists and least of all computer scientists who work with and on AI technologies.³ I am neither. I am neither a computer scientist, nor am I alarmed.

Technology has fascinated me near on as much as nature. Observing both, at times intimately, throughout my career, it is a sad irony that as we create the most incredible of means to advance all facets of knowledge, our rapacious hunger for the Earth’s natural resources is consuming the biosphere all life depends on. Yet we skirt, if not flirt at the edge of technologies that increasingly mimic or resemble human behaviour, more commonly referred to in AI circles as the “uncanny valley”.⁴

Researching this report has been illuminating. There are so many life-affirming AI projects underway, it is bizarre and actually frightening that some governments prefer to invest in AI-assisted surveillance and warfare than direct all efforts towards solving the crisis we are in. That said, there is not a single person whose work I reference that is not aware of the precipice we have neared.

In this report, I contextualise the debates concerning AI in the context of the creative industries in Australia.

I then expand the discussion to outline the policy levers that need to be considered in both the Australian and international contexts. This includes steps one can take to ensure that what some say could be humanity’s greatest or most disastrous creation⁵ becomes a transformative technology that works with and not against the best interests of society. Is the world we create with AI, as Walsh hopes for, “the one that we want?”⁶

Background

In 1994, Australia’s first Commonwealth cultural policy document, Creative Nation, was published.⁷ Cultural production gave way to the term creative industries, broadening Australians’ understanding of the arts and re-framing culture in economic terms. The language of arts and cultural practice changed, as did what governments chose to fund and what artists would create given the emergence of the internet and new electronic media technologies at our disposal.

The “creative industries” is comprised of film, television, radio, music and the performing arts, publishing and the visual arts. It also embraces creative services such as advertising and marketing, architecture and design, software and all manner of digital content creation and application.⁸

---

AI technologies are increasingly in use in all facets of creative industries, including to create and curate content. Architects have been using intelligent design systems since the 1990s; EcoDesigner STAR\(^9\) and depthmapX\(^10\) simulate environments measuring the impact the built environment may have on movement and light at any time of any given year.\(^{11}\) Brian Eno used intelligent systems as early as 1996 to create Generative Music.\(^1\)\(^2\) A collection of compositions available on floppy-disk that included the “generative” software required to play his works. Now Australian digital artist, composer and filmmaker David Nerlich works with the latest AI apps that use neural networks “improvising chaotic forms and then selecting and refining what is magical from that chaos,” creating what he describes as “digital images that look like paintings.”\(^13\)

Spotify’s 100 million subscribers,\(^{14}\) meanwhile, are being monitored by algorithms whether they are aware of it or not. Listeners are served up with customised playlists constantly refined by observing and learning from our listening habits 24/7.

On the near horizon are AIs designed with emotional intelligence, what Rosalind Picard, director of the Affective Computing Research Group, MIT Media Lab, describes as “affective computing”\(^,.\)\(^5\) The potential, Picard suggests, will be transformative, and it remains to be seen the impact this might have in the creative industries.

But will we get there? As news agencies replace journalists with AI news aggregators that source, authenticate and write stories to compete with journalists with AI news aggregators that source, authenticate and write stories to compete with journalist,&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&'&&
The team from Japanese telecommunications and media company Dwango, who had worked on the AI model, were stunned at Miyazaki’s response. Disappointed their idol had not embraced their efforts, they struggled to describe that their desire is to create images humans could not imagine, to also “make a machine that can draw like humans do.” To that Miyazaki responded, “I feel like we are nearing to the end of times. We humans are losing faith in ourselves.”

Dwango’s AI team had focused their skills on replacing our humanity, not on rediscovering it. Toby Walsh argues that the AI revolution “will be about rediscovering the things that make us human.” By focusing on our social and emotional intelligence and our arts practices, Walsh concludes that “our technological future will not be about technology, but about our humanity [...] the jobs of the future are the most human ones.”

However, the Australian Digital Alliance’s Elliott Bledsoe reminds us that for all the repetitive tasks AI will free artists from, how a considerable number of artists will support themselves will be a challenge:

Income insecurity and housing affordability are realities for many artists. Artists’ incomes are potentially jeopardised by new technologies. For example, many artists draw part of their income from non-arts sources and some of these non-arts income sources come from industries that may be displaced by AI and automation.

Digital artist Chris Rodley, also working with neural networks creating what he describes as “algorithmic horror”, suggests that some of this displacement might be good:

What I think we’re going to see with AI is perhaps a gradual erosion of this idea that artists have this absolutely unique insight that really puts them on this other plane from the rest of us.

Author and futurist Arthur C. Clarke imagined an entirely different outcome. “The goal of the future,” he said, “is full unemployment.” Clarke foresaw a fully automated future that digital economist and sociologist Alex Williams argue is top of their list of minimum demands towards a post-capitalist world without work. Their demands include the reduction of the working week, the provision of a basic income, and diminishment of the work ethic, a world where the latest technologies would “liberate humanity from the drudgery of work while simultaneously producing increasing amounts of wealth.”

While Walsh may agree with Srnicek and Williams, he argues for a re-imagining of the work ethic, one predisposed to persistent reinvention of ourselves, to lifelong learning:

Humans will instead need strong analytical skills. They will need emotional and social intelligence. And they will need all the other traits that make us human – creativity, resilience, determination and curiosity. These skills are what will keep us ahead of the machines.

In the meantime, if Dwango’s attempts to create a human that could learn how to walk using its head as a leg had failed, the developers behind FakeApp, DeepFaceLab, FaceSwap and MyFakeApp have successfully mimicked real people doing things they did not do nor say. By synthesising speech and fine-grained movement, anyone can be re-represented on video to say and/or do anything. Although there are considerable advantages for media makers, such as correcting an actor’s dialogue in films and significant improvement in foreign language voice-dubbing, “deepfakes”, as they are known, are problematic.

Veteran multidisciplinary artist David Nerlich (aka Stoch) is concerned by AI’s “ability to deceive us”:

Deepfakes warn us we can no longer believe our eyes. It’s often possible to spot fakes, but may be just as easy not to. Photography is increasingly less viable as evidence.

And yet satellite imagery comprised of billions of pixels can be analysed by an AI to interpret spectral bands evolving over time, determining the vegetation of any given area on Earth. Machine learning researcher and computer scientist François Petitjean teaches computers to recognise “whether the evolution of colours of a particular pixel corresponds to a gumtree forest or some grassland.” Petitjean and his team have created a detailed vegetation map of Victoria, Australia, by understanding the complex information available within billions of pixels that comprise these pictures taken over time.
Vegetation, in particular, can be tracked like that because plants reflect infrared when they grow and are healthy – you can then track when things grow, how fast, maybe when they’re harvested and that tells you the type of vegetation that might be.

Petitjean’s map and the data drawn from the Victorian Land Use Information System he and his team utilised are both open data projects available for use under a mix of Creative Commons licences. While such data is available to all creative industries, Bledsoe is concerned that copyright enabled by technology “may have potentially negative impacts on artists”:

Digital rights management, automated scripts to issue notice and take-down requests and AI-based automatic copyright detection software are some of the types of technologies enabling assertion of copyright in the digital environment. While identifying and stopping infringements is important, the same technology can also be used to block legitimate uses of copyright material. Criticism and review has long been a fair dealing exception in Australian copyright law and, since the Copyright Amendment Act 2006, we have had a fair dealing exception for parody and satire. These and other exceptions create circumstances in which reuse of copyright protected material is legitimate without the permission of the copyright owner.

With the emergence of automated copyright infringement notices and “robo-takedown” requests, what Bledsoe describes as “the preferred cease and desist of the internet age”, no humans are reviewing these notices to verify their accuracy.

I have myself received a copyright notice from YouTube stating that “[c]opyrighted content was found in your video.” Fortunately, it also said that “[t]he claimant is allowing their content to be used in your YouTube video.” The music is my own composition used in a short film of my own making. The claimant turned out to be a third party collecting royalties on my behalf. But not all such scenarios turn out so well, as Bledsoe describes:

On the flip side, the volume of requests that ISPs [internet service providers] receive coupled with the time frame in which they must do something about them necessarily has prompted a move to streamline the removal of content identified in takedown requests (Google’s Trusted Copyright Removal Program, TCRP, is an example of this in practice). This automation at both ends of the request’s life cycle means that no person is involved in any part of the decision-making process (i.e. what content to target with a take-down request and what content to remove as a result of a takedown request). [...] This can lead to a number of concerning situations where content filtering can lead to unsubstantiated copyright infringement claims, suppression of marginalised voices and political speech and unintended claims of copyright over material in the public domain.

What happens when such systems fail? When legitimate actors are caught up in, for example, Australia’s robo-debt crisis, what Nerlich describes as “the veneer or perception of [impartiality and] autonomy attributable to automated debt collection agents” becomes evident. “Malicious policy makers,” he alleges, “are hiding behind the supposed impartiality of robots that make frequently inaccurate debt demands of welfare recipients”:

The makers and programmers are hiding behind these robo-agents they’ve designed, attempting to place responsibility for these decisions at arms length from themselves. The minister didn’t do it, the department staff didn’t do it, the robot did it. The AI did it. Perhaps even the notion that no one did it becomes permissible.

Self-described long-term optimist and open government geek Pia Andrews proposes that AI may give artists a “novel way of exploring what it means to be or mirror being human. A way to explore what truly makes us human, and what augmented humanity could look like.” Andrews imagines “many ways both direct and philosophically that AI could inspire or enable new forms of art.”

We will no doubt find many opportunities as we skirt the uncanny valley, but the risks are evident there too. “All the worst human behaviours,” says Andrews, “if rewarded financially, become exponentially worse and harder to disrupt with AI.”

The government’s response to AI

The Australian Government Department of Industry Innovation and Science is developing an ethics framework for AI in Australia. The discussion paper
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30 See the country report by Monique Mann, also on Australia, in this edition of GISWatch.
31 Interviewed for this report. Pia Andrews is executive director of Data, Insights and Transformation, Department of Customer Service, NSW Government.
it funded, *Artificial Intelligence: Australia’s Ethics Framework*, distilled AI risks down to three issues:

1. **Data governance:** AI-enabled technologies rely on data. Lots of it. Where is this data drawn from, who owns it and how will it be used to develop AI?
2. **Using AI fairly:** How and where will AI be used? Will it be used fairly and will the public be aware of its use?
3. **Automated decisions:** Can we rely on AI to be totally autonomous? In what kind of scenarios would human decision making continue to be relied on?

The authors proposed an ethics plan identifying eight principles supporting the ethical use of AI and its development in Australia.33 These are:

1. **Generates net-benefits:** The AI system must generate benefits for people that are greater than the costs.
2. **Do no harm:** Civilian AI systems must not be designed to harm or deceive people and should be implemented in ways that minimise any negative outcomes.
3. **Regulatory and legal compliance:** The AI system must comply with all relevant international and Australian local, state/territory and federal government obligations, regulations and laws.
4. **Privacy protection:** Any system, including AI systems, must ensure people’s private data is protected and kept confidential plus prevent data breaches which could cause reputational, psychological, financial, professional or other types of harm.
5. **Fairness:** The development or use of the AI system must not result in unfair discrimination against individuals, communities or groups. This requires particular attention to ensure the “training data” is free from bias or characteristics which may cause the algorithm to behave unfairly.
6. **Transparency and explainability:** People must be informed when an algorithm is being used that impacts them and they should be provided with information about what information the algorithm uses to make decisions.
7. **Contestability:** When an algorithm impacts a person there must be an efficient process to allow that person to challenge the use or output of the algorithm.
8. **Accountability:** People and organisations responsible for the creation and implementation of AI algorithms should be identifiable and accountable for the impacts of that algorithm, even if the impacts are unintended.

Public submissions to the national consultation closed on 31 May 2019. However, some state governments in Australia are developing their own AI governance approaches. Pia Andrews describes the outcome of user testing with representatives from the New South Wales government, pointing to the important factor of building public trust in technology:

> We are also exploring how to normalise and make consistent explainable AI approaches, especially where citizens/customers should have line of sight to decision making about them. We have recognised that without explainability, you don’t have accountability, appealability or traceability, and ultimately you will lose trust. We are exploring what the trust infrastructure of the 21st century looks like, which doesn’t stop at AI or ML [machine learning], but extends to identity, and transparency of government service delivery.

### Conclusion

For all our concerns around intelligent systems gaining control over us, Rosalind Picard argues that we have a long way to go before any form of AI becomes self-aware, let alone able to comprehend who we are and how we differ from any of the tasks it will have been assigned to perform.34 Google’s AlphaGo had impressively beaten internationally renowned South Korean Go player Lee Sedol in four out of five games. Its algorithms were designed to predict probability, training itself in days, but at no time was it aware that it had been learning, let alone playing Go.35 This is an important point.

Jaan Tallinn, co-founder of the Cambridge Centre for the Study of Existential Risk (CSER), is unimpressed with the narrow way in which AIs such as AlphaGo work. He is adamant that we need to program limits to what an AI can do. But if we teach an AI to adhere to human values, it is unlikely to know what a human is. So do we provide these protections
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34 [https://lexfridman.com/rosalind-picard](https://lexfridman.com/rosalind-picard)

anyway? “It’s a frontier,” says Nerlich, “and there is an unknown extent of undiscovered territory, and unknown possibilities for actors in that territory.”

Senior writer for CreativeFuture, Justin Sanders, in summarising his thoughts on how AI might impact copyright industries, quotes Thomas Edison: “Genius is 1% inspiration and 99% perspiration.” He asks, “What if machines could take the burden of some of that perspiration, leaving more room for inspiration?” I would argue that it is the 99% that leads us to the mystical 1% genius.

Convenience does not lead to startling, life-changing innovations. It’s the hard work of getting there does. If all the effort were to be replaced by an augmented intelligence, if the journey is no longer part of the experience of arriving, how will we learn from all that it takes to reach our destination? A solution to a creative problem arrives through numerous processes. It takes effort. Yes, some repetitive processes can be replaced and we may well learn entirely unique ways of approaching our problems, but I would caution that we do not innovate ourselves out of a meaningful existence.

Picard reminds us that “there is a critical piece missing in AI. That critical piece is us, it’s humans. It’s human connection.” As we skirt the uncanny valley, what kind of world do we want to create there? Will we survive the climate crisis and biomass collapse to know? Andrews offers the long-term optimistic view:

I think AI is both a threat and an opportunity for every industry, but also for society as a whole. It challenges a lot of 20th century and before paradigms, and we must take a little time to reflect on what sort of society, values and quality of life we want, if we are to have any hope of not reinventing the past with shiny new things. AI, machine learning and indeed emerging tech and social trends of all kinds are not new things to react to. They are all part of a broader paradigm shift that is moving us away from a centralised, secretive, analog and scarcity economy towards one that is highly distributed, open, digital and surplus. Every sector, every discipline, and indeed every human needs to consider how we want to live better, and then use this opportunity in time to build better futures. Then all emerging tech becomes used in the pursuit of something better, rather than the naïve

whack-a-mole game of trying to tackle an exponentially growing backlog with linear strategies.

**Action steps**

While public submissions to Australia’s AI Ethics Framework closed in May, we still need to ensure that the framework meets the expectations of public and professional concerns. To achieve this I would recommend:

- Considering the legal and ethical implications of AI within your arts practice. Be informed:
  - Participate in open dialogue with artists and researchers on moderated mailing lists such as YASMIN.
  - Listen to informed discussion, research and interviews on podcasts like Lex Fridman’s Artificial Intelligence Podcast and This Week in Machine Learning and AI.

- A deep reading of the *Artificial Intelligence: Australia’s Ethics Framework* discussion paper.

- Developing an awareness of legislative proposals and technical options such as:
  - Elimination of bias in algorithms and machine learning tools.
  - Transparency in terms of public knowledge of what services are governed or augmented by AI.
  - Client-side AI functionality ensuring personal data never leaves one’s device.

- Participating in public awareness campaigns.

- Engaging with and lobbying local representatives.

- Supporting the work of advocacy groups such as Digital Rights Watch and Electronic Frontiers Australia.

- Supporting the work of computer science and machine learning researchers through organisations such as the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO), which hosts Australia’s premier science, technology and innovation event, Data61.
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**Introduction**

Artificial intelligence (AI) can enhance productivity through automation, machine learning and precision. But to automate tasks through an intelligent system that can reduce time, costs and the need for labour also has the potential to diminish jobs. This is the case in the ready-made garments (RMG) sector in Bangladesh. As commentators have put it:

> Changes to the garment industry's business model are threatening the livelihoods of millions of people in low- and middle-income countries, and how these economies adapt will have far-reaching implications.¹

In particular, female workers, who are at the bottom of the production process and are often engaged in repetitive tasks, are at the greatest risk of losing their jobs in this sector.

Bangladesh is the world's second-largest exporter of garments (after China). The RMG sector in Bangladesh employs 2.5 million female workers in around 4,000 factories across the country² and generates 80% of total exports in Bangladesh,³ contributing approximately 16% to the GDP.⁴ As a result, any technology disruption in this sector will have a long-term impact, not only on the sector's production processes and outputs, but also on the workforce employed in the sector. This report explores the impact of AI on the RMG sector in Bangladesh from a rights and development perspective.
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RMG sector is prevalent in 47% of large-scale RMG enterprises, compared to 25% of medium-scale RMG enterprises.10

AI and automation technologies are also slowly being adopted by RMG factories, not only because of AI’s time-, cost- and resource-saving properties, but also because of its game-changing nature in the RMG business model, as many garment factory owners have said. For example, as a representative of the RMG sector explained:

AI’s powerful vision and image recognition system can easily help in identifying and grading textile fibres. AI can enable accurate performance during cutting, spreading and sewing. CAD and pattern-making, production planning and control, shop floor control systems—all these can be performed at a much higher level of productivity and accuracy with AI technology.11

Artificial neural networks (ANN) are also used in different garment manufacturing facilities, including for the prediction of fabric mechanical properties, the classification and grading of fabrics, and the identification and analysis of faults.

**Labour rights and the impact of AI**

Given that the productivity benefits of AI are becoming evident, it is important to see how it is likely to affect the existing labour force and will have far-reaching implications for the Bangladesh economy. A study done by Access to Information (a2i) in Bangladesh and the International Labour Organization (ILO) estimated that more than two million or 60% of jobs in the RMG sector in Bangladesh may disappear by 2040 due to automation.12 This study identified the RMG sector as one of the most affected sectors due to AI and automation. Another study from a think tank in Bangladesh, the Centre for Policy Dialogue, shows that the automation of manufacturing reduced the participation ratio of female workers in the garment sector to 60.8% in 2016 from 64% in 2015. The study also shows that the factory owners think female workers are not able to handle modern machinery properly.13

Bangladesh still does not have any formal policy on AI implementation in any sector, let alone the RMG sector. Recently, the government’s Information and Communications Technology (ICT) Division took steps towards formulating a national strategy for AI, and a draft outline of that strategy has been released. The strategy14 has identified eight strategic pillars for the future implementation of AI in Bangladesh, from 2020 until 2025: AI in the government; the industrialisation of AI technologies; data and digital infrastructure; skilling the AI workforce; research and development; funding and accelerating the AI ecosystem; inclusive and diverse AI; and ethics, data privacy and security. The strategy tries to explain key issues raised by the implementation of AI in different areas, including AI in citizen service delivery, AI in manufacturing, AI in agriculture, AI for smart mobility and transportation, AI for skills and education, AI for finance and trade, AI for health, and AI for the environment, water and renewable energy. Interestingly, the strategy does not touch upon the issue of job losses and how and when the existing workforce who may lose their jobs due to the implementation of AI would be compensated or redeployed through training or skills development. Apart from this, aspects such as data privacy, security, and the need for regulations identified in the strategy are crucial for AI.

There are different opinions in the country with regard to AI and automation. For example, Dr. Atiur Rahman, ex-governor of Bangladesh Bank, the central regulatory bank in Bangladesh, says that the “collaboration of humans and robots could integrate technological innovation into the apparel industry in Bangladesh.”15 He thinks AI is a pathway to integrate a great number of unskilled production workers into a structurally difficult labour market that depends on foreign investment.

Some also argue that any new technology advancement, while it may make some jobs redundant, may also bring in new types of jobs that did not exist before which nevertheless may require new skill sets. As traditional factory jobs evolve, technology-servicing roles will become more important. Just as sewing machines break and need calibration, so, too, will the apparel printers and packaging systems of the future.16 There is also an emphasis on technology companies
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working more collaboratively with the apparel industries to manage AI and automation platforms. The question is obviously to understand whether new jobs will match the rate of worker lay-offs and whether or not the country can keep pace with the skills gaps and training required to acquire new skills.

Labour standards and labour rights at the RMG factories in Bangladesh paint a very dismal picture. There are three core concerns: wages, access to unions and workplace safety. According to a 2016 ILO survey, the highest number of suppliers who felt compelled to accept orders below production costs came from Bangladesh. This directly affects workers’ wages and other working conditions. Union membership among Bangladeshi garment workers is low – estimates range from 5% to 10% – while unionisation is banned entirely in the few export processing zones.

The amended Labour Act of 2013 in Bangladesh incorporated provisions including the right for workers to form trade unions without getting the approval of owners, establishing safety measures for employees in the workplace, creating safety committees, establishing workplace health centres, and enabling inspectors to visit factories to assess compliance and to penalise owners if necessary. With the introduction of this amended law, more than 300 trade unions were registered in the RMG sector by April 2015.

The government created another amendment to the Labour Act in 2018, which has already been approved by cabinet. It reduces the requirement of worker participation to set up a trade union from 30% to 20%. It also suggests that the working hours of labourers in general should not be more than 10 hours a day, excluding meal and rest time, and introduces mandatory maternity leave and other leave for expectant mothers.

In an official circular, the Ministry for Labour and Employment announced the increase of minimum wages for garments workers to 8,000 taka (about USD 95) a month – it was 5,300 taka (USD 63) previously. This is also far less than the 16,000 taka (USD 200) that the workers’ unions have been asking for. The 2006 Labour Act – which as discussed above was amended in 2013 and 2018 – deals with issues such as job termination, lay-offs and the responsibilities of workers in the workplace. These provisions may be important in the context of technology in the workplace.

As per this Act, workers have some rights in cases where they are laid off by the employer. Whenever a worker whose name is on an employer’s master roll of workers, and who has completed at least one year of continuous service, is laid off, they need to be paid compensation by the employer for the days when they are without work. The amount of compensation needs to be equal to half of the total of the basic wage received plus dearness allowance and ad hoc or interim pay if any. Any worker whose name is not on the master roll would not receive anything. Re-employment of retrenched workers is also possible depending on whether the worker is asked to do the same job or a job in the same category within a year. Retrenched workers, according to their length of service, will have higher priority for re-employment over other workers, such as non-contractual and casual workers.

Recent research into the sector found that RMG factories provide few training and development opportunities for their workers outside of the immediate demands of their job. Only 5% of respondents confirmed that they have training facilities for their employees. Training for supervisors is nevertheless not rare (70%). Worker development depends to a great extent on learning on the job. General workers are recruited as non-skilled workers and learn the necessary work techniques under close supervision of the floor supervisors. As a result, the companies use the supervisors to develop the workers and ensure quality. Skill training institutes for garment workers are rare and, as a result, workers in many cases feel frustrated: 86% of worker respondents reported that there are no training institutes available for developing their knowledge and capability.

27 Ibid.
Conclusion
Regardless of potential benefits, AI and automation pose a great risk of job losses for workers, particularly female workers who are at the bottom of the production process. The RMG sector in Bangladesh is already known for its precarious working environment, wage discrimination, lack of formal contracts, massive workload, etc. Even the attempts to unionise workers are made harder by legal restrictions (despite the recent amendments to the Labour Act), intimidation against organisers, and the threat of corporate flight; but local unions also struggle to meet the complex needs of workers employed in the garments sector. AI and automation are one of these complex things that labour unions in Bangladesh are yet to comprehend.

In many countries, trade unions remain one of the major voices to share worker concerns, demand rights and negotiate on job losses, but this is not the case in Bangladesh's RMG sector. This is particularly important because AI will certainly create new types of jobs (for example, machines will require operators, repair technicians, etc.) to which the existing workforce, with appropriate training, can be redeployed and accommodated as a priority.

Bangladesh policy makers and private sector bodies also need to understand that the dependence on cheap labour to gain competitive advantage will not work any longer, as in the longer term this advantage is offset by lower productivity due to lack of skills development. This approach is clearly reflected in the hiring of workers without raising wages in Bangladesh. Available data indicates that real wages in the manufacturing sector in Bangladesh have not increased over the last decade and a half. Education policy and skills development are two important areas that need attention in the context of a game-changing technology such as AI being implemented in the RMG sector, as in other sectors in the country.

Action steps
The following steps are necessary in Bangladesh:

- Civil society in Bangladesh is yet to take into cognisance the emergence and effects of AI, particularly in the RMG sector, a sector where workers are among the most vulnerable and which includes a large number of women in the workforce. A national conversation on the issue is already overdue, as AI technologies have already started to be used in some factories. There is no evidence-based research available with data, facts or figures that could inform the policy-making process. Trade unions in the RMG sector are weak and often are not allowed to operate, let alone make demands for workers' rights. Therefore, civil society has a role to sensitise policy makers about the topic and bring about a change of attitude in addressing the issue. A more human, public good approach to AI implementation will be a win-win situation for everyone.

- A research and evidence-based policy intervention in education and skills development policy is an imperative to minimise the risks posed by AI and automation. As traditional factory jobs evolve, technology-servicing roles will become more important. Just as sewing machines break and need calibration, so, too, will the apparel printers and packaging systems of the future. To help ease the transition from manual to modern manufacturing, businesses and governments must begin improving the tech literacy of current employees. If today's workforces are to remain relevant in the economies of tomorrow, employees will need the skills to contribute. All trade and labour policy may also need to be revisited in order to accommodate AI-specific shocks to society. For example, policy may need to dictate trade agreements that cushion the impact when manufacturing jobs are lost, while laying the groundwork for the transition to more tech-heavy industries.

- Civil society also needs to start paying attention to other issues to do with AI including ethics, data privacy, security, and best practices in regulatory frameworks. For example, the European Union has unveiled ethics guidelines that illustrate that any AI technologies that are to be implemented on an industrial scale need to be accountable, explainable and unbiased. Around 30 countries in the world have already created or drafted an AI framework for the generic application of AI, as well as dealing with specific issues. Bangladesh civil society should formulate a position paper on AI, and this research from Bytesforall Bangladesh can be an important first step in that direction.
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Introduction

Benin’s digital sector is a dynamic one, with an environment that includes a wide diversity of start-ups. Although artificial intelligence (AI) seems new and unclear to some people (many link it only to the police as their use of drones and robots to track criminals), several start-ups invest their resources in the subsector. Some of them, for example femCoders, promote the better engagement of women in this still male-dominated domain.

To help bridge both the digital and gender gap in the country, and to mobilise women around the digital economy, femCoders – an award-winning female-led initiative with a focus on holding free after-school programmes to expose girls to digital technologies – runs a robotics training programme with the support of the United States Embassy in Benin. Through this programme, hundreds of young people, mostly girls, are trained on robot assembling and programming.

Digital equality is at the centre of almost all discussions in Benin. This includes the country’s digital policy, with its six key government projects in the information and communications technology (ICT) sector (see below), and the annual Digital Weeks,¹ which aim to highlight and develop the digital ecosystem in Benin through a series of activities including a forum (Afro Tech International Forum), an exhibition (Benin Start-Up Week), training (Benin Digital Tours) and contests on digital solutions and digital art.

Encouraging women’s engagement in AI is also an imperative in the country. A Girls in ICT Day,² plus a National Network of Women in ICTs that gathers all women, from the minister of digital economy to farmers to students, highlight the importance of gender in the digital economy.³ However, the sector remains male-dominated, which makes the femCoders initiative all the more impressive. To address inequality in the ICT sector, the country needs more gender-sensitive policies and strategies that will not only support women-led start-ups in the AI field and protect the rights to equality and non-discrimination, but also initiatives that give girls a head start.

The policy context in the digital sector

Benin’s sector strategy in the field of ICTs aims to transform Benin into West Africa’s digital services hub for accelerated growth and social inclusion by 2021. According to the Sectoral Policy Declaration,⁴ the development of the digital economy is an undeniable means for social inclusion and well-being and will help reduce unemployment, catalyse economic development in other sectors, and create transparency and accountability in the public administration. Under the strategic guidelines of the Declaration, by 2021, the coverage rate of broadband internet services should reach 80%, the fixed telephone line penetration rate 40%, and mobile penetration 60%. The size of the market, meanwhile, is expected to reach nearly USD 1 billion and to create 90,000 jobs. As a result, Benin is expected to enter the top 100 of the Networked Readiness Index (NRI) and achieve a UN E-Government Development Index of 0.5.

As part of its Programme of Action (Programme d’action du gouvernement),⁵ the government is implementing 45 flagship projects, including six in the digital sector. These six projects include the deployment of high and very high speed internet throughout the country, the transition to Digital Terrestrial Television (DTT), the implementation of smart public service (Smart Gov), the roll-out of e-commerce, e-education and e-training, and the promotion and development of digital multimedia content.⁶

In addition to the six core digital projects implemented by the government, the country through its
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¹ https://semainedunumerique.bj/fr
³ Registration form to join the network: https://tinyurl.com/forumRenafetic
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parliament passed the Digital Code, a collection of laws comprising 647 articles that frame activities related to electronic communication. The Code defines both rights and duties of citizens and service providers, but also the institutional and legal frameworks for activities in the digital sector.

The AI environment in Benin
The digital policy does not formally include AI as a subsector, and the concept is still new to the public. Nevertheless, the ICT environment in Benin is very dynamic, with a wide variety of actors. In addition to mobile operators and other internet service providers, a large number of start-ups in the commercial space offer a variety of digital solutions. Digital Week and Girls in ICT Day, two annual opportunities to share knowledge and promote activities in the sector, help to give greater visibility to start-ups and innovative initiatives. According to Minister of Digital Economy Aurélie Adam Soule Zoumarou, it is the government’s duty to encourage students to enter the engineering, computer science and mathematics streams, and to increase the involvement of girls and women in ICTs.

Among the numerous digital actors in the commercial field, some invest in AI even if the subsector is still almost unknown to the general public:

• RINTIO is a digital service start-up specialised in the development of digital solutions, including using big data and AI in its data lab.

• Machine Intelligence For You (MIFY) organises an annual contest on AI combining algorithms with local games (e.g. dominos or adji in the local language).

• RightCom is a start-up in the field of AI. Its main product, RightCapture, is software connected to cameras that helps collect data through a real-time video stream analysis. RightCapture can detect movements as well as gender, age and emotions of a human being.

• SmartCo promotes women’s initiatives in the digital sector including in AI. For its first annual training, 100 young women aged 18 to 35 were selected and trained on the development of web and mobile applications.

• KEA Medicals is an internet database on people’s medical information created by Arielle Ahouansou, a former participant in the Tony Elumelu Entrepreneurship Programme for people under 30 years of age. The platform, an electronic medical log, includes details of an individual’s medical history and family contacts. The aim of KEA Medicals is to create an e-identity in the form of a QR code printed on a bracelet or a patch to stick on a smartphone. A scan of the QR code provides access to the patient’s medical record.

• Benin Flying Labs is a hub that provides hardware and software training for various drone platforms in Benin. They have projects in a wide range of sectors such as in health, agriculture, conservation and development.

femCoders and its robotics programme
femCoders is a community of women who train their peers in robotics and programming such as logic and languages, Blockly and Scratch games, drawing and 3D printing, and creating websites using HTML. They strengthen the technical capacity of women in an environment where they can share their knowledge with their peers. Following her mentorship as part of Benin’s young robot builders’ team at the FIRST Global Challenge in Washington in 2017 – where the team was ranked seventh out of 163 – Rachael Orumor founded her start-up “femCoders” and received a grant from the US Embassy in Benin to implement its robotics training programme focused on girls. For its first training programme, about 400 students, most of them, but not all, girls, were drawn from six Cotonou schools.

They were trained on programming three robots, namely Vex Edr Robot, Vex IQ Robot and Benin Bot Official. These robots were trained for various tasks, notably to sing Benin’s national anthem (l’Aube nationale), or a lullaby to a baby who wakes up in the absence of its mother, to simulate the transport of a patient to a health centre, or to create a labyrinth full of obstacles. The training lasted six weeks for each
During a demonstration session. "We understand that computer science and robotics are replacing people in various tasks today to the point where there is the problem of unemployment, much of which is due to the fact that the tasks are performed by computers instead," said Orumor. "And if this continues, in a few years, we will not be able to continue working in Africa because we do not have the necessary skills in this area," she stressed. This training allowed me to learn a lot. It was a great experience where we learned the rigour required from the work and team building," said Daniella Bossa, one of the learners, during a demonstration session.

Giving girls a head start in robotics

femCoders and other initiatives – whether by the government or non-state actors – that give girls a head start in AI will improve the participation of women in the digital sector, but will not be enough to bridge the digital divide and the gender gap in the country. There is a need for a digital equality policy that includes women with a clear programme to support gender empowerment.

One aspect of such a revised digital policy would be adopting the UN Development Programme (UNDP) Gender Equality Seal, a ten-step process developed to support companies to close their gender gap by assessing policies and implementation strategies. It guides public and private enterprises in meeting gender standards and promotes empowerment and equality in the business sector. The programme is an excellent opportunity given that most of the actors in the AI field in Benin are start-ups. In February 2019, the Ministry of Social Affairs and Microfinance, with the technical and financial support of the UNDP, organised a training session in Cotonou on certification using the Gender Equality Seal and the process involved. The training gathered officials from the departments of planning and programming as well as gender focal points of ministries and civil society organisations.

"If we are able to close the gaps between men and women in the labour market, in education, in health care, we could substantially reduce this loss of economic gain for our country," said Adama Bocar Soko of UNDP Benin during the training.

Using the UNDP’s Gender Equality Seal, especially in the digital and AI sector in Benin, will help increase women’s leadership in decision making in the sector and increase their participation. To help this happen, the government can add a Gender Equality Seal certificate for all start-ups in Benin as a requirement for accessing the newly created Digital Fund, which was set up by the government to support digital entrepreneurship. This will encourage start-ups to develop and adopt gender equality policies and action plans to address inequalities. This will also increase the number of women-owned start-ups.

Supporting start-ups by women and introducing a quota at universities for girls in technological studies should contribute significantly to closing the digital gap so that what is currently perceived as a threat is turned into an opportunity. Women make up 52% of the population of Benin. It would therefore be fair to grant them at least parity in scholarships to universities, especially in sectors dominated by men. Creating an AI stream at the National University of Engineering and Mathematical Technologies of Abomey, for example, could pave the way for empowered engagement by women in this subsector of the digital economy.

Another idea would be to introduce the principle of gender rotation in the exhibition stands for start-ups during the Digital Weeks, which are organised by the government in all provinces each year. By prioritising start-ups by women every two years, the Digital Weeks would give the start-ups greater visibility and attract investors. Parity for start-ups in exhibition stands during the Digital Week is another possibility. But a Digital Week dedicated to women in the digital sector is likely to give much more visibility to start-ups by women, which is not necessarily guaranteed with the parity option.
Conclusion

This is a call for innovative approaches to address the issue of gender equality in the digital sector, in particular in the AI subsector. Developing a gender-sensitive policy for AI can help increase the engagement of women in the subsector, but also encourage gender-sensitive strategies and a human rights-based approach in business life.

In its report released in July 2019 entitled *The West Africa Inequality Crisis: How West African governments are failing to reduce inequality, and what should be done about it*, Oxfam ranked Benin 12th out of 16 countries with a score of 0.19. This ranking shows the low commitment of leaders to reduce inequalities. In Benin, as in many other low- and middle-income countries, women are subject to double discrimination, due to both their gender and their socioeconomic context. The fact that AI is a new field in the digital economy offers an opportunity – albeit a small one – to correct some of these imbalances.

Action steps

The following steps are suggested for Benin:

- Revise and adapt the sectoral policy declaration to make it more gender-sensitive.
- Develop and implement a gender-sensitive policy in the AI subsector.
- Include criteria relating to the UNDP’s Gender Equality Seal certification for start-ups accessing the Digital Fund, especially those in the AI subsector.
- Introduce the principle of gender rotation in the exhibition stands for start-ups during the Digital Weeks.
- Grant young women at least parity in scholarships to universities, especially in the sectors dominated by men.
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Introduction

The use of facial recognition technology in schools around the world in countries such as China and the United States has encouraged the similar use of this technology by other countries, including Brazil. However, it has also raised questions and concerns about the privacy of students. Because of this, analyses of the nature and consequences of the use of facial recognition technology in diverse scenarios are necessary.

This report presents a brief reflection on the use of facial recognition technologies in Brazilian public schools, including in the state of Pernambuco, where IP.rec is based, and considers their implications for citizens’ rights to privacy, as well as the possibility of the technology being regulated by existing laws.

Background

Artificial intelligence (AI), algorithms, the “internet of things”, smart cities, facial recognition, biometrics, profiling, big data. When one tries to imagine the future of big cities, it is impossible not to think about these terms. But is the desire to make cities “smarter” jeopardising the privacy of Brazilian citizens? Does this desire turn people into mere guinea pigs for experimentation with new technologies in a laboratory of continental proportions?

The use of facial recognition technologies in Brazilian public schools has already been implemented in several cities such as Jaboatão dos Guararapes (in the state of Pernambuco), Cabo de Santo Agostinho (Pernambuco), Arapiraca (Alagoas), Cravinhos (São Paulo), Tarumã (São Paulo), Potia (São Paulo), Paranaíba (Paraná), Guaraí (Paraná), Viana (Espírito Santo), Anápolis (Goiás), Senador Canedo (Goiás) and Vila Bela da Santissima Trindade (Mato Grosso). Among the features provided by the so-called Ponto iD² system is the monitoring of the attendance of students at school without the need to take roll call. The system also aims to help optimise class time, as the time spent on the roll call is saved; help manage school meals, as cooks are notified of the exact number of students in class as soon as the gates close; and decrease the school drop-out rate, as guardians receive, through an app, notifications that their child is in the school. The last is noted as a primary social consequence of using the technology. To implement the system, the city of Jaboatão dos Guararapes, for example, has spent BRL 3,000 (USD 780) per month per school.

The technology provider’s webpage states that the solution is designed in an integrated way, linking government departments. Because of this, a diverse range of public institutions can share information with each other. For example, according to the government of the city of Jaboatão dos Guararapes, if a student is absent for more than five days, the Guardianship Council is notified as the system also shares students’ information with that body.

In 2015, the service provider also stated that the system would be connected to the Bolsa Família programme, which is a direct income transfer programme aimed at families living in poverty and extreme poverty throughout the country, and intended to help them out of their vulnerable situation. In Brazil, more than 13.9 million families are served by Bolsa Família. The receipt of the benefits is conditioned, among other duties of a student whose family is a beneficiary of the programme, to a minimum school attendance of 85% for children and adolescents from six to 15 years old and 75% for adolescents 16 and 17 years old.

Privacy? Absent. Risks? Present

As previously observed by several scholars, digital technologies not only make behaviour easier to monitor, but also make behaviour more traceable. Monitoring is mostly related to observation in real time and tracking can be done afterwards based on certain information.

---

1 www.pontoid.com.br/home
2 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YRMihVhocew&t=24s
4 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YMihVhocew&t=24s
5 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bolsa_Fam%C3%ADlia
6 https://www.caixa.gov.br/programas-sociais/bolsa-familia/Paginas/default.aspx
Given this potential, a number of critical issues in relation to the application of facial recognition systems in educational contexts were identified.

According to the service provider, the system works off a platform that uses cloud computing capabilities, but it was not possible to identify any information regarding the level of security related to the storage of collected data in the company’s privacy policy available on its official website. Despite this, among the said benefits offered by the technology implemented are not only the monitoring of students’ attendance and their school performance, but the possibility of monitoring students’ personal health data.

The mayor of the city of Jaboatão dos Guararapes states that in addition to facial recognition, the software also offers, through the collection of other information, the possibility of better planning the number of daily school meals. As soon as the school’s gates are closed, the cooks receive via SMS the exact number of students who are in the classrooms. Meanwhile, according to the secretary of education of Jaboatão dos Guararapes, Ivaneide Dantas, at some point even the health problems of students will be identified and parents informed using the system.

However, the lack of information that is included in the company’s privacy policy, or on city halls’ websites, constitutes a critical point in the relationship between students and the education system. The problem becomes all the more obvious since the solution involves sensitive data – biometric data – of minors.

The text of the Brazilian General Data Protection Law (LGPD), recently approved unanimously in congress after almost 10 years of discussions and two years of proceedings, has undergone major changes due to the vetoes of former president Michel Temer at the time of its sanction and more recently by President Jair Bolsonaro. The changes into the variety of new technological tools. These digital tools can act more quickly, on a larger scale, and with actions that can be hidden by a greater complexity, such as, for example, through profiling systems that use biased machine learning algorithms that police, profile and punish minorities. The struggle is still against the perpetuation of the same problem: the deprivation of civil rights of certain groups of society as a result of social inequalities and power relations in society.

It is not uncommon for technology to be used in a way in Brazil that suggests the possibility of a future Orwellian dystopia. The use of facial recognition technology during the Carnival of 2019 in the cities of Rio de Janeiro and Salvador, resulting in a number of arrests, drew the attention of members of the executive and legislative branches. As argued in a report released by the joint committee set up to investigate the possible impacts caused by the Provisional Measure, the revised act put at risk the effectiveness of the guarantees reached by the previous text.

The public sector, especially the police authorities, are using new technologies to monitor the population without the social consequences being considered or even measured. The adoption of facial recognition systems for public security purposes is already a reality in several Brazilian cities. Recently, the increase in the use of the tool in public and private spheres has led to the establishment of Civil Public Inquiry No. 08190.052289/18-94 by the Personal Data Protection Commission of the Public Prosecutor’s Office of the Federal District and Territories (MPDFT), as well as a public hearing held on 16 April 2019. The hearing sought not only to promote debates about the use of facial recognition tools by businesses and the government, but also to function as an open space for the participation of NGOs and civil society.

It is important to remember that as systems are being implemented in public schools around the country, much of the peripheral and vulnerable population is being registered in this “experiment” – that is, data is being collected on vulnerable and marginalised groups. As researchers have pointed out, biases are being increasingly incorporated into the variety of new technological tools. These digital tools can act more quickly, on a larger scale, and with actions that can be hidden by a greater complexity, such as, for example, through profiling systems that use biased machine learning algorithms that police, profile and punish minorities.

It is not uncommon for technology to be used in a way in Brazil that suggests the possibility of a future Orwellian dystopia. The use of facial recognition technology during the Carnival of 2019 in the cities of Rio de Janeiro and Salvador, resulting in a number of arrests, drew the attention of
Brazilians.\textsuperscript{17} The apparent relativism of fundamental rights and the relaxation of laws that limit surveillance due to the magnitude of events,\textsuperscript{18} and the lack of official information on the effectiveness of the new automated measures, as well as on the storage and sharing of biometric data, were just some of the various problems identified.

The need to manage large events with thousands of participants is not the only reason why surveillance technologies are used in Brazilian urban centres. As Marcelo Souza from the Federal University of Rio de Janeiro (UFRJ) explains,\textsuperscript{19} the increase in punitive policies and the militarisation of the police are the main reasons behind the increasing use of dystopian and invasive AI devices and technologies, typical of combat zones.\textsuperscript{20} Even after a series of changes that have taken place in Brazil since the promulgation of the 1988 Constitution, public security institutions have not been significantly modified. The culture of war against the “internal enemy”, for example, remains as present as in the days of the military dictatorship.\textsuperscript{21}

Given that the recently approved LGPD does not apply to data processing for public security purposes, it would be possible for authorities to argue that the biometric database from the facial recognition system in schools can be used to identify suspects and improve public security. This would place its use even further outside the remit of current legislation. As the LGPD states, data processing for public security purposes “shall be governed by specific legislation, which shall provide for proportionate and strictly necessary measures to serve the public interest” (Article 4, III, § 1, LGPD).\textsuperscript{22}

However, a specific law does not exist so far. According to the Brazilian lawyer and privacy advocate Rafael Zanatta,\textsuperscript{23} the civic battle in Brazil will be around the shared definition of “proportional measures” and “public interest”. The solution proposed by some researchers and activists for the time being is the protection offered by the constitution, such as the presumption of innocence, and the general principles of the LGPD itself, which guard against the improper use of collected data. On the other hand, it is believed that a tremendous effort will be needed to consolidate jurisprudence where these principles are applied in cases of state surveillance.

There is also a lack of easy access to public documents and information on the use of surveillance technologies. Often information related to the operation of these technologies depends on ad hoc statements made by public agents or private companies, whistleblowers or, when granted, requests for access to public information made possible by the Access to Information Law (LAI).

The discussion on the regulation of AI systems in Brazil is still very new. According to Brazilian researchers Bruno Bioni and Mariana Rielli,\textsuperscript{24} the general debate on data protection around the globe has different degrees of maturity depending on the region and the specific issues faced. In addition, a paradigm shift has been observed through the transition from a focus on the individual’s right to self-determination with regards to his or her private information to a model of risk prevention and management with respect to data-processing activities.

However, the use of AI for the collection and processing of sensitive personal data, such as the biometric data in question, makes these risks difficult to measure. In part this is because the general population does not have sufficient knowledge of the technology to recognise the extent of its impact on their personal lives.

In this way, an imbalance of power with regard to public awareness and the use of the technology has been created in Brazil.

The need for impact reports on the protection of personal data is an important requirement that has been gaining prominence in legislation, such as European legislation and the recently approved LGPD. However, Bioni and Rielli draw attention to the few requirements placed on developers of AI technologies in Brazil, as well as on the consumer who buys and implements the technology. In particular, there is no law in relation to the purchase and use of facial recognition devices for public service and public safety purposes in Brazil, unlike similar public projects elsewhere that seek an informed public debate and the inclusion of citizens’ interests in


\textsuperscript{23} https://twitter.com/rafa_zanatta/status/1085583399186767875

decision-making processes (e.g. the ordinance on the acquisition of surveillance technology recently adopted in San Francisco, in the United States).  

**Conclusion**

A decrease in school drop-out rates: this is the main advantage of facial recognition technology in schools, according to the company that has developed the technology. But are we assigning to technology something that would be the responsibility of society and the state?

As the Brazilian educator and philosopher Paulo Freire showed, many of the most common practices in the Brazilian educational system are dictated by the Brazilian elite. This includes the use of educational content that does not correspond to the reality of students from lower classes, but instead inhibits their ability to think critically of their reality, and in the end discourages them from attending school.

Easy and safe access to school is also an important consideration impacting on the student's educational performance. The Brazilian Statute of the Child and Adolescent, in chapter IV, art. 53, inc. V, states that one of the rights of the child and adolescent is access to public and free schools near his or her home. However, when distance is not an impediment to school attendance, issues related to the safety of the student's route to school should also be considered. For example, in some communities in Rio de Janeiro, there are frequent incidents of armed confrontation between police and drug traffickers, visible abuses of power by the authorities, stray bullets and other incidents endangering the lives of passers-by, and even street executions, all of which are daily threats to residents. In addition, the reality faced by marginalised populations in Brazil raises another important question: the need for children and adolescents from low-income families to leave school in order to work and help support the household.

The problem of the school drop-out rate in Brazil is neither a new issue nor something that can be solved only with the implementation of a new school attendance system using AI. It is necessary for society to seek more meaningful ways to mitigate the present crisis facing the educational system.

In addition to projects that raise public awareness about issues related to new technologies in Brazilian urban centres, there is also a need to strengthen legislation that governs how sensitive data is shared and used in public projects in order to maintain the quality of public services. When the fundamental rights and guarantees of citizens are understood and respected, a relationship of trust is established.

Cities in Brazil should strengthen privacy protection instruments and create legal certainty through the establishment of fundamental principles, rights and duties for the operation of an ever-changing array of technologies in society. Regulating the use of personal data in the public sphere has the power to promote the conscious, transparent and legitimate use of this information.

**Action steps**

The following advocacy priorities are suggested for Brazil:

- Formulate regional policies and strategies for the use of AI in Latin America and the Caribbean.
- Develop legally enforceable safeguards, including robust transparency and accountability measures, before any facial recognition technology is deployed.
- Promote national campaigns and public debate over surveillance technology given the impact such technologies may have on civil rights and civil liberties.
- Include a social, cultural and political understanding of the needs of vulnerable groups in the country's education strategies to make the learning environment more attractive for these groups.
- Develop open source AI systems that enable wider community use, with appropriate privacy protections.

---


27 [www.planalto.gov.br/ccivil_03/leis/l8069.htm](http://www.planalto.gov.br/ccivil_03/leis/l8069.htm)

Introduction

Cameroon is a country located in west-central Africa, and is bordered by six countries, Nigeria, Chad, Gabon, the Central African Republic, the Republic of Congo and Equatorial Guinea. It has 25,869,160 inhabitants,₁ the bulk of whom still live under the poverty line, with uneven access to health care services between rural and urban areas.²

While artificial intelligence (AI) offers the potential to enhance health care throughout the country and to overcome an acute shortage of medical personnel in rural areas, Cameroon has been slow in its adoption.

This report discusses some of the challenges to the use of AI at the Bonassama district hospital, a governmental hospital in Douala, one of two health care facilities in the country that are experimenting with AI in health care.³

Policy and political background

Unlike other fundamental rights such as those of freedom of expression, communication, or the right to security, the Cameroonian constitution does not provide for the right to health as a fundamental right. The health sector in our country is also rather poor when it comes to both legislation and regulation. However, several laws, strategies and plans are worth mentioning:

- Law No. 96/03 of 4 January 1996, which establishes the general framework for action by the state in the field of health, in particular through the national health policy which focuses on universal access to quality basic health care services through the development of district hospitals, the promotion and protection of the health of vulnerable and underserved populations, and a needs-based priority agenda for health regarding the fight against great pandemics such as HIV.
- Decree No. 2013/093 of 3 April 2013, on the organisation of the Ministry of Public Health. The Ministry is responsible for the formulation and implementation of the government's public health policy.
- The National Health Development Plan (NHDP). Headed by the Ministry of Public Health, this plan was developed in 2015 by a national inter-sectoral technical committee. It is supposed to provide the country with a universal health care coverage scheme.⁴
- The Health Sector Strategy 2016-2027.⁵ The goal of this document is to protect and improve on health care for Cameroonian citizens, based on measurable targets.

Marked by insufficient funding⁶ by the state, the public health sector of the country has a centralised system of administration running from the Ministry, through the intermediary regional levels, and cumulating at the district levels.⁷ Three different levels of

1. Law No. 96/03 of 4 January 1996, which establishes the general framework for action by the state in the field of health, in particular through the national health policy which focuses on universal access to quality basic health care services through the development of district hospitals, the promotion and protection of the health of vulnerable and underserved populations, and a needs-based priority agenda for health regarding the fight against great pandemics such as HIV.

2. Decree No. 2013/093 of 3 April 2013, on the organisation of the Ministry of Public Health. The Ministry is responsible for the formulation and implementation of the government's public health policy.

3. The National Health Development Plan (NHDP). Headed by the Ministry of Public Health, this plan was developed in 2015 by a national inter-sectoral technical committee. It is supposed to provide the country with a universal health care coverage scheme.

4. The launch of the first phase of the Universal Health Coverage (UHC) scheme was announced in Yaounde on 5 June 2018.

5. The Health Sector Strategy (HSS) in Cameroon is a document serving as the roadmap for the Ministry of Public Health for the years 2016 to 2027. The HSS focuses on almost the whole health sector of the country, including the organisation of the sector, and deals with communicable and non-communicable diseases, maternal, neonatal and infant health, and health finance. Ministry of Public Health. (2016). Health Sector Strategy 2016-2027. https://www.minsante.cm/site/sites/default/files/HSS_english_o.pdf

6. The proportion of the national budget allocated to the Ministry of Public Health varies between 5% and 5.5%, far from the Abuja Declaration prescription. In April 2001, the African Union countries met in Abuja and pledged to set a target of allocating at least 15% of their budget to improve the health sector and urged donor countries to scale up support.

7. Each of the country’s ten regions has at least one regional hospital and 189 district hospitals are registered in Cameroon.
health care delivery also exist in Cameroon: tertiary, secondary and primary services.\textsuperscript{8}

According to the Health Sector Strategy (HSS), public health facilities are more accessible to the rich.\textsuperscript{9} As a result, in this poverty-stricken country, universal health coverage is more than welcome and will introduce equity in the country’s health system.

**Challenges of AI in health care in Cameroon**

The district hospital in Bonassama\textsuperscript{10} is a public health facility located in the city of Douala. It made a significant step in leveraging AI to improve analyses of patients and to provide them with more precise diagnoses in a shorter turn-around time.

It is worth pointing out that the HSS, which is the Ministry of Public Health’s roadmap for 12 years, does not even mention AI as part of its concerns. At most, a vague reference is made to “[a] more complex specialized care approach”, linked to the implementation of the head of state’s Triennial Emergency Plan 2015-2018.\textsuperscript{11}

Far away from the uncertainty surrounding the government plans about AI, Sophia Genetics, based in Lausanne (Switzerland) and in Boston (United States), announced on 24 March 2017 the list of the seven African hospitals, including the district hospital of Bonassama, that will begin using Sophia. Sophia is an AI-based platform that helps hospitals to diagnose patients better and faster in five areas: oncology, metabolism, paediatrics, cardiology and hereditary cancers. It uses a technology that enables predictive analysis by feeding and training AI algorithms intended to enhance the reading and analysis of DNA sequencing. This software uses statistical inference pattern recognition and machine learning to analyse both genomics and radiomics (medical imaging) data.\textsuperscript{12} Specific conditions and tests covered by the agreement\textsuperscript{13} with Sophia Genetics include BRCA1 and BRCA2,\textsuperscript{14} HNPPC,\textsuperscript{15} clinical exome sequencing\textsuperscript{16} and HCS.\textsuperscript{17}

The use of AI is expected to decrease medical costs as there will be more accuracy in diagnoses, better treatment plans, as well as more prevention of disease. However, several challenges with the Sophia system have been identified.

Although AI technologies are hailed for their innovative, infinite applications in medical care and in medical research, their real-life implementation is still facing obstacles. In Cameroon, the first hurdle involves regulations. As mentioned, current regulations governing the health sector are poor, a fact also outlined in the HSS,\textsuperscript{18} which decrees the absence of a public health code, which would establish a set of standards for health care, among other legal gaps.

Another major impediment in Cameroon concerns the country’s poverty levels. According to the HSS, in 2010, 70% of the population was in a situation of global underemployment – that is, they involuntarily worked less than the minimum working week of 35 hours, or earned less than hourly minimum wage. Yet, citizens bear the brunt of the financial burden for health care here. Because of this, the more money you have, the more likely you are to have qualified professional assistance. AI in health care in our country is likely to perpetuate or even accentuate this divide between the rich and the poor, raising the issue of social justice in terms of the distribution of wealth, opportunities and privileges within our society.

During our meeting with Dr. Esther Dina Bell, the head manager of the Bonassama district hospital, she disclosed that 45% of the hospital patients were not wage earners, highlighting the relatively limited number of patients who have access to AI for their health care issues. While the average monthly wage in Cameroon is USD 173, Sophia services cost

---

\textsuperscript{8} The difference lies with the technical facilities offered at each level, coupled with the distribution of the health personnel at each of the three levels. Generally, tertiary level services are delivered in the country’s two big cities, Douala and Yaounde. The best medical doctors are also often found in these cities.

\textsuperscript{9} The share of the richest quintile that consulted a public medical doctor was close to 43% in 2007, and about 3% for the poorest. Ministry of Public Health. (2016). Op. cit.

\textsuperscript{10} The Bonassama district hospital is one of the Cameroon’s 189 district hospitals and as such is ranked at the bottom level of the health care system in the country.

\textsuperscript{11} The Triennial Emergency Plan was meant to accelerate the country’s economic growth. The plan (2015-2018) covered the entire national territory in the following sectors: health, urban development, animal industries, water, energy, roads, agriculture, regional development and security.

\textsuperscript{12} https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sophia_Genetics

\textsuperscript{13} This is an agreement solely between the Bonassama district hospital and Sophia Genetics. The state is not in any way involved.

\textsuperscript{14} The name BRCA is an abbreviation for “Breast Cancer Gene”. BRCA1 and BRCA2 are two different genes that have been found to impact a person’s chances of developing breast cancer. https://www.nationalbreastcancer.org/what-is-brca

\textsuperscript{15} HNPPC stands for hereditary nonpolyposis colorectal cancer. It is a condition in which the tendency to develop colorectal cancer is inherited. https://www.hopkinsmedicine.org/gastroenterology_hepatology/diseases_conditions/small_large_intestine/hereditary_nonpolyposis_colorectal_cancer.html

\textsuperscript{16} Clinical exome sequencing is a highly complex molecular test that analyses the exons (or coding regions) of thousands of genes from a small sample of blood, by next generation sequencing techniques. The purpose of this test is to identify the underlying molecular cause of a genetic disorder in an affected individual. https://geneticscenter.com/test-menu/exome-sequencing

\textsuperscript{17} HCS stands for high content screening. It is a set of analytical methods using automated microscopy, multi-parameter image processing and visualisation tools to extract quantitative data from cell populations. https://www.thermo Fisher.com/uy/en/home/life-science/cell-analysis/cellular-imaging/high-content-screening.html

between USD 499 and USD 1,288 for patients at the Bonassama hospital. This confirms the early warnings issued by Margaret Chan,9 the World Health Organization (WHO) Director-General, who spoke of the need to ensure that medical AI applications work for the both poorest and the richest.

Concerning the attitudes of nurses working at the Bonassama district hospital toward the adoption of AI in their workplace, most of the nurses we spoke to are not even aware of its existence. And if AI is a threat to their job security, they have little to fear. The slow pace of the introduction of AI in hospitals in Cameroon, and the relatively high cost of services, means that nurses are unlikely to be replaced by machines in the foreseeable future.

One pressing issue that requires more investigation is the issue of privacy.8 While patients’ data is collected by the Bonassama hospital and transferred to Sophia Genetics using a secured platform, we could not determine how long this data is stored by Sophia Genetics — we believe at least a year or two. The analysis of data using AI systems may reveal private information about individuals, and should be treated as sensitive. Is the confidentiality of Bonassama hospital patients a priority to Sophia Genetics? Hard to answer. Nor have we been able to find out whether or not the patients’ informed consent was requested prior to the data gathering process (the nurses we interviewed could not say). It was, for us, also impossible to find out if patients have access to their personal data or the right to amend or delete any information they have previously provided.

Conclusion

AI is gradually gaining ground and even superseding human ability in accurately diagnosing diseases, and many countries are leveraging this potential to improve their health care systems. Nevertheless, in Cameroon, the adoption of new technologies in health care is surprisingly slow — a situation that is not only a question of finance, but also of a lack of awareness (for example, AI does not feature in the health ministry’s roadmap for 2016-2027). This does not only relate to illnesses such as heart disease — cardiovascular diseases were the second cause of mortality in Cameroon in 201321 — or breast cancer. As a tropical nation, Cameroon is afflicted by common diseases such as malaria that countries like Uganda22 are tackling using AI.

As we learned at the Bonassama district hospital, the cost for accessing AI-driven health services is very high for the average Cameroonian citizen. It is also disturbing to notice that the Ministry of Public Health does not even mention AI in its 12-year strategic plan. In a country classified by the WHO as having a critical shortage of health personnel,23 mainly in rural areas, the country could have taken advantage of AI in these understaffed and under-resourced areas to enhance health care, given the ability of AI to be trained to recognize and diagnose certain medical conditions in the absence of doctors.

Action steps

Since any major technological innovation brings potential to advance or damage society, we suggest the following recommendations:

- Cameroon should increase the health budget so that it meets the Abuja Declaration requirement of 15% being allocated yearly to the health sector.
- The government should subsidise citizens’ access to AI, and fund its use nationwide.
- Citizens should be informed of the existence of AI and its capacities to perform early diagnosis of various health conditions.
- Citizens should also be made aware of their right to give informed consent for their personal data to be gathered for use in AI services.
- The private sector should be encouraged to create affordable AI for the health care sector, with a specific focus on cancers,24 cardiovascular diseases,25 as well as malaria,26 which is a widespread disease in Cameroon.

---

8 Margaret Chan was speaking at the AI for Good Global Summit, 2017, in Geneva. AI for Good is the leading UN platform for global and inclusive dialogue on AI. https://www.who.int/dg/speeches/2017/artificial-intelligence-summit/en

9 In Cameroon, privacy violations are crimes prohibited and punishable under articles 43 and 44 of the December 2010 Law on Cybersecurity.


22 Uganda’s first AI lab, at Makerere University, has developed a way to diagnose blood samples for diseases like malaria using a cell phone. Lewton, T., & McCool, A. (2018, 14 December). This app tells your doctor if you have malaria. CNN. https://edition.cnn.com/2018/12/14/health/ugandas-first-al-lab-develops-malaria-detection-app-intl/index.html


24 In 2012, 14,000 new cases of cancer were diagnosed and about 25,000 persons lived with cancer in Cameroon. More than 80% of persons affected were tested at a very late stage of the disease and the majority died within 12 months after they had been diagnosed. Ministry of Public Health. (2016). Op. cit.

25 There are still many inadequacies in the capacity of the health system to effectively control cardiovascular diseases (low-skilled human resources and insufficient equipment for quality management of the cases). Ibid.

26 Generally, out of 19,727 deaths recorded in health facilities in 2013, 22.4% were related to malaria. Ibid.
Introduction

The Government of Canada, led by Prime Minister Justin Trudeau, declared itself a “feminist government” in 2015,1 pursuing policies and funding initiatives intended to promote gender equality and protect human rights like the Feminist International Assistance Policy2 and a CAD 160-million investment into women’s and indigenous organisations.3 Canada also committed itself to being a key player in artificial intelligence (AI), publishing the first national strategy for AI in 2017,4 which was backed by CAD 125 million in federal funding.5

The government is clearly committed to the development of the AI field, and because of this AI’s use in the public sector is expected to increase. Canada has been using automated decision-making experiments in its immigration mechanisms since 2014, while the Toronto Police Service has been using facial recognition technology since 2018. Yet the negative implications of AI-backed systems and tools are only beginning to surface, with research showing that the use of AI in government decision making can violate human rights and entrench social biases, especially for women.6 This report discusses the challenges that must be confronted to ensure that the implementation of AI, especially in immigration and policing, does not contradict Canada’s commitment to human rights and gender equality.

Context

Following the civil rights movement in the 1960s, the “rights culture” in Canada “evolved from simply prohibiting overt acts of discrimination to ensuring substantive equality.”7 This led previous Canadian governments to implement a range of policies and initiatives, including the establishment of the Status of Women Canada8 (1976) and the Human Rights Commission9 (1977), as well as the passage of the Human Rights Act10 (1977) and the Charter of Human Rights and Freedoms11 (1982). Canada has also ratified international human rights treaties, including the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women12 (CEDAW), the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights13 (ICCPR), and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights14 (UDHR), among others. However, the government has failed to protect the rights of historically marginalised groups, particularly indigenous women, and struggles with eliminating systemic inequality and discrimination of minority groups.15

1 www.canadabeyond150.ca/reports/feminist-government.html
9 https://www.chrc-ccdp.gc.ca/eng
10 https://www.chrc-ccdp.gc.ca/eng/content/human-rights-in-canada
11 Ibid.
The government has actively supported the development and deployment of AI, despite the risk that technologies may exacerbate pre-existing disparities and can lead to rights violations. For example, it invested CAD 950 million in the Innovation Supercluster Initiative in early 2018, which included the SCALE.AI Supercluster. It also launched a fast-track visa programme for tech talent in 2019, and established the Advisory Council on Artificial Intelligence, composed of researchers, academics and business executives, to build on Canada’s AI strengths and identify opportunities. Canada is also engaged in AI efforts globally. It is a party to the G7’s Charlevoix Common Vision for the Future of Artificial Intelligence, which highlights the importance of supporting gender equality and preventing human rights abuses by involving “women, underrepresented populations and marginalized individuals” at all stages of AI applications. While these steps, along with investments from companies such as Uber, Google and Microsoft, indicate Canada’s growing leadership in AI, the government has been criticised for not doing enough to address the gender diversity problem.

Women account for only 25% of all technology jobs in Canada and about 28% of all scientific occupations, despite representing half of the workforce. Women also continue to have poor representation among the executive teams and boards of Canadian technology companies. Canada’s Minister of Science Kirsty Duncan has said that getting more women into high-ranking scientific positions is a priority, but more work needs to be done to ensure gender diversity in science and technology, which will have a tremendous effect on how they impact human rights and equality.

Human rights challenges in the age of AI: A look at immigration and policing

The lack of diversity in science and technology is exceptionally pronounced in the AI field, which is predominantly white and male. For instance, more than 80% of AI professors are men. The gender pay gap also compounds the diversity problem. Women working in the Canadian tech industry with a bachelor’s degree or higher, typically earn nearly CAD 20,000 less a year than their male counterparts, and this pay gap is higher for visible minorities. Black tech workers in particular not only have the lowest participation rates in tech occupations, but also experience a significant pay gap relative to white and non-indigenous tech workers in Canada.

A study by the AI Now Institute found that lack of diversity results in the creation of AI systems and tools with built-in biases and power imbalances. It is consistent with the feminist critique of technology, which posits that existing social relations and power dynamics are manifested in and perpetuated by technology. This is particularly true of gender relations, which are “materialised in technology, and masculinity and femininity in turn acquire their meaning and character through their enrolment and embeddedness in working machines.” An example of this is AI-powered virtual assistants, such as Apple’s Siri, which are predominantly white and male. For instance, more than 80% of AI professors are men. The gender pay gap also compounds the diversity problem. Women working in the Canadian tech industry with a bachelor’s degree or higher, typically earn nearly CAD 20,000 less a year than their male counterparts, and this pay gap is higher for visible minorities. Black tech workers in particular not only have the lowest participation rates in tech occupations, but also experience a significant pay gap relative to white and non-indigenous tech workers in Canada.

A study by the AI Now Institute found that lack of diversity results in the creation of AI systems and tools with built-in biases and power imbalances. It is consistent with the feminist critique of technology, which posits that existing social relations and power dynamics are manifested in and perpetuated by technology. This is particularly true of gender relations, which are “materialised in technology, and masculinity and femininity in turn acquire their meaning and character through their enrolment and embeddedness in working machines.” An example of this is AI-powered virtual assistants, such as Apple’s Siri, which are predominantly white and male. For instance, more than 80% of AI professors are men. The gender pay gap also compounds the diversity problem. Women working in the Canadian tech industry with a bachelor’s degree or higher, typically earn nearly CAD 20,000 less a year than their male counterparts, and this pay gap is higher for visible minorities. Black tech workers in particular not only have the lowest participation rates in tech occupations, but also experience a significant pay gap relative to white and non-indigenous tech workers in Canada.

A study by the AI Now Institute found that lack of diversity results in the creation of AI systems and tools with built-in biases and power imbalances. It is consistent with the feminist critique of technology, which posits that existing social relations and power dynamics are manifested in and perpetuated by technology. This is particularly true of gender relations, which are “materialised in technology, and masculinity and femininity in turn acquire their meaning and character through their enrolment and embeddedness in working machines.” An example of this is AI-powered virtual assistants, such as Apple’s Siri, which are predominantly white and male. For instance, more than 80% of AI professors are men. The gender pay gap also compounds the diversity problem. Women working in the Canadian tech industry with a bachelor’s degree or higher, typically earn nearly CAD 20,000 less a year than their male counterparts, and this pay gap is higher for visible minorities. Black tech workers in particular not only have the lowest participation rates in tech occupations, but also experience a significant pay gap relative to white and non-indigenous tech workers in Canada.
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service-oriented roles) and behaviour (e.g. servile, helpful, submissive, etc.).

Even if diversifying the technology field leads us to build AI systems and tools that are more neutral, the data that are fed into them might still contain bias. For example, research shows that deploying facial recognition algorithms using mug shot photos resulted in racial bias, as it derived an incorrect relationship between skin colour and the rate of incarceration. These algorithms are also more likely to fail in correctly identifying dark-skinned women than light-skinned women. Due to indications that AI systems may replicate patterns of racial and gender bias, and solidify and/or justify historical inequalities, the deployment of these tools should be concerning. This is particularly the case for any government, like Canada’s, that has made commitments to protecting human rights and achieving gender equality.

AI’s deployment in Canada is well underway. Canada has been using automated decision-making experiments in its immigration mechanisms since 2014. The federal government has more recently been in the process of developing a system of “predictive analytics” to automate certain activities conducted by immigration officials, and to support the evaluation of some immigrant and visitor applications. Immigration, Refugees and Citizenship Canada (IRCC) confirmed that the federal department launched two pilot projects in 2018 using algorithms to identify routine Temporary Resident Visa applications from China and India for faster processing. The Canadian Border Services Agency (CBSA) has also implemented automated passport processing that relies on facial recognition software, in lieu of initial screenings performed by a CBSA officer. In May 2019, an investigation revealed that the Toronto Police Service (TPS) has been using facial recognition technology that compares images of potential suspects captured on public or private cameras to approximately 1.5 million mug shots in TPS’s internal database. Privacy advocates have been critical of TPS’s use of facial recognition technology due to concerns with potential discrimination, as well as infringements of privacy and civil liberties.

Canada is not alone in using AI technologies for migration management. Evidence shows that national governments and intergovernmental organisations (IGOs) are turning to AI to manage complex migration crises. For example, big data is being used by the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) to predict population movement in the Mediterranean, while retinal scanning is being used in Jordanian refugee camps for identification. At the US-Mexico border, a tweak to the Immigration and Customs Enforcement’s (ICE) “risk assessment” software has led to a stark increase in detentions, which indicates that decision making in immigration is also increasingly relying on technology. A 2018 report by the University of Toronto’s Citizen Lab and International Human Rights Program shows that despite the risks associated with utilising AI technology for decision making in immigration and policing, these experiments often have little oversight and accountability, and because of this could lead to human rights violations.

Research from as early as 2013 shows that algorithms may lead to discriminatory and biased results. The outcome from a Google search, for example, may yield discriminatory ads targeted on the basis of racially associated personal names, display lower-paying job opportunities to women, and perpetuate stereotypes based on appearance (e.g. by associating “woman” with “kitchen”). Claims have also been made that facial-detection technol-
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ogy has the ability to discern sexual orientation. If these biases are embedded in emerging technologies used experimentally in immigration, then they could have far-reaching impacts. In airports across Hungary, Latvia and Greece, a new pilot project called iBorderCtrl introduced an AI-powered lie detector at border checkpoints. Passengers’ faces are monitored for signs of lying and if the system becomes more “sceptical” through a series of increasingly complicated questions, the person will be selected for further screening by a human officer. Canada has tested a similar lie detector, relying on biometric markers such as eye movements or changes in voice, posture and facial gestures as indicators of untruthfulness. The deployment of such a technology raises a number of important questions: When a refugee claimant interacts with these systems, can an automated decision-making system account for their trauma and its effect on memory or for cultural, age and gender differences in communication? How would a person challenge a decision made by AI-powered lie detectors? These questions are important to consider given that negative inferences due to AI will impact the final decision made by a human official.

Migrants who identify as women or gender non-binary also confront challenges that are not yet adequately understood by AI technologies. For example, women and children generally have a different expectation of privacy than adult men, given the risks to their personal safety if their data is shared with repressive governments. It is clear that the use of AI-backed technologies in immigration results in a number of concerns, such as infringing on domestically and internationally protected human rights, including freedom of movement, freedom from discrimination, as well as the individual right to privacy, life, liberty and security. Other concerns include an inappropriate reliance on the private sector to develop and deploy these technologies; an unequal distribution of technological innovation, exacerbating the lack of access to the justice system for marginalised communities; and an overall lack of transparency and oversight mechanisms.

Women, in particular, fear the prevalence of AI technology because it can be weaponised against them. “Smart home” technologies that automate various facets of household management (e.g. appliances, temperature, home security, etc.), for example, have enabled gender-based violence (GBV) and domestic abuse. In more than 30 interviews with The New York Times, domestic abuse survivors told stories of how abusers would remotely control everyday objects in their homes, sometimes to just watch or listen, but other times to demonstrate power over them. As technologies become affordable and internet connectivity becomes more ubiquitous, technology-facilitated violence or abuse is likely to continue. In Canada, immigrant women have claimed refugee status or asylum due to GBV, while indigenous women, many of whom live in large urban population centres, experience violence at a rate six times higher than non-indigenous women.

**Conclusion**

Technology is neither inherently neutral nor democratic, but is a product of existing social relations and power dynamics, and because of this it can also perpetuate them. Therefore, when technological experiments are introduced into the provision of public services, border management, or the criminal justice system, they could potentially exacerbate social divisions, strengthen unequal power relations, and result in far-reaching rights infringements. These concerns are particularly acute if diverse representation and human rights impact analyses are missing from AI’s deployment. Without oversight to ensure diversity and proper impact assessments, the benefits of new technologies like AI may not accrue equally.
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**CANADA / 97**
Canada must ensure that its use of AI-backed technologies is in accordance with its domestic and international human rights obligations, which is especially important given that Canada aims to be one of the world’s leaders in AI development. As such, Canada’s decision to implement particular technologies, whether they are developed in the private or the public sector, can set a new standard for other countries to follow. The concern for many human rights advocates and researchers is that AI-backed technologies will be adopted by countries with poor human rights track records and weak rule of law, who would be more willing to experiment and to infringe on the rights of vulnerable groups. For example, China’s mandatory social credit system – which aims to rank all of its citizens according to their behaviour by 2020 – punishes individuals by “blacklisting” them, and therefore creates “second-class citizens”.

If Canada intends to be a leader in AI innovation, while maintaining its commitment to human rights and advancing gender equality as a “feminist government”, then it must confront the challenges associated with the development and implementation of AI. Some of the challenges outlined include the gender and racial imbalance in science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) education and employment, as well as the lack of accountability and transparency in the government’s use of emerging technologies across the full life cycle of a human services case, including in immigration and policing. Steps that can be taken include ensuring that the Advisory Council on Artificial Intelligence is diverse and representative of Canadian society, allowing for civil society organisations that work on behalf of citizens to conduct oversight over current and future uses of AI by the government, and supporting further research and education to help citizens better understand the current and prospective impacts of emerging technologies (e.g. AI-backed facial recognition or lie detectors) on human rights and the public interest.

**Action steps**

The following action steps are suggested for Canada:

- **Push for better diversity and representation in the Advisory Council on Artificial Intelligence.**
- **Develop a code of ethics for the deployment of AI technologies to ensure that algorithms do not violate basic principles of equality and non-discrimination.** The Toronto Declaration, for example, can serve as guidance for governments, researchers and tech companies dealing with these issues.
- **Advocate for accountability and transparency on the government’s use of AI, including algorithmic transparency, for example, through creating legislation similar to Article 22 of the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) on automated individual decision-making, which gives individuals the right to object to any profiling that is being performed.**
- **Work with affected communities, such as refugees and asylum claimants, to understand the purpose and effects of the government’s use of AI.**
- **Push for digital literacy and AI-specific education to ensure that Canadians understand new technologies and their impact.**
- **Utilise gender-based analysis plus (GBA+) and other human rights impact assessments to evaluate AI tools.**
- **Conduct oversight to ensure that technological experimentation by the government complies with domestic and internationally protected human rights.**
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Introduction

Is the advent of artificial intelligence (AI) the panacea for many of the ills of the developing world, or is AI a Trojan horse to facilitate invasion, the smallpox blankets of the new colonialism? The stories of the horse and the blankets exist as a part of the human story. The Trojan horse was built by the invading Greeks, and filled with their soldiers. Then the Greeks simply waited for the Trojans to come for the horse and drag it into their besieged city. Victory from inside the city walls was easy. The blankets, infected with smallpox, and offered as gifts (as the Trojan horse had been), assisted in the colonisation of the so-called “New World” by removing indigenous inhabitants who objected to the invasion. The fact that we no longer remember our history makes us vulnerable, as what happened before can easily happen again.

This report, which is based on interviews with Caribbean people, some of whom are experts in the field of information and communications technologies (ICTs) in the Caribbean, will consider “artificial intelligence” in its broadest terms as the manipulation of complex databases. AI is a tool; as such it is neither good nor evil. The issues are – for what is it used? How? Why? In the Caribbean as elsewhere we need to be vigilant to answer these questions.

Informed decision making?

Since the appointment of the current secretary general, Bernadette Lewis, in 2003, the Caribbean Telecommunications Union (CTU) has distinguished itself by its ability to listen and to include. Back in 2005, it was the first institutional agency in the world to hold an Internet Governance Forum. More recently, in 2016, it was instrumental in setting up the Caribbean ICT Collaboration Forum, open to all, together with the Caribbean ICT Collaboration Committee (CICC), with representatives from government, regulators, operators and civil society.

Earlier this year (2019) the CTU celebrated the 30th anniversary of its founding by the Caribbean Community (CARICOM). Among other activities, the CTU arranged Caribbean FutureScape, a “hands-on” exercise to expose participants to actual experience of a possible future facilitated by digital means, with the objectives, among others:

- To demonstrate the transformative potential of ICT in a futuristic “Caribbean Single ICT Space”.
- To encourage Caribbean prime ministers to commit to “21st Century Government” and national and regional digital transformation.

At more or less the same time came the call from GISWatch with its theme of AI.

The juxtaposition of these events created the thought that many of the experiences that FutureScape demonstrated would, in the real world, require the use of some form of AI. It also raised the questions: how much awareness exists in the Caribbean of the potential positives and negatives of AI; and are we buying into something that may be more negative than positive?

The Caribbean, in common with the developing world, has its share of problems. Many records are still generated, and stored, on paper. One of the informants for this article deplored the contribution of the continuing use of paper to poor air quality and unsatisfactory conditions of work for employees. He hoped that digitisation might solve that problem. Different aspects of the citizen’s life are stored in different formats in different data sets which do not communicate directly with one another, making tasks like getting a passport or starting a business onerous and frustrating.
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In this situation, the possibility of “21st Century Government” envisaged by the CTU sounds like a very attractive solution. However, are there downsides, disadvantages? Are we aware of the whole picture? In fact, are the decision makers in government sufficiently aware to be able to create good policies, and to put in place the legislation and regulation necessary to make 21st Century Government truly effective?

How high a price should we pay for convenience?

Most Caribbean people agree about the advantages of AI, about the conveniences that it can provide, and that its use is inevitable. There is much less cognisance of the risks involved, although some local ICT experts are beginning to express concern. Over the last few months have come several warnings to the developing world about the need for vigilance in their approach to AI. One of the most recent was published in April this year by Oxford University Professor of Globalisation and Development Ian Goldin: “The clock is ticking and the risks posed by AI to development have never been higher. Policymakers everywhere should be listening carefully and thinking hard about how to respond.”

In the Caribbean, the emphasis is still on the possibility of using AI to solve developmental and other social problems. One informant suggested that a failure to apply the technology appropriately will leave us so far behind that we would drop out of sight. The same informant insisted that we must apply the technology as its masters and developers so as to avoid “forever being subscribers.” We must also resist the “potential erosion of human agency.” We must run the technology, rather than allowing the technology to run us.

The main areas where informants perceive an intersection between “government” and AI are: data collection and management; management of the public service; energy and telecommunications; education; health care; tourism; and agriculture.

Data collection and management

Most informants commented on this issue. One response pointed to the new variations on the traditional questionnaire for collecting statistics, with the possibility of using audio recordings and photographs. There was concern over the data being collected and monetised by global tech companies like Google and Facebook. The developed world is beginning to recognise its vulnerability and build protections for itself, for example, the European Union’s (EU) General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR); the Caribbean is more concerned with making itself compliant with those regulations than with protecting itself.

A more subtle difficulty, presented in an article discussing AI and health care concerns in the United States, is that the data used to create the AI technology may not be representative of the population where it is being applied. In a medical context this may lead to a false diagnosis. In any context a non-representative data set is likely to lead to inaccuracies. The data necessary for the particular technology may not have been collected at all, or in sufficient quantity, in the Caribbean, and in many cases the data set from elsewhere will not enable the technology to return correct results.

Most Caribbean countries already have, or are working on, some form of ICT policy. However, AI involves particular issues, especially concerning data. Lodewijk Smets, senior country economist, and Zubin Deyal, research assistant, at the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB), Trinidad and Tobago, stated:

AI technology comes with risks; it can potentially worsen inequality by eroding jobs through automation and redirecting profits to capital owners. Appropriate economic and social policies are therefore needed to prevent this. [...] With the systematic and coordinated adoption of AI technology and the rules surrounding its uses, the people of the Caribbean would be able to benefit from this unique opportunity.

Policy is needed to address data collection, to ensure that it is accurate and adequate for its purpose. One informant pointed out that “people have learned to accept that Google or Facebook make decisions (and money) on their personal data.”
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The people of the Caribbean also need to have their data protected, as well as to be compliant with the regulations in other parts of the world.

**Management of the public service**

The largest employer in many countries of the Caribbean is the government. While digitisation and AI may lead to less long-term storage of paper and a cleaner work environment, 21st Century Government tends to create redundancy. The “elephant in the room” at public discussions of the new technology is the threat of unemployment. And while there is also insistence that the same new technology will create new jobs, few details are volunteered and there is no coherent plan to offer appropriate re-training to those who may lose their jobs.

One approach to the current period of fiscal constraint is the public-private partnership. The public sector needs to have policies in place to ensure that such an arrangement does not accidentally make the private sector privy to personal information which the citizen is required to share with government agencies. One danger area for this is the concept of “smart cities”, where an investment by a technology company that streamlines things like traffic, parking and rubbish collection contrives to skim off large quantities of data in the process. The Caribbean needs to begin to be aware of the hidden costs of convenience.

An area of concern for Caribbean people is the problem of political patronage. Jobs are sometimes awarded on the basis of “the party you vote for” rather than on qualifications. Assuming that the AI being used for decision making has been programmed to consider the local cultural context, using AI could benefit the Caribbean by basing employment appointments on objective values.

Supporting the benefit of AI in a customer service environment, one informant pointed to the fact that “[h]umans can sometimes over-complicate, dramatise or confuse scenarios with inaccurate explanations.”

The important task for governments is to do the research that will allow them to adopt the aspects of the technology that provide a public good while protecting citizens from aspects that may threaten them.

**Energy and telecommunications**

One aspect of AI that seems regularly to be forgotten is the dependence of the system on energy and telecommunications. The energy system still depends largely on imported fuel to keep running even if the generating company is itself local. For most Caribbean countries the telecommunications system is foreign owned, at least as regards its connection to the outside world. Most countries in the Caribbean are now sovereign states; rather than the previous dependency on a foreign government we are now dependent on the reliability of broadband and electricity, which itself relies on an external source. When the internet is down or there is a power cut many people are unable to work. This is another issue that needs to inform government policy – that AI might entail an increased dependency on technology for everyday essential functions and services, which are in turn vulnerable to the stability of both energy and telecommunications infrastructure.

**Education, health care, tourism, agriculture**

AI cannot and should not be relied upon to do everything. The decision makers need to distinguish between the different functions that are required, applying the technology in areas where it will be most effective.

In the area of education it is critical that local content displaying local values should be included in what is taught. However, AI has the capability to be endlessly patient with the minority of students who need extra support and explanation in a crowded classroom, and is particularly gifted at providing training to re-skill adults for other employment if they have been made redundant by automation, and in specialist training which may be unavailable locally. It also has the potential to greatly improve record keeping and data collection. The Cabinet of the Government of Saint Lucia ratified its “ICT in Education Policy and Strategy for Saint Lucia 2019-2022” in February 2019. It is of some concern that this policy should make so little mention of the specific benefits and concerns of AI. In 2010 the current Minister for Education in Saint Lucia, Gale T. C. Rigobert, wrote about ICT proposals:

Governments [...] can be inclined to fall for these schemes [...] not being sufficiently aware of the handicaps they suffer and ought to correct should they wish to benefit from the trumpeted promises."

As mentioned, a main concern about using AI for health care is that it should be tailored for the
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population it is being used for. Health care also generates a great deal of highly personal data. The citizen reasonably expects the state to put in place measures to protect that data, especially since “it has been noted that medical data is now three times more valuable than credit card details in illegal markets.”

Tourism is adopting AI enthusiastically but with caution. The Royal Caribbean cruise line has begun to use an AI facial recognition system to speed up the process of monitoring the hundreds of passengers moving on and off their ships in the different cruise ports. The company claims:

With this, as with its other AI initiatives, Royal Caribbean follows a model of carefully monitored, small-scale trial deployments, before individual initiatives are put into organization-wide use.

Agriculture was once the main employer and income earner in the region. It was an early user of AI in the form of expert systems to communicate highly specialised information about crops to illiterate farmers. It should be noted that in the IDB Caribbean DevTrends blog post cited earlier, the advantages of AI are proposed as things that could happen, rather than as things already in place.

In 2019 the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) and the Caribbean Development Bank (CDB) published the “Study on the State of Agriculture in the Caribbean.” David Jessop, consultant to the Caribbean Council, and reviewing the report in the Cayman Compass newsletter on 16 June 2019, comments:

The report […] says the sector as a whole has great potential for the creation of stronger market linkages with sectors such as tourism if support is provided to farmers, fisherfolk and agri-food businesses to adopt current international best practice and technologies.

Attention should be paid to the conditional “if”. The absence of ICTs (including AI) among recommendations for improved communication of information and more efficient networking between the tourism and agriculture sectors suggests that the use of technologies in the different sectors is still highly compartmentalised.

However, there is reason for cautious optimism in the agricultural sector. In a guest article, “Caribbean farmers could be going digital”, published by SciTech Europa, Ken Lohento of the Technical Centre for Agricultural and Rural Cooperation ACP-EU (CTA), describes three new pilot projects using blockchain that will help to “ensure that the Fourth Industrial Revolution does not leave agriculture, and small-scale farmers in particular, behind.”

Conclusion

The people of the Caribbean are a resilient people, but they are also expert at “making do”. They may complain among themselves very fluently, but they are somehow accustomed to being imposed on by outsiders.

They are being told that AI is overall a good and useful technology. There is very little information available about the negative side of the argument, although the Inter-American Development Bank and the World Bank are beginning to advocate caution. David McKenzie, in a World Bank blog post, stresses the need to “beware of the hype” and asks, “Are we learning about enough failures?” He speaks of the “high ratio of pretty pictures to demonstrated impact,” and adds: “We need to be better about also making clear when these methods do not offer improvements (or when they do worse) than current methods.”

People in the Caribbean, as people everywhere, have a right to be told the truth, to be offered a clear picture which will allow them to make informed decisions. They also have the right to be protected by their governments.

21 https://www.caribbean-council.org
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They have a right to the protection of their private information. To understand how this works in the online world, they have a right to an explanation of how their privacy may be threatened.

They have a right to elect a government that works for their well-being. They have an obligation to “supervise” the work that their government is doing for them.

The suggestion has been raised by more than one informant that the relationship between citizen and state should be reviewed. The big tech companies are pushing AI. At the same time, they require the data that the technology will generate for them. If the citizen/state relationship could be improved, then there might be a chance of restoring a more equitable balance.

**Action steps**

The following is necessary in the Caribbean:

- Many organisations are largely unaware of the extent to which they do not know about the issues surrounding AI. It is important for those who do know to be proactive about sharing their knowledge.

- Since the people have empowered the government for their joint social good, they should ensure that the government is aware of their concerns.

- A government/civil society alliance is necessary to counterbalance the thrust of the “big tech” companies.

- Be vigilant! There seem to be areas in which AI offers a solution to the problem; however, there is little awareness among those with the problem of this possibility.
Introduction: The digital transformation of the public sector

Chile, like most countries in the Latin American region, is moving towards the so-called “Fourth Industrial Revolution” without a specific public policy to guide the process that takes into account the social and cultural implications and challenges of this transformation. As a result, artificial intelligence (AI) technology is a challenge for both the private and public sector looking to develop new services and innovations. This is particularly the case when it comes to the implementation of technologies using big data systems.

This report discusses the challenges of a big data platform that has been designed and developed for the public education system in Chile. It aims to identify social inequalities that occur in different regions and at the local level. The platform has been set up by the Ministry of Education in order to strengthen decisions made in line with the New Public Education (NEP) policy that was implemented recently. The task of improving the quality of and access to education for the more than one million students in the public education system in Chile is one of the biggest challenges facing the current administration of Sebastián Piñera.

Transforming public education in Chile

Speaking at the VI Annual Meeting of the Chilean Society of Public Policies in 2018, Pasi Sahlberg, a Finnish academic and researcher specialising in educational policies, had this to say about the Chilean education system:

Chile is an international example of a widely privatised system that operates according to free market principles, which brings with it a decreasing equity in learning outcomes, a lower than expected quality of general education, and a growing dissatisfaction of parents towards the educational system.

Since the military dictatorship (1973-1990), Chile has had a mixed system of education, with three different models for schools administered by the public sector: municipal or public schools which are funded with public money; schools subsidised through public funds, but where fees are also paid by the parents; and private schools, where the fees are paid in full by the parents or families. The so-called “municipalisation of public education” – under which schools were managed by municipalities rather than the Ministry of Education – was one of the most drastic changes made by Pinochet’s dictatorship. The return to democracy did not modify this system, and several national and international reports and measurements have identified critical weaknesses and shortcomings, ranging from the quality of learning to the need to increase the role of the public sector in the country’s education system. Some of this data indicates that the budget for primary education in Chile is one of the lowest among member countries of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), along with Mexico, and that between 17% and 16% of students in Chile do not complete schooling.

The NEP is an unprecedented strategy for the Chilean education system. As mandated by Law No. 21,040 (2019), the publicly run kindergartens, primary schools and secondary schools in 345 municipalities will now be run by 70 new Local Public Education Services (SLEPs). These services will replace the municipalities in the administration of public education at the local level, not only in relation to administration and financial or infrastructure management, but also in relation to pedagogical and technical advice on improving the quality of learning.
Pilots have been launched in two communities, which will allow for the impact of the implementation process to be assessed. The roll-out of the new system will then continue until 2025, with the long-term objective of encouraging participation and freeing resources to develop locally relevant projects that improve the quality of education and provide opportunities for students.

The digital platform used for this new education system is called the “Public Education Information, Monitoring and Evaluation System” (Sistema de información, seguimiento y evaluación de la educación pública). The aim of the platform is to improve decision making regarding the implementation of the new public policy in education by providing objective, timely and up-to-date information. The system was developed by the Centre for Advanced Research in Education (Centro de Investigación Avanzada en Educación – CIAE) at the Universidad de Chile and by the Territorial Intelligence Centre (Centro de Inteligencia Territorial – CIT) at the Universidad Adolfo Ibáñez. Its development was funded by the National Commission on Science and Technology. The system was delivered a year ago, in 2018, to the Public Education Division of the Ministry of Education.

A big data platform for improved decision making in public education

How many schoolchildren in Chile travel between communes (the smallest administrative subdivision in Chile) to access their education? What is the sort of coverage public schools offer local areas? How many girls and how many boys drop out of the system and what are their educational trajectories? And what relation do these variables have with the educational experience that Chilean children have and will have in their future? These are some key questions that needed to be answered in the implementation of the NEP system.

“The education system does not operate in a vacuum, and the characteristics of the local territories and of the students who study there, or how the public provision of education in a given territory is, condition what we can do from the public policy point of view,” explained Patricio Rodríguez and Luis Valenzuela, academics from the CIAE and CIT, when the digital platform was presented to the media in 2018.5 “These factors are usually invisible to the design and implementation of public policies. For this reason, the platform provides objective, timely and updated information for correct decision making regarding the implementation of public policies in education,” they said.

In this way, the platform seeks to obtain answers to strategic questions that guide public policies in education, including information on the local context, socio-demographic data, or statistics on the school drop-out rate.

The design and development of the platform was carried out in several stages, and drew on evidence collected in two previous projects focused on the management of schools. For example, in regions such as the Santiago Metropolitan Region, where Santiago, the capital of Chile is located, children from the peripheral communes, which are the poorest, have to travel a long distance to their schools because for many families, there are no good-quality public education institutions in their areas. Rodríguez explained:

The idea is that with this platform, decision making and the elaboration of strategic plans for the new services have information about what is happening in their territories, because urban and rural areas are not the same, and the most important thing is that decisions are made based on evidence. What we hope is that this platform can enhance and strengthen the promise of equity of public education in the territory, which ultimately means that the authorities invest more resources and budgets where there are more needs.

The challenge of designing big data with the right questions

The phrase “data is the new oil” points to the value that social and economic development gives to data that is already collected and mined for platforms and systems that are set up to solve diverse needs. A great challenge faced by big data systems, however, is the need to draw on different data sets created by systems set up in the public and private sectors.

In this case, the platform uses available data from various sources of public information, such as the Population and Housing Census, student enrolments from the Ministry of Education, and the results of the Quality of Education Measurement System (Sistema De Medición de la Calidad de la Educación – SIMCE)6 tests conducted by the Education Quality Agency, among others, which it

5 www.ciae.uchile.cl/index.php?page=view_noticias&id=1370&langSite=es
6 SIMCE was first implemented in 1988, and evaluates learning achievements in the subjects of language and communication (reading and writing comprehension), mathematics, natural sciences, history, geography, social sciences and English. The SIMCE tests are conducted with students in grades 2, 4, 6, 8 (primary) and II and III (secondary) in Chile.
analyses and visualises using interactive graphs and maps. As Rodríguez highlighted:

“What data do we need to make decisions?” will also be a key question to build this evidence-based approach to public sector decision making. There must be what is called a chain of quality from its collection, capture, use and reuse, especially when it is taken from other databases, so that no bias is generated.

In this context, he pointed out that the skills and capacities of state employees implementing the system are critical:

The most important thing has to do with [their] competencies. [...] They must make decisions based on the evidence that these systems deliver. Thinking about an automatic or automated decision-making process is risky [...] if we treat it like a black box and do not know how machine learning works in the processing of this data. There are ethical and technical problems that can occur.

This point will be key in the political decisions on how and why to use this data to make decisions that have an impact on citizens.

The protection of personal data in Chile in the face of the big data challenge

Big data solutions and platforms are generally presented as the solution to diverse challenges faced in the delivery of public and private services. However, a key issue is that citizens are not aware of the data that the systems have on them, and are also typically unaware of the laws and regulations that protect their personal data.

According to a recent report on so-called “data trusts”:

 Individuals have little control over their data – how it is collected, who collects it, and for what it is used. For many, the common experience with online platforms, mobile apps and other digital services is blindly accepting whatever demands they make of our data, which are often a necessary condition of use. Yet a new public awareness has grown amid news of scandals around the misuse of data and major data breaches, and it is clear that the private sector has failed to protect individual privacy rights through self-regulation.7

It is only since 2018 that data protection has been constitutionally recognised in Chile.8 This guarantee is the power to control one’s own information as opposed to its automated processing. However, we are governed by an old data law (Law Nº19.628), passed in 1999. Although this law has been modified, it is still not specific enough to comply with international standards, nor to offer due protection of the rights and freedoms of individuals.

For example, the law does not allow for independent oversight of the processing of data, such as an independent public body that supervises those who process data. This body should not only have powers of intervention, investigation, inspection and sanction, as has been established in current legislation, but also of promotion, dissemination and assistance. The definitions, principles and basic rules of data processing contained in the law, and the self-regulation of the private sector, are not sufficient to protect individual privacy rights.

A new personal data law is currently being discussed in the Chilean Congress, which will also be key in the development of technologies that will use data as the basis for development.

The challenge of new approaches to big data: Diversity and citizenship

The case presented in this report is one of the first public sector initiatives in Chile that proposes a solution based on big data. It will be important to understand its impact, as this is relevant to the future adoption of AI in the public sector. Although Chile does not yet have a specific national policy or plan for AI, a commission of politicians and scientists has been set up to develop a proposal for a National AI Strategy.

In this context, the so-called “datafication” of life needs an informed and critical public debate and analysis. There is a need for transparency on how these platforms and systems are designed and configured, and how the algorithms that will be used to make key decisions in a person’s life will be programmed and built. It is not only about fundamental human rights (such as privacy), the security of sensitive data, or the promise of the benefits of “digital transformation” using AI in the development of services and systems with social impact. It is also about the structural transformation of society.
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8 Article 19.4 of Chile’s Constitution enshrines respect for and protection of the privacy and honour of individuals and their families, as well as the protection of their personal data. The processing and protection of this personal information is regulated by a law which establishes the manner and conditions in which these are carried out.
A perspective along these lines was proposed by Milan and Treré after the Big Data from the South Initiative invited academics, researchers, practitioners, activists and civil society organisations from a variety of areas and regions of the world to discuss the issue. The discussion raised uncomfortable questions about the consequences of big data for social justice, such as new forms of surveillance of people who use public systems. It is also a challenge for academics and researchers who seek to design new solutions using big data and AI, and emphasises the need to promote participation at the local level, with citizens not as users or consumers of digital solutions, but as intrinsically a part of the construction of societies and democracies.

**Action steps**

The following steps are necessary in Chile:

- Advocate for the inclusion of the civil society sector, representing different groups, interests and minorities, in the National AI Strategy discussion process. They should not only be consulted right at the end of the development of the strategy.

- Build the knowledge, understanding and competency of civil society actors on issues to do with datafication and digital transformation in an alliance with academia, considering the diversity of disciplines and specialties in the academic sector. This is important to understand the social impacts and challenges these imply, particularly in relation to human rights, privacy, ethics, equality and inclusion.

- Share the knowledge and experiences from other countries that have developed strategies for AI.

- There is also a need to share the experiences of civil society in research and activism, such as designing new methodologies for research that create “data activists” at the grassroots level.

---

9 Milan, S., & Treré, É. (2017, 16 October). Big Data from the South: The beginning of a conversation we must have. DATACTIVE. https://data-activism.net/2017/10/bigdatasur
**Introduction**

The ways in which artificial intelligence (AI), in particular facial recognition technology, is being used by the Chinese state against the Uyghur ethnic minority demonstrate how big data gathering, analysis and AI have become ubiquitous surveillance mechanisms in China. These actual uses of facial recognition will be compared with the rhetoric on AI ethics which is beginning to emerge from public and private actors in China. Implications include the mismatch between rhetoric and practice with regards to AI in China; a more global understanding of algorithmic discrimination, which in China explicitly targets and categorises Uyghur people and other ethnic minorities; and a greater awareness of AI technologies developed and used in China which may then be exported to other states, including supposed liberal democracies, and used in similar ways.

**Context**

Digitisation in China and China’s digital industries are now of global importance, given the huge market of over a billion people, high levels of connectivity and use of digital services such as mobile payments (which outstrip take-up in Western markets), and development of a home-grown internet service industry centred on Baidu, Alibaba and Tencent to rival Silicon Valley’s Google, Amazon, Facebook and Apple. Digitisation in China has performed important roles in socioeconomic development, with private sector actors’ activities aligned with the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) government’s goals, and in compliance with government censorship rules.1

The next phases of digitisation are rapidly being implemented in China, notably the full roll-out of the Social Credit system by 2020. The system includes a number of data-gathering and analysis techniques including facial recognition applications in public places and algorithmic decision making. AI is viewed as a highly strategic area of development by the Chinese government, and China rivals only the United States (US) in its AI technology research and development, and also implementation.2

However, digitisation and the implementation of AI so far in China have exhibited serious concerns for human rights. Similarly to the ways in which AI and algorithms in the US reinforce existing racial and gender inequalities,3 and how surveillance and other forms of data gathering are specifically targeted at racial and religious minorities across the West,4 intensified practices of data gathering, analysis and AI implementations are being directed at the majority-Muslim Uyghur people and other minorities in the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region in northwest China (also known as East Turkestan), “amplify[ing] systems of inequality and oppression.”5

The Uyghurs, a Turkic-language speaking group who predominantly reside in Xinjiang, have been subject to repression from the Chinese state, including the internment of up to a million people in detention camps.6 While the Uyghurs socially, religiously and culturally have strong affinities with their Central Asian neighbours, politically and economically they have been connected to China since the Qing Dynasty annexation of their territory in 1755, aside from two brief periods of independence in the 20th century, culminating in the incorporation of Xinjiang into the People’s Republic of China in 1949.7 The territory is geographically located close to other politically vula-
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tile regions such as Tibet, Afghanistan and Kashmir, thereby exposing it to the influence of “wider Asian power politics”, and is also endowed with natural resources. Xinjiang is also a key connection point for China’s Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), a trade policy aimed at strengthening “Beijing’s economic leadership through a vast programme of infrastructure building throughout China’s neighbouring regions.” A Uyghur separatist or pro-independence movement exists, and for some time has been under Chinese state surveillance. The security situation has been heightened by sectarian riots in Urumqi (the capital of Xinjiang) in 2009 between Han Chinese and Uyghurs, and a series of attacks (mainly involving knives and vehicles) on Han Chinese perpetrated by Uyghurs since 2000.

AI and surveillance in China

Government surveillance activities in China have existed at least since the birth of the current state in 1949. However, since 2013, when Xi Jinping came to power in China, censorship, surveillance and monitoring of electronic communications, as well as the gathering of big data and analysis of citizens’ communications and activities, have intensified as a means of shoring up the CCP party-state against challenges. “rapidly” turning China into “an information or surveillance state”. Surveillance cameras, especially used by the government, are now prevalent in China, and increasingly incorporate facial recognition and “intelligence analysis” (flagging objects or “events of interest”). China’s very large population and the facial data generated from it via these cameras, coupled with government support for industry endeavours in this area, have fuelled research into machine learning and the implementation of algorithm-powered facial recognition technology. In 2017 it was reported that the Chinese government’s “Skynet” video surveillance initiative (accompanied by the more recent “Sharp Eyes” programme) had been completed. This is the largest initiative in the world to monitor public spaces and details such as the “gender, clothing, and height” of people coming into the surveillance cameras’ vision.

Surveillance in Xinjiang

While these technologies and other surveillance programmes have been rolled out throughout the country, the Uyghur minority in Xinjiang has been specifically targeted:

China’s western Xinjiang region, home to the Uyghurs, has effectively become “a ‘frontline laboratory’ for data-driven surveillance.” Cameras are ubiquitous in Xinjiang, and their view extends well outside urban centers. The methods employed in this province may well foreshadow the nationwide implementation of similar “predictive-policing tactics” in the months to come. Xinjiang is also the place in which DNA-collection efforts have taken their most extreme form. This use of surveillance technology, in particular AI-enabled facial recognition, takes place amidst increasing repression of Uyghurs and other minority groups in Xinjiang. Since 2017, a major “re-education campaign” has been taking place in the territory, involving the large-scale “extrajudicial” internment of at least tens of thousands of people in re-education camps, with the ostensible aim of “de-extremification” and ideological “assimilation” of the Uyghur and other minorities to a de facto Han Chinese/atheist CCP norm. The CCP has “constructed a sophisticated multi-layered network of mass surveillance in Xinjiang” which “includes both covert and overt monitoring as well as the categorization, exhortation and disciplining of its population in the name of safety, civility and progress.”

Leibold notes that the surveillance assemblage in Xinjiang includes both “machine and human-driven systems that do not always fit together nor form a coherent whole.” Despite the government’s wish for a seamless and ubiquitous form of monitoring and control, there are still practical obstacles including “poor technological integration and human coordination”, and
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8 Ibid.
14 Ibid.
15 Ibid.
16 Ibid.
the cost and technical difficulty in updating and maintaining surveillance equipment in Xinjiang given its “harsh arid climate, where surveillance systems remain susceptible to decay, sabotage and obsolescence.”\textsuperscript{20} Furthermore, the facial recognition technologies developed in China also exhibit errors and inaccuracies like facial recognition systems developed elsewhere, including in identifying individuals and in particular in categorising them by ethnic group.

**Chinese AI and corporate involvement**

That being said, Xinjiang retains a “laboratory” status for the trial of Chinese-made surveillance technologies including those that use AI methods, in particular facial recognition technology. The Urumqi train station was the first to use fully automated gates incorporating facial recognition technology in 2016, and various companies such as Taisau (based in Shenzhen) provide cutting-edge technology for smart-gates implemented throughout the region in public spaces.\textsuperscript{21} Facial recognition is also used in smart cameras throughout Xinjiang, including in mosques, provided by companies such as Hikvision (based in Hangzhou).\textsuperscript{22} Hikvision has received contracts to provide surveillance equipment, including with facial recognition capacity, in Xinjiang, totalling over USD 290 million.\textsuperscript{23} It was reported that Hikvision previously offered options to identify minorities but this was phased out in 2018.\textsuperscript{24}

Facial recognition start-ups SenseTime and Megvii (Face++) are also reported to be providing their systems to surveillance operations in Xinjiang.\textsuperscript{25} *New York Times* reporters were shown a database provided by SenseNets which “contained facial recognition records and ID scans for about 2.5 million people, mostly in Urumqi, a city with a population of about 3.5 million.”\textsuperscript{26} Meanwhile, local technology companies have been benefiting from the heightened surveillance activity in Xinjiang, such as Leon Technologies based in Urumqi, which in 2017 saw a huge increase in earnings.\textsuperscript{27} Beijing-based CloudWalk has also advertised facial recognition technology which it claims can recognise “sensitive” groups of people,\textsuperscript{28} and university researchers in Xinjiang have conducted research into “ethnic” aspects of facial recognition templates distinguishing “Uyghur” features.\textsuperscript{29}

Some of these companies have received funding from larger, including foreign, investors such as Qualcomm, which has invested in SenseTime, while Kai-Fu Lee’s Sinovation Ventures has invested in Megvii.\textsuperscript{30}

It is not only in Xinjiang where facial recognition is being used against Uyghur people. It was reported that Chinese East Coast cities are using facial recognition cameras to detect Uyghurs in these locations as well.\textsuperscript{31} Police in other Chinese provinces, including in the prosperous Guangdong Province in the south of the country, have meanwhile expressed interest in the surveillance technologies and applications tested and implemented in Xinjiang.\textsuperscript{32}

**Export of Chinese surveillance technology**

Products and services developed in China have started to be exported to other countries, including by companies which have been active in providing surveillance technology and facial recognition capabilities in Xinjiang. Such recipient countries include Ecuador (with its notable ECU-911 system), Zimbabwe, Pakistan and Germany.\textsuperscript{33}

In the context of the US-China trade war, at the time of writing the US is considering adding several surveillance companies including Hikvision, Megvii and Dahua to a blacklist, with their participation in Xinjiang facial recognition surveillance activities being part of the justification.\textsuperscript{34}
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AI, law and ethics in China

In principle there are legal protections for the Uyghurs as a recognised minority “nationality” in the Constitution of the People’s Republic of China. Article 4 guarantees the equality of all nationalities, protects against discrimination and also protects their rights to use their languages and practise their customs. Freedom of religious belief is also guaranteed by Article 36 of the Constitution. In the case of the targeted use of facial recognition against Uyghurs and other minorities in Xinjiang, “[p]olicies and administrative decisions on both central and provincial levels, however, often contradict the legal protection.”35 Furthermore, individuals are not able to enforce constitutional rights through the court system in China if the rights concerned are not also prescribed in civil laws.36

Ironically, Chinese government agencies, companies and universities have been active recently in the global trend towards formulating and issuing statements on AI ethics.37 Yet the discriminatory ways in which state organs, companies and academics have researched, developed and implemented facial recognition in China would seem not to comply with Article 3 (“Fair and just”) of the recent Artificial Intelligence Industry Alliance (AIIA) draft Joint Pledge on Artificial Intelligence Industry Self-Discipline, nor Principle 3 (“Fairness and justice”) of the National Governance Committee for the New Generation Artificial Intelligence’s Governance Principles for the New Generation Artificial Intelligence.38

This gap between stated ethical principles and on-the-ground applications of AI is not unique to China and can be observed in many other countries, including supposed liberal democracies in the West. However, this gap does demonstrate the weakness of unenforceable ethics statements and suggests that “ethics washing” is not a phenomenon confined to the West.39 In any case, China’s ambitions to become the world leader in AI by 2030 and also the leading role it is taking, along with the European Union, in formulating AI ethics initiatives, should be viewed critically given these highly unethical uses of facial recognition domestically.

Conclusion

The uses of cutting-edge AI, especially facial recognition, and other digitised technologies to keep Uyghur and other ethno-religious minorities in Xinjiang under the eyes of a watchful state can be viewed as a particularly acute and racist form of “digital social control” in the context of the increasingly authoritarian rule of Xi Jinping.40 There is the potential for such monitoring techniques to be rolled out to the broader Chinese population and also beyond through the export of facial recognition technology developed in the Xinjiang “laboratory” worldwide. While so far China’s Christian minority has not been subject to the same level of repression as Uyghurs, who tend to be predominantly Muslim, there are reports that Chinese authorities have also tried to install cameras in Christian churches.41

The extreme surveillance and re-education measures affecting large swathes of the Uyghur population in Xinjiang are not only disproportionate but also unethical. In particular, the ethnically and religiously targeted use of facial recognition technology against Uyghur people and other minorities in Xinjiang demonstrates the way in which, despite the official rhetoric on AI ethics, AI technologies are being used in China and in different parts of the world to reinforce and at times also exacerbate existing inequalities. In this sense, “algorithmic oppression” is not a phenomenon confined to the US or the West, but is also taking shape in other locations, notably China. The fact that China’s AI industry rivals only the US, and the fact that other countries, including Germany, are importing surveillance technologies from China, should give all of us cause for concern.

36 While specific provisions of the PRC Constitution may be cited and mentioned in court reasoning, they cannot be used as a direct reason for a ruling.

**Action steps**

The following advocacy priorities are necessary in China:

- Mass surveillance and data gathering targeted at Uyghur people and other minorities in Xinjiang by Chinese authorities and companies should cease immediately, along with the more general repression of these minority groups including internment in re-education camps.

- Chinese authorities and companies developing and implementing facial recognition technologies and other AI applications should be held to account for the unethical ways in which they may be used as a tool of oppression. In particular, they should be judged against the AI ethics principles which have begun to proliferate in China from companies and academic researchers to expose the mismatch between rhetoric and practice.

- The export and use of AI and surveillance technologies from China which may have been developed in the Xinjiang laboratory should be blocked by other countries, and campaigned against by civil society internationally.

- Campaigns against unethical AI should not hesitate to call out unethical developments and uses of AI wherever that may be, in the US, Europe, China, India and elsewhere. Legally enforceable ethical standards for AI must be implemented everywhere. The problem of unethical AI is global. There should be a worldwide ban on the use of facial recognition technologies.
Introduction

At the start of 2019, the arrival of a so-called artificial intelligence (AI) solution for the Colombian Constitutional Court was announced in the media. Many questions were raised by civil society and academia regarding the likely impact of “Prometea” – the name of the system – including how it worked and the decision-making process that led to its adoption. There was, however, little information forthcoming. Prometea ended up being a pilot that is currently on hold.

The arrival of Prometea presented us with two possible levels of analysis: 1) the impact of the AI system itself, and 2) the impact of the adoption of an AI system in a society. Both levels are at risk of being overlooked due to the “charismatic halo” surrounding technologies and the false perception of technological neutrality and its infinite potential to solve pressing problems.

By considering the case of Prometea, we aim to identify some of the possible social and human rights impacts that are the result of the adoption of AI-based solutions in particular contexts. For this purpose, we reviewed how the media covered Prometea and conducted a series of interviews with different actors involved and interested in the issue.1

Background

In 2011, the Colombian Congress enacted the Code of Administrative Litigation and Procedures.2 This code required (in article 186) the Supreme Judiciary Council to digitise its records within five years. This time has now expired with no significant advances in this regard, despite the fact that several other laws,3 some going back as far as 1996, have also required the creation of digital judicial records.

Previous to the creation of the Code of Administrative Litigation and Procedures, the Colombian judicial system had been troubled by delays in resolving cases in part due to legal processes being paper-based. Among the risks of paper-based records were the possibility of losing the records, the vulnerability of the records to being destroyed, for example by fire, and their deterioration over time. Processing cases on paper also affected the rights of plaintiffs because it took time to process the large numbers of paper-based records needed in each legal action.

According to statistics published by the Private Council for Competition in 2018,4 the Colombian judicial system commonly takes between 385 to 956 days to settle a case, and depending on the issue at stake it may take even twice as long as that. One of the main recommendations the Council gave to the national government was to digitise judicial records as a means of achieving not only efficiency in justice, but also timeliness.

In December 2018, it was announced by the national press5 that an agreement had been reached by the highest national courts and government to digitise judicial records. This agreement was no different from the previous year’s promises and provisions in the law on the same issue that remained unattended. But an announcement made in
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1 In particular, we have interviewed journalists, scholars and constitutional court workers. Given the size of the piece, we have decided to agglutinate the opinions on the main issues raised instead of directly quoting individuals.


the press during February 2019, about an AI solution that would be applied to the national judicial system – specifically in the Colombian Constitutional Court – caught everyone’s attention.

Prometea was presented as the main means of resolving the inefficiency and delays within the Constitutional Court. Its design, according to the media coverage, would impact the selection and revision process involving the writ of protection of constitutional rights that every citizen has the right to file to protect his or her own fundamental rights without any cumbersome legal formality.

The court receives more than 2,000 writs of protection daily coming from all the judiciary benches across the country. The Constitutional Court only has nine judges and under 200 employees who serve the entire country. In the selection process, the court decides which cases, due to their relevance and novelty, may need to be reviewed by one of these judges to decide whether or not to protect the allegedly violated fundamental rights.

Media coverage and social impact of Prometea

The media reported on Prometea in early 2019 when the Constitutional Court announced the conclusion of its pilot to help assistants and court personnel sort, read and retrieve key information from the hundreds of cases received to be reviewed. The coverage of Prometea was scarce, but had a significant impact.

There was a radio interview with the president of the Constitutional Court, a very short segment about the system in a well-established TV news slot, a piece in a major newspaper, and two articles in a specialised magazine covering judicial and legal issues. The most nuanced and critical pieces about Prometea appeared in the specialised magazine. They considered the needs of the court and alternatives to the proposed system, such as the redesign of the selection process, and noted that there was not much information available publicly about Prometea. In contrast, the rest of the media was uncritical and plain when covering the pilot of Prometea.

Several points can be made about the media coverage of Prometea. First, the view that the selection process needed to be improved was shared by many actors and was in most cases the angle of the news stories about the system. However, there was no explanation about what Prometea was, what it does and how it does it. Second, in every instance it was presented as an “artificial intelligence” solution, the operational readiness of the system was highlighted, and the fact that it was employed in a pilot that only focused on the right to health was hardly mentioned. “With Prometea, the Constitutional Court finally enters the world of the highest informatics technology,” said one TV report on the pilot.

The charismatic effect of AI systems was felt in the comments on Prometea by some law scholars. Grenfield Sierra Cadena, head of public law research at the Universidad del Rosario, emphasised the importance of the project because it was the first time AI had been applied “in an executive and active way by a supreme court.” In the same piece, Cadena stated that “the court improved the management of writs of protection of constitutional rights related to the right to health by 900%,” a number that apparently is calculated using the time that it takes the system to create documents, but does not include time saved in the process of selection. This is striking, as several parts of the software (i.e. the search functions and the automatic document generator) seem to be confused and mixed instead of clearly discerned for the purposes of evaluating its efficiency.

The media coverage showed two key characteristics: limited information and excessive enthusiasm. The news was clear enough: the Constitutional Court had adopted an AI-based solution
to overcome the bottlenecks in the selection process. However, the lack of any further information or investigation by the media seems to be for three possible reasons: 1) a blind trust in information coming from the Constitutional Court, 2) concerns that looking deeper into the issue may be read as mistrust of the Court, and 3) the complexity of the issue, both for the journalist and for the reader.

This situation had a double-edged effect – muting the possibility of debate, and at the same time, stimulating the need for more information. While any possibility of public debate among the general population was defused, concerns were raised by groups interested in AI, mainly in civil society and universities. This increased the demand for further information and for opening a public debate about Prometea. The few events that took place in universities to try mitigate these demands only increased them. Cadena, acting as the promoter of Prometea at these events,15 towed the same line taken by the media, and did not provide more technical information on the system.

This led to social and human rights concerns on three levels: 1) general concerns regarding AI, 2) concerns regarding the relationship between digital technology-based solutions and the Colombian context, and 3) concerns regarding the selection process at the Constitutional Court. These concerns are related to transparency, privacy and data protection, and include issues to do with labour rights among other secondary concerns.

Prometea impacts transparency in two ways: first, regarding how a technological developer is selected in terms of the framework for public contracting, and second, how stakeholders, scholars and civil society organisations are allowed to participate in the process of discussing and deciding on technological solutions intended for the judicial system. As pointed out by scholars, a key factor in this is understanding exactly what the proposed technological solution is, and how it works.

It is also important to know the legal rationale behind the decision made by the Constitutional Court to implement the system, and how use of Prometea can be reconciled with normal protocols for motivating changes in the judicial system. The lack of transparency with regards to the AI decision-making process and how it may affect a citizen's right to due process is also worrisome. Furthermore, due process allows the writ of protection plaintiff to file an appeal in case he or she is not favoured in the Constitutional Court decision to review their case. A technological solution may put in danger the exercise of this right because it would be impossible for the plaintiff to argue against a machine's decision irrespective of how the algorithm and system work.

In terms of privacy and data protection, the main concern has to do with sensitive data being shared with third parties, such as a software developer. The fact that minors are involved in some cases, or others are to do with sexual crimes, among other situations that may require the anonymity of victims and their personal information or data, is considered critical. It is a breach of confidentiality for someone other than the judge and the parties involved in the processing of the case to access this information or data. It is especially worrying that a possible leak of personal data to the media or other third parties with an interest in the case can occur given the system's vulnerability in this respect, with irreversible consequences in terms of the protection of privacy for those involved in the case.

On labour rights, Prometea was seen as a replacement for those doing basic clerical activities, but by no means affecting more specialised work such as that done by judges or even judges' assistants. At the Constitutional Court this impacts on the so-called *ad honorem* system, training and experience for law students who help with writ of protection selection: reading files, writing abstracts, and classifying cases. This may also have an indirect impact on the future staffing at the court, as *ad honorem* is not only a training ground for future constitutionalists, but also a first step into more important positions at the court, such as judge's assistants.

### Conclusion

After researching Prometea, we believe there are three areas of consideration when adopting AI-based solutions. First, the enthusiasm in adopting these systems overshadows the need to evaluate the human factors involved, both with regard to the skills needed to use the technologies, and issues to do with a reluctance to change. Second, the limitations of the technical infrastructure need to be considered; and third, the flexibility of processes from a legal point of view are important – or how they can be adapted properly to a technological platform.
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15 On March 12, a public event was held at Los Andes University to critically debate about the pilot due to the concerns of some professors there. The general characteristics of Prometea were presented (it was an AI solution, it included blockchain technology) but all questions, coming from both the public and the participants on the roundtable, regarding technical details of the pilot (dataset structure, type of algorithm, possible bias in the design or criteria selection, etc.) were eluded. A report on the event is available online in Spanish at: https://gecti.uniandes.edu.co/images/pdf/PROMETEA_EVENTO.pdf
With respect to how we adopt a technological solution in the Colombian judicial system, Prometea showed that the discussion is led by lawyers with few to no computer scientists or technical people involved. This inevitably results in a shallowness in the discussions due to the complexity of AI systems. The decision-making process focused on big and vaguely defined problems with the aim of solving these with an “AI solution”.

Such concerns lead to questions that are still without clear answers. For instance, should the information which feeds an AI system be included in the concept of “data” according to the Colombian data protection law? Is it time to reassess or “update” our legal vocabulary and frameworks related to digital technologies? Should we think about other, more primary technological solutions such as the digitisation of judicial records instead of more questionable solutions such as AI systems?

As an alternative, some initiatives in Colombia like the Legal Design Lab at the Universidad de los Andes advocate for a more detailed definition of problems in order to address them with tailored actions.

Finally, when it comes to an AI solution being applied to a specific issue, the usual concerns relating to the use of technologies (the possibility of bias, the opaqueness of the technology, privacy concerns regarding data sets, etc.) were also raised in the case of Prometea. Due to the scarcity of information on Prometea, these concerns were largely speculative, given that it was not possible to understand if these issues were in fact present in this particular case.

Bearing this in mind, we believe that there are several factors that need to be taken into consideration when adopting AI-based solutions:

- Lawyers should be more involved in technical discussions and should advocate for multidisciplinary spaces for discussing the proposed technology.
- A “big problems – big solutions” enthusiasm in the approach should be replaced with a more grounded methodology based on detailed and complex definitions of problems and smaller, tailored proposals. Such methodologies should include an analysis of alternatives: AI systems are just one possibility among others.
- General contextual assessments such as a baseline study should be done, including the capacity of the staff to appropriate the technology, the actual capabilities of the technology, the flexibility of the legal framework to accommodate the technology, the need for technological training for legal practitioners, and the general technological culture and awareness of technology in society.
- More information is needed both for the general public and third parties such as other judicial systems in Latin America, including the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, where Prometea is being promoted. More information is also needed to inform public policy decision-making processes that affect the administration of justice at the national level.

**Action steps**

The following advocacy steps are suggested for Colombia:

- Build interdisciplinary networks ideally involving universities and civil society organisations to enrich the debates around AI initiatives in Colombia.
- Promote transparency in the form of participatory processes as a prerequisite for any AI public initiative.
- Advocate for a detailed and down-to-earth definition of a problem to counter enthusiasm for ready-made AI solutions and to contribute to informed public debate on an issue.
- Request the presence of computer scientists, data scientists or similar experts in conjunction with scholars from human sciences working on technology issues in debates involving the use of AI in public initiatives.
- Fight the preconceptions of technological neutrality and technological determinism that prevent the critical analysis of any solution based on digital technologies.

---

16 Legal Design Lab, Universidad de los Andes. Official Twitter account: https://twitter.com/legaldlab?lang=en
Introduction

Despite the presence in its soil of almost all the minerals used in the new technology industry, the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) is far behind in terms of new technology, particularly in the field of robotics, which is very advanced elsewhere in the world.

To this first paradox is added a second. Despite the existence of several universities in the country at which computer science studies are offered, students from these institutions are clearly out of step with several recent developments in their field of study. For example, this is the case with 3D printing technology, which is very popular today in the medical, aerospace and automotive sectors.

In this report, we will talk about the “3D Prosthesis Project”, which is a project to manufacture artificial limbs using a 3D printer for people who have had limbs amputated. Given the level of automation and reprogrammability in 3D printing, many consider it a growing field of robotics engineering. This is a project by the Institut Français de Bukavu (French Institute of Bukavu) in partnership with Ciriri Hospital in the same city. This is a first in the country not only in the field of robotics, but also in the medical field. The members of the Congolese team in charge of producing these prostheses were trained by Sano Celo, a French start-up promoting 3D printing for health and development in Africa.

A high-risk environment

In 2013 it was estimated that there are 10.5 million people with disabilities in the DRC, or nearly 15% of the population. This high statistic, which includes both physical and intellectual disabilities, is partly due to the fact that the Congolese population lives in a high-risk environment, characterised by armed conflict in parts of the country, regular earthquakes, disease, poorly controlled and dangerous road traffic, and even unregulated construction sites, all of which carry the potential risk of losing limbs. This risk is worsened by the deterioration of the health system throughout the country.

According to the National Road Accident Prevention Commission in the DRC, of the 12,500 accidents that occurred between 2007 and 2009, there were 1,400 deaths and 4,402 injuries. While earthquakes are prevalent for those living in the provinces of North and South Kivu in the east of the country, regular reports also emerge of people being injured when houses or walls collapse on ad hoc construction sites that are largely uncontrolled by authorities.

Even if there is officially no civil war, the country continues to record deaths and injuries linked to the activities of armed groups that are very present in the eastern part of its territory. People living in this part of the country, for example, face the threats of being shot or stepping on anti-personnel landmines. In 2014, the International Committee of the Red Cross working in the DRC said it was caring for 576 people with lower-limb amputations, all a result of the armed conflict.

On 30 September 2015, the DRC acceded to the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities. The purpose of this convention is to promote, protect and ensure the dignity, equality before the law, human rights and fundamental freedoms of people with disabilities of all kinds. Yet despite the work by groups such as the Red Cross, widespread poverty, coupled with a deterioration of the health system in the country, means that the care of patients poses many problems. People living with disabilities are abandoned to their plight and have enormous difficulties in caring for themselves.
There is no national policy to support them, including in finding meaningful work or when it comes to other needs, such as public transport. For example, the construction of buildings in the country does not take into account people with reduced mobility. In these circumstances, equipping amputees with prostheses manufactured by a 3D printer can allow them to perform certain tasks they were unable to do in the past, and help to secure their independence.

From a simple competition to a concrete project

The 3D Prosthesis Project is a revolution in the fitting of people with lower or upper limb amputations with prostheses in the DRC. While 3D printers have been used in the country for some time, this is a first for the medical field. For example, in Kinshasa, the capital of the country, there is the Lisungi FabLab digital manufacturing laboratory, where there is state-of-the-art technology and prototyping equipment to facilitate the implementation of ideas and promote the acquisition of skills and knowledge through practice, using digital technology. However, this laboratory has not done work linked to the medical field.

Where did the idea come from to manufacture the prostheses using a 3D printer? It all began in October 2017 with a robotic “hackathon” organised by the French Institute of Goma, which brought together 85 young Congolese engineers, computer scientists, doctors and designers together with specialists from Sano Celo. By the end of the hackathon, a hand prosthesis had been produced using 3D printing. This prosthesis is now used by a young person in Goma who was the victim of a traffic accident.

The success of the robotic hackathon quickly fuelled new ambitions. In 2018, the French Institute of Bukavu set up the 3D Prothesis Project in collaboration with Ciriri Hospital and Sano Celo. The objective of this project is to provide patients (amputees) with prosthetic limbs at a lower cost.

It is these three partners who have given shape to the project, each with a specific role. The French Institute offers a training framework and laboratory to the project, each with a specific role. The French Institute of Goma, which brought together 85 young Congolese engineers, computer scientists, doctors and designers together with specialists from Sano Celo. By the end of the hackathon, a hand prosthesis had been produced using 3D printing. This prosthesis is now used by a young person in Goma who was the victim of a traffic accident.

The surgeons at Ciriri Hospital identify the patients, then send the measurements of the limbs that have been amputated to the laboratory, which in turn designs the prostheses. All the post-operation activities, from manufacturing to fitting, are carried out in the laboratory.

It is important to note that centres for people with disabilities in the DRC have existed since 1960, where traditional prostheses are manufactured for patients who have lost their upper or lower limbs. Among these centres are the Centre for the Physically Disabled, “Shirika la Umoja”, in Goma and “Heri Kwetu” in Bukavu. The prostheses manufactured in these centres are relatively expensive compared to the means of the patients, most of whom come from poor families. They are also static, i.e. they do not make it easy for the wearer to move when using them.

Although the prostheses manufactured in the laboratory at the French Institute of Bukavu are not robotic prostheses, their design allows wearers more mobility. “With a hand prosthesis made using the 3D printer, the patient can lift a key ring or a bottle, and even if [he or she] cannot lift heavy objects, [he or she] can make movements,” according to Dr. Flory Cubaka, a surgeon at Ciriri Hospital. They are also currently given free of charge to patients.

According to Charles Bulabula, a computer scientist at the laboratory, three types of prostheses are manufactured there, namely hand, leg and finger prostheses. The average time for the manufacture of a prosthesis using the 3D printer is 48 hours. The manufacture of finger prostheses is a first in the DRC. Until now, the various centres for people with disabilities in the country have only manufactured leg and hand prostheses, but not finger prostheses. In other words, the manufacture of finger prostheses is another particularity of this project, because now people whose fingers have been amputated can benefit from artificial fingers, which was not possible in the country before the project started.

Scaling up the 3D Prothesis Project

Currently the project only treats patients from Ciriri Hospital, but plans to expand to other hospitals.
in the near future. This is why an application has already been set up to improve project management. The so-called “3D Application” is a platform designed by Charles Bulabula that allows surgeons from different hospitals to send the measurements of the prostheses to the laboratory, follow up with the patients who receive prostheses, and get feedback from the patients.

Users of the application will be hospital surgeons and patients registered on the platform, as well as members of the project team. To access it they will have to have a PC or a mobile phone connected to the internet.

Because of the poor quality of the internet and its low penetration rate in the DRC, Bulabula is currently working on the possibility of providing access to this platform by 2020 even if users are not connected to the internet and do not have smartphones. Users will only need to have a simple mobile phone and be in an area covered by the cellular network to connect to the platform. Because of this, patients and surgeons from village hospitals will have access to the platform and will be able to benefit from the project.

Despite the hopes raised by the 3D Prothesis Project, Blaise Bulonza, who is disabled and a coordinator of the Initiative for a Better Future (INAM), believes that for this project to be sustainable, the Congolese government must be involved in subsidising the manufacture of the prostheses. His remark is nothing more than a simple call to the Congolese state to respect the constitutional spirit according to which people with disabilities are entitled to specific protective measures in relation to their physical and intellectual needs and rights.

**Conclusion**

The arrival and use of the 3D printer in the field of health in the DRC is a major advance in that it now allows patients with amputated hands, arms or fingers to access the benefits of modern technology, allowing them more mobility. However, it should be pointed out that the impact of this project is still minimal in relation to the needs of amputees. At Ciriri Hospital alone, at least one to two patients each week have a limb amputated. At the same time, the environment conducive to accidents and even diseases that lead to the amputation of patients’ limbs is far from being low-risk. Entire villages in eastern DRC still contain anti-personnel mines that continue to claim victims.

Quality health care is not yet accessible to the majority of the Congolese population, who, due to a lack of resources, do not go to hospital or go there late, increasing the risk of having a limb amputated.

How the project has been set up also does not assure its longevity. The manufacture of prostheses using the 3D printer is entirely handled by the French Institute of Bukavu, yet each project has a beginning and an end, which means that the day the institute cuts its support, the project could come to a standstill. The training of Congolese surgeons and young computer scientists by the French Institute on the use of the 3D printer in the health field is a good thing for the sustainability of the laboratory, but it is not enough, because the raw materials for printing prostheses come from France via the French Institute.

Although the majority of the Congolese population is poor, there is reason to doubt the project’s ability to continue to offer the prostheses to all patients free of charge, especially when the project scales up to include many other hospitals.

**Action steps**

The following steps are recommended for the 3D Prothesis Project:

- The French Institute of Bukavu should involve the Congolese government in the project through the provincial health division of South Kivu, and request, for example, the exemption of taxes and tariffs on imported products and parts used for the manufacture of prostheses for amputees.
- The laboratory at the French Institute of Bukavu should also collaborate with Congolese universities that have computer departments, so that their students can be trained in the use of the 3D printer, especially in the health field. While this could help with the sustainability of the project, trained students will also be able to continue this project in other forms and exploit other opportunities that the 3D printer offers.
- The institute should offer the 3D Prothesis Project team the possibility of carrying out study trips to France, for example, to see how French start-ups operating in the field of artificial intelligence are oriented towards health work.
- The project team should pay particular attention to feedback from patients who are already equipped with its prostheses to understand their experiences and how they adapt to their new prostheses, in order to improve them if necessary.

---

18 INAM is a human rights organisation for people with disabilities based in Bukavu.
19 Article 49 of the DRC’s constitution.
20 Dr Flory Cubaka, surgeon at Ciriri Hospital, during an interview with us on 22 June 2019 in Bukavu.
Introduction

Costa Rica has a public universal health care system run by the Caja Costarricense del Seguro Social (Costa Rican Social Security Fund – CCSS), an institution that has been serving the country’s citizens for more than 75 years. It has a large structure with a total of 55,000 employees covering the entire Costa Rican territory.

Eight years ago, the CCSS began to develop the Unified Digital Health Record (Expediente Digital Único en Salud – EDUS). It consists of a set of applications and services that allows the automation of all health service delivery processes. The objective was to improve the quality of integrated health care for Costa Ricans by providing health professionals with easy access to all of a patient’s medical information and history.

We must understand that EDUS is not only a technical system but also a development programme that impacts positively on society in relation to the right to health. Using technology, it transforms and develops health service delivery institutions and processes with public funds. The richness of its data, which includes the medical histories of individuals and their families, in our view makes it one of the most important information resources in the country.

As the data collected by EDUS is expanded, artificial intelligence (AI) tools could play an important role in the exercise of the right to health in Costa Rica. However, the use of AI can introduce many risks too.

Context

To understand the potential of AI applications when it comes to EDUS, it is important to highlight the following:

- EDUS applications are developed by the public sector, with public funds, and tailored to the Costa Rican population’s needs. In other words, the Unified Digital Health Record can be considered a public good for people in Costa Rica.
- The Costa Rican health system is universal. This means that the databases managed by EDUS would contain all the information and health data of all inhabitants who have used the health system. Practically, this is nearly everyone in Costa Rica, including migrants of various nationalities. It is important to note that these databases are maintained in a private data centre.
- EDUS was fully implemented at the time we wrote this article. Currently its functionality includes digital filing systems, family health history and an appointment system, while additional functionalities include applications for emergency admissions or hospitalisation, links to pharmacies, and sharing medical images such as x-rays, ultrasounds and tomographies. This information is crucial in understanding the population’s health profile. EDUS has data on medical records, prescriptions, laboratory tests, medical images, and family health histories, among others.
- Costa Rica has a strong National Law for the Protection of Inhabitants’ Personal Data¹ and a national data protection agency.²

In previous reports, including our report for Global Information Society Watch (GISWatch) 2014,³ we analysed the risks of the EDUS platform in terms of data security. As the EDUS databases grow, the platform is becoming more and more interesting for private actors in the health sector (insurers, private clinics, pharmaceutical companies, etc.). Because of this, there is an urgent need to have better data privacy strategies and policies for the EDUS system.

¹ https://www.prodhab.go.cr//reformas
² www.prodhab.go.cr
The right to health and AI

The use of AI on the EDUS platform can make an important contribution to improving universal health care as envisaged by the CCSS. According to an EDUS staff member:

With data and AI applications, I believe that for the first time we can generate population profiles that can give value and real information to the medical sector, not only based on studies from other countries, but based on our reality. For example, we can predict the onset of a disease, its evolution, and the relationship between this and the habits of our population, etc.4

In this regard, over the next few years, priority will be given to actions aimed at the prevention and early care of chronic diseases that affect a majority of the Costa Rican population, as well as the decision-making process to strengthen the health infrastructure that responds to citizen health profiles. For this reason, one of the most important lines of work using AI on the EDUS platform will be the prediction of future health profiles from the analysis of existing data.

This has already started with the use of AI to analyse case studies, such as those documenting Type 2 diabetes mellitus. Through the application of AI, the future behaviour of this chronic disease can be predicted using existing historical information gathered over the last four years through the EDUS platform. The analysis seeks to identify groups of people who are at risk but are not yet sick, and promote strategies that allow prevention in the present, so that the disease does not manifest in these people in the future as predictions have indicated.

Another example where AI has been used in conjunction with EDUS is in the area of infrastructure. From the application of AI, it has been possible to identify potential public health challenges that will need attention over the next five years. For example, we are able to understand what population groups, given specific characteristics, face the challenge of teenage pregnancies, drug use, or mental illnesses, among others. This allows health authorities to build the necessary infrastructure and spaces to meet the future needs of these challenges, even before they have become evident.

For this, CCSS personnel have been trained in exploratory and predictive methods, building capacity in public health institutions for data mining and AI-enabled analysis techniques.

However, there are challenges to applying AI to the EDUS platform. The first one is related to the

4 Interview with EDUS staff member conducted for this report.
being able to prepare the health system before it happens. However, the questions to discuss would be: If I know how many and who are the future patients and I do not have enough resources, what decision should I make? Should all diseases be analysed or should I decide that some diseases should not be analysed? With the data I have, how will I respond to create real changes in public health? How do I follow up on patients?

Bastos highlights a fundamental aspect of AI: the relationship between the results it determines, the decisions that need to be made by public institutions, and the availability of resources to respond to these needs that have been determined by the application. In terms of the right to health, this discussion is very important: the solutions proposed by AI applications may require decision making and action at a speed greater than the capacity of public institutions. This is a huge challenge and an important risk to highlight.

Another risk is an over-reliance on AI. Bastos told us:

   In relation to robotics and AI, the challenge is to include processes that are not going to risk patient care. It should not be overlooked that every robot can potentially replace a human process. But robotics should rather strengthen the capacities and abilities of human beings to improve health care, as well as open up the new possibilities of employment or new positions that this can generate.

She raises several highly relevant aspects related to the exercise of the right to health when it comes to the human-robot relationship that will undoubtedly become more pressing questions over time. For example, which tasks should be replaced by AI applications and robots, and which should not? Is it possible to do this in a rights-based framework? What new rights need to be defined when humans interact with robots? These questions are already necessary with the use of chatbots for automated health consultations. For instance, are bots limiting the exercise of the right to health by having a limited number of preset responses for their users?

At the same time, while an important transformation in the health sector is seen through the incorporation of AI, this raises further important issues for health workers and practicing professionals, including with regard to their training needs.

How will the work of health practitioners change given the use of AI and robots? Will some jobs in the health sector become precarious? What new forms of training are required? Moreover, what responsibilities will be assumed in terms of health decisions? Who will assume responsibility when mistakes are made by robots or algorithms? Will the companies who made the robots or the developers of the AI be liable? Or will the staff interacting with the AI be responsible?

When EDUS was integrated into the CCSS, an important process of change management had to be carried out with its personnel. The transformations that AI and robotics can produce in the health sector are even greater, so the adaptation of the public and universal health system and its staff to this new reality is something that should be reflected and acted upon now.

Conclusions

The case of EDUS in Costa Rica and the potential applications of AI are very interesting.

   EDUS is an excellent system for the development of AI applications that strengthen the provision of health services.

   These are AI applications that will be developed for the health sector – and therefore be a public good – using a database that is a public good as well. This is positive for the exercise of the right to health and is an example for the health systems in other countries.

   At the same time, this implies the need for public action so that the applications of AI in health using EDUS have a legal basis, and include processes and procedures that guarantee not only the right to health, but also the public custody of the results generated by AI and the protection of national health data.

   It is necessary to prepare the public health system for the incorporation of AI. It must be considered as a public management strategy with all that this implies. This should not simply be considered an issue of technological development, but also as the development of the health system as a whole, including changes to training and to work profiles, and how and under what conditions health services are delivered.

   As the EDUS team indicates, “as long as the technology is used for the improvement of the health of the population and with the consent of the users, it can be a fundamental tool for the exercise of the right to health that has been promoted since the Costa Rican constitution was written.”

---

5 Interview conducted for this report.
Action steps

The following action steps are important in Costa Rica:

• It is necessary to incorporate key actors and citizen organisations in the discussion about the advantages and challenges of incorporating AI into public health. It is an extremely important issue for the exercise of the right to health that should not be treated only as a technological development.

• We propose that constructive, collective spaces must be established including a diversity of actors working on the right to health. These should feed into national decision-making forums deliberating public investment and the application of AI in the health sector.

• It is also necessary to demystify the technology and to make it understandable to the general population and to health personnel.

• It is important to continue developing actions to ensure the security of EDUS data, especially data that has already been collected for more than four years. It is currently in the custody of the CCSS, but with few digital security standards.
Introduction

Latin America has a long history of surveillance states supported by weak democracies. Strategies for authoritarian governance have always included spying on civilians and political opponents. While technology has helped society become part of an interconnected world, it has also led to more intensive surveillance practices.1

This report discusses the use of artificial intelligence (AI) for profiling the electorate and tailoring campaign messages using social media. Taking the 2019 elections in the capital Quito as an example, it argues that AI is being used to polarise society as a political strategy to get elected. There is, as a result, a lack of real information available to inform the voting public.

This potential to influence election outcomes is increased when voting is mandatory, and voter turn-out is therefore largely predictable. By simultaneously drawing on government data gathered about citizens, AI becomes a powerful influencer in shaping democracy. However, this undermines the constitutional right to free and fair elections, as the rule of law is overthrown by the rule of Twitter, Facebook and WhatsApp.

A surveillance state

The International Principles on the Application of Human Rights to Communications Surveillance2 (adopted in 2014) define the concept of “communications surveillance” as the process of “monitoring, intercepting, collecting, obtaining, analysing, using, preserving, retaining, interfering with, accessing or similar actions taken with regard to information that includes, reflects, arises from or is about a person’s communications in the past, present, or future.”3 The problem starts when surveillance technologies are available and used when the state’s basic survival is at risk. Ecuador was one of the first countries in the region to use surveillance technology, and was the first in the region to adopt facial recognition technologies.4 In a context where social media platforms like Facebook and Twitter have become tools for social and political control, Ecuador also has one of the many governments that spend significant resources and employ large numbers of people to generate content online in an attempt to shape the opinions of both local and foreign audiences.

What is known as “public information” involves private data, which is collected and stored on an ongoing basis by state agencies. The state now has an accurate x-ray of the population in Ecuador – almost 18 million people as of 2018 – including, through the monitoring of social media, of their desires. There is a dramatic increase of the surveillance of communications by states. This is happening without adequate transparency, nor information being made available to people about the surveillance or use of the data. Communications metadata and regular content displayed on a citizen's social media profiles create a detailed picture of an individual's life, including medical conditions, political and religious viewpoints, associations, interactions and interests.

Like most new technologies, AI has the potential to increase existing problems, reinforce structural inequalities, and superimpose biases. There is also potential for good. However, what we see in countries that experience constant political protests and unrest, which are part of democracy, is a great potential for intrusion into a citizen's life and the chilling effects this has on how democracy is enacted.

---

2 https://necessaryandproportionate.org/principles
3 Ibid.
4 Human Rights Watch has issued several reports on the dangers of surveillance technologies such as face recognition. See, for example, the joint letter to Google published on 15 January 2019 at: https://www.hrw.org/news/2019/01/15/letter-google-face-surveillance-technology
The Ecuadorian government purchased the latest surveillance technology from China in 2014.\(^5\)

While, as mentioned, Ecuador was the first Andean country to have a facial recognition system in place, the extent of its surveillance only became apparent when several newspaper reports were published, particularly in *The New York Times*.\(^5\)

### The use of social media for propaganda: A threat to democracy

During Rafael Correa’s government (2007-2017), trolling became a standard practice on social media and became a part of the public institutional design.\(^7\) There are reports on state-sponsored troll farms that were initially fostered by Correa’s government. They revealed efforts to skew public opinion in favour of its policies and actions for more than a decade. Correa and his supporters even continued this practice after Lenin Moreno’s election in 2017. For example, the Secretariat of Communication said that institutional Twitter and Facebook accounts created by the former government, such as Enlace Ciudadano (Citizen’s Link), were used to disseminate information that was not authorised by the current administration.\(^8\)

Political campaigns in Ecuador are tightly controlled by the Electoral Council that oversees all political campaigning using traditional media. The law governing elections and political campaigning requires political actors to stop campaigning two days before an election.\(^9\)

However, social media and the internet are excluded from these regulations. The exclusion of social media is important for freedom of expression, but it also allows hate speech among candidates to proliferate and the dissemination of disinformation. This is an important deficiency in the law in a country where internet penetration is around 70%, and about 90% of Ecuadorians use a mobile phone.

“Cyber troops” or troll farms are government, military or political party sponsored individuals or groups committed to manipulating public opinion using social media. Added to this is the potential to surveil social media and to build maps of the political and other preferences of the electorate, based on where and how they live and their socioeconomic demographics.

These tactics were also used in elections in countries such as Brazil and the United States with some success by right-wing politicians who managed to fuel the socio-political differences in their countries. The amount of data compiled on social media has inevitably worked to the detriment of civil rights and is now dangerously available without any control or civil supervision. Pattern recognition technology has made it easy for government officials to respond quickly to political crises, or to election result forecasts, in a targeted and effective way.

### The 2019 mayoral elections in Quito

With some exceptions, voting is mandatory in Ecuador.\(^10\) Since 2009, electoral districts have been clearly demarcated, together with citizen registration information. Although gerrymandering is not legal, the demographic divisions of these districts allow for focused campaigning and influencing of the electorate – a potential which is now substantially greater given the surveillance of social media. Social media has become an invaluable open source resource for researchers and political advisors.

Quito, the country’s capital, is one of the largest electoral districts, with over two million registered voters. What happened in the 2019 mayoral elections in the city is the latest evidence of how the mixture of data mining and machine learning can determine the outcome of an election, given mandatory voting and the detailed knowledge of the demographics and desires of voters in districts. Table 1 presents data from the 2019 elections in Quito, where the electoral outcome shows a narrow percentage of votes among all mayoral candidates.

---


\(^7\) http://milhojas.is/62266-troll-center-derroche-y-acoso-desde-las-redes-sociales.html


\(^9\) The Organic Electoral Law states: “Forty-eight hours before the day of the elections and until 5:00 pm on the day of voting, the dissemination of any type of information provided by public institutions is prohibited.” This includes publicity, opinions or images published by traditional media outlets that encourage voters to favouor a particular party. Failure to comply with these provisions results in penalties according to article 277 of the same law. https://docs.ecuador.justicia.com/nacionales/leyes/ley-electoral.pdf

\(^10\) Voting is optional for Ecuadorians between 16 and 18 years of age or over 65, people living abroad, members of the armed forces and national police in active service, people with disabilities, illiterate people, and foreigners aged 16 and up who have resided legally in the country for at least five years and are registered to vote (Article 207, Organic Electoral Law).
These percentages are represented in Figure 1, which shows how the different neighbourhoods in Quito ended up voting along economic divides in the city. For example, the main north and central district is known as a middle- and upper-class neighbourhood, while the south and the northernmost part of Quito are known as working-class neighbourhoods with some areas that have distinctive poverty issues. All of the neighbourhoods were led by the three major candidates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Candidate</th>
<th>Number of votes</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jorge Yunda</td>
<td>296,096</td>
<td>21.39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luisa Maldonado</td>
<td>255,007</td>
<td>18.42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cesar Montúfar</td>
<td>234,442</td>
<td>16.93%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paco Moncayo</td>
<td>246,142 (higher turnout due to the electorate from rural parishes)</td>
<td>17.78%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIGURE 1.
Electoral turnout in the city of Quito by neighbourhood

Jorge Yunda was initially a candidate from the ruling party (Alianza País) and then ran with another party (Unión Ecuatoriana) that supported Alianza País. Eventually, he won the election with just 21.39% of the vote overall. While this can suggest problems with the electoral divisions, and the fact that many candidates were in the race for the position, social media information dissemination strategies by the candidates made it easier for the contenders to succeed by a very narrow margin. The clever use of social media for political campaigning proved effective for Yunda, who benefited from a very fragmented electorate.

Micro segmentation of audiences has been a long-time political strategy when it comes to online media – and there are numerous applications that make this possible. Segmentation offers a targeted profile of the type of person to whom an advertisement can be directed. This allows for focused campaigning in the context of a widely fragmented electorate. Data mining is easy when there are several different kinds of databases available to political actors. There is a wide array of user-friendly data mining apps available to amateur political advisers and even community managers of politicians. Most of them offer a varied range of information regarding the public’s use of social media. Both segmentation and data mining are used effectively when cross-referenced with mandatory voting where voter turnout can be largely predicted.

The election of Yunda as the mayor with only 296,096 votes is a clear indicator that a clever combination of data mining and machine learning can determine the outcome of an election. The question is raised, however, whether this results in a legitimate election.


12 Apps such as TweetDeck, Twitonomy and others. Each of them offers a paid option with more features. AI and machine learning are not as easy, but most training algorithms are available to the public with the use of R, a programming language and environment used for statistical computing, and its numerous support communities.
Conclusion

Mandatory voting combined with the intensive use of machine learning and data mining has become fundamental to political campaigning in Ecuador. It has made voting patterns more predictable, and therefore more open to manipulation. The Quito mayoral elections are a cautionary tale of how the source of citizens’ information is used and the dangers of having it moulded according to someone else’s agenda.

Action steps

Appropriate data laws are necessary for citizens to take back control of their data, and to control the use of AI and data mining that impacts on their everyday lives. In particular, laws that govern the use of social media and personal online data for electoral campaigns need to be developed. Here the International Principles on the Application of Human Rights to Communications Surveillance, which lay the foundation for a framework for privacy, should be drawn on. Unfortunately, they are inadequate due to the immense amount of data harnessed by the state.

Awareness needs to be raised so that citizens understand how critical political discourse is shaped by political figures, particularly during an election. As it is, the system allows for citizens to be manipulated, and requires us to be constantly vigilant in order to overcome the attempts to control and shape our own political viewpoints, and ultimately to control democracy.

---

13 https://necessaryandproportionate.org/principles
Introduction

Ethiopia, with a population of over 105 million people (2017), is the second most populous nation in Africa after Nigeria, and the fastest growing economy in the region. It is, however, also one of the poorest countries, with a per capita income of USD 783, while aiming to reach lower-middle-income status by 2025. This entails significant investment in, among others, energy, transport, quality basic services, and accelerating agro-based industrialisation by expanding the role of the private sector. To this effect, the role of information and communications technologies (ICTs) is important. However, access to ICTs is one of the lowest, with 37.2% penetration of mobile-cellular subscriptions, and 13.9% and 18.6% penetration of mobile broadband and individuals using the internet, respectively.1

Despite the lack of an enabling environment, the artificial intelligence (AI) sector has been a growing phenomenon in Ethiopia over the last five years, with various reports indicating the country is becoming a thriving centre for AI research and development including robotics. This is evident from various initiatives happening, ranging from AI-enabled applications and services to the development of AI-powered robots. While there are promising signs of interest in AI development towards positively contributing to socioeconomic development, there has also been evidence of using the capabilities of AI adversely to violate human rights. In this context, this report tries to explore the thriving AI landscape in Ethiopia to identify its positive contribution to building a better society, as well as how it adversely affects privacy, data protection and social justice issues.

Setting the scene

Being an area of computer science, AI is devoted to developing systems that can be taught or learn to make decisions and predictions within specific contexts.2 The AI currently in use across the world is broadly categorised as “narrow AI”. Narrow AI involves single-task applications for uses such as image recognition, language translation and autonomous vehicles. In contrast, what is known as “artificial general intelligence” refers to systems that exhibit intelligent behaviour across a range of cognitive tasks that are not anticipated to be achieved for at least decades.3

AI is creating an increasing range of new services, products and value-adds in various sectors. AI applications can perform a wide number of intelligent behaviours: optimisation (e.g. in supply chains); pattern recognition and detection (e.g. facial recognition); prediction and hypothesis testing (e.g. predicting disease outbreaks); natural language processing; and machine translation.4

For AI to take root, the digital components supporting the AI landscape such as the internet of things (IoT), cloud computing, broadband and connectivity, and big data need to be developed in countries like Ethiopia. While there is growing potential for large data sets from commerce, social media, science and other sources to become available, Ethiopia, like most other African countries, has the lowest average level of statistical capacity. The lack of data, or faulty data, severely limits the efficacy of AI systems. In this regard, the government of Ethiopia has recognised the importance of data and commissioned the drafting of the National Open Data Policy for the Government of Ethiopia5 in January 2018, which is yet to be approved by the parliament.

Ethiopia has also recognised privacy throughout its constitutional history. The most comprehensive privacy safeguards statement was introduced in the constitution of 19956 which protects the priva-
Seizing the AI opportunity in Ethiopia and its implications

Ethiopia is one of the few African countries to deploy AI solutions at scale. It started small, unlike countries in Africa that attracted global technology giants such as Google’s AI research lab in Accra, Ghana, IBM's AI-oriented research labs in Kenya and South Africa, and Facebook’s African technology hub in Lagos, Nigeria. However, young Ethiopian AI pioneers are still making their mark in global projects. One such initiative is the iCog Labs Software Consultancy, which is an Addis Ababa-based research and development company collaborating with international AI research groups and providing services to customers around the world. The core speciality of iCog Labs includes machine learning-based data analytics, computational linguistics, computer vision, mobile robots and cognitive robotics, and cognitive architecture, and it has a vision that looks towards the widespread introduction of artificial general intelligence.

iCog Labs was launched in 2013 with USD 50,000 capital and four programmers, including the founder and chief executive officer of SingularityNET, a global AI marketplace, and chief scientist of Hanson Robotics, the Hong Kong-based engineering and robotics company known for its development of the interactive humanoid robot “Sophia.” One of the achievements of this ambitious company is its involvement in more than half of the software programming of Sophia. Furthermore, one of its flagship projects is Solve IT (a pun on “solve it”) which is a nationwide competition that runs for seven months each year. It includes teaching young Ethiopians about computer coding and IT hardware and entrepreneurship, and challenges them to find technology-based solutions to community problems. Organised by the US Embassy in Addis Ababa in partnership with iCog Labs and Humanity+, Solve IT showcases the work of enthusiastic young inventors, and the potential of using technology to creatively solve pressing social challenges faced by vulnerable groups and communities.

Other labs are blooming in the country, laying a foundation for AI developers to develop, test and incubate ideas for products and services that address real community needs. For example, EthioCloud allows AI developers to work in Ethiopia's native Amharic language, creating advanced Amharic programming code. It runs on Microsoft’s .NET and C# platforms, and converts Amharic paper documents into editable text, and includes an Amharic text-to-speech conversion system and Amharic translator. There are also other hubs engaged in one way or another in AI-related activities, including iceAddis and blueMoon, and other established technology-led ventures such as Gebeya, an online marketplace for young talent in the IT sector. Ethio Robo Robotics is another recent AI initiative in Ethiopia. It aims to transform access to robotics training in the country by focusing on children to promote the early adoption of AI technologies. It works in partnership with VEX Robotics, a US-based company whose mission is to create tools that educators and mentors can use to shape the learners of today into the problem-solving leaders of tomorrow.

All these developments in the AI sector are met
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8 https://icog-labs.com
9 SingularityNET is a global decentralised AI network that lets anyone create, share and monetise AI services at scale. https://singularitynet.io
11 Sophia is a social humanoid robot developed by Hong Kong-based company Hanson Robotics. It is powered by artificial AI and capable of over 60 different facial mechanisms to create natural-looking expressions. It was activated and made its first public appearance in March 2016 with the ability to display more than 50 facial expressions. Since then Sophia has been covered by media around the world and has participated in many high-profile interviews. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sophia_(robot)
12 https://icog-labs.com/solveit
13 https://humanityplus.org
15 https://www.ethiocloud.com
16 http://www.iceaddis.com
17 https://www.bluemoonethiopia.com
18 https://www.gebeya.com
19 https://ethioroborobotics.com
20 https://www.vexrobotics.com
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with what has been described as a minimal interest in investing in innovative ideas by the Ethiopian private sector. The young innovators complain that local investors would prefer to build an asset than invest in innovation. On the positive side, the government has invested 87 million euros in a technology park called Ethio ICT Village with the ambition of it becoming a centre of excellence for scientific and technological research. Furthermore, the government has also given priority attention to ICT and innovation driving its transformation agenda, through, for example, imposing a quota requiring 70% of students in universities to study in the fields of science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM). At least two universities have devoted themselves to the field of AI. Meanwhile the Artificial Intelligence and Robotics Center of Excellence, promoted by the ministry of science and technology and established under the aegis of the Addis Ababa Science and Technology University, has been set up to create a close collaboration between academia and industry in the fields of AI and robotics.

It is well acknowledged that AI has a tremendous impact on economies and businesses and has the potential to revolutionise societies. However, as with any scientific or technological advancement, there is a real risk that the use of new tools by states or corporations will have a negative impact on human rights. With the Ethiopian industrial parks and integrated agro-industrial parks proliferating across the country, the Ethiopian government aims to enable the manufacturing sector to contribute to 20% of Ethiopia’s GDP and 50% of the export volume by 2025. The question is, with the industrial application of AI gaining momentum, what will be the scale of industrial job losses due to automation?

According to World Bank Development Report 2016 estimates, two-thirds of all jobs are susceptible to automation in the developing world, and the share of jobs at risk of being lost to automation and advanced technologies is about 85% for Ethiopia. The implication is that in the absence of adequate policies, many workers are likely to be pushed into lower-wage jobs or become unemployed, even if temporarily. While technologies create new opportunities and enhance productivity, given the high cost of retooling workers for the future world of work, if the outcome is not mass unemployment, it is likely to be rising inequality. Given the projected effect of automation on jobs and Ethiopia’s vision of becoming a lower-middle-income economy by 2025, there is a need to address the impact of automation through education policy, especially now while the policy itself is currently under revision.

In addition to the potential risk of job losses through the adoption of AI in Ethiopia, there are also concerns about privacy and personal data protection. While the CEO of iCog Labs, who was interviewed for this report, confirmed that they had used videos available freely online in their development of the various expressions they developed for the Sophia robot, it does point to the need for AI practitioners to respect privacy and use data responsibly. Ethiopia faces challenges that threaten privacy and data protection like most other African countries. Among others, one of these threats is the absence of adequate legal, regulatory and policy frameworks given the collection of large amounts of personal data by government entities.

For example, the Proclamation on the Registration of Vital Events and National Identity Card allows the collection of personal data and the transfer of this data to various institutions including intelligence authorities without the consent of data subjects. Without regulatory safeguards, the law also authorises the storage of sensitive data in a central database. Likewise, the incumbent telecom operator, Ethio Telecom, collects a lot of personal information to register SIM cards. A customer needs to provide detailed information including name and address, a photo ID, and a signature before one can purchase a SIM card. Another concern is the use of surveillance technologies by government law enforcement agencies to gather personal data without putting in place regulatory mechanisms to protect personal data.

---


22  ethioictvillage.gov.et/index.php/eng
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Furthermore, AI also has the potential to impact negatively on freedom of expression. Using irresponsible social media activism and fake news that has recently catalysed ethnic tension and violence in the country as a pretext, the government has proposed to pass a new law on hate speech. Although hate speech is a growing concern, it also has to be handled with care given the potential of new technologies such as AI to manipulate video, audio and images. For example, “deepfake” technology uses machine learning to help users edit videos and add, delete or change the words coming right out of somebody’s mouth. Such emerging technologies can exacerbate the potential risk of AI and its implications for human rights and social justice if not responsibly used by the public, corporations, the state and other stakeholders.

Conclusion

Ethiopia’s AI landscape is surrounded by both optimism and fear; optimism as to the potential that AI has for economic and social development, and fear of its human rights implications. While increasing youth enrolment in STEM fields and supporting AI innovation brings about economic benefits through the creation of new job streams, AI also has negative consequences with regard to the susceptibility of the country to job losses due to automation. Given the impact on future jobs, there will be demand for retooling, and its associated cost will contribute to rising inequality. While the government is accelerating agriculture-led industrialisation through establishing industrial parks across the country, the anticipated impact on unemployment is likely to be reduced given the take-up of automation in the manufacturing industries. With unemployment ranging at different times between 16% and 26%, the negative impact of AI on jobs would be significant. Furthermore, the increasing rate of unemployment in Ethiopia, particularly among young, college-educated people, presents a challenge to economic development, placing the onus on the government and universities to develop future-ready skills for the technology sector.

Governments have the main responsibility to protect human rights. They act as the primary guarantors of these rights, and should be held accountable when rights are not realised. In this regard, they have both a positive and negative role to protect and to refrain from interfering in the citizens’ exercise of their rights and freedoms. In many ways, the internet – and particularly emerging technologies – have opened ways for the exercise of many rights and freedoms while at the same time challenging them. Examples include online hate speech, fake news, surveillance, or privacy issues. In this regard, the main role of the government is to ensure the balance between freedom and protection, rights and responsibilities. This maintenance of the right balance requires the government to engage the private sector, civil society and other stakeholders in respecting human rights, including in the design, development and delivery of its own digital services.

Action steps

Ethiopia can reap the benefits of AI if the Ethiopian government, investors and other stakeholders can equip workers with 21st century skills, and reform laws and education to meet the demands of the digital economy. To this end, the following actions are proposed:

- Ensure that the education development roadmap currently under discussion is forward-looking so that it integrates AI studies in the educational system and meets the demands of tomorrow’s economy.
- Review the national ICT policy so that it embraces new emerging technologies including AI, big data, IoT and cloud computing.
- Put in place legal frameworks with respect to privacy and data protection, taking into account the African Union Convention on Cyber Security and Personal Data Protection.
- Build a sound statistical system that adapts to the emerging data revolution.
- Promote the thriving innovation labs so that they can leverage innovations across industrial parks in the country.
- Manage the industrialisation process in order to ensure gender-responsive outcomes that benefit women and girls, including society as a whole, through the removal of barriers to equity.

34 https://au.int/sites/default/files/treaties/29560-treaty-0048_-_african_union_convention_on_cyber_security_and_personal_data_protection_e.pdf
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Introduction

This report argues for the use of natural language processing to protect women and girls from being harassed online. By tracking how people communicate with each other, we will be able to limit the ways in which messages of harassment are sent and who they reach. To protect the greatest number of at-risk users of social media, civil society organisations and companies like Facebook (which also owns WhatsApp and Instagram) need to work together to protect human rights that are currently being violated.

Context

Women and girls all over the world are targets of online harassment, stalking, and so-called “revenge porn”. In extreme cases, harassment that started online has turned into murder. These kinds of behaviour need to be stopped in the quickest and most straightforward way possible.

The Gambia is no exception – young girls are falling victim to many forms of online harassment and abuse. Recently, a video of a high school girl wearing her school uniform and dancing “inappropriately” with a boy went viral. Subsequently the girl was expelled from school. When human rights activists reached out to the school to review their decision, one of their best teachers said if the girl came back to school he would quit. The Ministry of Education failed to address this. This young girl had a bright future ahead of her and now she will carry around the shame and trauma of this incident for the rest of her life, effectively limiting her future opportunities. We believe that if used in the right way, artificial intelligence (AI) has the power to limit these stories.

Social media in The Gambia is not as widely used as it is in the West, but almost everyone uses WhatsApp (which was acquired by Facebook in 2014). WhatsApp will be the focus of this report, but the impacts of online harassment can be far reaching across all platforms around the world.

Politically, the time is right in The Gambia for something like this to be taken seriously and pursued. Currently the country has no policies or regulations in place dealing with online harassment, nor does it have any legal consequences for perpetrators. This is something that was brought up at the national Internet Governance Forum (IGF) and West African IGF that happened locally in July 2019.

Gender bias in AI: How women’s needs are neglected

The most basic indicator of diversity is gender, and AI is a male-dominated field. According to the World Economic Forum’s latest Global Gender Gap Report, only 22% of AI professionals globally are female compared to 78% who are male. The biggest problem with this is that when male developers create their systems, they incorporate, often in an unconscious way, their own biases in the different stages of their creation.

There are already many examples of biases in AI that have been found to be impeding the success of women in a variety of fields:

- Several reports have found that voice and speech recognition systems performed worse for women than for men.
- Face recognition systems have been found to make more errors with female faces.
- Recruiting tools based on text mining can inherit gender bias from the data they are trained on.

AI is impacting on the lives of millions of people around the world, from Netflix predicting what movies people should watch to corporations, governments and law enforcement deciding who gets a loan, a job or immigration status. When AI systems make biased, unjust decisions, it has real-world consequences for people – very often impacting

---
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on women and people of colour. Researchers have found that AI systems will spit out biased decisions when they have “learned” how to solve problems using data that is exclusive and homogeneous – and those mistakes disproportionately affect women, people of colour, and low-income communities.

There are also many layers of biases in AI. One is the “unknown unknowns” which appear after the AI system is complete. Karen Hao writes:

The introduction of bias isn’t always obvious during a model’s construction because you may not realize the downstream impacts of your data and choices until much later. Once you do, it’s hard to retroactively identify where that bias came from and then figure out how to get rid of it. In Amazon’s case, when the engineers initially discovered that its tool was penalizing female candidates, they reprogrammed it to ignore explicitly gendered words like “women’s”. They soon discovered that the revised system was still picking up on implicitly gendered words – verbs that were highly correlated with men over women, such as “executed” and “captured” – and using that to make its decisions.

Amazon’s system taught itself that male candidates were preferable for many jobs based on the data it had been built on.

Dealing with the “unknown unknown” – or predicting online harassment

For the preparation of this report, meetings were arranged with victims of online abuse and harassment. These meetings were with students from age 13 to 16. The aim was to understand how they are being targeted and what kinds of things are happening to them. These students were representative of various socioeconomic backgrounds and ranged from public, private and international schools.

All the students concurred that if they had a circle of 10 friends, more than half would either have been or are being targeted online by men, many of whom they do not know, and some who have positions of power in the victim’s life. All the girls said that they do not know how to address these kinds of problems as there is a culture of silence in The Gambia, and when girls do speak out the blame falls on their shoulders. All the girls who were present at these meetings said that they were targeted on WhatsApp and Facebook – both platforms that use AI to manage messages and track behaviour.

The issue is not that AI is being used; the issue is how the AI is built and the gaps that exist in its learning. As suggested, the risk exists in the fact that the learning mimics that of its creator, which can make the problem of gender inequality worse by not addressing it consciously when the AI is developed. So, if a male developer does not see online harassment as a key problem with the internet, it is unlikely to receive much attention in the development of the AI system.

The problems presented here can be easily rectified if civil society organisations and governments come together to gather stories from victims that can be used in the design of AI systems. For example, the creators of the AI can use the messages and behaviours from these interactions to teach the AI which messages to block and how to ensure users who are attempting to harass women and girls are tracked and managed properly.

Julie Teigland writes:

Women need to be builders and end users of the AI-enabled products and services of the future. By shifting the perception, and role, of women within society, we can correct the digital bugs that perpetuate existing bias and make the AI lifecycle more trustworthy. Technology can do many great things, but it cannot solve all our problems for us. If we are not careful, it could end up making our problems worse – by institutionalizing bias and exacerbating inequality.

The problem of online harassment is clearly manageable and solvable. Monitoring text communication using AI can be done, and natural language processing can be introduced to AI systems that already exist to filter voice messages. Natural language refers to language that is spoken and written by people, and natural language processing attempts to extract information from the spoken and written word using algorithms.

A typical human-computer interaction based on natural language processing happens in this order: (1) the human says something to the computer,
(2) the computer captures the audio, (3) the captured audio is converted to text, (4) the text’s data is processed, (5) the processed data is converted to audio, and (6) the computer plays an audio file in response to the human. But there are many other uses for natural language processing:

- Chatbots use natural language processing to understand human queries and respond.
- Google’s search tries to interpret your question or statement.
- Auto-correct is a lot less frustrating these days thanks to deep learning and natural language processing.¹¹

By applying the existing text and voice management technology to the serious human rights problem of online harassment, we will be able to protect every vulnerable user from being harassed, abused, and even murdered.

Conclusion

At the Gambian IGF and the West African IGF, both held in The Gambia in July 2019, these topics were addressed. It was concluded that the internet space needed to become safer for all users and this issue will be raised again at the global IGF.

By implementing natural language processing in AI systems used around the world, one glaring problem arises, which is that the kinds of messages sent to victims could be similar to messages between consenting adults – for example, through sexually explicit flirting, or “sexting”. If the AI has learned how to protect victims of harassment and abuse, then it will block consensual messages as well. But, in our view, the well-being of millions of young girls and women should be protected over the ability of some to be able to send explicit messages.

Civil society organisations and governments need to come together to ensure that proper policies on online safety exist, proper consequences for perpetrators of harassment are in place, and that stories of harassment are collected as they happen so that social media platforms can better teach their AI systems, and install proper reporting tools. AI is a new domain that needs new policies and procedures, but it is critical that all countries have them in place – and soon, as these issues are happening every day to society’s most vulnerable groups, and they need to be protected.

Everyone has conscious and unconscious biases about a variety of things, and AI has the potential to overcome but also to inherit/perpetuate biases. We need more women in AI to make sure AI systems are developed by women and for women’s welfare.¹² A gender-responsive approach to innovation will help to rectify the bias that is already built into the system; however, it requires thinking about how we can better leverage AI to protect the most vulnerable users globally.¹³ Once we can secure the most basic human rights online, women and girls around the world can use the power of the internet and social media to empower themselves and their communities beyond what can be imagined today.

Action steps

The following action steps are necessary in The Gambia:

- Collect stories and messages from victims of online harassment to feed into the design of AI systems. While text- or image-based harassment can be easily monitored, AI can also learn speech patterns to block voice messages.
- Civil society organisations need to pressure social media platforms to adapt the AI used in their systems so that they block attempts at harassment of women and girls online. Reporting tools need to be implemented that monitor online harassment more strictly, with real consequences for the perpetrators of these behaviours.
- Civil society organisations need to work together to ensure that victims of online harassment have a safe place to report incidents and get the help they need.


Machine-readable humans

As technology has made our lives easier, it has also numbed us to the potential threats that can be posed by new forms of “convenience”. Putting one’s iPhone in front of your face to unlock it with FaceID, instead of entering a short string of numbers, is an alluring prospect for some, but the impact of the development and proliferation of human-sensing technologies has broad societal repercussions, particularly for society’s most vulnerable.

We are subjected to distributed-yet-persistent digital surveillance, where sensors that are able to discern minute details from our bodies have been installed all around us. Because no two sets of fingerprints or irises or voices are exactly the same, each human body contains physical identifiers that are unique to the individual. Using computer vision technology combined with algorithmic decision making, biometric identity management and access control systems capture and analyse our permanent, immutable characteristics, and are being increasingly used for automated surveillance. 1

These systems, while claiming to differentiate, classify and categorise people, are however flawed due to biased data and technical limitations. Though constrained by various limitations, the systems have become increasingly adopted by both companies and governments to streamline surveillance.

With biased assumptions built into training of models, and flawed labelling of training data sets, this class of technologies often do not differentiate between who is surveilled; anyone who passes through their sensor arrays are potential subjects for discrimination.

Surveillance does not happen in a vacuum. The use of biometric and automated access control mechanisms is increasing globally at an alarmingly high rate: India’s compulsory Aadhaar biometric ID system has records from well over a billion individuals, while 23 million people were blocked from travelling in China last year due to their low social credit scores. 3 Biometric access has now become a gatekeeper to both basic services and the freedom of movement.

Automated facial recognition in action

Biometric surveillance and access control involves the computational analysis of parts of a person's physical attributes – fingerprints, facial features, retina or voice. In order for a system to recognise one's immutable characteristics, they must compare input against a database to identify key features. When the result of a facial feature map leads to a particular conclusion about the subject being surveilled, which is dynamically generated by an algorithm, this is known as “automated facial recognition” (AFR).

Sometimes this AFR takes the form of verification: is a person who they say they are (or, more accurately, do the physical characteristics being “scanned” by a system match the system's records for this person)? In other cases, however, biometrics are used to analyse or extrapolate an aspect of a person's identity. An automated biometric system might be looking to see if a person is a child or adult, or seek to classify one's ethnicity and age. Other, more invasive forms of AFR might be assessing someone's sexual orientation, 4 or assigning a score pertaining to the likelihood that they will commit a crime. 5

Over the past few years, both the German government and the European Union (EU) have turned
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2 “Many companies report high accuracies using a data set called Labeled Faces in the Wild, but this data set only contains 5,171 people. Most large cities are in the millions. What works for 5,000 doesn’t necessarily work for 5 million.” Interview with AFR researcher Adam Harvey, 11 June 2019.
to biometric systems as they deal with a humanitarian crisis. Political instability brought about by the Syrian civil war and the rise of ISIS threatened the lives of millions of people, triggering one of the largest mass migrations of externally displaced persons in the 21st century. As millions of people fled war-torn lands, Europe witnessed a massive influx of refugees and asylum seekers. In 2015, the German government granted asylum to one million refugees, a decision that would further galvanise xenophobia through political propaganda, and, within two years, propel a far-right political party into a strong position of political power. The government’s response to the crisis was to create a new biometric identity system for refugees, a system that was eventually integrated into a new EU-wide biometric identity management surveillance system that went far beyond its original intent. By 2019, biometric surveillance and algorithmic policing had become normalised to the extent that members of the European Parliament (MEPs) voted in favour of the creation of a biometric database that would centralise law enforcement, immigration and other information on over 350 million people.

**Surveillance-as-a-service: Bodies and borders**

Biometric sensors often use new algorithmic processes to leverage existing infrastructure. In Germany, where there are 6,000 CCTV cameras scattered throughout the country’s roughly 900 train and metro stations alone, existing capacity for a widespread surveillance network is already in place. Unlike in the past, however, when there were not enough humans to watch all the recorded video, meaning that much footage was seen only in cases where evidence of crime was needed, recent advancements in computer-vision AI can now “watch” CCTV footage in real time and automatically notify authorities when something “suspicious” has occurred.

---
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Sometimes, seemingly benign uses of new technologies can show how ill conceived technology implementation can be. Algorithmic-driven biometric systems are inherently problematic not only because there is so much cultural and ethnic diversity in humanity, but also because, in a day and age where characteristics like gender are fluid, such systems may be built on data sets that are developed using binary parameters and rudimentary perceptions of performative-based gender analysis.

**Prevailing winds**

The origins of Germany’s biometric identity registries coincided with the large uptick in refugees and asylum seekers into Germany and the EU in 2013 that had been triggered by the war in Syria and other instability. An EU system centralised the identity of those seeking asylum in the EU along with their fingerprints into a unified database called the Eurodac system. The system, and its Automated Fingerprint Identification System (AFIS), were created to facilitate the “Dublin Regulation”, which stipulated that refugees apply for protection in (and only in) the first European country that they arrive at. All asylum seekers, regardless of the location of their asylum claim, would now also have their fingerprints and photos aggregated in the Eurodac.

While EU legislation was rolling out its biometric registry for refugees, Germany was developing its own plans. In December 2015, the German cabinet approved a measure establishing the creation of identity cards for refugees. Former German Interior Minister Thomas De Maiziere, who oversaw the issuance of the new identity card, was a proponent of a form of social engineering. He alarmed advocates when he spoke about the need for “Leitkultur”, the idea of instilling dominant (German) cultural values in refugee seekers.

The implementation of biometrics would soon reach German citizens. Documents revealed by the German media in 2016 showed a draft plan by the Interior Ministry to deploy AFR in areas ranging...
from shopping malls to train stations and airports.\textsuperscript{16} The plan received some push-back at the time from opposition parties and the media. In June the following year, a resolution from the Conference of Independent Data Protection Authorities of Federal and State Governments (DSK) stated the threat to society posed by AFR technology in no uncertain terms: the “use of video cameras with biometric facial recognition can completely destroy the freedom to remain anonymous in public spaces. It’s practically impossible to evade this kind of surveillance, let alone to control it.”\textsuperscript{15} Despite such a warning, the technology was not put on hold.

One high-profile case from 2017 that shocked the nation saw a German army officer publicly named Franco A. charged with a terror-related plot to assassinate German officials all the while posing as a Syrian refugee (the charges were later dropped for lack of evidence).\textsuperscript{16} Prosecutors disclosed that the man was looking to frame refugees in a “false flag” attack and thus further degrade public opinion toward asylum seekers.\textsuperscript{17} Because the army officer and would-be terrorist had been able to enrol for asylum seeker services posing as a Syrian, the government decided that biometrics could prevent a repeat of the incident. Yet another biometric regime was implemented for refugees and asylum seekers, as the government proclaimed “no more Franco A.s.”\textsuperscript{18} This system saw the roll-out of speech analysis, which the government claimed could analyse linguistic dialects to verify a place of origin.\textsuperscript{19}

In 2017, an AFR pilot project deployed by the Interior Ministry, German federal police departments and Germany’s Deutsche Bahn rail company\textsuperscript{20} was introduced into one of the capital’s sprawling metro systems. Known as Safety Station Süd kreuz, the programme enrolled 300 individuals who volunteered to have their faces used to help train the system in exchange for a EUR 25 Amazon voucher.\textsuperscript{21}

In other parts of Germany, individual states have implemented their own AFR schemes. Section 59 of a 2019 Saxony police law, titled “Use of Technical Means in Order to Prevent Serious Cross-border Crime”, created a new security zone 30 kilometres into Saxony from the Czech and Polish borders. The civil society group Digital Courage\textsuperscript{22} warned that “the planned border surveillance places large parts of Saxony under some sort of state of emergency,” adding that this was a “statement of distrust toward our Czech and Polish neighbours”\textsuperscript{23} and “by implementing these changes, the Saxon Judiciary and Police will take on characteristics of a preventive state.”\textsuperscript{24}

In line with the DSK’s 2017 statement, certain elements of the German government seem to be coming around to the idea that algorithmic governance is a pressing issue. In June 2019, while speaking at an AI conference in Dresden, German Chancellor Angela Merkel again addressed the need for automated decision-making technologies to be deployed under more formal governance oversight mechanisms: “We need [regulation], I’m convinced of that. Much of that should be European regulation.”\textsuperscript{25} Unclear, however, is how Germany will balance privacy, the politicisation of domestic security issues and EU data-sharing regulations.

By January 2019, the Schengen Information System (SIS II) alone contained nearly 240,000 fingerprints,\textsuperscript{26} a further expansion of AFIS.\textsuperscript{27} In April 2019, MEPs passed legislation establishing the creation of the Common Identity Repository (CIR). A shared Biometric Matching Service will provide “fingerprint and facial image search services to
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troubling domestic threat began to emerge. The rise of well-trained, highly organised, overtly violent far-
right groups have evaded surveillance and in certain cases – like that of Franco A. – actually attempted to
carry out atrocities while on the government's payroll. In fact, more than 400 cases of right-wing extremism
in the German army alone were under investigation as of April 2018,30 and by mid-2019, Germany's do-
mestic intelligence service, the Federal Office for the Protection of the Constitution (BfV), was aware of
24,100 right-wing extremists in Germany, more than half of whom were thought to be "violence-orient-
ed".31 While refugee dialects were being analysed, the messages of the violent right-wing movement were finding new, home-grown adherents.

Blindspots and camouflage
Originally, fingerprints of asylum seekers and visa applicants in Europe were entered into a highly re-
stricted database, searchable by only certain law enforcement agencies under specific protocols.32
Over time, however, biometric records were repur-
posed for more general security screening. The infusion of biometric surveillance in German society has taken a few years and in many cases occurred in a piecemeal fashion. What was once billed as a sys-
tem to verify refugee identity and status has built up an invasive capacity; the ability to police the most vulnerable has given way to a European-wide access control mechanism based on immutable physical characteristics.

When policies are reactive to hyperbolic rhetoric, the result can be turning a blind eye to actual threats to a peaceful society. On 2 June 2019, Ger-
many was shocked by a politically motivated assassination of an outspoken pro-immigration politician by a man who, despite a long history of anti-immigrant violence, was not present on the “watch list” of the BfV.33 Walter Lübcke, a regional leader from Merkel's CDU party, was shot in the head by a handgun at close range outside his home in Kassel in central Germany's Hesse. The same month, the BfV reported that a group of 30 extrem-
ists, most of whom were associated with Germany's police or military, had used police databases to compile a list of the names and addresses of 25,000 people, most of whom were active in various political parties and, according to Deutsche Welle (DW), Germany's public international broadcaster, supported “pro-refugee” policies.34

Despite calls from policy makers and AI experts, public figures must do more to educate themselves and the public regarding the shortcomings of this new technology. Some of this education involves a critical re-evaluation of what AFR fundamentally is. “Decision makers need to highlight policy around data sourcing and consent,” said Adam Harvey, a Berlin-based researcher and artist who studies biometrics database. ZDNet. https://www.zdnet.com/article/eu-votes-to-create-gigantic-biometrics-database

Conclusion
Despite the push by some of Germany's leaders to increase the cultural assimilation of refugees, the worrying prospect of a society-wide surveillance state powered by biometric access control mechanisms now looms large over the entire German society. In a
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Conclusion
Despite the push by some of Germany's leaders to increase the cultural assimilation of refugees, the worrying prospect of a society-wide surveillance state powered by biometric access control mechanisms now looms large over the entire German society. In a
country where 20th century atrocities still loom large, evident in discussions on education, and in the recent offer of reparations to Holocaust survivors, the country’s approach to how it deals with the world’s most vulnerable is a new test of a nation’s resilient openness. With the rise of an automated infrastructure, individuals and advocates must be vigilant to safeguard human rights protections. Depending on the system design for algorithmic decision making, certain attributes – like being a police officer or member of the military – may lower the risk score of an individual, yet the number of enlisted extremists is mind-blowingly high.

The non-unified approach by German states and the federal government to both domestic laws and EU obligations put the most vulnerable at risk of having their rights eroded by algorithmic bias and automated discrimination. As biometric systems enter our lives, we also run the risk of normalising invasive surveillance. AFR can also lead to automated human rights abuses, or at least can take humans out of the loop in safeguarding against decisions to ensure that human rights are upheld. In 2018, a record number of refugees were deported from Germany to other EU countries. If this trend is exacerbated by xenophobic policy making or reliance on biased data sets, innocent people may be deported or denied entry into Germany.

German activists working on such issues have warned that “in a free democracy, there is no place for mass surveillance.” Ubiquitous AFR can also have a chilling effect on people’s actions, as the prospect of “always being watched” by the state can “nudge” our actions for fear of reprisal. Such systems do not appear overnight, however, and the slippery slope from “security” to draconian social control is often paved with seemingly mundane technological steps. Yet once biometric databases like the CIR are accessible by enforcement agencies, regulatory oversight is needed to protect (and deter) against adversarial and unsanctioned actions.

Advocates should see this as a local, regional, national and international issue. Once a person’s biometrics are entered in a database, they in many ways are at the mercy of automated systems. Perhaps the only way for someone to be completely safeguarded from automated biometric bias is for the systems to not exist at all.

Action steps

While biometrics are increasingly being used for surveillance, identity management and access control, such a deployment entails cooperation of a wide range of actors. For activists, this means pressurising companies, appealing to governments and lobbying members of parliament.

- **Transparency:** “There may be many more data sets that we don’t yet know about that are private,” noted Adam Harvey, the AFR researcher.

- **Direct advocacy:** Activists can put pressure on private companies who may seek to sell their biometric access control technologies to governments. Advocacy, geared towards boycott calls, labour-based organising such as employee walk-outs, and other direct-action campaigns have been shown to be effective in some cases.

- **Research:** By unmasking the origins of data sets and procurement practices for the data contained in the data set, advocates can learn more about potential biases in data procurement, labelling and use.

- **Legislative lobbying:** Create model legislation and replicate strategies used by cities like San Francisco to ban AFR use by municipalities.

- **Strategic litigation:** Contest the constitutionality of regulations by governments to prevent the aggregation of various aspects of their surveillance infrastructure.

---


41 Interview with AFR researcher Adam Harvey, 11 June 2019.


Introduction
The National Strategy for Artificial Intelligence, released by NITI Aayog (the Indian government’s policy think tank) in June 2018, underscores the government’s policy intent to mainstream artificial intelligence (AI) in critical social and economic infrastructures. Out of the 10 focus areas identified by the Artificial Intelligence Task Force, constituted by the Ministry of Commerce and Industry, the education sector has seen the most successful public-private partnerships (PPPs) to deal with some of the institutional gaps plaguing the sector.

With AI being a data-hungry technology, it becomes increasingly problematic when it is trained on the sensitive personal information of marginalised populations through service delivery in key social infrastructures like education. This is especially concerning given the current lack of a data protection regulation in India and the concomitant carve-outs for state functions in public service delivery. Moreover, the draft data protection bill which is currently tabled before the parliament does not contain explicit provisions on algorithmic decision making, including the right to be informed of its existence and the right to opt out, unlike the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).

The impetus behind the deployment of AI has outstripped legal and regulatory development in the area, leaving a governance vacuum over a general-purpose technology with unquantifiable impact on society and economy. Given the multidimensional and cross-cutting risks and opportunities that this poses, along with complex and dynamic ethical challenges, it becomes imperative to study and understand use cases to inform and work towards context-sensitive AI governance frameworks.

Institutional AI in the Indian technology and education paradox
The use of technology in education in India traverses the unequal realities of two facets of the country. On one hand there is the segment of the population with access to digital, social and economic resources and on the other there is the vast majority for whom even basic institutions of social infrastructure offer rudimentary support at best. Private investment in education technology – or EdTech – is a burgeoning industry which clocked a valuation of USD 4.5 billion globally in 2015. As per data from the research firm Tracxn, out of the 300 Indian start-ups that use AI as a core product offering, 11% are based in the education sphere.

India’s digital learning market was valued at USD 2 billion in 2016 and is projected to grow at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 30% to reach USD 5.7 billion by 2020. However, the product offerings that result from these significant investments either aim to offer tutoring services, improve learning outcomes, or provide customised learning, all of which serve to leverage and augment the agency of the first segment of the population. The uptake, adoption and usage of these services proceed through the notice and consent protocols of informed consent due to service requirements of digital distribution platforms like Android’s Google Play Store or Apple’s Apple Store.

However, institutional applications of AI are based on public data collected by the government through service delivery, especially with regard to the social protection of marginalised, underserved and vulnerable populations, and are not undergirded by the need for adherence to data protection principles. Moreover, a joint reading of the draft data protection bill and judgement of the Supreme

2 https://www.aitf.org.in
Court on the use of Aadhaar biometric information for exercising state functions of public service delivery highlights the exemptions from informed consent or other complementary data protection protocols for state functions aimed at social and economic inclusion. This begs the question as to how the sensitive personal data of citizens, especially of the marginalised, are to be protected within institutional applications of AI through PPP arrangements which lack transparency on the commercial service commitments, data protection protocols and safeguards, data-sharing arrangements and processes of labelling and annotation. These are further compounded by the gaps in explainability, framing, deployment and application.

One of the most pervasive problems within the Indian public education system has been low retention rates beyond primary education, with even lower rates for girls. In one of the first institutional applications of AI in the social sector in the country, the Government of Andhra Pradesh, in partnership with Microsoft, implemented machine learning and analytics through its Azure cloud platform to predict and prevent public school dropouts. This report aims to use this partnership as a case study to throw into sharp relief the contextual parameters and questions that must be taken into account when evaluating institutional applications of AI in society and developing ethical governance frameworks that can answer to contextual nuances of the application taking cognisance of the actual incidence of its impact. It might also help highlight issues that would be helpful for future deployments in the sector to address, given that the NITI Aayog plans to scale up this project with Microsoft on the basis of the Andhra Pradesh experience.

Identifying parameters of algorithmic decision making and its implications for justice and inclusion

Literacy levels in Andhra Pradesh have been the second lowest in the country, with one of the highest percentages of school drop-outs, most of whom come from farming families or those involved in agriculture. It also topped the list of the highest number of female school drop-outs, with seven out of 10 girls dropping out of school before they reach the 10th standard. In partnership with the Government of Andhra Pradesh, Microsoft offered its Azure cloud computing platform with machine-learning and analytics capabilities as a part of the overall Cortana Analytics Suite (CAS) to develop a predictive model for identifying school drop-outs in the state. The project commenced with a pilot of a little over 1,000 schools and 50,000 students and has now been rolled out to all 13 districts covering 10,000 schools and five million children. The aim of the project was for the information gathered and analysed to be made available to district education officers and school principals who could then deploy targeted interventions and customised counselling.

Data was triangulated from three databases in order to build the data pipeline for the project. This included the Unified District Information System for Education (U-DISE), containing school infrastructure information and the data on teachers and their work experience, education assessment data from multiple sources, and socioeconomic data from the UIDAI Aadhaar system. By aggregating these multiple data points from different sources, the aim of the project is to track the students’ journey through...
the education system by providing a 360-degree view of students after mapping close to 100 variables. Initial results from the project reaffirmed longstanding notions behind school drop-outs. These include girls being more likely to drop out in the absence of adequate toilet facilities, higher drop-out rates among students failing to score well in key subjects like English and mathematics, which reduces their faith in formal education, along with the role of the socioeconomic status of the family and the wider community to which the student belongs. In a study based on the National Family and Health Survey-3, it was found that drop-outs tended to be higher among children belonging to minority Muslim families, scheduled castes and scheduled tribes. Further, children belonging to illiterate parents were four times more likely to drop out than those belonging to literate parents. The possibility of children of non-working parents dropping out is also relatively high.

Anil Bhansali, the managing director of Microsoft Research and Development, had told the online news outlet The Wire in 2016 that the CAS suite deployed in the project “can provide a lot of useful insight as long as you pump in the data and the right modelling,”21 with “right modelling” being the operational phase. With algorithmic decision making coming to play an increasingly significant role in institutionalising individual and systemic bias and discrimination within social systems, it becomes important to evaluate the processes through which these are pervasively deployed.

Data choices: The pilot project was restricted to students of the 10th standard. This is because, according to Bhansali, the 10th standard represents one of the few inflexion points when one takes their first standardised tests and after which a reasonable number of students drop out on their way to 11th standard. Another likely reason is that 10th standard results are already online and the education department has access to gender and subject grading data through examination hall tickets.22

Educational assessment information for lower classes entails the herculean task of having to be digitised in order to be of use in a machine-learning system.23 However, it is also the case that the drop-out rates are the highest in secondary education (standards 9 and 10),24 coinciding with the completion of standard 8 after which midday meals are no longer provided, which are a major factor driving school attendance.25 Those who continue beyond standard 8 to reach standard 10 show a comparative degree of resilience to the non-provision of these sorts of interventions aimed at ameliorating the disadvantageous socioeconomic conditions behind school drop-outs. Therefore, using such data as a training model for the system misplaces the inflexion point and thereby undermines other structural and intersectional socioeconomic issues driving high rates of school drop-outs during the transition to secondary education from standard 8 to standard 9. This leads to elision of the structural socioeconomic parameters that constrain equitable access to resources.

In addition, the U-DISE database containing information about teachers’ work experience does not necessarily map the effectiveness or efficacy of a given teacher and their contribution to better learning outcomes well.

Modelling and inferences: Data choices are not the only criteria determining the questions on inclusion and justice. Decision making regarding the input processes that develop the statistical models and inferences made are equally significant in determining the incidences of impact that a given machine-learning project is likely to have in the areas of its intervention.26 Given the lack of transparency on the decision-making process, the insights gained from news reports on the subject show that the input process in developing the model involved a combination of existing knowledge, beliefs, and findings about the factors driving school drop-outs, coupled with the convenience of digitised data.27 Since the extent to which these data were interpreted with bias during the input
process is unclear, the extent to which biased socio-economic profiles based on caste, gender and religion played a role in determining the drop-out rate, versus structural and institutional barriers, is also unclear. Moreover, it is not unlikely that such models can then influence seat allocations within higher education and government services based on such profiles, undermining India’s constitutionally guaranteed affirmative action protections for marginalised and vulnerable groups.

This highlights the problem of using existing knowledge and statistics in an ahistorical and acontextual manner without duly quantifying the structural and institutional indicators that produce such inequalities in the first place. For example, if the model shows that a Scheduled Tribe girl from Jharkhand is more likely to drop out of school in the absence of a targeted intervention, could this lead to fewer seats allocated in higher education, and reservations in government services for women from the community? Moreover, coupled with data choices, it is unclear to what extent the data trained on standard 10 would be effective in predicting drop-out rates in the transition phase from upper primary (standard 8) to secondary school (standards 9 and 10) where arguably the driving factors are more structural and institutional as compared to performance in a given set of subjects.

**Service agreements and data protection:** Data sharing within PPPs is unclear due to a lack of transparency, especially in a country like India, which is yet to have its own data protection law but harbours high aspirations of becoming the world leader in AI adoption, deployment and innovation. Bhansali has said that the data is stored in data centres located in India and is tied to the Andhra Pradesh government’s account, and that Microsoft cannot own it or repurpose it. While Microsoft might not own or repurpose the data, it is unclear whether it does or does not have the same rights over the insights generated out of processing of such data. It is also not clear what bespoke – or customised – data protection safeguards were incorporated, if at all, within the public-private agreements. An evaluation study of Microsoft’s cloud computing shows that irrespective of the geographical location that a customer selects to locate their data, Microsoft warns that customers’ data, including personal data, may be backed up in the United States (US) by default. Moreover, if any beta or pre-release Microsoft software was used or there was back-up of web or worker role software in any of its cloud services, data would be stored or replicated in the US. The movement and replication of data increases the attack surface. These fears are not allayed given that Microsoft is the second most targeted entity after the Pentagon, and Andhra Pradesh leads in the leakages of sensitive personal data of its constituents.

**Conclusion**

Given that AI systems are increasingly aiding state institutions in the allocation of resources, it becomes imperative that they align with principles of non-discrimination rather than perpetuate existing misallocations by creating pervasive systems of privilege being trained on unrepresentative data sets and models.

Significant international multilateral and multistakeholder attention has been diverted towards developing ethical governance frameworks for AI. This includes the OECD Principles on AI, the European Commission Ethical Guidelines for Trustworthy AI, as well as the Toronto Declaration: Protecting the Right to Equality and Non-Discrimination in Machine Learning Systems, along with attention in other digital policy global initiatives like the United Nations High-Level Panel on Digital Cooperation.

However, these provide broad-based principles without adequately applied examples, which delimit

---
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30 “Web Role is a Cloud Service role in Azure that is configured and customized to run web applications developed on programming languages/technologies that are supported by Internet Information Services (IIS), such as ASP.NET, PHP, Windows Communication Foundation and Fast CGI. Worker Role is any role in Azure that runs applications and services level tasks, which generally do not require IIS. In Worker Roles, IIS is not installed by default. They are mainly used to perform supporting background processes along with Web Roles and do tasks such as automatically compressing uploaded images, run scripts when something changes in the database, get new messages from queue and process and more.” Source: https://cloudmonix.com/blog/what-is-web-and-worker-role-in-microsoft-azure

31 Calligo. (n.d.). **Microsoft Azure and Data Privacy.** https://calligo.cloud/wp-content/uploads/Azure-Data-Privacy-Stack.pdf?utm_campaign=Hybrid%20Azure&utm_source=hs_automation&utm_medium=email&utm_content=69182393&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-8ez2YnyrNnJnouMWxrv8oaYAllLo_vii8iapwbo3HTVVRg1zWY94jmAKBS7WuDTWc-U1f_NPubBqS1tezcAa3mZlYI7w8_hsmi=69182393

32 Ibid.


34 https://www.oecd.org/going-digital/ai/principles


their uptake and applicability and serve to act as an “alternative or preamble to regulation”, thereby diluting “state accountability and rights-based obligations.” These also serve to act as light-touch non-discrimination norms that provide the leeway for businesses to not actually engage with non-discrimination principles within data choices, modelling, design and application, thereby ending up entrenching discrimination by making inequalities institutionally pervasive.

A second approach, which is a technical approach, aims to ensure fairness, accountability and transparency (FAT) in AI systems. However, the FAT approach fails to identify structural socioeconomic indicators to contextualise the principles of non-discrimination within systems design.38 It has been argued that multilateral commitments to universally agreed human rights principles with regard to AI would serve to strengthen the intended application of both these approaches.39 However, all approaches must be accompanied with evidence-based case studies to develop principled processes like algorithm impact assessments, explainability, transparency of commercial contracts, etc. with a clear understanding of learnings from use cases, and the role of different stakeholders within the process, rather than principled outcomes like trustworthy AI and fair and ethical machine-learning systems.

**Action steps**

The following advocacy steps are suggested for India:

- **Risk sandboxing**: Regulatory sandboxing40 and data sandboxing41 are often recommended tools that create a facilitative environment through relaxed regulations and anonymised data to allow innovations to evolve and emerge. However, there also needs to be a concomitant risk sandboxing that allows emerging innovations to evaluate the unintended consequences of their deployment. Risk sandboxing is envisaged as a natural progression from regulatory sandboxing in which the product is tested for its decision-making impact on vulnerable and marginalised populations on the basis of non-discrimination principles.

- **First stage process-based transparency**: While there has been much discussion about the need for explainable AI to counter the black-boxing phenomenon underlying AI’s opaque decision-making process, there needs to be a first-level transparency with respect to the inputs into the model development process, data choices, and platform capabilities and jurisdictions.

- **Disclosure of service agreements**: There need to be disclosure of service agreements within PPPs deploying AI technologies to understand the data protection commitments and data-sharing practices.

- **Mapping contextual parameters of knowledge used in modelling**: Studies that constitute knowledge about a given subject area are the result of divergent research objectives which should be evaluated for their relevance and bearing to the machine-learning system being deployed before they are factored into predictive modelling. Moreover, socioeconomic and structural indicators – such as caste, gender and family income in conjunction with how that caste group fares overall in the economy – must be identified and mapped into the model along with transparency on the decision making that maps these indicators to train the machine learning system.

- **Representative data choices**: The data on which a machine-learning system is trained must be representative of the population in which it is to be deployed.

- **Recommendations structured on non-discrimination principles**: Recommendations must be structured on non-discrimination principles. This should be done, for example, to avoid instances when an AI system recommends fewer STEM (science, technology, engineering and mathematics) courses for women because the data shows women are less likely to take up STEM subjects.

---


38 Ibid.

39 Ibid.

40 Regulatory sandboxing allows for a controlled environment with relaxed regulations that allows a product or innovation to be thoroughly tested out before being released for public use. It involves a set of rules that allow innovators to test their products within a limited legal environment subject to predefined restrictions like limitation on exposure, time-limited testing, pre-defined exemptions, and testing under regulatory supervision. Source: https://cis-india.org/internet-governance/files/ai-in-india-a-policy-agenda/view; pubdocs.worldbank.org/en/7701714768121898530/Session-4-Pavel-Shoust-Regulatory-Sandboxes-21-09-2016.pdf

41 Data sandboxes allow companies to access large anonymised data sets under controlled circumstances to enable them to test their products and innovations while keeping in mind privacy and security compliance requirements.
Pune, a city of 6.4 million people in western India, is home to a smart sanitation project that aims at building resilient and sustainable sanitation solutions in the city. Artificial intelligence (AI) is one of the potentially transformative technologies currently being considered in this project.1 Real-time collection and monitoring of data through sensors, as well as analytics and insights at scale, means that the use of AI systems can be beneficial.

Current data collection through sensors will impact the design and development of AI systems in the future. Questions of how this data is created, where it arises from, what types of analytics and insights are being recorded, which areas of work are made more efficient, and who benefits from smart sanitation remain to be answered.

This report aims to highlight the importance of situating AI systems in context by analysing how Pune’s smart sanitation project interacts with the societal fabric within which it is being developed. We explore two pointed questions. First, what AI systems are planned to be deployed and how are they being designed and developed? And second, how does this impact caste and gendered systems of labour undergirding sanitation work in India?

Context
Pune has consistently ranked as one of India’s top smart cities since the launch of the Smart Cities Mission (SCM).2 In 2017, the Pune Smart City Development Corporation signed a memorandum of understanding with the University of Toronto and the Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) Bombay to use AI to make it a truly smart city. This is in line with the National Strategy for AI, published by the National Institution for Transforming India (NITI Aayog) in June 2018, which identifies smart cities as a key area for AI intervention in India.4 In August 2017, Pune’s Municipal Corporation announced plans to make Pune the world’s first smart sanitation city.

Pune’s smart sanitation project lies in the intersection of five key imperatives of the Indian government. The first is the SCM, a centrally sponsored policy seeking to enhance 100 cities by improving the “quality of life” in a “sustainable environment” using “smart solutions”, while driving economic growth.6 Smart solutions envisaged under this policy range from e-governance solutions such as e-service delivery and video crime monitoring, energy management solutions such as smart meters and harnessing renewable energy, and waste management solutions such as the circular use of waste as energy and compost and the reuse and recycling of water.6 The second is the Swacch Bharat Mission (SBM), also a centrally sponsored policy, which aims to achieve safe, sustainable, cost-effective and “universal sanitation coverage”, making India “open defecation free” by October 2019. The third is Digital India, an initiative that is closely related to SCM,10 and is geared towards providing digital infrastructure to every citizen as a core utility, and

---

5 Express News Service. (2017, 1 September). PMC partners with TBC to become ‘Smart Sanitation City’. The Indian Express. https://indianexpress.com/article/india/PMC-partners-with-TBC-to-become-Smart-Sanitation-City-4823309
7 SCM Guideline 2.6.
8 SCM Guideline 2.5.
9 The term was defined as follows: “ODF is the termination of faecal-oral transmission, defined by: 1) no visible faeces found in the environment/village; and 2) every household as well as public/community institutions using safe technology option for disposal of faeces.” See Government of India Letter no.@-11011/3/2015-SBM dated 9 June 2015.
transforming India into a digitally empowered society and knowledge economy. The fourth is the National Urban Innovation Stack (NUIS), a central government initiative using layered digital infrastructure to provide all stakeholders with “digital tools and platforms, standards, specifications and certifications, and enable greater coordination and integration amongst them.” The fifth is the National Strategy for Artificial Intelligence, which contemplates the need for AI to propel inclusive economic growth and social development, with smart cities as a key area of AI intervention.

The government views the convergence of these policy imperatives as desirable. Our report focuses on sanitation workers – largely women from Dalit communities — who are hired by the municipality as labourers through a contractor and therefore often fall outside of labour laws. Sanitation work refers broadly to all safai kam or “cleaning work” ranging from sweeping streets, collecting and transporting garbage, to cleaning sewers. Cleaning workers are considered polluted and impure by upper castes, due to which Dalit communities, treated as ordained by birth for such labour, are excluded from other occupational opportunities. That sanitation workers are largely Dalit women means that they are marginalised in an altogether qualitatively different manner: by upper-caste women and men on account of being Dalit, and by Dalit men on account of being women.

Some states have introduced government employment for sanitation work, open to persons from all castes. Non-Dalit candidates have filled about half of these posts because of the economic benefits and job security in government posts. However, some upper-caste candidates use these posts as a stepping stone to permanent posting, after which they transfer to other governmental departments. As succour to Dalit workers who have been dispossessed by non-Dalits, some states have begun to mandate that Dalit communities shall be prioritised for sanitation posts. Nevertheless, governmental intervention in this realm has further marginalised Dalits, without undoing the stigma attached to cleaning labour. The key issue that states have failed to address is that Dalit workers who used to earn a living from sanitation work are unable to access alternative opportunities for work.


SCM Guideline 14.2.


The Constitution of India abolishes the practice of untouchability and requires parliament to punish the enforcement of disabilities arising from untouchability (Article 17). To this end, the Scheduled Caste and Scheduled Tribe (Prevention of Atrocities) Act, 1989, criminally punishes practices arising from the system of untouchability. Nonetheless, untouchability manifests in new ways.

B. R. Ambedkar, political theorist, chairman of the Drafting Committee of the Indian Constitution and a towering caste scholar has this to say: “[I]t is clear that according to the Hindu Shastras and the Hindu notions, even if a Brahmin did scavenging, he would never be subject to the disabilities of one who is born a scavenger. In India, a man is not a scavenger because of his work. He is a scavenger because of his birth irrespective of the question whether he does scavenging or not.” Ambedkar, B. R. (1945). What Congress and Gandhi Have Done to the Untouchables. Bombay: Thacker and Co.


14 SCM Guideline 14.2.

15 Kadlak, H., Salve, P. S., & Karwade, P. (2019, 19 March). The separability of caste and sex is easy for those who are subordinated on the basis of one marker and privileged by the other (such as upper-caste women), but is virtually impossible for those who are either privileged (upper-caste men) or subordinated by both markers (Dalit women). See MacKinnon, C. (2016). Sex Equality. (Third edition). Foundation Press.


18 The Constitution of India abolishes the practice of untouchability and requires parliament to punish the enforcement of disabilities arising from untouchability (Article 17). To this end, the Scheduled Caste and Scheduled Tribe (Prevention of Atrocities) Act, 1989, criminally punishes practices arising from the system of untouchability. Nonetheless, untouchability manifests in new ways.

19 B. R. Ambedkar, political theorist, chairman of the Drafting Committee of the Indian Constitution and a towering caste scholar has this to say: “[I]t is clear that according to the Hindu Shastras and the Hindu notions, even if a Brahmin did scavenging, he would never be subject to the disabilities of one who is born a scavenger. In India, a man is not a scavenger because of his work. He is a scavenger because of his birth irrespective of the question whether he does scavenging or not.” Ambedkar, B. R. (1945). What Congress and Gandhi Have Done to the Untouchables. Bombay: Thacker and Co.

20 The caste system is built on the subjugation of all women, as Ambedkar had argued as early as 1916. However, the feminist movement in India has not successfully reckoned with this reality and has been criticised for engaging in advocacy using an upper-caste lens. See Ambedkar, B. R. (1917). Castes in India: Their Mechanism, Genesis and Development. Indian Antiquary, XI, I. http://www.columbia.edu/itc/mealac/pritchett/00ambedkar/txt_ambedkar_castes.html


26 There is some evidence that the State of Mizoram has successfully dislodged the stigma attached to cleaning work by hiring tier four government employees who are required to serve in turns as sanitation workers, peons, office assistants, etc. Pisharoty, S. B. (2019, 20 March). For Sanitation Workers in Aizawl, Stigma Isn't a Problem. The Wire. https://thewire.in/rights-for-sanitation-workers-in-aizwal-stigma-isnt-a-problem
sanitation work called “manual scavenging” – the manual cleaning of faecal matter – owing to the caste-based origin of confining this labour to only certain Dalit communities. However, the prohibition on such hiring is lifted if protective gear or devices are provided to the workers. From a human rights perspective, as Special Rapporteur Leo Heller reported to the 39th session of the UN Human Rights Council, protective gear does not eliminate the stigma associated with manual scavenging or cleaning labour, which continues to be the only occupational opportunity available to 1.3 million Dalits in India. While “eradication of manual scavenging” was stated as a policy imperative in the SCM guidelines, further details were not forthcoming until 2017. The scant guidance in the revised 2017 guidelines does not have anything to say on the varieties of sanitation work outside manual scavenging.

Designing and developing Pune’s smart sanitation: A closer look

The Union Ministry of Urban Development stated in May 2016 that it did not plan to privatise the management of basic utilities such as sewage treatment in smart cities. However, private sector involvement is key to the financing of a smart city plan under the SCM. In Pune, the “Smart Sanitation Economy” was the vision of the Toilet Board Coalition (TBC) – a business-led partnership that is offering technical assistance to the Pune Smart City and the Pune Municipal Corporation (PMC). The “Smart Sanitation Economy” aims to lower costs of delivering sanitation by tapping a yet untapped market of health care and other services around the sanitation system. The other two mutually reinforcing “economies” of interest for the TBC are the “Toilet Economy”, comprising businesses looking to buy and sell toilet products and services, and the “Circular Sanitation Economy”, which replaces traditional waste management practices, and comprises businesses capturing toilet resources such as urine and faecal matter for producing fuel, reusable water, compost and organic fertilisers, bio-plastics, etc.

Our research and interviews indicate that in the “Toilet Economy”, toilets will be privately established and operated. Sanitation workers will thus be hired by private entities, either as employees or as contract labourers, and it is unclear what legal regime will regulate their hire.

Democratic accountability and responsiveness

The question of democratic accountability in smart cities generally is vexing. In the Pune case, the Pune Smart City is a special purpose vehicle (SPV) – a limited company held by the state and the PMC – to whom rights, obligations and powers of the PMC are to be delegated. However, this requirement does not convey the exact terms of the relationship between the PMC and the SPV, or delineate...
the hierarchy of authorities. Members of the Pune Smart City are largely bureaucrats, and to a lesser extent politicians, assisted by consultants for technical support, monitoring and evaluation, fund-raising from the market, as well as procuring implementation agencies. Such conferral of decision-making powers in unelected bureaucrats raises questions about the democratic legitimacy of the smart city.

Scholars have also expressed concerns about the class of citizens who will be consulted in the design of smart cities. What demographics are represented at Pune Smart City’s “Citizen Engagement meetings” remains to be studied. At least two such meetings for discussing smart city projects were conducted in housing-societies in the local area chosen for smart city development, which comprise citizens with home-owning or renting capabilities. We are unable to find evidence of the attendance of citizen labourers servicing the smart city. The absence of participatory planning, failure to account for all citizens’ needs or conduct social audits has effaced the “citizen-government interface” even in past urban-renewal missions in India. India needs to reckon with this deficit in the democratic responsiveness of smart cities to citizen residents.

The deployment of “smart” solutions such as sensors in internet of things (IoT)-enabled toilets as a business use case – designed to maximise efficiency – as opposed to a public sector use case that accounts for human costs, further reduces democratic responsiveness in smart cities. The central concern is that privately deployed efficiency maximising systems need not reckon with human rights baselines that public sector systems do, such as, in this case, the dignity of workers who are confined to such labour owing to their caste identity.

The TBC’s approach is concerned with the citizen toilet users at its core, because it is a business-led coalition attempting to tap a customer base of people without toilet access. However, the state (i.e. the Pune Smart City) is constitutionally required to be accountable to all citizens, including citizen labourers. What instead appears to be happening is a dispersion of governmental power across multiple private, democratically unaccountable actors – from toilet operators to the toilet business in question – who manage and discipline sanitation workers to provide more efficient maintenance. Since the Pune SCM’s toilets will be privately operated, it is unclear how the toilet businesses will be held to norms of constitutional accountability. For instance, what legal recourse exists for sanitation workers who have been displaced from their previous jobs in the municipality’s public toilets, in areas that now have privately operated “smart toilets”? Will toilet businesses running smart toilets be held to the constitutional obligation not to entrench caste-based sanitation work, or to ensure sanitary work conditions? Will the Pune SCM be truly democratically responsive to all its citizens, including citizen labourers from marginalised groups?

Sensors: Governmentality and unrepresentative training data

Sensors form a fundamental building block of Pune’s smart sanitation project by “enabling the collection of new data, feeding new insights, and

---


46 https://punesmartcity.in/about-pscdcl


49 Pune Smart City. (2018, 19 December). Pune Smart City continues with its Citizen Engagement Program campaign in Housing Societies to build awareness regarding the mission. https://punesmartcity.in/स्वच्छता-स्मार्ट-कार्यक्रम-%E2%80%93-पुणे-विश्व-स्मार्ट-सिटी/; Pune Smart City. (2018, 19 November). Pune Reaches Out To Housing Societies for Awareness Through Citizens Engagement Program, https://punesmartcity.in/%E0%B8%AA%E0%B8%B5%E0%B8%95%E0%B8%B1%E0%B9%88%E0%B8%A3%E0%B8%9B-%E0%B9%80%E0%B8%87%E0%B8%82%E0%B8%87%E0%B8%B1%E0%B9%87%E0%B8%AD%E0%B8%97%E0%B8%94%E0%B8%AD%E0%B8%B1/


51 Cheryl Hicks, executive director of the TBC, stated: “We are a corporate-led coalition started because companies saw a business opportunity in sanitation. The 2.5 billion people without toilets are customers that they don’t have.” When asked about the large numbers of the urban poor, she responded: “That is why the companies formed the coalition, because the people without toilets, the poor, are customers they don’t have.” Civil Society. (n.d.). ‘Sanitation is the fortune at the bottom of the toilet’. https://www.civilsocietyonline.com/business/sanitation-is-the-fortune-at-the-bottom-of-the-toilet


53 A sensor is a machine that observes the environment and converts physical quantity into signals. The physical quantities that can be measured are numerous – including air quality, blockages, temperature, movement, humidity, etc. For a more detailed explanation on sensors, see: 3Bplus. (2018, 4 November). How do smart devices work: sensors, IoT, Big Data and AI. https://3bplus.nl/how-do-smart-devices-work-sensors-iot-big-data-and-ai
creating Sanitation Intelligence." 54 At least one smart solution in the Pune case uses sensor data for building self-cleaning toilets. The GARV toilets, 55 some of which are installed in Pune, have sensors triggering floor and toilet-pan washing mechanisms. 56 However, other smart solutions appear to rely on transferring sensor data to a control centre to enable local municipal authorities that take care of urban planning and resource management – usually called Urban Local Bodies (ULBs) or the PMC in this case – to make data-driven decisions. Regardless of the solution, one must ask what data is being collected, what decisions will be made based on such data, and by whom.

When data from sensors is assimilated in the command and control centre, the centre becomes a one-stop-shop for data acquisition, assimilation and analytics. The end result is a digital map of the entire city. 57 According to the TBC Interim Report on the progress in the Pune smart sanitation project, as of November 2018, “sensors” include footfall sensors to understand user numbers, sensors in treatment plants to understand flow and quality of toilet resources, and sensors within a toilet to detect pathogens and other indicators. 58 Data from these sensors will be used to improve efficiency and management of operations, including managing peak usage times, and disease prevalence in communities.

The TBC Interim Report suggests that smart public toilets will produce a layer of “city intelligence” on “operational status of toilets triggering maintenance and cleaning”, which will be used by ULBs to “adjust stockage and deploy maintenance.” Likewise, smart public toilets will also produce a layer of “business intelligence” on “scheduling maintenance and customer usage patterns”, which will be used by the toilet-operating businesses to improve “consumer communications” as well as by the on-ground operators to “optimize service levels.” 59

This is ostensibly a laudable development for citizen toilet users, especially considering that the TBC’s aim in Pune is to develop “new models” in products, services and infrastructure, to “scale up access, usage and behaviour change” in India. 60 A closer look, however, indicates that citizen labourers do not figure anywhere in this scheme – an issue of utmost gravity given the caste and gendered nature of sanitation work in India.

As mentioned, sensor data used as envisaged aids the ULB, the business or on-ground operators to monitor the condition of toilets for either deploying maintenance or optimising service delivery. We worry that this will amount to a round-the-clock surveillance of sanitation workers tasked with the maintenance and cleaning of toilets. 61 The dispersion of governmental power across multiple private, democratically unaccountable actors – from toilet operators to the toilet business in question – for managing and disciplining sanitation workers 62 to provide more efficient maintenance, further multiplies the avenues for surveilling the sanitation workers. 63

In addition to the worry that sanitation workers will be subjected to a top-down surveillance 64 aimed at more efficient management of the smart toilets, we also worry that their needs will not be captured in the data sets that will be created using

---

55 https://www.garvtoilets.com/about.html
59 Ibid.
63 See Levy, K. (2015). The Contexts of Control: Information, Power, and Truck-Driving Work. The Information Society, 31(2), 160-174, in which she finds that “[t]ruckers, a spatially dispersed group of workers with a traditionally independent culture and a high degree of autonomy, are increasingly subjected to performance monitoring via fleet management systems that record and transmit fine-grained data about their location and behaviors” and further that “managers make use of electronic monitoring (and the data it generates) to control workers by making their day-to-day practices more visible and measurable.” Noopur Raval notes regarding Levy’s findings that the worker is “no longer accountable to a single or limited set of entities (human boss, customer) and is now, instead, constantly being monitored” and that such “fine-grained surveillance of truckers’ behaviour [...] also causes a fundamental shift in how efficiency is determined and who gets to determine how to structure the organization of daily work in order to maximize overall work done.” Raval, N. (2019). Advances in Computing and the Future of Work. (Unpublished draft.) https://www.academia.edu/38459868/TLSDraftPaper_Raval.docx
sensors (i.e. data collection from the ground up). Sensors at present are collecting data only on the use of public toilets (including footfall, frequency of usage, air quality, etc.) and the state of sewer water treatment plants (to manage flow, blockages and leaks). Sanitation workers are conspicuously absent from these data sets, and consequently, from the digital map of the smart city. In other words, no data is collected for the potential of alleviating the work load of sanitation workers, minimising sanitary hazards by providing protective equipment and gear, or enhancing the sanitary conditions of their labour.

The digital map of the city is thus selectively built, with dark spots in data sets overlapping almost entirely with marginalised groups. As data sets embed prevalent intersectional caste, class and gender biases, the digital map of Pune’s smart city will ignore and thus doubly marginalise already underrepresented groups. Sensors, being one of the primary points of data collection within the smart sanitation system, will feed data directly into the design and development of potential AI systems. AI applications that focus on gaining insights from data will use machine learning – a process of generalising outcomes through examples. This means that data sets have a direct and profound impact on how an AI system works – it will necessarily perform better for well-represented examples, and poorly for those that it is less exposed to. The marginalising of sanitation workers no doubt predates the use of technology in sanitation. It is precisely that marginalisation that will be further normalised and solidified through dark spots in data sets.

Communities at the margins of data collection are often those who need to be counted most – making the nature of data set creation crucial.

This seems to be a pervasive blind spot across government initiatives. The NUIS, for instance, contemplates empowering field-level employees by providing tools and knowledge for their everyday work, and providing city administrators with data and intelligence. It is not clear who field-level employees are. Given that they are expected to have formalised tasks and deliverables, it appears that they are operators of infrastructure, and not the workers hired by the operators. Consequently, we worry that while improving citizens’ ease of living is a purported aim of the NUIS, citizen labourers including sanitation workers and their needs are not contemplated in the NUIS’ core data infrastructure.

Conclusions

Smart cities are currently envisaged and framed as a business opportunity. In the process, we have lost sight of the responsibility of the state in smart cities. In studying publicly available documents on the SCM, SBM, Digital India, NUIS and the national strategy for AI as applied to the Pune smart sanitation project, we find that the needs and perspectives of only citizen toilet users and citizen residents are reflected in the development of the smart sanitation project. The design of “smart” solutions, that are pervasive and IoT-based, indicates a dispersion of governmental power across several private, democratically unaccountable actors, to better discipline and manage citizen workers servicing the smart city.

Consequently, while the rights and ease of living of citizens are purportedly a central concern of smart cities, not all citizens’ needs and perspectives are reflected in designing “smart” solutions. The turn to technological solutions that are designed, developed and deployed by private actors, as a substitute for public services and obligations, benefits the citizen consumer but further marginalises the citizen worker, thus aggravating extant worries on democratic accountability and responsiveness of smart cities in India. The SCM generally also bears testimony to this fact, by permitting area-based development that encompasses less than 10% of the Indian population. Studies have found that lower-income groups are suspicious of smart city initiatives as they view it as a vehicle for gentrification and driving them away from certain areas in cities.

Examining the crucial data stage of Pune’s smart sanitation project, we learn that the design of data sets at the bedrock of the Pune Smart City


are also likely to be unrepresentative and embedded with bias. Decisions made at this stage undergird how systems function, define their goals and parameters for success, and influence the ways in which systems can be used. It is important for data collection and creation efforts within the Pune Smart City, therefore, to work on being inclusive and non-discriminatory throughout the process of building “smart” systems, not just at the stage of outcomes.

One overarching learning from studying the disparate impact of the above policies on Dalit women sanitation workers is that the condition of the most marginalised citizen groups ought to be at the centre when designing policies and initiatives. While the potential of AI systems to transform Pune’s sanitation crisis is deliberated upon aggressively by a variety of stakeholders, current debates must also focus on where systems are deployed, how systems impact the marginalised, and what axes of power these systems entrench.

**Action steps**

The following lessons can be drawn from the smart sanitation project in Pune:

- Centre the perspectives of those persons and communities lying at the intersection of many axes of disadvantage, such as caste, class, gender and ability, prior to and while designing policy, instead of studying social impact after the fact.
- Be critical of AI as a socio-technical and not just technical system, i.e. do not only worry about accuracy, but critique the very existence of systems, their placement, and their beneficiaries.
- Focus on bringing about transparency in government procurement of privately developed technology for public service delivery. This is one of the only ways in which the constant obsession with the “business case” for programmes will be combated.
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Introduction

Italy is the second biggest manufacturing country after Germany in the European Union (EU), and one of the main university and research centres. Because of this, the use and application of artificial intelligence (AI) in the country has advanced and spread. While this is most notable in robotics applied to the industrial sector, there are a number of experimental projects using AI in the country, including in the media sector. Recently, another area that has been developing fast has to do with building so-called “smart cities”, with a vast number of start-ups specialised in making services more accessible to citizens in various fields (health, education, social assistance, unemployment benefits, etc.). There is also strong and lively research activity on the ethical consequences of AI, including decision-making processes assisted by AI, and on related issues such as the regulation and self-regulation of media and social media, especially in the context of elections, hate speech, fake news, and child protection online.

Governments in the country, over the years, have had different approaches to and interest in AI. The centre-left government that was in power from 2013 until the beginning of 2018 was pushing hard (both in the country and in international forums such as the G7) to develop common policies on AI. In 2017, the Ministry of Economic Development launched a special fund (called “Industria 4.0”) to finance the introduction of AI and digital innovation in the traditional industrial sectors.1 The plan was a huge success, and increased investment, especially in the automotive industry, but also in the pharmaceutical and energy sectors.2

Outlining some AI initiatives in the media sector in Italy, this report argues that the current political climate in the country and a fragmented civil society are making the ethical regulation of AI very difficult. It nevertheless identifies two potential policy windows for activists to push for a human-rights approach to AI implementation.

Laboratories for innovation in the media sector

In Italy, AI applications in general (and particularly in the media sector) have been mainly developed in areas where there are a lot of repetitive tasks and where using a human for a task adds little value to the job at hand. The two AI-based services of particular social relevance in the media sector have been developed in the areas of increasing accessibility for people with disabilities and the automatic archiving of digital multimedia files.3

For example, Radiotelevisione Italiana (RAI, the national public service media), through its research centre based in Turin (CRITS), is working on numerous AI applications aimed at making accessible radio and TV programmes for the elderly and people with disabilities. This work is the result of a new 2018-2027 framework agreement between the government and RAI, which aims to increase the percentage of programmes for people who are hard of hearing and those with reduced vision, and even deaf and blind people.4

RAI has developed three prototypes for new services based on AI that are now in the testing phase: Virtual LIS (short for Lingua dei Segni Italiana, Italian Sign Language), a virtual weather forecast using LIS, and Stretch TV.

Virtual LIS is a system that automatically converts voice audio into sign language using a 3D virtual interpreter. The first tests using LIS have been for weather forecasts.

1 https://www.mise.gov.it/images/stories/documenti/investimenti_ impresa_4.0_eng.pdf
3 Obligations are mentioned in the new service’s contract with RAI for 2018-2022, published in January 2018. The services to increase accessibility are covered in Article 25 of the contract. www.rai.it/dl/ doc/1521036887269_Contratto%202018%20testo%20finale.pdf
Stretch TV is a system that can slow down the speed of TV programmes – both images and audio – by 10% to 20%, so that even the hard-of-hearing can easily follow dialogue. As part of EU-funded projects, RAI has also developed an archiving system for video and film using AI.5

There are many of these kinds of activities in the country, often implemented as part of EU research consortia.

One particularly interesting project involving media research is called “Femicide Storytelling”, run by the University of Turin (within the PRIN project).6 Using AI, the project gathers data on cases of femicide and violence against women that are reported in newspapers and on radio and TV. These are then categorised and mapped against existing socio-demographic data in order to create a framework for predicting crimes against women. This is one of the most advanced experiments in big data in the country. While preventing crimes against women, it can be used to raise public awareness, and produce meaningful stories with a social impact.7

The most important EU project currently ongoing in the country is SoBigData, of which the Istituto Superiore Sant’Anna, based in Pisa, is one of the major actors and coordinators.8 This project also has applications in the field of media research, particularly online.

The idea behind the project is very simple: according to the dominant narrative, big data is the oil of future growth. According to the research project, this narrative is true, but is currently being undermined by the misappropriation of personal data by some big companies that use personal data to make profits.

SoBigData proposes to create the “Social Mining and Big Data Ecosystem”, a research infrastructure that would allow the use of data in a protected environment, and on a collaborative basis, aiming to create a totally new approach to the use of big data. The aim of the project is to create a research community that could use the research infrastructure as a “secure digital wind-tunnel” for large-scale “social data analysis and simulation experiments.” Establishing common ethical principles on the use of algorithms, AI and big data is the pre-condition of making such an ecosystem workable, reliable and sustainable.

7 www.crit.rai.it/CritPortal/?notizia=1553
8 The project receives funding from the EU Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme. See sobigdata.eu/index for more information; a complete description of the project can be found here: www.sobigdata.eu/sites/default/files/www%202018.pdf

9 sobigdata.eu/newsletter
10 According to the last available statistics on 4 August: https://www.socialbakers.com/statistics/facebook/pages/detail/252306033154-matteo-salvini
The Five Star Movement makes most of its decisions using a voting platform called Rousseau, where registered members are called to vote on the selection of candidates for elections, on main legislative proposals and even on internal reform of the party's bylaws.

Consequently, both parties had no great interest to intervene on the matter of the regulation of the internet, because they position themselves as anti-establishment forces, and consider traditional media to be controlled by the main economic and political interest groups in the country. This refusal, however, creates a growing tension between government, civil society, opposition parties and traditional media, but also within civil society, and the same two ruling parties.

This also makes pushing for the ethical regulation of AI difficult in the country. Nevertheless, two potential policy windows remain.

**Policy windows to advocate for the ethical regulation of AI**

**The push for regulating social media**

Despite the government’s reluctance to regulate social media, civil society pressured AGCOM to approve a proposed regulation against online hate speech on 15 May 2019. The proposed regulation is called the “Regolamento recante disposizioni in materia di rispetto della dignità umana e del principio di non discriminazione e di contrasto all’hate speech” (Regulation containing provisions regarding respect for human dignity and the principle of non-discrimination and combatting hate speech).

In Article 9 of the Regulation, AGCOM requires that internet platforms distributing video content:

- Adopt, publish and respect formal codes of self-regulation in which they commit themselves to remove hate speech content and other content violating human rights online.
- Provide quarterly monitoring reports on content identified, removed and penalised.

The regulation was submitted for public consultation before it was adopted. Some of the consulted entities have argued that the media and telecom authority has no mandate to regulate (or even co-regulate) social media and the internet. AGCOM has submitted the proposed regulation officially to the Italian Parliament, which will now have to decide whether to enshrine the regulation as law and formally confirm AGCOM’s de facto mandate on social media.

This proposal potentially opens up the door for further public discussion on ethical principles with respect to the use and implementation of AI online.

**The multistakeholder roundtable**

Another potential avenue where activists could push for the regulation of AI is in a multistakeholder roundtable set up by AGCOM, which contributed to the development of the regulation approved in May. In November 2017, AGCOM created the roundtable in an attempt to guarantee pluralism and to ensure reliable news on digital platforms. This informal, voluntary group has grown over the years, and today gathers around 30 companies, including Google, Facebook and Wikipedia (Twitter has not joined the roundtable yet), institutions and civil society organisations. The job of the roundtable is to come up with solutions to problems that are raised, based on in-depth research and knowledge of the Italian media market.

Since January 2019, it has produced a regular newsletter (called the Observatory on Online Disinformation) and all relevant communication between the authority and the parties involved, such as an internet platform, are discussed publicly and published on its website. For instance, in March 2018 the secretariat of the roundtable addressed a detailed request for explanations from Facebook on the impact of the Cambridge Analytica case in Italy. Another area of concern is the impact of fake news and hate speech on the online world.
During the campaigns for the Italian national elections in March 2018 and for European elections in May 2019, the roundtable agreed on a special strategy to counter possible cyber interference, while some guidelines to guarantee equal access for all candidates to the online platforms were issued.

Conclusion

In the current political turmoil through which Italy is passing, civil society organisations are in a trap. On the one hand they are very involved with institutions in the debate about AI and algorithms, on their implications for society (as seen in some of the projects discussed here) and in the development of regulations. On the other hand, they are paralysed in their advocacy because criticism of how internet platforms operate is considered as an attack on both of the ruling parties (the Five Star Movement and the League), both of which use the internet as a bedrock for their campaigns, including in their attacks on traditional media.

Civil society in Italy is also currently fragmented, with different groups concentrating on their own problems: political parties are worried about trolls and elections; feminist movements are worried about femicide; the child protection movement is worried about the risks of social media for children; minorities and refugee organisations are worried about hate speech and its consequences for their constituencies.

Nevertheless, two avenues for pushing for regulations on AI remain: the current advocacy for the regulation of hate speech online, and the multi-stakeholder roundtable set up by AGCOM.

A further policy window has presented itself with the sudden and unexpected collapse in August 2019 of the populist and right-wing parties that make up the current government. This has ushered in a change of alliances (now populist and left-wing parties), and opened up new perspectives for civil society activism, and for the Parliament. However, what exactly these advocacy opportunities will be is still too early to predict.

Action steps

If the fragmented civil society movement is able to free itself from its current paralysis, then a lot could be achieved with respect to AI. They need to collectively start to push for ethical principles to be incorporated into AI, such as privacy by design in the algorithms that are developed. This could be a successful way to unify movements that at the moment are not cooperating and are working separately, focused on their own battles. In this sense, the Italian tradition of fighting for civil liberties – which resulted in a very detailed and in-depth juridical framework and a modern constitution – could contribute significantly to the European and global debate on AI.

18 AGCOM. (2018). Linee guida per la parità di accesso alle piattaforme online durante la campagna elettorale per le elezioni politiche 2018. https://www.agcom.it/documentazione/documento?p_p_auth=Lw72Rht&p_p_id=101_INSTANCE_2fsZcpGr1zAO&p_p_lifecycle=0&p_p_col_id=column-1&p_p_col_count=1&_101_INSTANCE_2fsZcpGr1zAO_struts_action=%2Fasset_publisher%2Fview_content&_101_INSTANCE_2fsZcpGr1zAO_assetEntryId=94783098&_101_INSTANCE_2fsZcpGr1zAO_type=document
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In a recent landmark ruling, Jamaica's Chief Justice Brian Sykes observed that the government's harsh decision to impose criminal sanctions to enforce compulsory registration by all citizens in a new digital ID system was a remarkable choice “in a democracy where the exercise of executive power rests upon the consent of the governed.”

This report discusses the government's planned use of artificial intelligence (AI) to create a new national identification system (NIDS) as a unique verifier of every Jamaican citizen. The enabling legislation, called the National Identification and Registration Act (NIRA), was approved by Parliament in 2018 under the leadership of the Andrew Holness-led government. It was presented as a means of modernising and integrating a clutch of existing national ID data sources, including census data, tax registration metrics and electoral roll data. Loan funding to the tune of USD 68 million was being provided by the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB) to acquire the supporting AI technology, and to roll out information campaigns and other implementation services related to the nationwide capture of biometric data for machine classification, analysis and storage.

While the overall plan for a national ID system was widely deemed as an important advance for the country’s development, there were some elements of the plan that generated deep public concern and became the basis of a legal challenge by the parliamentary opposition. These included the highly intrusive level of biometric data being demanded, the compulsory nature of the plan, criminal sanctions for non-compliance, and the absence of adequate safeguards for data protection. The scenario that emerged by 2019 was one in which AI was being used to undermine the privacy rights, personal choices and constitutional freedoms of an entire population.

In April 2019, the Jamaican Supreme Court largely agreed with the expressed concerns and handed down a historic ruling, designating the new NIRA law “null, void and of no effect.”

Legislative context

Jamaica is a parliamentary democracy that gained political independence from Britain some 57 years ago, in 1962. Since then, two major political parties, the currently ruling Jamaica Labour Party (JLP) and the opposition People's National Party (PNP), have alternated power, both claiming strong affinity to democracy and the rule of law. The apex of the judicial system is still the United Kingdom Privy Council, but the country's Supreme Court, headed by an independent chief justice, serves as the top court of original jurisdiction. The Supreme Court includes a constitutional division.

Jamaica's independence constitution was amended with bi-partisan support in April 2011 to include a Charter of Fundamental Rights and Freedoms, which established or strengthened a range of key citizen protections. Among other provisions, the Charter specifies that “Parliament shall pass no law and no organ of the state shall take any action which abrogates, abridges or infringes the guaranteed rights.” These rights include the “right to equitable and humane treatment by any public authority in the exercise of any function”; the “right to protection from search of the person and property” without a warrant; “respect for the protection of private and family life, and privacy of the home”; and “protection of privacy of other property and of communication”.

There are as yet no legal provisions in Jamaican law conferring specific protections against the ill effects or misuse of AI systems. However, a March 2010 Cybercrimes Act addresses computer-specific offences, such as unauthorised access to computers.
and illegal data alteration. Amendments to the Act in 2015 offered additional protections as well as stiffer penalties for cybercrime offences. However, a key companion piece of legislation, the Data Protection Act, though in draft form since 2017, has not yet been debated and approved by Parliament. In this regard, the start of the collection of people’s biometric data under provisions of the NIRA in 2018 was deemed by some observers to be premature and troubling.

**NIRA, biometrics and the court**

The NIRA was approved in the Jamaican Parliament in December 2018 over the strong objection of sections of civil society and the parliamentary opposition. The law made formal registration by all citizens compulsory and required them to provide specific biometric information on pain of criminal sanctions. A central registering authority, created by the Act, was mandated to collect identity verifiers, including iris scans and fingerprints and using facial recognition technologies. However, in a departure which many citizens and the parliamentary opposition deemed unwarranted and extreme, the Act also required the capture of vein patterns, and if needed, footprints, toe prints, palm prints and the blood type of citizens and residents. The compilation and analysis of these biometrics were to be executed using big data analytics and pattern recognition technologies.

The new law specified that “(e)very person who refuses or fails, without reasonable excuse, to apply to the Authority for enrolment in the database... commits an offence and shall be liable on conviction to the penalty specified.” The government refused to accede to demands made by civil society and the parliamentary opposition for changes, or even to extend the public and parliamentary debate time before final approval. As a result, the NIRA law was referred by the opposition to the Supreme Court for a ruling on the constitutional validity of certain key sections.

The court’s ruling was delivered on 12 April 2019 in a 309-page judgment, from a panel of three judges, led by Chief Justice Sykes. In his written judgement, the chief justice paid particular attention to the compulsory nature of the law and its recourse to criminal sanctions for non-compliance:

> Here we see the ultimate coercive power of the state being enlisted to ensure compliance – the risk of imprisonment even if the risk is reduced. The learned Attorney General contended that when you have a system of compulsory registration then there has to be a means of enforcement that may be an effective method of ensuring compliance. The policy choice, it was said, was to use the criminal law. This response by the learned Attorney General suggests that persuasion was not thought to be a reasonable option, a seemingly remarkable conclusion in a democracy where the exercise of executive power rests upon the consent of the governed.6

At the end of the detailed written ruling, the judges of the Supreme Court announced that the legislation violated numerous sections of the Charter of Fundamental Rights and Freedoms of the Jamaican constitution. It found that data collection methods and the protocols of intended data use did not sufficiently guarantee respect for and protection of privacy, and that there were insufficient safeguards against the misuse and abuse of the data to be collected.

So riddled was the legislation with what the court deemed unconstitutional clauses, that the judges said they were obliged to disallow the entire NIRA law. Accordingly, the court ruled unanimously that the entire NIRA was “null, void and of no effect.”7

In the event, Jamaica’s first attempt to use AI on an extensive basis for public data gathering and analysis was deemed unconstitutional on the grounds of inadequate attention to the civic, personal, legal and social implications of the Act. According to one commentator, the government had “promoted the transactional value of the technology, rather than the fundamental value of the principles for which it was adopted.”8 In an editorial, the Gleaner newspaper also remarked:

> The Supreme Court’s comprehensive slap-down of the government’s national identification law has implications beyond the need of the Holness administration to reflect deeply on its future approach to the formulation of laws. For it raises questions, too, about our commitment to the Constitution.

The newspaper reminded readers that part of the haste in passing this legislation was related to “the need to meet the Inter-American Development Bank’s funding cycle for a US$68 million loan for the project.”9

---


7 Ibid.


A large part of those loan funds would have been used to acquire the AI technology that would have been embedded in what the law called the National Civil and Identification Database (NCID).

Identity, AI and cyber risks

The proposed new national database in Jamaica was to be a prime site for big data analytics in an emerging global technology environment. According to the Harvard Business Review, the technologies that enable AI, like development platforms and vast processing power and data storage, are advancing rapidly and becoming increasingly affordable. Yet it warns that the successful deployment of AI requires a deliberate policy of “rewiring” the organisation involved in its utilisation. AI initiatives, it argues, face formidable cultural and organisational barriers if not carefully deployed.10

In a similar vein, digital security analyst Sarah Vonnegut says special measures are often needed to safeguard AI-generated and other digital databases. She argues that databases that are important to companies and government organisations are very attractive to hackers and can be vulnerable to numerous forms of attack. One vulnerability is the so-called “buffer overflow” vulnerability, when a programme “tries to copy too much data in a memory buffer, causing the buffer to ‘overflow’ and overwriting the data currently in memory.” Vonnegut says buffer overflow vulnerabilities “pose an especially dangerous threat to databases holding particularly sensitive info, as it could allow an attacker exploiting the vulnerability to set unknown values to known values or mess with the program’s logic.”11

Dana Neustadter, from the internet content design company Synopsys, says secure algorithms are a large part of the value of any AI technology:

In many cases, the large training data sets that come from public surveillance, face recognition and fingerprint biometrics, financial, and medical applications, are private and often contain personally identifiable information. Attackers, whether organized crime groups or business competitors, can take advantage of this information for economic reasons or other rewards. In addition, the AI systems face the risk of rogue data injection maliciously sent to disrupt neural network’s functionality (e.g., misclassification of face recognition images to allow attackers to escape detection). Companies that protect training algorithms and user data will be differentiated in their fields from companies that suffer from the negative PR and financial risks of being exploited.12

In the absence of adequate data security safeguards, it is clear that the extremely sensitive biometric data that were to be collected to create the NIDS in Jamaica would have been especially vulnerable to these and other forms of malicious attack, without legal recourse to a modern data protection act.

While recognising the importance of applying AI and other data-related technologies to create a reliable national database, the merit of the Jamaican Supreme Court ruling is its insistence that the process not threaten citizen rights, freedoms and privacy and that better safeguards be introduced to mitigate the risks to citizen data.

Conclusion

Jamaica now faces the challenge of how to reform and re-establish a national identification system that is within the bounds of the constitution. The new successor legislation has to ensure respect for citizens’ rights to make informed choices about the data being collected and held. While AI will doubtless aid any renewed data gathering effort, care will be needed to ensure robust data protection, secure and reliable data storage and overall data integrity on the principles laid down, for example, by the 2018 General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) of the European Union.13 Jamaica’s own long-pending Data Protection Act will need to be debated and enacted as a matter of priority, and to precede any data collection under any revised ID law.

Against the background of the Supreme Court ruling, the compulsory provisions and criminal sanctions will have to be removed in favour of greater stakeholder consultation, public education and what the Chief Justice calls citizen “persuasion”. The intrusive nature and unwarranted details required in the biometric data being sought from citizens will also have to be reviewed to provide for citizen consent and the provision of advance justification on the part of government for the collection of each type of sensitive biometric data.

**Action steps**

The following steps are necessary in Jamaica:

- It must be recognised that establishing a national ID system is not the sole responsibility of the government; it is necessary that civic, academic, human rights and corporate stakeholders become more involved in hosting public forums on AI, human rights and national ID systems.

- The government itself should re-commit to a thorough legal and policy review in line with the requirements imposed by the Supreme Court ruling. Any new national ID legislation must benefit from extensive public consultations and wider parliamentary deliberations.

- A significant proportion of the loan funds committed to this project by the IDB should be devoted to public education, citizen consultations and to ensure data protection and integrity.

- International case studies on the establishment of successful national ID systems should be produced by the relevant government agencies and used to inform a process of public education towards a new AI-assisted national ID system for Jamaica.

- Finally, the outcomes and recommendations of the 7th National Cyber Security Conference, which was hosted by the Mona ICT Policy Centre at the University of the West Indies in June 2019, need to be made more widely available to government and all other stakeholders.¹⁴
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Introduction

The success of mobile money in Kenya changed lives and has created a good base for many mobile technology-based solutions. Among these solutions are mobile loan services which ride on the mobile system but also involve the use of artificial intelligence (AI).

For the purposes of this report, AI is defined broadly as computer systems designed to perform tasks in a way that is considered to be intelligent, including those that “learn” through the application of algorithms to large amounts of data.1 Because of this, algorithmic decision making will be considered use of AI. Automated decision making is a decision made by automated means without any human involvement. Examples of this include an online decision to award a loan and a recruitment aptitude test which uses pre-programmed algorithms and criteria.2

In the mobile lending process, there are two instances where algorithms sift through data before making decisions. This is in the credit scoring stage and credit referencing stage. The decisions these algorithms make affect the lives of millions of Kenyans every day. In this report, I will highlight the rights enshrined in the Kenyan Bill of Rights that are being affected by the use of AI in mobile lending apps.

The rise of mobile loans in Kenya

Several factors led to the rise of mobile loans in Kenya. The first one is the success of M-PESA,3 a mobile money service by telecommunications company Safaricom. M-PESA was launched on 7 March 2007 and by November that year it had one million active users. The first purely mobile loan product in Kenya was M-Shwari, which was launched in January 2013 in collaboration with the Commercial Bank of Africa.4 Since then other banks and Silicon Valley-sponsored companies like Branch5 have joined the market as service providers, all trying to replicate Safaricom’s M-Shwari success in mobile lending.6

The second factor is a change in banking policy. In 2016, the Kenya Banking Act was amended to cap interest rates at four percentage points above the central bank rate. This policy change led many banks to reconsider their lending business model as it was now less profitable, and they became more cautious about lending to individuals and small businesses. Banks then got into financial technology by launching mobile money lending apps while others formed partnerships with existing telecommunications companies in the mobile money business.7

These initiatives gave the banks new customers and exposed more Kenyans to accessible credit facilities. While this bridged the financial inclusion gap, it also exposed many Kenyans to systems where the information in their phones was used to credit score them.

The mobile lending process

A borrower first downloads a mobile lending application onto his or her mobile phone. For those who want to get loans from institutions allied to their network service providers, the service is accessible

---

3 https://www.safaricom.co.ke/personal/m-pesa
5 https://www.branch.co.ke
7 The general result was that many banks closed their branches and created an agency model similar to the M-PESA model where you could deposit and withdraw money from your account from an agent who doubled up as a grocery seller (M-PESA agents are usually shopkeepers who sell other things as well). Banks started teaming up with telcos which had the reach they wanted and it was cheaper to use their mobile money infrastructure compared to running branches. With this system in place, banks could introduce new credit products with low operating costs.
from their SIM card menu. These USSD-based services are usually available to users who do not own smartphones. For those who download the mobile applications onto their smartphones, the application will install and ask for permission to access their contacts, call logs, messages and in some cases, their social media accounts.

All this is done to enable the loan service providers to get data to enable them to create a profile of the borrower. These mobile lenders end up having access to a large volume of consumer data whose deployment is unregulated, and consumers are becoming concerned.

After downloading the application, one usually feeds in personal identifiers such as your name, phone number and national identification number before the system “calculates” how much you can get as a loan. The money will then be deposited in your mobile money account, from which you can withdraw or use it anywhere, any time.

When one fails to repay a mobile loan, the service providers usually try to reach out to you to remind you to pay up. But not all do that. Some have automated systems that send out warning messages before sending the customer’s name to a credit reference bureau (CRB) as a loan defaulter, hence affecting their credit score.

The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) came into force in May 2018 in the European Union. While it is foreign to Africa, it does have an impact on the continent as it applies to entities that process and hold the personal data of data subjects residing in the European Union, regardless of the company’s location. This includes any entity on the African continent that conducts business with European companies or deals with EU data subjects.

Those who do not comply with the regulations face legal fees or fines and these consequences do not just apply to businesses within the EU. Many countries like Kenya are trying to comply by enacting data protection laws that are modelled after the GDPR, which is deemed to be the global regulatory “gold standard” for the protection of personal data of consumers.

Article 22 of the GDPR restricts service providers from making solely automated decisions that have a legal or similarly significant effect on individuals. Applied to the Kenyan context of mobile loans, the algorithmic decision-making processes in the lending cycle, from the moment of credit scoring to after the possible default of payment by a borrower, including the listing of defaulters at CRBs, should have human intervention. This is especially the case in the latter part of the process, which affects a borrower’s ability to borrow again.

Relevant constitutional rights in Kenya

Consumer protection rights

Article 46 of the Constitution of Kenya provides for consumer protection rights. These rights require businesses to provide consumers with enough information that will enable them to protect their economic interests. These rights back up all the rights listed below and are fleshed out by the Consumer Protection Act, 2012.

Right to access to information

This right is enshrined under Article 33 of the Constitution. This right may be used to defend the right to informed consent. The approach in Kenya since the enactment of the access to information law is that citizens have a right to information that affects them. This can be manifested via an entity providing the information and publishing it on its website or via individuals requesting specific information that affects them and their rights. In the case of mobile loan business entities, they are doing a poor job in consumer education and this has led to many complaints, which shows how uninformed their customers are.

Right to privacy

This right is found in Article 31 of the Constitution. Privacy and data protection issues arise in the mobile lending process because of the automated decision making which affects the borrowers. Many Kenyan borrowers have been listed as defaults at CRBs for failing to pay KES 200 (USD 2) or less on time.

According to an industry insider who did not wish to be named, different companies have different processes. Some companies have purely automated processes, while others have instances

8 Unstructured supplementary service data (USSD) is a global system for mobile (GSM) communication technology that is used to send text between a mobile phone and an application program in the network. Applications may include prepaid roaming or mobile chatting. https://searchnetworking.techtarget.com/definition/USSD
12 www.kenyalaw.org:8181/exist/kenyalex/actview.xql?actid=No.%2046%20of%202012
where human beings intervene before a decision is made. These listings drastically affect the credit score of those listed.

The other issue that arises is the lack of informed consent. Many users of these applications do not really know what they are getting into. Some mobile loan service providers inform third parties in their user contacts lists about cash owed especially when they are late with payment. This is after charging fees on the digital loans that range from 6% to 10% for a one-month loan (6% to 10% times 12 months – do the math). Despite the hue and cry, many app owners say that users should read the terms and conditions, which implies that many users of these apps do not know what they are getting into.

**Right to dignity**

This right is found in Article 28 of the Constitution of Kenya. When you download a mobile lending application onto your phone, the applications usually get access to your saved contacts. It is these contacts that some Kenyan mobile lenders have developed a habit of calling when they need to pressurise their customers to pay back their loans.

This debt shaming is embarrassing and against the right to dignity. Many whose close relatives and friends have been contacted by mobile lending firms to compel them to pay have found the experience to be embarrassing, while the company doing this seems to be unapologetic.

**Conclusion**

One can see that when it comes to mobile lending in Kenya, there is an algorithmic decision-making process that takes place without any human intervention. These decisions affect the lives of many people and households, and can be said to contravene several rights enshrined in the country’s constitution.

People agree to these automated processes without full disclosure from the mobile lending companies on what they will do with their data and how it will be processed. The decisions on the amount they are eligible for and whether their names should be listed by CRBs as loan defaulters have been left to algorithms.

While the Central Bank of Kenya has expressed concerns about how digital lenders are operating and has promised to crack the whip, policy reform is needed to ensure that the credit reference listing of defaulters is not automated and that there is human intervention. Their attempts at cracking the whip at digital lenders have not been successful because most digital lenders are not regulated by the Central Bank, hence they are unaffected by legislative reforms pushed by the regulator. Only an amendment to the Banking Act to include digital lenders will force them to comply with the set laws.

The Kenyan National Assembly has tabled a Data Protection Bill. The draft law contains provisions that dictate that automated decision making cannot happen without human intervention. The exemptions to this rule include when it is consensual, necessary for performance of a contract, and authorised by law.

An interesting clause under this provision requires a data controller to notify a person within a reasonable period of time that a decision has been made that may produce legal effects. The person may then request the data processor to reconsider the decision or to make a new decision not based on the automated processing. This provision is a life buoy to those who have had their credit score messed up by over-eager digital lenders. If passed, the digital lenders and CRBs will be forced to contact the person exhaustively before listing them for defaulting on their loan repayments. It will also deal with algorithmic decision making in the financial sector to complement existing financial sector laws.

Kenya’s neighbour, Uganda, recently passed a Data Protection and Privacy Act which contains provisions on rights in relation to automated decision making. While the Act is similar to the Kenyan draft, Uganda has gone a step further to state that a data processor or controller should notify the person within 21 days, a move that removes ambiguity from the law.

The Constitution of Kenya allows for public participation during the development of legislation. These points on automated decision making need to be brought to the attention of legislators during this phase of consultation.

---


15 “Necessary for the performance of a contract” in this context is where automated decision making is used for a process like credit scoring which is key to determining how much a borrower should get. This is usually stated in the contracts.

16 www.ulii.org/ug/legislation/act/2019/1
**Action steps**

Civil society organisations need to:

- Engage legislators on the human rights implications of mobile lending apps in Kenya. Push for sector-specific laws that govern and limit the application of automated decision making in mobile lending processes.

- Create awareness-raising material to build financial literacy and to support the consumer’s right to information. This could be done in collaboration with service providers and the regulators. The regulators, led by the Central Bank of Kenya Governor, have shown interest in enforcing consumer protection in the sector.\(^{17}\)

  The service providers are aware of the chaos in the industry and some have expressed a willingness to engage in consumer protection efforts, which gives civil society a good chance to collaborate in ensuring consumers are informed.

- Call on the relevant government bodies and relevant regulators to hold players in this industry to account in processes that deploy automated decision making so that they do not violate consumer rights. Simply creating legislation is not enough – the implementation of laws needs to be proactive.

---

Introduction

The Korean government is currently focusing on developing emerging technologies, such as artificial intelligence (AI), the “internet of things” (IoT) and “big data”, as part of the so-called Fourth Industrial Revolution. These technologies are interconnected in that deep-learning technology needs big data to train AI, and a vast amount of data, including personal data, is produced through IoT devices. With the development of these technologies, privacy and data protection issues have also been raised. Although the Korean government has recognised data protection as a critical policy issue, the government has continued to implement policies focused on the utilisation rather than protection of personal data.

Policy background and brief history

Personal data protection laws in Korea

Before establishing the Personal Information Protection Act (PIPA)1 in 2011, there were several acts for regulating personal data in different sectors. The PIPA was enacted to protect personal data covering all areas of society, but even after passing the PIPA, existing acts still remain, such as the Act on Information and Communication Network Utilization (Network Act) and the Credit Information Use and Protection Act (Credit Act). Accordingly, there are several supervisory bodies that govern each act, such as the Ministry of the Interior and Safety (MOIS) which governs the PIPA, the Korea Communications Commission (KCC) which governs the Network Act, and the Financial Service Commission (FSC) which governs the Credit Act. Accordingly, there are several supervisory bodies that govern each act, such as the Ministry of the Interior and Safety (MOIS) which governs the PIPA, the Korea Communications Commission (KCC) which governs the Network Act, and the Financial Service Commission (FSC) which governs the Credit Act. The diffusion of supervisory bodies and acts causes confusion for data subjects and controllers and hinders the establishment of a unified data protection policy. In addition, these bodies are government ministries, so they have no independence from the government, and the PIPC does not have enforcement powers.2

Guidelines for De-identification of Personal Data3

There has been constant debate in recent years over whether and under what conditions personal data could be processed further beyond the original purpose. Industry keeps requesting permission for utilising personal data for big data analysis and development of AI. As an answer to this, the previous government announced the “Guidelines for De-identification of Personal Data”4 in June 2016. According to the guidelines, the de-identification of personal data refers to a “procedure to remove or replace all or part of an individual's identifiable elements from the data set to prevent the individual from being recognized.”5 Because de-identified personal data is no longer considered personal data, it can be processed without the consent of data subjects for purposes other than the original purpose, such as big data analysis, and even provided to third parties. In addition, the guidelines allow companies to combine customers' de-identified personal data with that of other companies through designated authorities. However, the guidelines were criticised for having no legal basis, because there was no concept of “de-identification” in the PIPA. Moreover, de-identified data is at risk of being re-identified, and as government was aware of these risks, it prohibited disclosing de-identified data to the public.

Since the publication of the guidelines, 20 companies have de-identified customer data and combined the data sets with those of other companies through designated agencies, which amounted to 340 million entries as of August 2017. In opposition to the guidelines, civil society organisations, including the Korean Progressive Network Jinbonet, have laid criminal charges with the prosecutor

1 www.law.go.kr/lslnfoPdo?lsiSeq=142563&chrClsCd=010203&urlMode=engLslnfoR&viewCls=engLslnfoR#0000
2 https://act.jinbo.net/wp/38733
4 https://www.privacy.go.kr/cms/FileDown.do?atchFileId=FILE_00000000827254&fileSn=0
5 Ibid.
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against the relevant companies and designated agencies for violating the PIPA.6

Policy hackathon on the use and protection of personal data in the age of big data

In 2018, the current government held a “policy hackathon” – or a multistakeholder discussion forum7 – on the use and protection of personal data in the age of big data in order to solve this issue through the amendment of the PIPA. The policy hackathon was attended by stakeholders from industry, civil society, academia and the government. They gathered to reach a social consensus on major issues related to the Fourth Industrial Revolution. Through two hackathon meetings, broad agreements were reached. The participants agreed to use the concepts of personal data, pseudonymised data and anonymised data, borrowed from the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), instead of the ambiguous concept of de-identification. In this context, pseudonymised data refers to the data processed to make it difficult to directly identify a natural person without combining it with other information. However, it is still personal data because it can be re-identified when combined with other information. On the other hand, anonymised data, such as statistical results, is data processed so that a specific individual can no longer be identified.

Since the hackathon was a place for discussion and interaction, but was not a place to decide policies, there was still a task for government ministries to formulate policies reflecting the hackathon’s agreements and to revise relevant laws in the National Assembly.8

Three big data laws

In November 2018, the so-called “three big data laws”,9 including the amendments to the PIPA, were proposed in the National Assembly to ease regulation on personal data protection for the purpose of revitalising the big data industry. The three big data laws, however, promote the sale and sharing of personal data instead of protecting it. In addition, the PIPA amendments undermine the rights of data subjects and reduce the data processor’s obligation to protect personal data. As a result, civil society is against the three big data laws and is again calling for legislation to protect personal data. You can read more detail on this in the section on “Issues around the amendment of the PIPA” below.

Two cases on the use of de-identified data for big data analysis

From 2011 to 2014, The Korea Pharmaceutical Information Center (KPIC) sold the details of 4.7 billion prescriptions for medication to IMS Health Korea10 for KRW 1.6 billion (USD 138,368).11 KPIC provided the software used for health insurance claims, PM2000, to drugstores. By using PM2000, KPIC collected and sold the information of patients’ diseases and medication claims without permission.12 No one who received prescription drugs at a drugstore during the period was aware of this.

In 2015, a joint government investigation team on personal data crimes charged IMS Health Korea for violating the personal data of patients. However, the company is claiming innocence. It insists that because the resident registration numbers (RRNs), which can identify specific patients for each prescription, were de-identified through encryption, this data was not personal data.13 However, researchers from Harvard University, Latanya Sweeney and Ji Su Yoo, published a paper proving that the encryption method used in the case could be easily decrypted, meaning that individuals could be re-identified.14

In 2015, the Health Insurance Review and Assessment Service (HIRA), which is run by the state, sold the medical data of 1.1 million hospitalised patients to KB Life Insurance for “insurance product research”. Even prior to this, the HIRA had sold the data of elderly patients to Samsung Life for the purpose of “research” to calculate insurance premiums and develop new insurance products in 2011. Although medical data is considered sensitive data, the HIRA never acquired consent from the patients for using the data. It insisted that the data sets it

---

6 https://act.jinbo.net/wp/33555
7 The policy hackathon was hosted by the Presidential Committee on the Fourth Industrial Revolution and aims to reach an agreement through full-day discussions among stakeholders on critical social issues.
10 IMS Health is an international company for data analysis of health care data. The company’s name was recently changed to IQVIA. IMS Health Korea is the Korean branch of the company. https://www.iqvia.com/about-us
11 www.monews.co.kr/news/articleView.html?idno=85001
12 www.hani.co.kr/arti/economy/it/752750.html
13 13 https://act.jinbo.net/wp/39218
14 Sweeney, L & Yoo, J. S. (2015, 29 September). De-anonymizing PM2000, to drugstores. By using PM2000, KPIC collected and sold the information of patients’ diseases and medication claims without permission. No one who received prescription drugs at a drugstore during the period was aware of this.
15 In 2015, the Health Insurance Review and Assessment Service (HIRA), which is run by the state, sold the medical data of 1.1 million hospitalised patients to KB Life Insurance for “insurance product research”. Even prior to this, the HIRA had sold the data of elderly patients to Samsung Life for the purpose of “research” to calculate insurance premiums and develop new insurance products in 2011. Although medical data is considered sensitive data, the HIRA never acquired consent from the patients for using the data. It insisted that the data sets it
Issues around the amendment of the PIPA

The range of use of pseudonymised data

Although hackathon participants agreed to use the concepts of personal data, pseudonymised data and anonymised data instead of the ambiguous concept of de-identification contained in the guidelines, they failed to reach an agreement on the scope of the use of pseudonymised data. 16 Nevertheless, the amendment allows the use and provision of pseudonymised data for “statistics, scientific research and archiving purposes in the public interest” without consent from data subjects (Article 28-2). Here, scientific research includes commercial research. In addition, as with the guidelines for the de-identification of personal data, the amendment allows the combining of data sets from data controllers through designated specialised agencies (Article 28-3).

The Korean government insists that the amendment of the PIPA makes it the equivalent of the GDPR, which also allows further processing of personal data beyond the original purpose of collection under certain conditions for scientific research purposes. However, the amendment allows extensive use of personal data in comparison to the GDPR, while safety measures to protect personal data are meagre.

Firstly, the amendment defines scientific research as “research applying scientific methods such as technological development and demonstration, fundamental research, applied research and private investment research.” Although it borrowed a few phrases from the GDPR, 17 scientific research in the amendment is actually much more widely defined than in the EU. The definition is also somewhat tautological: Is there scientific research that does not apply scientific methods? According to the definition in the amendment, a data controller simply has to claim it is for “scientific research” for pseudonymised personal data to be used and even provided to third parties regardless of the nature of the research.

According to the “reason for proposal” of the amendment, scientific research can include research for “[i]ndustrial purposes, such as the development of new technologies, products and services.” 18 However, civil society insists that the range of scientific research should be limited to research that can contribute to the expansion of a society’s knowledge based on the publication of the research results. Why should the rights of data subjects be restricted for the private interests of companies? Explaining its personal data protection act that reflected the GDPR, the data protection authority in the United Kingdom, the ICO, said that scientific research “does not apply to processing of personal data for commercial research purposes such as market research or customer satisfaction surveys.” 19

Secondly, the GDPR requires that anonymised, not pseudonymised data be provided when research can be carried out with anonymous data, but the government amendment has no such provision to minimise the use of personal data as much as possible.

Finally, the amendment excessively restricts the rights of data subjects. In the case of the GDPR, some rights of data subjects can be derogated only when it is not possible to conduct research without such derogation, but the government’s amendment limits the rights of data subjects comprehensively. For example, in principle, personal data should be discarded when the purpose of the data collection is achieved, but according to the amendments to the PIPA, pseudonymised data provided to a third party in the name of scientific research can be retained by the recipient indefinitely.

The lack of an independent personal data supervisory authority

A personal data supervisory authority should have multiple powers and be independent for effective supervision. The European Court of Justice (ECJ) has emphasised that a completely independent supervisory authority is “a guardian of rights related to the processing of personal data and an essential component for the protection of personal data.” 20 Article 52 (Independence) in the GDPR also states that a “supervisory authority shall act with complete independence in performing its tasks and exercising its powers.”

The PIPC of Korea was established by the enactment of the PIPA in 2011. Korean civil society has demanded the establishment of an independent

---

17 GDPR recital 159. https://gdpr-info.eu/recitals/no-159
18 law.nanet.go.kr/download/downloadDB. do?dataCode=bbsBasic&dataSid=23941
and fully authorised personal data supervisory authority since before the enactment of the PIPA. However, as mentioned earlier, the Korean supervisory authority, the PIPC, does not have sufficient authority or independence. While it is somewhat positive that the amendment unifies the authorities of the MOIS and KCC into the PIPC, the independence of the integrated PIPC is still limited. This is because the amendment still allows the prime minister to exercise authority to direct and supervise administrative affairs, including the improvement of laws related to the protection of personal data, and the establishment and execution of policies, system and plans. Korean civil society groups are demanding that the PIPC should be guaranteed full independence from the government by excluding the prime minister's authority to supervise.

Conclusion

Civil society fears that if the PIPA amendment is passed as it is, different companies would share, sell and combine customers’ data indefinitely. As noted above, companies have consistently sought to combine customers’ data with those of other companies. For instance, if this amendment were passed, telecoms could pseudonymise their customers’ data and provide this to other companies such as internet service providers and financial companies in the name of research. In this case, the telecom is unlikely to provide the pseudonymised data free of charge, but may require payment or require the other party’s personal data sets in return. In addition, through designated public institutions, telecoms and insurance companies would be able to combine pseudonymised customer data. In this way, there is the risk that pseudonymised customer data could be widely shared among numerous companies.

Korean civil society does not oppose the development and utilisation of technologies involving big data, IoT and AI. However, their use should not justify the violation of the rights to informational self-determination of data subjects.

As can be seen in many international reports, these new technologies could increase the risk of discrimination and surveillance as well as privacy violations. Therefore, for the safe development and utilisation of new technologies, the PIPA needs to be overhauled in response to the era of big data and AI. In addition, it is necessary to establish an independent and fully empowered personal data supervisory authority.

For the development of new technologies such as AI, the data subject needs to trust that his or her personal data will be protected. This is an essential factor if new technologies are to be successfully used in reshaping society. Given the fact that personal data is transferred across borders, this issue is also not just a matter for Korea, but a matter that requires global norms and regulations.

Action steps

The following action steps are suggested for South Korea:

- Launch a campaign to inform the public of the problems in the amendment of the PIPA.
- Convince lawmakers to delete the toxic clause that allows reckless commercial use of personal data in the proposed amendment of the PIPA.
- Urge the government and the national assembly to update the PIPA to include safeguards, such as strengthening the need for a privacy impact assessment, regulating profiling and introducing privacy by design and by default in order to protect personal data that is vulnerable in the era of big data and AI.
- Urge the government and the national assembly to ensure that the PIPC can become an independent and fully empowered authority to protect the rights of data subjects.
Introduction

The story of Victor Frankenstein, the scientist who lost control of his creation, is a great starting point to ask: how do we make artificial intelligence (AI) developers responsible for the software they create, and for any subsequent potential harm it causes? Was Frankenstein guilty for the harm his creation caused? What happens when it is impossible to control the AI systems that are being implemented? Do we need to revise our frameworks? Is civic responsibility in AI objective or subjective? How do we determine legal causation?

These questions have become particularly relevant in Latin America, where a new AI system developed by the Artificial Intelligence Laboratory of the University of Buenos Aires has been implemented in the judicial system in Buenos Aires, the Constitutional Court in Colombia, and at the Inter-American Court of Human Rights in Costa Rica.

The system, called Prometea, 1 is helping authorities resolve “simple” cases in different fields, for example, cases related to the right to housing, to individuals in vulnerable conditions or with disabilities, involving labour rights or children and adolescents, to do with road safety, or price control for public contracts. Even criminal cases are dealt with by the system.

While civil society has raised concerns over how this project will guarantee due process, many other cities in the region have already expressed interest in deploying similar narrow AI systems.2

In the context of the Prometea system, this report broadens the discussion to outline some of the legal considerations that the courts face when dealing with AI-related harm.

The rule of law or the rule of AI?

Equality before the law is not a reality in Latin America. There are still strong, concentrated elites that hold the power, both in public office and in the private sector. AI could, potentially, help in closing the space between those in power and the populace who seek, through public institutions, the fulfilment of their rights.

Prometea is operated using voice recognition, assisting with different tasks, from providing possible solutions to cases to managing procedures and processes. The operator speaks to the system to give it instructions, which the software processes at a very high speed, reducing, as the Inter-American Court of Human Rights has shown, a workload of three days to two minutes.

Prometea uses a machine-learning prediction system. It first analyses thousands of documents that have been organised into categories in order to help the system “learn” from them. From there any new file that is entered into the system can be evaluated by Prometea, which determines where strong case history exists, offering a “ruling” on the new case, which is then approved by a judge. The system has a 96% “success rate” in that its rulings are accepted nearly all the time. As stated by the Prometea developers in an article published on the Bloomberg Businessweek website: “Prometea is being used for stuff like taxi license disputes, not murder trials, but it’s a significant automation of the city’s justice system.”3 From 151 judgments signed using Prometea at the Attorney General’s Office in Buenos Aires, 97 found the solution solely by using this system, while 54 cases only used it as a virtual assistant to automate tasks related to the legal procedures involved.

But equality before the law is not a mathematical expression. It is a more complex, emotional and holistic perspective for judging everyone according to the same behavioural standards (i.e. the law), allowing them to be able to access the justice system, and to seek recourse when the law is infringed.

1 See also the country report from Colombia in this edition of GISWatch.
2 “Narrow AI refers to AI which is able to handle just one particular task. A spam filtering tool, or a recommended playlist from Spotify, or even a self-driving car – all of which are sophisticated uses of technology – can only be defined via the term ‘narrow AI’.” Trask. (2018, 2 June). General vs Narrow AI. Hackernoon. https://hackernoon.com/general-vs-narrow-ai-3dodo2ef3e28
Law – that social instrument we humans have built to ensure that people can co-exist in harmony – must always contain visible, human-embedded constructions of the world. This is a core element of the rule of law; it makes it possible, and it allows legal liability and responsibility to be enforced by the state. In this way, the institutions of justice have the legitimacy they need to be trusted and valued by our societies.

As is the case, though, with anything laced with humanity, flaws abound. And they do so in legislative processes as well, at every step of the way during due process. Because of this, one can easily argue that justice, inherently flawed, is an evolving concept that needs to be strictly monitored and improved. This comes with the important caveat that these improvements must not be blind and simply for the sake of making “improvements”.

However, a deeper look at AI would show that not only are we removing the visible human perspective from the equation, we are further embedding an invisible, unattributed and unspoken human element. The AI creations that would compute cases and carry out analysis are not simply ones and zeros. They are subject to the thoughts, whims and biases of their creators. The use of AI therefore doubly weakens the position of the judge, and as a consequence, the rule of law.

**How sufficient is the current legal framework to deal with AI?**

Justice has always been a value decisive to any human organisation, and there have been different ways to deliver justice throughout history. The concept of justice is somewhat flexible and evolving, so bringing in modifications to deliver a better quality of justice is not something unimaginable. However, these innovations deserve a detailed analysis in order to protect basic human rights. But before we analyse how implementing AI to assist judicial institutions might impact our concept of the rule of law, let us briefly analyse how prepared our legal national frameworks are for facing the challenge of AI technologies in general.

Legal liability for damages suffered due to AI systems is clearly a challenge to traditional law, especially in regions where judges and policy makers are lacking the sufficient knowledge to comprehend the potential and relevance of AI. Nevertheless, before we ask for new regulations and better legislation, we must first review the actual state of our legal frameworks and how resilient they are to the implementation of new technologies.

**Weaknesses in data protection laws**

Data protection laws already frame what rights must be protected when AI systems collect and process data. In countries like Brazil and Argentina, general data protection laws state a clear difference between personal data and sensitive personal data, determining boundaries and limitations for the collection and usage for every kind of data. But even when there are clear standards to determine whether certain data is to be considered sensitive or not, AI is capable of inferring and generating sensitive information from non-sensitive data. At the same time, the law specifies the importance of the data to be collected complying with the principle of consent. However, there are broad exceptions to the need for consent for certain objectives, for example, for national security purposes (e.g. article 4.III.a of the Brazilian General Data Protection Law), leaving a broad scope for interpretation that often escapes public debate and can be potentially used for implementing risky technologies.

**A problem with the right to explanation**

Only a specific, well-constructed right of explanation standard can allow AI to properly assist judges in the process of ruling on legal matters. So far, however, we also are not aware of how a potential right of explanation would work, since a legal explanation is enough to legitimise judicial resolutions. Citizens have the right to understand a judge’s decision, and legal explanation is no longer enough when AI systems are involved. The transparency of the systems implemented in the public sphere is of the utmost importance to make understanding and legitimacy possible. It is important that these systems are permanently monitored and tested by independent committees that understand both the technical and legal features that legitimise their use. If we let algorithms determine what kind of consequences our actions legally have, we will be moving away from the standard of the rule of law and entering a judicial terrain that is mostly assisted, and decided on, by algorithms.

**The problem of proportionate information**

One problem with using AI technology in the judicial system is that there is no standard on how much information is adequate and necessary considering the purpose it is being collected for, even for simple repetitive cases such as those Prometea is used for, simply because human behaviour is complex and can express itself in multiple different scenarios. Any limitation of the information needed to justify or defend the subjects involved will result in arbitrary judgment (of course, collecting too much data can cause worse scenarios). It also creates the illusion that every document that Prometea uses for training is rightful without a competent analysis. There is a
high possibility that out of 2,400 judgements used as a training set at the Attorney General’s Office in Buenos Aires, a portion of them received some level of unfair treatment in their ruling and therefore there is a logical concern for a detailed analysis on every single document provided to train Prometea.

**The legal responsibility of the AI developer**

Given that AI constantly changes the algorithms in ways the developer cannot always foresee, how can they be responsible if their AI system causes damages?

The responsibility of an AI developer can be determined by two factors. One is the creation of a risk which is irrespective of any intention of those who designed, developed and implement the system. This is what we know as objective responsibility. Here it is always important to determine if the system is capable of conducting illegal actions *ab initio*, that is, from the outset of the development. For example, a developer would need to run regular risk assessments to identify, eliminate or reduce the possibilities of a system operating through bias or using information in a discriminatory way. Creating a creature like Dr. Frankenstein’s could easily represent a risk, and if the “monster” suddenly turns uncontrollable, the scientist would be liable solely because of creating the risk.

The second factor focuses on the positive obligation that everyone has to not harm or violate anyone’s rights. So if an AI system causes damages, the developers will be liable only if they have acted unlawfully because they have been negligent at some point of the AI life cycle, or because they had the intention to cause harm. In this case, the scientist behind Frankenstein’s monster would not be responsible if he operated diligently.

Determining how responsibility will be attributed to those liable depends on what kind of system has produced the harm, the nature of the activity it was assisting, and how the harm was produced. With regard to objective responsibility, we understand it could be applied only to those systems that execute an activity which is already potentially risky. For the AI system that does not execute these kinds of activities, a subjective attribution should be considered, introducing the need to establish the nexus between the harmful outcome and the developer’s actions, even when the oversight power is reduced as the system runs and the algorithms change.

Finally, since most people in Latin America do not have the opportunity to sue companies based in the European Union or in North America under their jurisdictions, as these are expensive legal procedures, many will have to choose their own jurisdictions, even with the delays, the random inefficiencies, and the lack of knowledge on how AI systems truly work.

**Conclusion**

New technologies such as AI, while offering an opportunity for innovation in our societies, including our legal systems, are raising a number of critical questions with respect to their application. Flawed digital technologies are increasingly at the core of our daily activities, and they interact with us. These technologies act like a substitute intelligence to which we can delegate tasks, ask for directions or answers to complex problems, unfolding the nature of reality by analysing data in ways we, as humans, cannot achieve alone.

Now, as we have seen, AI is already being used in our judicial system. Prometea is a first step towards the implementation of AI in the judicial system, and even if its only scope is “simple” cases, we are aware that this scope might widen if it keeps functioning “efficiently”.

This success might lead to broader use of the technology in more complex stages of the judicial process, something the developers of the system already say they are looking forward to happening in the near future.

Latin American countries face the challenge of fully integrating the everyday activities of their citizens with these new digital paradigms, while also protecting the unique characteristics and needs of a vast, diverse group of people in the region. After two centuries of somewhat stable rule of law, we have created a strong notion of the importance of our institutions and laws to guarantee the exercise of human rights. Even if AI offers a way of bringing the judiciary closer to the people, it needs to be implemented in a way that safeguards our shared sense of the importance of institutions and the law – this sense of importance is fundamental to our trust in these institutions.

Even when our current legal frameworks need revision and possible modification, we already have the legal means to protect our rights, with institutions and processes that offer legal recourse. Personal data, our privacy and freedom of expression find protection in our legal frameworks. The institutions of *habeas data*, constitutional control

---


5 Habeas data is a constitutional remedy to rectify, protect, actualise or erase the data and information of an individual, collected by public or private subjects using manual or automated methods.
or the ordinary mechanisms to seek recourse for the harm caused by AI are already here.

But simply having the right laws at the right time is not necessarily always a winning formula. A strong, competent judicial system that understands what is at stake and how to respond to a highly technological age is needed. Procedural law and constitutional law must insure that no changes are made to due process without transparency. As Jason Tashea wrote for Wired magazine:

How does a judge weigh the validity of a risk-assessment tool if she cannot understand its decision-making process? How could an appeals court know if the tool decided that socioeconomic factors, a constitutionally dubious input, determined a defendant’s risk to society? Transparency is needed to protect due process and ultimately, the rule of law. If it is not provided – for instance, if the decision-making codes behind algorithms are protected as industrial secrets or intellectual property – due process and the rule of law will be in danger. Because of this, a broad understanding of the legal, ethical and rights repercussions of such a deployment should be sought.

**Action steps**

The following action steps are suggested for Latin America, and elsewhere in the world:

- Build creative narratives to communicate the risks and the repercussions of implementing AI systems within the public sphere.
- Design a capacity-building agenda for citizens to strengthen their right to due process in courts using Prometea or any similar system.
- Seek collaboration with other organisations and specialists in the region to build general consensus on the ethical use of Prometea and provide a broader understanding of the challenges it represents.
- Advocate for policy reform in order to include specific regulations on how AI should protect rights and how transparency should be realised in AI systems.
- Foster strategic litigation against AI violating human rights. Present a detailed set of evidence to support your claim.

---

Introduction

Artificial intelligence (AI) is touted to have the potential to address some of the human rights issues facing women in the world today. However, literature on the current debate is mostly dominated by the developed world, and few similar studies have been done in developing countries like Malawi. Consequently, there is lack of empirical evidence to substantiate how women conceptualise AI in the context of protecting their rights.

This report uses framing theory to understand how Malawian women speak about the impact of AI on human rights. Studies suggest that the way people frame (or conceptualise) an object affects the way they can engage and use it. Therefore, if we know how women frame AI in their contexts, we can understand the factors that shape how they engage with AI technologies, and deploy AI in a manner that safeguards their rights.

Key objectives of this report are to analyse how women potentially frame AI and human rights in Malawi, their awareness of AI initiatives in the country, and how the rights of women are understood to be impacted positively or negatively by AI. Given this, a set of recommendations are made for improving the level of participation of women in AI initiatives in the country.

Context

Malawi gained its independence from Great Britain in 1964. It borders Tanzania, Zambia and Mozambique. The country has an estimated population of 18.1 million people, of which 85% live in rural areas. The GDP per capita is roughly USD 390. Most women are working in the agricultural sector, which is a backbone of Malawi's economy. Of those in non-agricultural waged employment, 21% are women and 79% are men, and the numbers have remained the same over the years. The overall mobile penetration is estimated at 45.5% while internet penetration is 6.5%. About 34.5% of women own a mobile phone, 0.6% own a desktop computer, and 1.8% own a laptop, while just 4.7% of them have access to the internet. The low rates of information and communication technology (ICT) penetration in Malawi are attributed to the country's weak economy, the high value-added tax (VAT) imposed on the importation of ICT gadgets, and other contextual factors.

State of women's rights in Malawi

Section 24 of Malawi’s constitution stipulates that “women have the right to full and equal protection by the law, [and] have the right not to be discriminated against on the basis of their gender or marital status.” These rights are also operationalised in Malawi’s National Gender Policy (2015), National ICT Policy (2013), and the Malawi Growth and Development Strategy III (2017).

Despite such policy interventions, women’s rights in Malawi are largely curtailed. Patriarchal beliefs and attitudes still prevail and many of the traditional cultural practices are harmful to women's rights. The unequal status of women is further exacerbated by poverty and discriminatory treatment in the family and public life. Malawi is ranked 173 out of 188 countries on the UN’s Gender Inequality Index.

7. Ibid.
Methodology
Ten women participants from the academic, government, civil society and private sectors participated in the interviews for this report. The author contacted them by phone and consent was given for face-to-face interviews. Some of the key questions that were posed to participants were as follows:

- What is your general understanding of AI?
- Can you describe some of the AI initiatives that you know or have participated in?
- How do you think AI is likely to impact on women’s rights in the country?
- What policy/regulatory initiatives should be put in place to ensure women’s rights are protected through the emerging AI regime?

Framing theory was adopted and textual analysis was used to analyse their views, opinions and insights. Framing refers to the process by which people develop a particular conceptualisation of an issue or re-orient their thinking to an issue. Different people view the world in different ways and place emphasis and importance on different issues. This then results in people sometimes framing the same issues differently. This implies that frames help us to interpret the world around us and represent that world to others. The frames suggested by the interviews helped to understand meanings that were attached to AI in relation to their rights. Table 1 lists the sector and type of work of the participants.

Defining AI and human rights
The majority of participants conceptualised AI in different contexts. For instance, to a lawyer, AI was understood as an automatic machine that can work independently of a human being, while other participants defined AI as a robotic, machine-learning, sensor or biometric device: “It’s where biometrics or sensors are automatically able to capture data in a computer” (Resp. 9); “I think is when a computer is able to think like a human being” (Resp. 3); “It can be defined as a machine or computer that reasons like a human being” (Resp. 5).

From the definitions, it was clear that while none of the participants was able to capture the comprehensive definition of AI, their responses showed a basic awareness of AI that is in line with lay people’s definitions of the technology. What was evident was that the majority of the informants attempted to define AI according to their own understanding, suggesting some measure of appropriation of the technology at a conceptual level. Likewise, on human rights, the majority of women confidently defined human rights as entitlements that any person including women are supposed to enjoy from birth: “Human rights are entitlements that women and any other person should enjoy from birth such as right to life, opinion, freedom of expression, just to name a few” (Resp. 2). It was also encouraging that some participants went further to categorise human rights as economic rights, social rights, cultural rights and solidarity rights.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pseudonym</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Sector</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resp. 1</td>
<td>Lawyer</td>
<td>Government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resp. 2</td>
<td>Human rights activist</td>
<td>Civil society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resp. 3</td>
<td>Gender specialist</td>
<td>Civil society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resp. 4</td>
<td>ICT expert</td>
<td>Government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resp. 5</td>
<td>ICT expert</td>
<td>Private sector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resp. 6</td>
<td>ICT lecturer</td>
<td>Academia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resp. 7</td>
<td>AI lecturer</td>
<td>Academia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resp. 8</td>
<td>Computer engineering student (Level 4)</td>
<td>Academia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resp. 9</td>
<td>ICT student (Level 3)</td>
<td>Academia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resp. 10</td>
<td>ICT education student (Level 2)</td>
<td>Academia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Awareness of AI initiatives in Malawi

Most of the participants expressed ignorance of AI initiatives being implemented in the country – only a few women (from academia and the private sector) were able to mention any. This suggests that while a general awareness of AI can be found among the public, specific examples that demonstrate a practical knowledge of the implementation of AI are less readily available.

A review of AI initiatives in Malawi showed that they are at different maturity. Table 2 presents key AI initiatives in the country.

Table 2 indicates that AI projects in Malawi include machine-learning algorithms, drones, TABLE 2.
Summary of major AI initiatives in Malawi

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AI initiative</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Implementer/funder</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data intelligence</td>
<td>- Also known as planning, prediction, prompting and prodding for change (4P2C). - Uses geo-spatial and data analytic tools. - Provides accurate and real-time information for women and children and their families. - Used for monitoring and decision making in development and humanitarian processes. (a)</td>
<td>UNICEF Malawi in partnership with the Malawi government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drones lab</td>
<td>- Provides a controlled platform for universities, the private sector and other expert organisations to explore how unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) can be used to deliver services that will benefit women and children in disadvantaged communities. - To make the project sustainable, UNICEF teaches local Malawians how to make drones and trains local pilots rather than relying on expatriates. (b)</td>
<td>Launched in June 2017 by UNICEF Malawi and the Malawi government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM Digital-Nation Africa (D-NA) Project</td>
<td>- The project offers training to students on emerging technologies such as AI, cloud computing, data science and analytics, blockchain and security, and the internet of things (IoT). - It has three platforms: (i) Watson Artificial Intelligence: Communicates with the user to build a profile, gives an overview of current job markets and suggests multiple learning paths. (ii) New Collar Advisor: A tool that performs skills gap analyses for users and helps in job matching. (iii) Innovators: Helps users explore, design and leverage cloud computing and AI services to build applications like chatbots. (c)</td>
<td>In December, 2018, International Business Machines (IBM) partnered with Malawi University of Science and Technology (MUST)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AI for patient diagnosis project</td>
<td>- An AI-powered digital pathology microscope slide scanner. (d) - The AI-powered system turns a microscope into a manual slide scanner and magnifies images of blood so that they can be linked to a computer or mobile phone and beamed across the world. - It is anticipated that over 28,000 children admitted with blood cancer are going to benefit from the initiative. - The AI microscope has improved paediatric services at the Queens Central Hospital.</td>
<td>A group of computing scientists and medics from Newcastle University in the United Kingdom in partnership with Queens Central Hospital in Malawi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing Maps Project</td>
<td>- Using AI-powered maps, helped to educate over 100,000 houses in three days about measles and rubella vaccines. (e)</td>
<td>Facebook, Red Cross and Malawi government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Registration and Identification System</td>
<td>- A civil registration of national identities that uses biometric data and sensors. (f)</td>
<td>Malawi National Registration Bureau (NRB)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

imagery, biometrics and sensors, among many others.

None of the interview respondents had participated in an initiative using AI. This could be an indication of how women are neglected not only in the ICT sector in the country, but particularly from innovative future-thinking projects.

**Framing the positive impact of AI on women’s rights**

The participants felt that AI had the potential to improve women’s social and economic well-being if deployed using ethical standards and based on human rights principles: “I believe that AI is very broad and, as women, we can benefit both directly and indirectly as they affect our rights” (Resp. 6). For example, they stated that AI is likely to benefit women in the areas of education, health care, environmental management and good governance. As one participant put it, there are few areas of the economy where the use of AI will not impact on women, highlighting the need for the rights of women to be foregrounded in AI initiatives: “You know, women are represented in all sectors of the economy. Therefore, any area that AI is going to touch, women are always there. For example, if a company uses AI in banks, women are there, in agriculture, women are there, you name it... in all these areas our rights must be protected and our voices be heard” (Resp. 7).

The following were some of the specific potential positive impacts of AI mentioned by the participants:

- **AI can save women’s lives in times of disaster:** Women stated that the use of AI that predicts extreme weather could help to respond to natural disasters in which the loss of lives of women and children could be prevented. “If we have AI that can tell us about bad weather to come or any disaster, it may help to save the lives of women. We had a disaster of Cyclone Idai in Malawi; you will find that the majority of people who lost their lives through floods were women” (Resp. 3).

- **Improve women’s agricultural livelihoods:** In Malawi, 79% of agricultural activities are done by women. The participants stressed that the use of satellite images to collect weather data together with AI applications could provide information for women farmers to improve crop yields, and diagnose and treat crop and animal diseases. This may better the social and economic rights of women through improved livelihood outcomes: “In our country, we depend on natural rain fed for our crops to grow, and women are majority smallholder farmers. If we could have AI which predicts in time the occurring of crop pests and diseases, it means women farmers can use this information to control and prevent such pests and diseases. In the long run, they will improve their livelihoods such as increase income, improve crop and livestock yields, and be able to manage and deal with vulnerabilities” (Resp. 8).

- **Women’s social and economic inclusivity:** Despite research suggesting that the use of AI in financial services can increase institutional bias, the participants felt that the use of AI applications such as credit scores for disbursement of loans can help to reduce gender bias: “The majority of women do not have access to financial credits in Malawi because sometimes they are biased due to gender stereotypes. If we have AI credit scores that do not bias on selection, it means many women may qualify for credits and loans” (Resp. 10). From the comment, it was clear that AI with the appropriate ethical standards can be used to challenge the discrimination experienced by women when trying to access credit and loans, enabling the social and economic rights of women.

- **Promote the health rights of women:** Participants observed that if they had AI technologies that could help to predict, diagnose and prevent the outbreak of diseases, the access to health care for marginalised and vulnerable women located in remote areas would be significantly improved. AI would enable health workers to intervene and contain any disease before spreading sporadically. AI could also be used to screen patients for diseases, and help improve medical services during pregnancy: “I expect in Malawi to have AI that could screen cervical cancer, help in surgery of pregnant women during delivery... because so many pregnant women die during delivery time due to inadequate midwifery professionals in our health facilities. We may reduce maternal and neonatal death by 2030 by using such technologies” (Resp. 2).

- **Equality in education and employment opportunities:** Participants expressed optimism that the use of AI for hiring workers could help more women get high-paying jobs without bias. In addition, some participants believed that AI could allow more young girls to enrol in top universities in the country such as the University of Malawi and Malawi University of Science and Technology: “AI may help young girls to enrol
at University of Malawi which is currently very competitive and many girls are left out” (Resp. 7); “When you go to an interview, maybe it is a technical job, and they see you as a woman, the likelihood that you will be picked becomes very low, even if you have the right qualification. I hope that if we can have an AI technology that interviews job applicants without asking gender and other affiliations, it may promote gender equality” (Resp. 9).

- **Fair criminal justice**: Participants also felt that AI could be used to promote fair trials in courts. In particular, it may help to provide women access to the justice system without bias and discrimination against gender: “Sometimes we have our court judges who are very corrupt, so when you have an AI technology that can provide a ruling or determination fairly, it means people may have trust in our justice systems. I do not know if this technology may work in Malawi...” (Resp. 1).

**Framing the negative impact of AI on women’s rights**

Although women felt that the use of AI technologies could help them exercise and enjoy their social, political, cultural and economic rights both online and offline, they also observed that all aspects of human interaction with ICTs in general are gendered. While AI can contribute to women’s rights, a predominant concern was that a violation of rights such as privacy can occur, and discrimination can reinforce existing inequalities. They suggested that proper legislation and regulations were necessary to counteract this potential. The following were some of the concerns expressed by the participants:

- **Discrimination against women**: In general, the use of facial or speech recognition software tools can surveil and identify women and discriminate against them. AI can be used to create and disseminate disinformation, and political and socioeconomic propaganda. The targets of these campaigns are often likely to be women and other vulnerable individuals. One participant expressed a concern that AI would exacerbate the objectification of women that was already felt online: “Already the current ICTs have exacerbated privacy concerns for women. We see more nudes for women in social media platforms like YouTube, etc. than males, so how AI will protect us from such embarrassments?” (Resp. 3).

- **Censoring dissent**: Law enforcement agencies can use AI such as facial recognition to monitor the women activists who provide dissenting views to government. This may also violate the rights of women such as freedom of expression, opinion, movement, assembly, privacy and data protection. Access Now. (2018). Op. cit.

- **Right to equality in the work place and in education**: Despite expressing the view that AI could neutralise bias in work opportunities or enrolment in universities, some participants acknowledged that the opposite could also be true. AI used for hiring workers could promote bias and discriminate against women based on gender, race and ethnic backgrounds, among others. In addition, using AI to create credit scores for enrolling in a top college or university may discriminate against more deserving young girls who perhaps did not have the appropriate credit scores due to poor access to basic quality education.

- **Right to life and to health**: Participants expressed some fear of AI technology. For instance, they feared that the use of drones in conflict situations may result in more death and injury to women and children. Hospital patients undergoing surgery using AI such as robotics might die of a systems failure, something that could be avoided if a human was performing the surgery.

- **Family and marriage rights**: AI technologies that are used for reproductive screening were seen as good because they allowed women to know their reproductive status, but they may affect women’s rights to get married if it was revealed that they were unable to conceive.

**Conclusion**

Although not comprehensive, this report suggests how women frame AI in the context of human rights in Malawi. The women interviewed showed a generalised notion of some characteristics of AI, such as automation, involving robotics, and the use of imagery, biometrics, machine learning and algorithms. However, they suggested a low level of awareness of AI projects being implemented in Malawi. The participants believed that AI could promote their political, social, cultural and economic rights. Nevertheless, they feared that many AI initiatives being piloted in the country could cause more harm than good to their rights if legislative and regulatory frameworks are not revised to reflect the current AI
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regime. The participants suggested that AI is likely to violate women’s rights such as privacy, equality, health rights and education rights, among others, all of which are rights contained in the country’s constitution. Eventually, AI could perpetuate the already existing digital divide and digital inequalities that women are experiencing in the country.

A review of policies such as Malawi’s National Gender Policy (2015), National ICT for Development Policy (2006) and National ICT Policy (2013) show that gender equality and other women’s rights are policy priorities for the government. However, there are no specific targets in place to monitor how such rights can be measured and achieved. Therefore, the findings in this report have implications for the role of civil society, the private sector, academia and the government for understanding the impact of AI on human rights.

Civil society should lobby for transparency and accountability in the deployment of AI so that these initiatives are more inclusive of women. This will also ensure that women are more aware of different AI deployments and be in a position to assess the risks those AI technologies are likely to pose to their rights. The government should review current policy frameworks such as the ICT Policy so that it is aligned with the new wave of AI technologies being implemented in the country. The government should work with the private sector and academia through public-private partnerships to deploy AI technologies that are beneficial to all citizens, including women. The government should also develop an affirmative action plan for women so that more young women are enrolled in AI technology and other science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) graduate courses in our universities and colleges.

**Action steps**

The following steps are necessary in Malawi:

- The government should develop an AI strategy, with a strong focus on the role of women.
- Data protection legislation, regulations and standards should be developed by the government, the private sector and civil society organisations.
- The government should use the public-private partnership approach in the deployment of AI projects to ensure transparency and accountability.
- Human rights risk assessments should be conducted before AI technologies are deployed in the country.
- Regulatory or policy frameworks that fund and incentivise local women AI innovators need to be established.
- There should be investment in training and research into AI that includes women.
- Affirmative action is necessary to ensure more women participate and enrol in AI and other related ICT courses.
- Civil society should build knowledge and capacity among women’s groups and organisations on AI.
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New Zealand Law Foundation Artificial Intelligence and Law Project, Centre for Law and Policy in Emerging Technologies, University of Otago
Joy Liddicoat

Introduction

On 15 March 2019, a white supremacist committed a terrorist attack on two mosques in Christchurch, murdering 51 people as they were peacefully worshipping, injuring many others and live streaming the attack on Facebook. The attack was the worst of its kind in New Zealand’s history and prompted an emotional nationwide outpouring of solidarity with Muslim communities. Our prime minister, Jacinda Ardern, moved quickly, travelling immediately to the Muslim communities affected, framing the attack as one on all New Zealanders, vowing compassion, refusing to ever say the name of the attacker, issuing a pledge to ban semi-automatic weapons of the kind used in the attack, and steering her people through a difficult emotional time of grief, anger and shock. The global response led Ardern and French President Emmanuel Macron to issue the #Christchurch Call, calling for, among other things, an examination of the use of algorithms by social media platforms to identify and interfere with terrorist extremist online content. This country report critically examines the events, including discussion of technical measures to find and moderate the objectionable content. In doing so, it asks whether the multistakeholder model is failing in the sphere of social media internet-related policy.

Country context

New Zealand is a small-islands country with a well-functioning democracy and stable economy. However, significant social inequalities exist among indigenous and some migrant populations, with children, young people and the elderly in particular economically, culturally and socially vulnerable in areas such as housing, health, education and income. Levels of internet access are generally high, there is good telecommunications infrastructure and an active information and communications technology sector.

The public discourse on artificial intelligence (AI) in New Zealand largely reflects that elsewhere, with an either utopian or dystopian view of how AI will affect humans, especially their employment. The positive benefits of using AI for service improvements is helping to change this, but most people still associate AI with robots and automated processing, rather than the machine learning or predictive algorithmic tools which are increasingly used in everyday life. More nuanced voices are emerging, but remain largely confined to a small range of actors mainly in the business, academic and government sectors.

Unlike other countries, there is no national AI strategy or research and development plan. However, while development, implementation and uptake of AI is patchy, it is growing. In government, for example, many departments are developing and implementing their own algorithms for a variety of service improvement purposes, rather than buying off-the-shelf products from third party foreign service providers. In the private sector, a diverse range of businesses are developing AI-related products and services. There is one non-government AI organisation, the AI Forum, which was established in 2017 to bring together researchers, entrepreneurs, business and others to promote discussion and uptake of AI technologies. In 2018, an inter-disciplinary initiative, the Centre for AI and Public Policy, was also established at the University of Otago.

Few civil society voices offer critical analyses of AI issues, although there are pockets of activity such as in relation to harmful content, civic participation and social media use. Most of these voices appear to reflect the views of the small group of civil society actors commenting on internet policy and internet governance more generally. A small but growing number of community groups are developing their own machine-learning tools to deliver public information services, such as CitizenAI, which has developed the tools and is making them available on
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third-party platforms such as Facebook Messenger. It was within this context that the #Christchurch Call was made, including the call for consideration of the use of algorithms by social media platforms.

**What can we learn from the #Christchurch Call?**

**Defining harmful content**

The prime minister was shocked that the attacker broadcasted the attack via Facebook’s live-streaming service. The original footage was viewed 4,000 times before being removed by Facebook (the video was removed within 27 minutes of being uploaded). However, even within that short space of time the video had already been uploaded to 4chan, 8chan and other platforms. Within 24 hours the video had spread widely and 1.5 million copies of it had already been removed. There was one upload per second to YouTube alone within the first 24 hours. Like me, many people saw all or part of the video inadvertently, for example, as we followed news of the events on Twitter and had copies of the video posted in our feeds. This live streaming and sharing caused widespread public disgust and distress and there were demands that online platforms find and remove all copies of the recording.

A key question was the legal status of the video. The Films, Videos and Publications Classification Act 1993 regulates the distribution and sale of films, videos and other publications. The Act has a legal test relating to the harm that content might cause and established a chief censor with powers to give legal ratings to material (such as an age restriction, a parental guidance recommendation or a content warning).

The chief censor, David Shanks, viewed the attacker’s video and ruled it was objectionable, within the legal meaning of the Act, considering its content was harmful if viewed by the public. The result was that distribution and possession of the video was a criminal offence. It is important to know that the chief censor did not ban the video. Instead, he ruled a criminal offence. It is important to know that the legal meaning of the Act, considering its content warning).

Shanks considered the material was of a similar nature to ISIS terrorist promotion material that had also previously been ruled objectionable. However, he said it was in the public interest for some people to have access to the video for legitimate purposes, including education, analysis and in-depth reporting, and advised that reporters, researchers and academics could apply for an exemption to access and hold a copy. For similar reasons, he also ruled the attacker’s manifesto was objectionable, finding that it was likely to be persuasive to its intended audience and promoted terrorism, including mass murder.

The decision was upheld on review. The effect of the ruling was retrospective (the publications were deemed objectionable from the date created) with the result that it is a criminal offence to possess them; people who had already downloaded the video, for example, were advised they should “destroy it.”

**Dancing to the algorithms**

Having lawfully deemed the video to be objectionable, public debate turned to how the spread of the video could be halted. Some New Zealand internet service providers (ISPs) took their own initiative to block sites that were attempting to distribute the video on the day of the attacks. These actions were criticised on the grounds that the blocking was not authorised according to law – the censor’s ruling on the video was made three days after the attack – and that ISPs were wrong to take down the content before it had been declared objectionable. The ISPs were certainly taking a risk in blocking content that had not been ruled unlawful. However, the ef-
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fect of the censor's ruling was that the video was deemed objectionable at the time it was made and having retrospective effect, so that ISPs were not acting unlawfully in blocking access to the content on the day of the attacks. Had the censor ruled the video was not objectionable, the criticisms might have been more valid.

At the domain name service (DNS) level, the Domain Name Commissioner issued a statement saying that if necessary to protect the security of the .nz ccTLD and the DNS, the commissioner may suspend a registered domain name on the request of the government computer emergency response team or the Department of Internal Affairs.

The prime minister sought to steer a balanced path between affirming internet openness on the one hand and human rights – including religious freedom – on the other. In her address to parliament four days after the attack, Ardern said:

There is no question that [the] ideas and language of division and hate have existed for decades, but their form of distribution, the tools of organisation, they are new. We cannot simply sit back and accept that these platforms just exist and that what is said on them is not the responsibility of the place where they are published. They are the publisher. Not just the postman. There cannot be a case of all profit, no responsibility.

In preparing for a subsequent Paris summit on the #Christchurch Call in May 2019, Ardern made clear that her focus was on the harm of online terrorist extremist content, saying the “task here is to find ways to protect the freedom of the internet and its power to do good, while working together to find ways to end its use for terrorism.” In particular, she said: “We ask that you assess how your algorithms funnel people to extremist content and make transparent that work.”

The leader of the opposition political party also weighed in, saying: “It's smart algorithms on the internet traffic into New Zealand that allow you to have a case of all profit, no responsibility.

Some commentators agreed with the prime minister that social media platforms can no longer say they are not publishers when their own algorithms enable and drive content sharing, while others said this was simply a new take on an old debate. The risks of relying on algorithms to filter content are already known to be fraught. In New Zealand, for example, Good Bitches Baking is a not-for-profit network which shares home baking with people going through a difficult time. However, whenever they attempt to post on Facebook they are blocked because of their name.

Many pointed to the futility of trying to chase copies of the terrorist attack video, likening this to playing “whack-a-mole” because the content would be constantly appearing elsewhere on the internet. The technical difficulty in identifying “copies” was highlighted, as small changes could be made to the video (such as editing to add material) making it difficult to clearly identify the relevant content. Concerns were raised about the collateral damage to legitimate and legal content on platforms. Some members of the Muslim community wanted to see the video (for example, to see if family members had survived) and some had in fact already watched it. There were concerns that prohibiting the video would drive it to the so-called dark web, thereby embedding the harm it was sought to avoid. Finally, some considered that there will “always be harmful content on the internet, outside of anyone's control” and there was little point in trying to contain this particular video.

However, others pointed out that these arguments were fallacious, since algorithms were already being used to curate and feed content and could therefore be redesigned: there may be ways to interfere with recommendation algorithms to prevent the development of filter bubbles that channelled users to extremist content. Others decried Facebook's failure to implement its own community standards and its initial silence after the attack.

Another view was that algorithms feeding the objectionable video content to those who did not want to see it was an interference with their right to privacy (their right to be let alone and to decide for themselves what they wished to view).
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The outcome of the #Christchurch Call included a set of voluntary commitments by governments and online service providers “intended to address the issue of terrorist and violent extremist content online.” Among the range of measures that online service providers agreed on was to:

Review the operation of algorithms and other processes that may drive users towards and/or amplify terrorist and violent extremist content to better understand possible intervention points and to implement changes where this occurs. This may include using algorithms and other processes to redirect users from such content or the promotion of credible, positive alternatives or counter-narratives. This may include building appropriate mechanisms for reporting, designed in a multi-stakeholder process and without compromising trade secrets or the effectiveness of service providers' practices through unnecessary disclosure.

The topic of algorithms to promote and share content, as well as to find and limit its spread, was now squarely in the public domain – a considerable step forward in the discourse on AI. A small number of New Zealand groups have already responded to the outcome of the #Christchurch Call, urging more research with an interdisciplinary approach. The AI Forum’s Ethics, Law and Society Working Group, for example, noted the three ways content is disseminated on the internet (user upload, internet searches and social media feeds), pointing out that implementing the #Christchurch Call could involve filtering at some point in each of these processes. Because some of these processes would have to be automatic, the challenge would be to identify items to be filtered in an AI classification system which can determine whether each item would be allowed or blocked.  

The group identified technical challenges to accurately identifying the relevant content, such as choosing the best classifiers, getting classification consistently correct, how to deal with errors, and whether classifiers should err on the side of accepting or blocking content. This in turn, the group said, raised ethical questions about freedom of expression and censorship and economic questions about the cost of running different types of filtering systems. Despite these difficulties, the working group considered that “small changes to feedback recommendation algorithms could potentially have large effects – not only in curbing the transmission of extremist material, but also in reducing the ‘filter bubbles’ that can channel users towards extremist political positions.”

Other community responses

Communities responded to the attacks in a variety of ways. Many took up the prime minister’s call to deny the attacker the infamy he sought by refusing to use his name and by not sharing any photos of him. For example, telecommunications company Spark called on people to support “a #ShareNoEvil movement that could help deprive terrorists of the fame and oxygen their evil needs to survive” and with the explicit ambition of “making the act of sharing terrorist content culturally unacceptable in Aotearoa.” The campaign enabled supporters to download a Google Chrome extension that lets users block the attacker’s name and replace it with the words “Share no evil.”

Muslim women leaders called out the community on the racism that they face, speaking of the efforts they made to alert the government, including police, to the harassment they were experiencing from white supremacists and other right wing groups. Islamic Women's Council spokesperson Anjam Rahman cited numerous examples of anti-Muslim and racist incidents both before and after the terrorist attacks and said “this is New Zealand.” Anti-racism activities sprang up throughout the country, even including a local TV series called “That’s a Bit Racist”.  

At the same time, the internet was used to spread misinformation about the attack, including to confuse or misinform the public about the proposed gun law reform, and a host of expressly racist and Islamophobic groups were set up on Facebook and other platforms.

The internet also enabled support for and sharing of the massive public outpourings of grief. Tens of thousands of people attended rallies throughout the country to decry the attack, holding public Muslim prayer vigils to show support for Muslim communities, to grieve, and to come together in
acts of democratic solidarity and call for deeper examination and honesty about racism, religious intolerance and hate speech.

The New Zealand Law Society joined the debate about hate speech, to inform and educate about this form of speech and what it means to different groups of people. The Free Speech Coalition expressed horror at the attack, saying that the “principle of freedom of expression should be inseparable from non-violence,” but condemned the legal ruling on the status of the manifesto, saying New Zealanders “need to be able to understand the nature of evil and how it expresses itself.” The Coalition has so far been silent on the ruling of the video.

Algorithms, social media platforms and internet regulation

In this environment, the local internet community had to work hard to determine how best to engage with government and also create shared spaces for the community to discuss the issues. Much of this also involved educating about the nature of the internet, the various infrastructural layers and where content regulation fits within other areas of internet policy making. InternetNZ launched a forum for civil society and the technical community to participate in the lead-up to the meeting in Paris to support these discussions.

Regulation of online content is fraught with problems including how to ensure lawful content (such as evidence of war crimes) is not affected by definitions of “terrorist” content. However, the international human rights standards provide a framework for balancing these different rights. At the same time, hard questions must be asked as to whether the multistakeholder cooperation processes which work to create agreed norms at the technical DNS layers of the internet are really working in the social media environment and whether, in the absence of an alternative, regulation has now arrived as the only realistic option. Jay Daley, for example, called for regulation of social media platforms primarily because these “are not the internet” and are not developed and coordinated in the same ways as other cooperative multistakeholder processes, such as IEEE, the IETF and W3C. Daley argues this is totally unlike the processes used by social media platforms, which have proven incapable of enforcing even their own moral code of conduct standards.

Jordan Carter, the chief executive of InternetNZ, echoed this view, saying that the principles of an open and free internet and content regulation have been “elided, sometimes by organisations that are parts of our constituency, into that sort of cyber-libertarian ethos of government is always bad, freedom of speech is always good, any moves to regulate content or services are always bad.” Given the market dominance of the social media platforms and their impact on public opinion, Carter argues, “just as the public square and the media were always regulated, it isn’t obvious to me that these platforms should be exempt just because they're on the internet.”

The debate about regulation is continuing and it remains to be seen whether the outcome of the #Christchurch Call will have any significant, long-term impact. The role of social media in the terrorist attack has been expressly excluded from the terms of reference of the national inquiry into the attack.

Conclusion

The effects of the terrorist attacks are still being felt in Christchurch and throughout New Zealand. Public support for gun control laws and wider discussion about racism shows that most New Zealanders abhor the actions of the attacker and want to take some level of personal responsibility for addressing racism in their daily life. Four months on from the attacks, our experience was that prompt legal classification of the video enabled take-down of online content according to the rule of law, thereby upholding and affirming the centrality of human rights in the midst of a horrific terrorist attack. The use of algorithms by social media platforms received considerable attention, helping to inform the public and give more nuance and depth to discussions about AI. This bodes well for future discussion of AI. However, more research is needed to understand

28 The forum was open to all interested civil society and technical community members in New Zealand and globally. https://christchurchcallcoord.internetnz.nz
31 Ardern, J. (2019, 8 April). Supreme Court judge to lead terror attack Royal Commission (press release). https://www.beehive.govt.nz/release/supreme-court-judge-lead-terror-attack-royal-commission. Para 6(c)(b) of the terms of reference of the inquiry limits the matters that the Inquiry has power to consider, namely “activities by entities or organisations outside the State Sector, such as media platforms.” See: https://christchurchattack.royalcommission.nz/about-the-inquiry/terms-of-reference
the human rights and ethical implications of diverse algorithmic classifiers and the rules that might be created to identify and curate online content.

**Action steps**

The following action steps can be suggested for civil society:

- Foster increased public discussion about AI and provide case studies to improve and build understanding of the human rights issues involved.
- Strengthen and develop an interdisciplinary approach to AI to ensure technical, philosophical, legal and other approaches are brought together to develop responses.
- Ensure civil society, academic and technical perspectives play an equal role with government and business perspectives in developing responses to the human rights implications of AI.
- Continue to deal with specific types of harmful content according to law, such as extremist terrorist online content, rather than rejecting regulation of content *per se*.
- Develop research strategies to support technical considerations of the human rights and ethical issues that arise in the development of AI tools (for example, identifying appropriate classifiers and the use of diverse data sets for machine-learning tools).
Introduction

The field of artificial intelligence (AI) in Pakistan is evolving rapidly and poised to grow significantly over the coming decade. AI is a technology that is creating new opportunities in education, promoting equality and freedom of expression and access to information. The advancements in data collection, processing, increased computing power and low costs of storage have resulted in numerous AI start-ups offering insights into the control of new diseases, identifying patterns of human interactions, setting up smart electrical systems and intelligent irrigation systems, powering smart cities, and analysing shopping data, apart from the not-so-popular uses of AI such as identifying tax evaders and policing.

AI-powered applications are set to play a very critical role in the cyber ecosystem in Pakistan, which will also introduce significant risks and challenges by amplifying existing bias, discrimination and ethical issues in its governance. AI-driven algorithms and applications are growing at a rapid pace, but most of the development is happening in the private sector, where little consideration or thought is given to human rights principles when designing computer code carrying instructions to translate data into conclusions, information or outputs. The potential impact on human rights is worsened given that no framework is available in Pakistan that regulates the application of AI from a human rights perspective.

The aim of this maiden scoping exercise is to look at the human rights legal framework for AI in Pakistan and to propose a theoretical framing for thinking about the obligations of government and responsibilities of private companies in the country, intersecting human rights with the expanding technological capabilities of AI systems.

AI and human rights in Pakistan

The growing digitalisation in our everyday lives has given way to the rise of a robotic age with machine-driven AI reshaping the way we connect and perceive the digital world. The benefits and advantages of the internet since its very inception have not been evenly distributed and there is a perceived risk that AI systems will further exacerbate the inequalities by facilitating discrimination and impacting marginalised populations and nations like ours.

Despite the plethora of projects, AI and machine-based learning technologies are still in their infancy in Pakistan. This means that it is very important that in employing new, emerging technologies both public and private sector organisations in the country find ways to protect human rights, primarily due to the fact that these technologies can exacerbate discrimination, inequality and exclusions already prevalent in Pakistani society.

Pakistan has a poor human rights record. The international community and human rights organisations have long been concerned about the persistent patterns of human rights violations occurring in the country, including forced disappearances, torture and extrajudicial execution. The suppression of freedom of expression online has intensified and the introduction of the Prevention of Electronic Crimes Act, 2016 is being used to threaten, harass and detain human rights activists, silencing them online. Forced disappearance has become widespread and paid trolls harass in-
dividends online with impunity. Violence triggered by alleged “blasphemy” recently claimed the life of a young university student, leading to rare condemnation from the government after pressure from social media users. All these issues highlight the importance of a human rights framework for AI.

Automation helps remove human interventions from decision-making processes, which can have both positive and negative impacts on human rights. Whether accessing business or government services, or simply accessing content online. AI also poses new risks for human rights, as diverse as non-discrimination, privacy, security, freedom of expression, freedom of association, the right to work and access to public services. Pakistan has the opportunity to shape the direction of AI in the country from a socio-ethical perspective by attending to important issues such as privacy, data protection, human dignity, and non-discrimination. As the AI ethics guidelines presented by the European Commission’s High-Level Expert Group on Artificial Intelligence (AI HLEG) rightly suggest, “AI should be developed, deployed and used with an ethical purpose, grounded in, and reflective of, fundamental rights, societal values and the ethical principles of beneficence, non-maleficence, autonomy of humans, and justice.” Pakistan should also follow these guidelines in the deploying of AI systems to ensure a human-centric approach to AI with the aim of maximising the benefits of AI and minimising its risks.

The use of AI in the public sector
Because AI is driving towards greater personalisation in an era of information abundance, it can also help government agencies in developing countries like Pakistan solve complex public sector issues by giving citizens a more personalised and efficient experience. There is huge opportunity for the government to capitalise on this new technology to improve people’s lives, end poverty and introduce transparency in decision-making processes by reducing fraud, waste and abuse in all departments. In a bid to increase tax collection, the government has embarked on using AI and big data to identify tax evaders. It is hoped that this will help widen the tax net in Pakistan and make tax auditing faster and more efficient. The National Database and Registration Authority (NADRA), custodian of citizen records, in collaboration with the Federal Board of Revenue, have identified 53 million individuals as tax evaders using data mining and AI technologies.

The widespread collection of citizens’ data by the government, and the mining of multiple data sets, increases the risk of manipulation, bias and discrimination based on ethnicity, gender, geography and holding pluralistic or dissenting political views. One such data set involves the national identity smartcard issued by NADRA, which is required for banking transactions, purchasing vehicles, real estate and airline tickets, and travelling abroad, among other transactions. The use of facial recognition technology is another area in the public sector where the government has emphasised the use of AI algorithms. Facial features will become part of a system used for facial identification, matched against existing data sets with citizens’ information. Facial recognition technology can easily identify “discriminating” features on a person and help anyone from researchers to law-enforcement authorities find who they are looking for quicker than ever.

The most pressing challenge for adopting AI technologies is that they should be consistent, accurate and consciously checked for unintended bias. The algorithms used in powering AI platforms must be stable and transparent in design to ensure that small changes in inputs do not change the
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output results. It is important that during design the principles of algorithmic fairness and bias-free algorithms are considered. The United Kingdom recently published its guidelines on the use of AI in the public sector, highlighting the need for a balanced, ethical, fair and safe approach to the application of algorithms. These kinds of initiatives can serve as useful templates in developing a similar framework for the application of AI in the public sector in Pakistan.

The use of AI in the private sector

AI has disrupted the way businesses interact with consumers. It has already become integrated into our daily lives and AI is found in all of our digital devices, including search engines, social media platforms and chat applications. Google, Facebook, Amazon, Apple and Netflix all use AI as means of enhancing (and controlling) the user's experience.

The private sector in Pakistan has been quick to realise the immense potential of AI in improving operations and sales strategies in businesses. Daraz, one of the leading e-commerce platforms in Pakistan, and recently acquired by the China-based Ali Baba group, is empowering tens of thousands of sellers to connect with millions of customers using AI to power its smart search app. The app is powered by deep learning and natural language processing algorithms. It recommends products to shoppers, and informs retailers when they need to increase their inventory to keep up with the demand. The leading telecom service provider, Pakistan Telecommunication Company, also uses AI for interacting with its customers.

The market for AI-powered assistants is growing in Pakistan. Similar to Apple's Siri, Google's Assistant and Microsoft's Cortana personal assistants, RUBA, the world's first Urdu-speaking AI bot has been launched. The AI bot can speak and understand Urdu while working as your personal assistant in performing tasks such as messaging someone, finding a contact or calling them.

Meanwhile, using big data, machine learning and cognitive intelligence, Mindshare Pakistan has built AI-rich solutions that have transformed the way media planning is done, for instance, through customising advertising using AI.

Finally, ADDO AI, a company started in Pakistan, is one of the emerging AI companies in Asia that is using historical and real-time data gathered through satellites and hyperspectral imaging for planting, harvesting and crop management.

The goal is to improve the crop yields for farmers and to protect seed lenders against risks and climate challenges.

These are just some of the AI initiatives in the country's technological sector, which all show how seriously the potential of AI is being taken for business planning and operations at all levels.

A human rights framework for AI in Pakistan

AI is driving towards greater personalisation of the online interactions of users. This, on one end, allows easy and timely access to required information based on personal preferences as learned by an AI system using a set of behaviour patterns. On the other end, it minimises the exposure to diversified views. Such personalisation may reinforce biases and incentivise the promotion and recommendation of inflammatory content or disinformation in order to sustain users' online engagement. AI-based personalisation risks undermining an individual’s ability to find certain kinds of content online by deprioritising content with lower index or search rankings, especially when the system's technical design occludes any kind of transparency in its algorithms.

AI has further encouraged the use of big data-driven systems in both the private and public sector, with the widespread collection and exploitation of individuals' data, increasing risk of manipulation, discrimination and micro-targeting.

---


30 In Pakistan, most farmers do not have the financial means for buying seeds for themselves, so seed lenders are people who give away seeds to be repaid later once the crops yield.

Both public sector organisations and private sector companies should provide meaningful information and insights about how they develop and implement standards for personalising the information environment on their platforms. The opaqueness of the algorithms powering AI systems emphasises the importance of obligations of government and the private sector towards the human rights framework that imposes responsibility on both to desist from implementing measures that violate individual human rights. At a policy level, the government and private sector should make policy commitments to respect the human rights of their users in all AI applications, relevant to the collection and use of personal data needed to feed these systems.

Given the methods of profiling individuals using third-party data in Pakistan, it is imperative that the government devise data protection laws and standards with modern notions of consent, reason, use, transparency and accountability. This is particularly important if the personal data is being used without being de-identified before developing new data sets.

As in the government’s tax profiling initiative, a further complication is introduced when multiple data sets are used for raising a new data set, in this case of suspected tax evaders. Such data sets have a tendency to lose the original context of where and when the data was acquired, and risk decisions against individuals with mostly out-of-date or inaccurate data.32

### Conclusion and recommendations

Many countries are involved in devising global, regional and national AI policies to maximise the potential and minimise the risks of this technology. It is imperative that Pakistan should develop its AI strategy and guidelines with a human rights framework at the core of its policy. The government should not focus only on public sector regulation of the use of AI, but also regulate its use in the private sector. This is because the private sector is more likely to dominate the AI evolution due to its ability to invest long-term in AI development and initiatives.

Furthermore, there is the risk that governments might hand over sensitive data to companies33 for use in AI platforms, without the necessary safeguards in place. Pakistan should look at the framework provided by the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)34 and other similar policy frameworks35 to prevent the unaccountable use of AI and the use of personal data for training these systems. Efforts should be made to provide guidelines on ethical coding, design and application, and attention paid to the need for public oversight of AI machine-learning systems. Transparency is crucial in AI systems given that they are destined to have a significant impact on the lives of communities and individuals in Pakistan.

---


33 Due to political pressure, corruption and the importance of smartcard data to businesses.

34 https://gdpr-info.eu
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Introduction
It is important to recognise the need for artificial intelligence (AI) applications, not only in Panama, but in the world. AI has been shown to have great potential in its application in a variety of fields, including health, agriculture, finance and education. Panama is, however, right at the beginning of the AI learning curve. This is not surprising: there are 2.8 million internet users in Panama, representing 70% of the country’s population. Among the first rudimentary steps in using AI in the country was the use of fingerprint technology to clock in workers. But while the country has made advances in AI, it has yet to be used on public service platforms, making the benefits of AI accessible to citizens. This report discusses Panama as being in the “prototype phase” of implementing AI.

Ready or not?
The main interest in AI in Panama can be found in the private sector, which has been primarily engaged in providing AI business solutions. While the government is out of step with these developments, it is nevertheless focused on issues to do with data protection and open government which can serve as a springboard for the future incorporation of AI in public services.

One example of the government’s interest in the application of ICTs in the public service sector is Panama Online, which is one of its flagship projects. This platform aims to streamline the way in which citizens transact with state services. For example, citizens can access their police clearance records using an automated system that searches the police database and provides them with the necessary document, without any visit to a police station being necessary.

Despite e-government initiatives like these, one just has to look at other countries in Latin America, with AI projects in the banking, insurance and justice sectors, among others, to see how far Panama is lagging behind.

Below we briefly discuss the potential use of AI in the finance, health and education sectors in Panama.

Finance
E-commerce in Panama is regulated by Law No. 51 of 2008 and by Executive Decree No. 40 of 2009, with subsequent laws dealing with e-commerce also being passed.

In September 2018, the General Directorate of Income initiated a pilot electronic billing programme with 43 companies. The purpose of the programme was to facilitate e-commerce transactions in the country, including electronic invoicing, and digital archiving of transactions. Banks also offer online banking, allowing clients to access customer care using chat, open accounts, and transact. However, it is only private sector banks that offer online services. The state bank has yet to get online.

It is clear that while there is potential for the use of AI in the finance sector – for instance, in predictive modelling of government budgets, in economic forecasts, or in customer services – the context does not necessarily exist for this to become a widespread reality. It was only in 2018 that the government launched its e-billing programme, showing the extent to which the public sector on the whole is behind the e-commerce curve.

Health
There is perhaps more potential for AI pilot projects in the health sector. In April 2019 an initiative was launched by the Ministry of Health (MINSA) which involved using electronic bracelets for newborn babies and their mothers to avoid mix-ups at hospitals and clinics, and to curb baby snatching, a common crime in the country.

The Bracelet System for Neonatal Control works using an ankle bracelet with a transmitter that is placed on the newborn baby, and a receiver bracelet which the mother wears. It includes a hand-held programming device, control antennas on clinic doors (which light up red or green), and an alarm.

---

1 https://www.elcapitalfinanciero.com/el-70-de-la-poblacion-en-panama-usa-internet-pero-que-hace
2 www.panaamaenlinea.gob.pa
3 https://www.prensa.com/sociedad/Presentan-sistema-seguridad-control-nacidos_0_5290720902.html
The bracelets also have a built-in coloured light – green for compatible and red for incompatible – that turns on when mother and baby are together.

This project will be piloted in the province of Chiriqui. However, it has been met with mixed reactions. These reactions show that public understanding and sentiment with any new initiative are important to ensuring its success – and the same will be the case with respect to AI initiatives. A key challenge in the use of AI in Panama will be the public’s willingness to participate in these kinds of initiatives.

Education

Panama has implemented e-learning platforms to help with its teaching and learning. Some platforms have been developed by schools and universities themselves, and others have been through partnerships with technology service providers.

Some of these platforms include alerts sent to students to remind them of assignment deadlines, the time that has passed since they logged onto a platform, and messages relating to absenteeism. These are first-level e-education platforms, and there is some way to go to explore other potential areas of AI use in schools, such as the potential use of AI to reduce school drop-out rates as seen in India.4

Prototype phase

As suggested by the above initiatives, the first-step platforms have been created to lay the ground for more sophisticated use of AI in these sectors. Because of this, we consider Panama as being in the prototype phase of AI implementation. But there remains much room for improvement. Most initiatives that are looking to the use of AI in the country are isolated, including in the private sector.

Two of the most notable initiatives in the private sector involve Microsoft. In the first, Microsoft has partnered with Copa Airlines. The two have reached an agreement on the use of Microsoft’s cloud services, productivity solutions and applications related to AI. This partnership is seen as critical in a sector where efficiency and punctuality are essential.5

Another company with which Microsoft is working is Atento, a leader in contact centres and customer relations in Latin America, which is also using the cloud platform and cognitive services of the tech giant.

Operating in Guatemala, Panama and El Salvador, Atento created a new “customer service intelligence” area. According to César Cernuda, the president of Microsoft Latin America:

The implemented solution applies modern voice transcription services, understands the reason for contact (interpretation of intention), and analyses the client’s sentiment (nervous, anxious, aggressive, happy). Artificial intelligence allows it to develop the profile more deeply, the inclinations and preferences of the consumer, establishing more effective contact and greater satisfaction.6

These examples suggest a clear benefit of AI in the business sector. According to reports, businesses experience a 15% to 30% improvement in efficiency when applying AI to a process or service – and it is this potential that could also prove useful in the public sector.

Conclusion

For IPANDETEC, it is very important to take the necessary steps to lay the ground for the wide-scale implementation of AI in Panama. This needs to be done in a way that AI enables the human rights of citizens, rather than diminishes them. From this perspective we can learn a lot from the implementation of AI in other countries where the use of technologies is more advanced, whether in the region, or further afield, as in Asia. It is a matter of growing as a country and developing the most promising initiatives that balance the need for technological development, but do not continue to disadvantage groups who are already marginalised.

We see great potential for the use of AI in numerous ways, including the treatment of diseases like cancer (MIT, for example, recently developed an IT-based algorithm that can predict breast cancer up to five years before it appears);7 in the use of natural language processing for government services; in the support offered to farmers, including in pest identification; and in education. Many of these solutions require a detailed case analysis of the experiences of their use in other countries, especially those that are, like Panama, in the prototype phase of development.

---

4 See the India country report in this edition of GISWatch.
5 https://www.estrategiaynegocios.net/lasclavesdeldia/1180122-330/inteligencia-artificial-c%C3%B3mo-las-empresas-en-centroam%C3%A9rica-ya-la-utilizan
6 Ibid.
**Action steps**

The following action steps in Panama will further help to lay the ground for the widespread application of AI:

- Renew the debate on the Law on Protection of Personal Data with greater participation by citizens and civil society, and include aspects such as territorial jurisdiction, among others.

- Push for Panama to implement the international conventions to which it is signatory in terms of digital rights. In particular, implement the Budapest Convention on Cybercrime\(^8\) in its entirety in Panama.

- Panama should improve regulation of areas such as cryptocurrencies, e-commerce and e-invoicing, among others, to encourage foreign investment and protect the national financial system.

- The different institutions of the state must be encouraged to cooperate with ANTAI – the national authority on access to information and transparency – in terms of the country's open government and open data programme. This is important in order to increase transparency and trust in the government.

- The government must promote human and digital rights throughout the country to have an informed and aware population.

---

8 https://www.coe.int/en/web/cybercrime/the-budapest-convention
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Introduction
This report considers the use of artificial intelligence (AI) in the so-called “fintech” sector in Peru. Fintech refers to emerging industries that use technology to improve activities in the financial market, for example, to offer loans or mobile bank services. The report frames the discussion in terms of the potential of AI to unfairly discriminate against potential customers, laying the basis for more detailed studies in the sector.

A set of recommendations aimed at reducing potential discrimination in the fintech sector is also proposed, in order to exploit the potential of fintech to ensure the inclusion of vulnerable groups in the financial system.

Background
In 2018, the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB) and Finnovista, an organisation that promotes fintech ventures in the Latin American region, published the Report on Fintech in Latin America 2018: Growth and Consolidation, a follow-up study on the development of fintech in the region. It was reported that Peru was ranked sixth out of a total of 18 countries in the region, with 5% of the total fintech market and a total of 57 fintech ventures in the country. Compared to the measurement taken in 2017, the Peruvian fintech market experienced growth of 256%, the second largest growth experienced in Latin America.¹

In May 2019 the Lima Fintech Forum 2019 was held in the capital, the third such event that, according to its own description, “brings together the main representatives in fintech, banking, insurance, regulation, cybersecurity, digital transformation and innovation in Peru.”² The event had the participation of a high authority in the Peruvian government, the vice minister of economy, who expressed his satisfaction with the growth of the fintech companies and his commitment to support a regulatory framework favourable to their interests.

However, despite what seems like universal enthusiasm with which this new business segment has been received, the understanding of the impact of fintech in Peru seems to be limited, even within the Peruvian financial industry. There are several elements that confirm this. Despite its exponential growth, the information available on fintech is scarce in the media, and when it is available, it is usually self-promotional, and basically limited to the websites where they offer products and services. In addition, many of the traditional financial actors still do not recognise fintech ventures as important agents of their ecosystem, which translates into a low level of strategic cooperation and “coopetition”.³ Finally, studies conducted by universities on the subject are scarce and are focused almost exclusively on describing the construction and operation of the business models of these companies.⁴

In Peru, discussions on fintech tend to revolve around economics and financial regulation, but do not touch on other topics that are already widely discussed in more mature ecosystems, such as the ethics of the use of technology or its implications for human rights. In this scenario, trying to diagnose the use of AI in the Peruvian fintech sector to establish the existence of discrimination seems premature, and can be compared to talking about rocket science to a pre-industrial audience. However, given the rapid growth of the sector, it is at least necessary to frame the discussion for further debate and investigation.

Algorithmic bias and discrimination
Nowadays, it is an indisputable fact that technologies such as AI can generate or reproduce situations of discrimination against people as a product of a design contaminated by the prejudices and unfair

---

² https://limafintechforum.com
⁴ When the term “fintech” is used to search the National Repository of Research Papers (RENATI), there are only eight matches: renat. sunedu.gob.pe/simple-search?query=fintech
biases of its creators. This “contamination” can be conscious or unconscious and occur in different stages. It includes definitions of concepts such as “beauty” or “creditworthiness” under which an algorithm will look for patterns that allow it to assign values to certain attributes such as age, sex, address, etc., that help the AI to make decisions.  

*What is meant by discrimination in Peru?*

Discrimination, in its broadest sense, is an act of differentiating between individuals or groups of people based on attributes of subjective evaluation whose result is the benefit of one individual or group (better valued) at the expense of another (less valued). As a social phenomenon, discrimination has been widely studied and its traces can be found throughout Peruvian history. In recent years, discrimination has been understood as a negative action that undermines people’s rights to equality and that must therefore be discouraged through laws.

In the Peruvian constitution of 1993, currently in force, discrimination of any kind is prohibited. Over the last 26 years, different laws have been developed in order to reinforce this prohibition, covering almost all areas of social life. For example, performing an act considered discriminatory constitutes a crime that can currently be punished by up to four years in prison. Likewise, this act may be subject to an administrative sanction in some jurisdictions, which may involve the imposition of economic penalties or even the closure of the establishment where the event occurred. Discrimination can also be subject to sanctions in the field of work, education and even at the level of consumer relations. In all these scenarios, judges and administrative entities have over the years made different rulings and decisions that have helped define the scope of the laws and codes of conduct. Some cases are very relevant to this report and will be presented later.

*Why will the fintech sector make a good basis for further research?*

In terms of technological ventures that have started up in Peru in the last five years, fintech companies are positioned in a particularly interesting place for three reasons. The first is their intensive use of all types of technologies, including AI tools. The second is that more than half of the local fintech ventures offer B2C (business-to-consumer) services, which means that they have a direct impact on the users of financial services. The third is the dominant narrative that affirms that these companies will contribute to the greater financial inclusion of vulnerable and historically excluded groups. These make fintech ventures an obvious choice if we want to research whether the use of AI generates or reproduces situations of discrimination against Peruvians.

Although they have in common that they all use technology, fintech ventures can be sub-categorised according to the type of services they offer. The most popular at the regional level are those that provide payment and remittance services, those that offer loans and those offering personal or corporate finance management. Fintech ventures that grant loans can serve as a useful reference for study because it is widely recognised that they use AI tools in their business models, compared to others focused on activities such as credit scores or online payments that do not necessarily involve the use of AI. In these “lending fintechs”, AI usually interacts directly with customers through application forms, which allows it to collect, contrast and analyse the data received to make decisions. Depending on how the algorithms have been designed or how the AI has been trained, these decisions can exhibit acts of discrimination and, in certain cases, could be sanctioned.

*Is it illegal (or even possible) for an algorithm to discriminate?*

While discrimination of any kind is prohibited in Peru, there are cases in which a person can be “discriminated” against legally. For example, a restaurant that has a policy of not serving people who are in shorts and flip-flops may refuse to serve a customer that dresses in that way without discriminating against him or her. Another case, closer to the topic of this report, is a person who asks for bank loans and never bothers to pay them, which generates a negative credit record. If a new bank receives this person's loan application, they can reject it based on the negative record and not commit an act of discrimination even though the person has never been a client of the bank.

---


6 Political Constitution of Peru, Article 2: Every person has the right: (...) To equality before the law. No person shall be discriminated against on the basis of origin, race, sex, language, religion, opinion, economic status, or any other distinguishing feature.

These two examples are almost common sense. The freedom of contract is a concept that determines that two parties can agree their own rules when contracting. In Peru, freedom of contract is a right recognised in the constitution. If a bank can establish a policy to not give loans to clients with a history of defaulting, it seems logical that an algorithm can perform the same discriminatory behaviour and not break any law.

But what is the limit? Below are two cases that, with 15 years of separation between each, seem to answer this question.

In 1999, a woman requested a credit card from Ripley (a popular department store), for which she delivered the required documentation consisting of her personal data, a copy of her identification document, and the credit card of another bank. Two weeks later, the woman received the news that the credit card request had been denied and when she asked why, she was told that the district in which she lived (La Victoria) was “not verifiable”, which meant that it was difficult to carry out actions of verification and debt collection in La Victoria, which was labelled as “dangerous”. The woman decided to report Ripley for discrimination before the Peruvian consumer protection authority (INDECOPI), arguing that the store had only considered where she lived and not her credit record or income. In the first decision by INDECOPI, the complaint was dismissed. However, on appeal, the complaint was accepted based on an interpretation of discrimination currently in force in law.

The rationale of the case was that there are two forms of treatment in consumer relations: differentiated treatment and discriminatory treatment. Differentiated treatment is legal and is based on the existence of objective and justified causes that allow restricting and even denying the provision of services or products to a consumer. On the contrary, discriminatory treatment is based on purely subjective and arbitrary reasons, hence it is illegal. In this case, when it comes to credit, having a restrictive policy for customers that live in certain places can be an objective cause for differentiated treatment, but it should not be the only one. If it was the only one, it can become discriminatory, as has happened in this case.8

Fourteen years later, in 2013, a retired woman filed a lawsuit before the Constitutional Court against Banco de la Nación (the state bank) for a similar reason. The bank had denied her a loan because she was 85 years old and its policy was to only grant loans to clients up to 83 years of age. The woman claimed that this was a violation of her right to equality and non-discrimination, while the bank argued that it was a case of differentiated treatment based on objective causes. To resolve this case, the court used an argument similar to that of INDECOPI. Based on international treaties and local legislation, it determined that age could not be the only requirement to deny access to credit and that doing so constituted discriminatory treatment. In addition, they pointed out that the vulnerable quality of the applicant, who was a senior citizen, had to be considered.9

So if an AI decides not to grant a loan to a client solely and exclusively because of his or her age, address, gender, etc. without considering other factors, is it committing an act of discrimination? Using the doctrine of the type of treatment (differentiated or discriminatory), the answer seems to be affirmative. Although in the cases cited the discriminatory behaviour was carried out by people, there is no reason why this doctrine could not be applied to machine-learning systems that have algorithms for decision making. However, while it is possible to recognise discrimination when interacting with a person, it is not so simple when it is the result of AI, because the way these tools work is not usually transparent or self-explanatory to those who interact with it.

Given that these systems collect and process huge amounts of data, identifying how and when a discriminatory act occurs seems an impossible task. For instance, a fintech service provider could have configured its algorithms to deny loans to all women, young people in rural areas or anyone with a surname of indigenous origin and it would be very difficult to prove that this has happened. Perhaps an indicative test could be the terms and conditions that appear on the websites of these companies and contain discriminatory clauses, which would help predict the discriminatory behaviour of the AI. At least two fintech companies that we looked at showed discrimination in terms of age, but it is likely that others also have built-in discriminations, without making these public.10

---


10 The Fintech companies who carry out discrimination based on age are Fio (https://www.fio.pe) and Tappoyo (https://www.tappoyo.com). In the case of Fio, in the frequently asked questions section of its website, it is indicated that applicants must be between the ages of 21 and 65. In the case of Tappoyo, the restriction is between 20 and 70 years of age.
An important aspect that should also be part of this reasoning is how fintech ventures are different from other actors in the financial system in terms of their obligations to not discriminate. Could they argue that their need to increase restrictions on consumers is greater because they are more vulnerable and face greater risks? There is still plenty of room to debate.

**Conclusion**

It is clear that the fintech sector offers useful opportunities to understand the application of AI in Peru, and its potential impact on citizen rights. In particular, we suggest above that there is scope to explore potential bias and discrimination in the algorithms used by companies operating in the sector, including those that offer loans to vulnerable and disadvantaged groups. We have outlined the difficulties that are likely to be faced by such an analysis, including a lack of transparency in the algorithms used, and that there might be cause to allow a greater degree of differentiation in the sector given its vulnerability. At times this may be considered discriminatory. We have also highlighted, however, how legislation governing discrimination in the country, which is well defined, should be brought to bear on the business practices of fintech companies. Below we suggest some ways in which civil society can engage with the sector in order to strengthen its positive benefits for providing financial services to the vulnerable and marginalised in Peru.

**Action steps**

The following recommendations can be made for civil society organisations in Peru:

- Peruvian civil society organisations should begin to participate in the spaces related to the use and development of AI in order to acquire skills and capacities that allow them to form an opinion from the perspective of human rights.
- They must demand that ethical practices in the use of AI are incorporated into the development of business models in the local fintech ecosystem, especially in terms of transparency in the use of AI tools.
- Civil society organisations must demand that the Peruvian government adhere to international guidelines for the creation of public policies on AI that promote the development of the human being.
- They should encourage universities to conduct in-depth studies on the use of AI in the economic, social and regulatory fields, among others.
- Civil society organisations should support the financial inclusion of vulnerable populations through fintech and other technological ventures, but with respect for human rights, especially in terms of preventing discrimination.
Introduction

Governments all around the world are looking toward artificial intelligence (AI) and other automated systems as an attractive solution for many complicated social problems. One of the significant promises of these new technological developments is the increase of efficiency and cost-effectiveness of public administration. Automated systems and algorithms are already being used to determine health insurance, check eligibility for welfare benefits or detect potential fraud. These technologies become a vital element in procedures that have a significant effect on the enjoyment of social rights. At the same time, they also create many problems for transparency and accountability and can amplify existing inequalities.

This report will try to illustrate some of these problems by analysing already existing automated systems and algorithms used by the Polish welfare administration. While these systems are not very sophisticated, they can provide some early lessons for data-intensive practices and their impact on people's rights and needs. Because of their technological and mathematical nature, the systems are very often portrayed as objective and apolitical, while they in fact have significant social justice consequences. What we learn from them can be crucial for the discussion about more advanced technologies, including AI, and their human rights implications.

Background: E-government imperatives, complex regulation and austerity

In 2018 the Ministry of Digital Affairs published a document that serves as a base for a future national AI strategy in Poland. The report focuses on investments in research, cooperation between business and universities and potentially AI companies, and, most notably, public administration. While the Ministry also included some ethical and human rights concerns (mostly concerning privacy and non-discrimination), the primary narrative stressed AI’s impact on organisational efficiency, innovation and economic growth. In comparison to other countries, the Polish approach is rather typical and sees AI as a strategic technology for state and business operations.

However, the hype around AI is not only driven by government plans and policies. Big international corporations – like Microsoft, IBM or SAS – are already offering sophisticated machine learning and analytical tools that can be used by public agencies, including welfare administration. Among those innovations are technologies designed to facilitate client services (e.g. verification of eligibility for a service or services tailored to the individual needs of citizens) and for planning and policy-related purposes (such as doing cost-effective analyses). This is, of course, not a new phenomenon. As part of the e-government agenda, many similar systems have been around for decades. Over the years, Poland has been investing a lot in the digitalisation of public services, mostly thanks to funds from the European Union (EU).

These technologies fall under a complicated and fragmented regulatory regime. From the perspective of citizens’ rights, the most significant laws

---


5 For example, in 2013, IBM was lobbying the city of Lodz (in central Poland) to optimise the governance of social assistance programmes by using data analytics. In: www.archiwum.uml.lodz.pl/get.php?id=12361


7 In the 1980s, many countries developed so-called expert systems that were an early version of AI. See: Weintraub, J. (1989). Expert Systems in Government Administration. AI Magazine, 10(1). https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/4c36/058a0d5bde0c1c13db133ef6603d24f6e5coc.pdf

are the administrative law, the data protection law (the EU’s General Data Protection Regulation and its national implementation) and numerous laws and regulations related to social benefits, health care and other public services. The mix of rules creates an uncertain and complex framework that sets how public administration makes decisions about services, its use of digital systems in this process, how citizens may apply for benefits, and what kind of safeguards and oversight systems are in place.

Given these uncertainties and complexities, the discussion around AI shows that at least at the EU level, there is a growing consensus for the separate regulation of automated systems that will address at least the problem of liability and the opacity of such systems.9

Beside these legal problems, there is also a growing international discussion on how such computerised systems can amplify existing inequalities and create concerns for social justice. Some researchers prove that the deployment of such systems in welfare can create harms for people experiencing poverty, and other vulnerable populations.10 Very often these technologies are justified by austerity policies and cost-reduction strategies, and therefore directly affect the enjoyment of certain social rights.

Early lessons from the datafication and algorithmisation of welfare

Healthcare insurance verification: Errors and limitations to safeguards

In 2018 the Polish press reported on the case of a migrant woman of Romani origin who was denied medical service for her ill daughter.11 The incident, which quickly escalated into conflict when the police intervened, was caused by anti-Romani sentiment and the discriminatory attitude of medical personnel. However, the direct reason for denying the service was an error in an automated system which checks eligibility for health care insurance. The Polish health care system is based on a public insurance scheme; however, a significant segment of the population (around two million people) is excluded from it. This group includes mostly undeclared workers, freelancers, migrants and the homeless.12

Introduced in 2013, e-WUS (elektroniczny system weryfikacji uprawnień świadczeniobiorców in Polish) is used before each visit to the doctor or hospital.13 The system uses data shared between the National Health Fund and the Polish Social Insurance Institution to verify insurance status automatically. Due to inaccurate, erroneous or outdated data, e-WUS has in the past made thousands of mistakes, creating chaos in Polish health care.14 To reduce the scale of this problem, the government introduced some special safeguards and procedures.15 If the system indicates that a person does not have insurance, she can still visit a doctor but under certain conditions. She has to write a statement expressing disagreement with the system’s verification result, and in two weeks provide the necessary evidence indicating that she should be covered (usually pay slips).

While this procedure works well in most cases, it can create some problems for vulnerable populations like migrants or the homeless. To verify insurance statuses, e-WUS uses a national ID number. Some migrants do not have this, even if their status is fully regulated. Similar problems face homeless people who lack either official addresses or documentation.16 These situations create bureaucratic restrictions to the enjoyment of the universal right to health. Some also argue that developing and maintaining the system itself costs more than just expanding health insurance to the whole population.17

---


Between 2014 and 2019, Polish job centres were using an automated decision-making system to categorise unemployed people and allocate them different types of assistance automatically. The so-called profiling mechanism used demographic information and data collected during a computer-based interview conducted by frontline staff. Each data entry was assigned a score from 0 to 8. Based on the final calculation, the algorithm decided on the profile of the individual, and, as a result, determined the scope of assistance a person can apply for. The system divided all unemployed into three profiles, which differed from each other in terms of demographics, distance from the labour market and the chance for re-employment. The main reasons for this technology were to reduce costs, increase efficiency and offer greater individualisation of services.

However, the profiling mechanism caused numerous controversies. For example, citizens applying for assistance did not know how the system worked: what the scope of input data was (e.g. what kind of demographic data was taken into account), what answers to the interview questions were chosen by the frontline staff, how information was processed and how scores were calculated. At the same time, the outcomes of the algorithmic calculations could be severe. In many cases, the profile assigned to the person limited her access to specific types of assistance. This was mostly visible for the so-called “third-profiled” who could only apply for a very limited set of assistance. There were also accusations of discrimination against some groups (single mothers, people with disabilities or rural residents). Many unemployed persons articulated their dissatisfaction with the profiling mechanism and even tried to game the system or submit formal complaints. In addition, according to an official evaluation of the system, staff at the job centres were also unhappy with the categorising tool: 44% of them said that it was useless in helping them with their everyday work. In practice, they used the system in different ways. For many, the computer was an ultimate decision maker. For others,
The profiling was just a part of the broader individual assessment process of an unemployed person. Sometimes they even adjusted the profile to meet the expectations of the unemployed person. These examples show that in practice, the use of automated technologies depends on organisational culture, competencies and individual preferences. Designers’ intentions may be significantly different from the actual use of technology. The level of automation results not only from initial assumptions but, above all, from the practice of users.

The profiling mechanism was also heavily criticised by civil society and human rights institutions (the Personal Data Protection Office and Human Rights Commissioner). The Panoptykon Foundation, the country’s leading digital rights organisation, launched a long and successful campaign against the system. Raising concerns about transparency, anti-discrimination and privacy, activists convinced the Polish Human Rights Commissioner to refer the profiling case to Poland’s Constitutional Court. In 2018, the Court ruled that the bill which introduced a profiling mechanism violated the Polish constitution, and as a consequence, the government decided to stop using the system a year later.

### Detecting welfare fraud: The depoliticisation and opacity of the digital system

Another example of a system used by the Polish welfare administration is a complicated mix of different databases with automated functions that help to detect fraud among welfare recipients. At the core of this mechanism is a system called the Central Base of Beneficiaries (CBB), which contains millions of data records of people receiving welfare benefits. During the application process, the system allows the official to check if a person is receiving the same or a similar benefit in another commune. Social workers may also run a query within other databases to verify the applicant’s employment history, taxation, etc. This automated data analysis can indicate that a person is not eligible for certain benefits or be a sign of a potential fraud.

The CBB was introduced as a part of a larger project of digitalisation of the welfare sector called “Empatia” (or Empathy in English). While the introduction of automated systems in welfare is necessary, especially when big social programmes are in place, the initiative created significant problems from the perspective of transparency. The mechanism of detecting fraud was designed and expanded without any social discussion and sometimes without clear legal bases. Data-sharing agreements between public agencies were seen as a technical issue, and not a political problem that can determine individuals’ social rights. Additionally, while there was no information about errors or harms caused by the system, many social workers said they were frustrated and explained that the system created problems in their daily operations. The use of it is time consuming and the procedures are not always easy to follow. This raises another question: To what extent does the introduction of such a system create greater efficiency in the work of social workers, allowing them to focus on their actual job, which is helping people in need?

### Algorithm for allocating resources: Low-quality data and the need for expert advocacy

The Polish welfare administration is also using non-automated models and algorithms for the allocation of crucial resources. One such example is the mathematical formula used by the State Fund for Rehabilitation of Disabled People (SFRDP). It allows the distribution of vital financial resources for rehabilitation and assistance for people with disabilities. The algorithm regulates the allocation of resources to local governments, and it is described in detail in law. It uses such data as the number of people with disabilities, the number of children with disabilities and unemployment statistics. While the mechanism is supposed to be objective and technical, it creates a lot of controversies and has been contested.
One of the biggest problems is the quality and accuracy of data used in the allocation procedure. The sources of that information are the national census from 2011 and administrative databases. According to organisations that fight for the rights of people with disabilities and representatives of local governments, this data is misrepresenting (due to methodological problems) the population with disabilities. Because of this misrepresentation, some methodological problems the population with disabilities, this data is misrepresenting (due to people with disabilities and representatives of local governments, this data is misrepresenting (due to organisations that fight for the rights of census from 2011 and administrative databases. According to organisations that fight for the rights of data used in the allocation procedure. The sources of that information are the national census from 2011 and administrative databases. According to organisations that fight for the rights of people with disabilities and representatives of local governments, this data is misrepresenting (due to methodological problems) the population with disabilities. Because of this misrepresentation, some methodological problems the population with disabilities, this data is misrepresenting (due to people with disabilities and representatives of local governments, this data is misrepresenting (due to organisations that fight for the rights of
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Conclusion

Existing examples of automated systems and mathematical models used in welfare can provide some valuable lessons for implementing and problematising more advanced technologies like AI. One of them is related to the political nature of digital technologies and algorithms. While very often portrayed as objective and technocratic and as a result the sole realm of technical experts, the systems (their design, architecture and targets) are in fact deeply political in that they create social constructs and play a crucial role in a decision-making process that affects social rights. It also demonstrates that for civil society organisations to successfully advocate for their interests, they must engage in the technical language of algorithms and mathematical formulas.

Understanding the impact of these systems is difficult due to the complexity of the technological layers that demands some specific expertise. In such situations, activists and human rights institutions need to learn new skills and engage with a different language, concepts and communities. For example, in the case of the algorithm for allocating resources, activists had to propose specific changes to the law using the complicated mathematical formulas in the law. Therefore there is a need to look for new ways of articulating social justice vis-à-vis automated systems and algorithms. Privacy and data protection remain central frames in this context. However, they have limitations—they focus on quite narrowly understood informational harms, and very often ignore collective injustices created by computer systems. The application of a social rights lens can extend the discussion around automated systems and create some necessary connections between social status, discrimination, inequity and the use of technology and its outcome. A social rights framework involves procedural elements (participation in creating policies or transparency in the individual decision-making process) and substantive considerations (access to some specific set of social services). Thanks to this framework, it is easier to position AI as a political and social justice issue.

There is also a space for more radical political advocacy that would not only engage in changes or improvements to algorithms, but also call for the abolition of specific systems that cause harm. The campaign against the mechanism for profiling the unemployed was a great example of when human rights, social justice and the rule of law helped to determine which processes could be automated and which should not, and under what conditions.

It is also important to acknowledge that many of those technologies function in very complex organisational and institutional environments. The use of them depends on different organisational cultures, individual motivation, conflicts between institutions and more. As indicated in the profiling case, frontline staff can, for example, use systems in a different way to that intended. Understanding this environment can be very helpful in any campaign related to technologies used in the welfare administration, or any government service-oriented institution.

---


**Action points**

The following advocacy steps are suggested for civil society in Poland:

- **It is crucial that AI and other new technological innovations are examined from the perspective of social justice and inequalities and address the needs and struggles of marginalised communities. The debate around these systems should focus on their consequences and not efficiencies; people instead of technical details about automation.**

- **Learn from what is already being implemented. There is a range of existing technologies and analytical models used by the welfare administration. Organisations that try to engage in the debate about the use of AI can learn from the successes and pitfalls of these models.**

- **There is an emerging need to connect different advocacy strategies. In the case of welfare technologies, digital rights activists should join forces with anti-poverty and anti-discrimination organisations and groups that have a greater connection with affected communities.**

- **Human rights advocacy should engage a plurality of claims that combine, for example, privacy, anti-discrimination and social rights. Activists should conceptualise and advocate for new ways of political and democratic control and supervision over technologies used in sensitive areas like welfare.**
The Future Is Now: Russia and the Movement to End Killer Robots

J. Chua

Introduction

Of all the contentious issues regarding misuses of artificial intelligence (AI), the most frightening might be the use of AI in weapons. In films such as the Terminator series or 2001: A Space Odyssey, malevolent machines in the form of Skynet or HAL the computer can think for themselves, and aim to control or eliminate humans. But what might seem like something from a science fiction movie is already a reality: weapons now can function using AI to kill without active human control.

Countries including the United States (US), South Korea and Russia are investing in AI technologies for use in lethal autonomous weapons systems (LAWS), also dubbed “killer robots”. LAWS are distinguished from other forms of AI-enabled warfare, such as cyberwars, which are not directly lethal. The concept of autonomous weapons is also not new. The landmine is an early example of an autonomous weapon, a device that is triggered autonomously and kills without active human intervention. But the use of AI brings such weapon systems to an entire new level, for it allows machines to independently search, target and/or eliminate perceived enemies.

The US has already developed weapons such as AI-enabled drones and tanks, as well as the Sea Hunter, an autonomous war ship. So far, it has placed humans in the loop for these machines, meaning there is no firing of weapons for lethal purposes without direct human intervention. However, these weapons systems have the capacity to be operated by AI alone.1 The US spends far more than any other country annually on weapons research and development, to the tune of USD 100 billion on “everything from hypersonic weapons to robotic vehicles to quantum computing.”2

The Kremlin has announced AI as a priority in Russia.3 Although at a rate far lower than the US, Russia is investing heavily in AI with the view of developing AI-driven defence capabilities. This investment has included AI-enabled missiles with the capability to change their target mid-flight, and AI-assisted tanks, although they are currently not fully autonomous yet.4 Russia has even invited foreign investors to fund research and development in AI, raising USD 2 billion to support domestic tech companies.5

Russian activism against LAWS

This misuse of AI technology represents a clear danger to humanity on many fronts. Algorithms cannot as yet make perfect decisions, especially in varying warfare conditions. For example, conventional soldiers (i.e. humans) might not kill a child holding a toy weapon, but a robotic device might not be able to distinguish between a child and an adult soldier. The chance of a software glitch accidentally firing upon friendly soldiers or civilians is not just a remote possibility. This has happened before, such as a robotic cannon mistakenly killing nine soldiers and wounding 14 others during a military exercise in South Africa over a decade ago.6

There is currently a global campaign against weapons controlled by AI. Ban Killer Robots started as a project of Human Rights Watch, but now has chapters and affiliates in countries around the world.7 The Russian affiliate is the NGO Ethics and Technology, established and managed by Alena Povova, Russia’s primary campaigner against LAWS.8 She recently attended a Convention on Cer-
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tained Conventional Weapons (CCW) meeting at the UN in Geneva (20-21 August 2019) for formal and informal consultations as an expert. One of her main missions is to raise awareness of the situation among ordinary Russians. To this end she promotes the anti-LAWS cause on both Russian and English social media and by blogging on the issue. Povova has spent many years working with the Russian parliament, serving as an advisor and expert. Her NGO takes a five-stage approach in the campaign against killer robots. Firstly, it begins by collecting information, finding available information and creating a relevant database. Secondly, it processes the information, preparing data for its working group and experts. Thirdly, it develops solutions via open discussions, with the aim to eventually turn them into formalised legal acts. Fourthly, it informs the public via social media, news releases, press conferences, etc. Fifthly, it persuades and exerts public pressure on the legal system to adopt laws and measures to implement the solutions, and keep track of the results.

At the CCW meeting in Geneva, she appeared optimistic about the eventual success of the campaign. Issuing a video statement during the CCW meeting, she told her Russian audience that in fact the sci-fi scenario of algorithmic weapons is already a reality. She appealed strongly to the scientists in the Russian Academy of Sciences – indeed scientists everywhere – to join the fight against killer robots. She asked all technology workers to join the movement in declaring they will not support the development of LAWS. She also urged Russians to be a part of this movement before it is too late to stop this nightmare.

To this end, she also connects with other Russian-speaking campaigners from Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) countries, including the prominent Kazakh activist Alimzhan Akhmetov, the director of the Center for International Security and Policy in Nur Sultan. While Kazakhstan itself is not developing AI-enabled weapons, activists understand there must be regional cooperation to stop Russia from implementing such weapons. Akhmetov takes a moral and legal approach in trying to ban LAWS. He cites the Martens Clause, first introduced in the 1899 Hague Convention II – Law and Customs of War on Land and added to the Geneva Convention in the additional protocols of 1977:

In cases not included in the present Protocol or other international treaties, civilians and combatants remain under the protection and the rule of the law of nations, as they result from the usages established among civilized peoples, from the laws of humanity and the dictates of public conscience.

Applying the Martens Clause to the ban on LAWS, Akhmetov argues that public conscience demands “principles of morality and ethics, the exclusive sphere of human responsibility” be applied and that “robots are not able to appreciate the value of human life” to make life or death decisions. It is arguable that countries should already stop developing LAWS based on the Martens Clause. According to the Arms Control Association:

The Martens clause requires in particular that emerging technology comply with the principles of humanity and dictates of public conscience. Fully autonomous weapons would fail this test on both counts.

Meanwhile, Ethics and Technology has managed to hold meetings to work on a range of issues, including meaningful human control; current and new legal acts; responsibility for system operations; elements of system operation; defence and attack; and expansion beyond the military sphere. So far, the NGO is not banned and its campaign against LAWS has not faced major overt opposition from the Russian government. In fact, the Russia government simply moves forward in developing its AI-enabled weapon systems. Most notably, on 22 August 2019, Russia sent a Skybot F-850 robot called FEDOR (Final Experimental Demonstration Object Research) to the International Space Station as the sole passenger on a Soyuz rocket. FEDOR, a humanoid-looking robot, was sent to practise routine maintenance and repair tasks on the space station. But FEDOR is a dual-use robot, also capable
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of very lethal actions. In a video shared on Twitter by Russia's Deputy Prime Minister Dmitry Rogozin, FEDOR can be seen firing pistols with high accuracy on a shooting range.19

While dual-use machines arguably cannot be prevented, Russia has developed other LAWS that are less likely to be used outside of war. They are not fully autonomous, performing mostly via remote control, but could soon potentially be fitted with AI technologies to work independently. They include tanks, mine-clearing bulldozers and surveillance and utility seacrafts.20 The most advanced of these might be the Soratnik, an "unmanned vehicle capable of autonomously picking, tracking and shooting targets" without direct active human intervention.21

The rising tide against LAWS

Many countries have already expressed a desire for a global ban on AI-enabled weapons, with 29 agreeing to such a declaration, Jordan being the latest addition.22 Significantly, the People's Republic of China is also on this list, arguing for a ban on the use of fully autonomous weapons, but not their development or production.23 Arguably, China might have a point in wanting to continue developing such machines, because they can have dual-use capabilities. Although AI-enabled machines that have peaceful functions can be converted into killing machines, an outright ban would, for example, stop the development of a useful machine such as the above-mentioned Skybot F-850.

At the recent CCW meeting in Geneva, the US and Russia continued to argue for the legitimisation of LAWS, but it appears it is a "losing fight against the inevitable treaty that's coming for killer robots."24 The only countries developing LAWS that we know of are China, Israel, Russia, South Korea, the United Kingdom and the US. None of them are so far along the AI weapons development path that the course cannot be reversed. Just like the ban on landmines was a success, a ban on AI weapons is within grasp.

Supporting the Ban Killer Robots campaign is a worldwide movement and cannot be just country-specific. With enough global support, Russia can be persuaded to come around to support this ban as well, since the huge costs involved in AI weapons development puts them at a disadvantage compared to the spending in the US, which is further along in the development of and investment in AI weapons. Russia reportedly spends an estimated USD 12.5 million on developing AI use in weapons, although the true figure is unknown.25 A ban on LAWS would disarm the US and neutralise its economic advantage, and actually benefit Russia's military position as a result.

Action steps

Activists working in this field need to step up their work by connecting to more countries around the world than the ones currently in the movement.26 Establishing organisations in more countries could eventually persuade additional nations to turn against LAWS at the United Nations, isolating those few countries that do develop such weapons. Another approach is convincing tech workers to pressure companies not to develop such weapons. This has worked at Google, whose workers refused to work on an AI project that has implications for weapons.27 Finally, NGOs should work directly with their country's government using productive and frank discussions. This can happen in Russia and elsewhere. The budget for LAWS in Russia can be better spent elsewhere. While the global campaign might seem optimistic, the ban on such lethal weapons appears inevitable and governments should be persuaded to consider the benefits of coming on board.
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Introduction

Although artificial intelligence (AI) has started to raise human rights concerns at the global level, this is not yet the case in Rwanda, which still sees it mainly as an opportunity for meeting the country’s development needs. On one side, the country is witnessing young innovators thriving to put in place AI solutions while waiting curiously for the time when they will benefit from its socioeconomic promise. On the other side, this has awakened policy makers’ minds, who are now thinking about the necessary policy and regulation framework to be established in Rwanda to cater for the use of AI in various domains.

This report identifies existing policies and regulations in place governing the use of AI in service delivery, before considering how AI is being piloted in the health sector to bring the country closer to achieving the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) on issues to do with ending health care inequality. It ends by offering a set of first-base action steps to strengthen the use of AI in Rwanda.

Country context

The presence of Sophia, a humanoid robot, at the Transform Africa Summit held in Kigali on 9-11 May 2019 raised awareness in Rwanda of the existence of AI and its potential. The summit sparked a plethora of ideas in the area: “We were inspired by the technology the robotic company used to create Sofia.” However, a large number of students with dreams to become national and global leaders in software development face challenges ranging from a lack of facilities and exposure to competition from expatriate IT experts.

Rwanda, as a small land-locked country located in eastern Africa’s Great Lakes region, thrives despite the fundamental development constraints it faces following the 1994 genocide committed against Tutsis that left the country on the list of “failed states”. Information and communications technology (ICT), at the centre of its economic transformation agenda, made the country one of the fastest growing economies – with a GDP growth of around 8% per year between 2001 and 2014. In the 2019 Index of Economic Freedom published by the Heritage Foundation, Rwanda’s economic freedom score is 71.1, making its economy the 32nd freest in the 2019 index. In terms of connectivity, the highest 2G technologies cover 99.13% of the country and reach 99.92% of the population. Deployed 3G technologies cover 77.40% of the country and reach 93.37% of the population. 4G LTE technology has a 94.2% geographic coverage and reaches 96.6% of the population, as highlighted by the Rwanda Utilities and Regulatory Authority (RURA).

The country’s leadership believes that emerging technology can help it leapfrog the digital divide. With the world fast embracing the “Fourth Industrial Revolution”, the president of Rwanda, Paul Kagame, said that Africa’s challenge is to catch up in providing universal broadband:

To succeed in making African homes, offices, schools and cities smart, we have to harness opportunities in exponential technologies. These technologies include Artificial Intelligence, Robotics, Drones, Big Data, Blockchain, and 3D printing.

For Rwanda, AI is an emerging technology to be embraced, not to be avoided. According to Antoine Sebera, the government’s chief innovation officer, most of the current computer applications being
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manufactured have components that are AI-enabled. It is a global trend which raises ethical, social and cultural issues that necessitate the establishment of policies to grow the economic sector, but at the same time to protect people and promote ethics. The ongoing policy development to cater for AI is being supervised by the Ministry of ICT and Innovation, in partnership with RURA, the Rwanda Information Society Authority (RISA), and all relevant stakeholders from the public and private sectors and civil society.

In September 2018, AI officially entered the university curriculum, thanks to a master’s degree launched by the Senegalese expert Moustapha Cissé, head of Google’s AI research centre in Ghana, and by the African Institute of Mathematical Sciences (AIMS) in Kigali.9

Citizen awareness programmes specifically focusing on AI are not yet in place in the country. But community awareness on digital literacy is covered under the Rwanda Digital Ambassador Programme (Rwanda DAP). Started in 2017, the DAP initiative aims to transform the lives of five million citizens by bringing them online through training held in their respective communities.10 The programme mobilises 5,000 young leaders who help Rwandans acquire digital skills and adopt e-services, driving inclusion and growth. In alignment with the Rwanda National Digital Talent Policy11 and the World Economic Forum’s Internet for All Initiative,12 Rwanda’s DAP is being implemented countrywide in partnership with Digital Opportunity Trust (DOT),13 a civil society organisation. This initiative drives digital adoption, and helps bridge the ICT skills gap – exposed to digital devices, citizens are educated on opportunities, rights and security online.

**Securing the right to health using AI in Rwanda**

Since 2010, Rwanda has been involved in various Broadband Commission for Sustainable Development14 discussions on how digital tools can increase access to health, empower patients, and provide better health information, and how real-time data can ensure that monitoring systems are more action-oriented and prioritise limited resources.15 Below is the current status of the use of IT, including AI, in the health system.

**The health system in Rwanda**16

Rwanda believes in health care for all where health care coverage is ensured through a health insurance scheme called “Mutuelles de Santé”, started in 1999. Citizens pay premiums into a local health fund via an online platform called Irembo,17 and can draw from it when in need of medical services.

Rwanda’s health care system is one of the most advanced in Africa.18 In 1995, the country established a community health workers’ framework (CHW), which was aimed at increasing the uptake of essential maternal and child clinical services through the education of pregnant women, the promotion of healthy behaviours, and encouraging follow-ups at health centres. Today CHW health workers treat malaria, diarrhea and other health challenges by visiting homes in the community, while also providing family planning, nutrition and hygiene advice, and consultations for expectant mothers. If a patient suffers a serious condition, they are transferred to a nearby health centre. When asked by *The Medical Futurist*,19 Zuberi Muuvunyi, director general of the Clinical and Public Health Services Department at the Rwanda Biomedical Centre, said that the CHW programme is one of the reasons Rwanda performed well in achieving the Millenium Development Goals (MDGs).20

However, as far as human resources are concerned in the health sector, Muuvunyi said that Rwandans only have “one doctor for more than 10,000 [and] that is way below WHO recommendations. For nurses, maybe we have one nurse for 5,000, while the WHO recommendation is one for 3,000.”

The most challenging obstacles to high quality health care in Rwanda are summarised in the Fourth Health Sector Strategic Plan 2018-2024:

- Critical shortage of skilled health workers
- Poor quality of health worker education
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• Inadequate infrastructure and equipment in health facilities
• Inadequate management of health facilities.  

Digital health transformation

Given the above context, there is a belief that telehealth solutions, phone-based platforms and medical drones are possible ways to continue to improve health care in Rwanda. Through the Smart Rwanda 2020 Master Plan, the digitisation of the health sector plays a pivotal role in national development, along with a number of initiatives, including to do with policy, legislation and investment, that have been put in place to enable and promote the government’s overall digital transformation agenda. Rwanda, together with its partners in the private sector and funders, are looking for ways to align the uptake of digital services in the health sector with the emerging ICT ecosystem. This includes looking at issues such as point-of-care, data security, cost and financing in the health sector.

Two start-ups, Zipline and Babyl, are among various innovation companies attracted by Rwanda’s policy of being a “proof-of-concept” country where people who are thinking about setting up businesses are offered a place to build and test prototypes before scaling to other countries. These start-ups are expanding and innovating with the full support of the Rwandan government. Zipline is deploying its second drone launching site, while Babyl is working on its AI solution for tablets used by community health workers.

Zipline, a California-based start-up, began talking to the Rwandan government in early 2015, when the company approached a number of African governments with the idea for the delivery of medicines and blood to those who need it most using drones. As for Babyl, it has started to use AI in a call centre as a method for triage, while its final goal is to use trained AI to support community-based health workers, essentially offering them access to the expertise of doctors.

Another AI initiative is spearheaded by the Rwandan government in partnership with the World Economic Forum. It aims to increase the country’s diagnostic capacity for detecting cancer. As examples such as the use of AI for screening breast cancer at the Massachusetts General Hospital and Harvard Medical School prove, AI can be used to accurately assess scans, make recommendations for treatment, and reduce unnecessary surgeries caused by false positives. With the right kind of policy and infrastructure in place, the potential benefits of AI-driven medicine would be enormous for Rwanda.

The Babyl pilot in health service provision

Babyl Rwanda is a digital health care provider, registered in Rwanda with its headquarters in London. Its main objective is “to put an accessible and affordable health service into the hands of everyone, by combining the computing power of machines with the best medical expertise of humans to create a comprehensive, immediate and personalised health service and make it universally available.”

Babyl was launched in 2016. Since then, it has two million registered users in Rwanda and has conducted tens of thousands of consultations. For Babyl patients, this has meant minimising waiting time for consultations and also offers medical insurance to help patients pay for the service. Babyl has the doctors and nurses on its payroll, and meets its costs through the insurance coverage and the registration fees. Sixteen percent of the patients who belong to the poorest of the poor are exempted from paying the fees. In Rwanda, since 90% of Rwandans are covered by government health insurance, Babyl also entered into an agreement with Rwanda’s Ministry of Health and Mutuelles de Santé, the government-subsidised community insurance scheme. This has allowed public health facilities to be used for lab tests and advanced consultations, and the costs are then covered by Mutuelles de Santé.

Babyl has taken further steps to revolutionise the way health services are provided in the country through using AI. Its first steps in this area have aimed to offer a way of easing the burden on crowded hospitals. An interview with a staff member from Babyl Rwanda confirmed that the company has already concluded its pilot phase that tested the use of an AI chatbot that uses machine learning to interact with patients using
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voice or free text. This is a computer programme specialised in medical triage that can provide medical diagnoses. The idea is to provide easy, affordable, AI-enabled primary public health care. Babyl’s system is an integrated AI platform for patients, including an AI triage symptom checker, a health assessment, and virtual consultations with a doctor when referral is needed.

In the future, Babyl hopes that with increased smartphone penetration and a better internet network, more processes will be supported by AI. With its growing database of patient history, it hopes to be able to predict outbreaks, detect epidemics and even enable better diagnosis based on regional health trends.

**Issue of health data management**

In using AI, the data management issue is raised. A report called *GDPR – Not Just an EU Concern: The implications for Africa* states that outside of constitutional references to data protection, Rwanda and other countries appear to have very limited focus on data protection in their legal systems. In an interview with Antoine Sebera on data collection, he said that Rwanda has considered the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) to protect the privacy rights of Rwandans. As AI relies on data, a data protection policy in the pipeline will be in place by 2020. At the moment, permission to collect the data of citizens to do with their health status is provided by the Ministry of Health and collected data is hosted in data centres within the country’s borders.

**Conclusion and action steps**

The potential of AI to transform the health sector in Rwanda is at its early stage in the country. It is expected to dramatically strengthen all aspects of the health system and expedite the achievement of universal health coverage and better disease surveillance and response. However, the use of digital health solutions and technologies is not yet at the required level that fully satisfies the seeker of health services.

To mitigate challenges and deal with existing gaps, the following steps are needed:

- A specific department coordinating innovations and emerging technology in the health sector should be established under the Ministry of Health.
- Policy frameworks need to be in place that determine AI governance structures and set roles for stakeholders for better monitoring and evaluation of the benefits, and to mitigate the challenges that may emerge through the use of AI.
- Financial and capacity-building support is needed for young innovators to establish and grow a start-up, including health tech start-ups.
- Human capacity needs to be strengthened: most African countries, among them Rwanda, rely on foreign human resources. This is a call for more effort to be put into developing local capacity.
- A large number of citizens are not at all familiar with AI. Public awareness is needed in order to enable them to understand the opportunities and challenges associated with AI.
- In the same way that there is a code of conduct for the use of citizen data (despite the absence of strong legislation), custodians of data collected through AI should have a known code of ethics on what is allowed or not while using collected data.
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Introduction

In early 2019, the minister of interior and the police director of Serbia announced that 1,000 cutting-edge security cameras with facial recognition capabilities will be installed in 800 locations in Belgrade, the Serbian capital, in partnership with Chinese tech giant Huawei. However, despite the flaws of facial recognition and the intrusiveness for citizens’ privacy when it is used for surveillance, there is no transparency about the cameras and the partnership between the Ministry of Interior and Huawei, which is part of a broader cooperation between the Serbian and Chinese governments.


SHARE Foundation, a Serbian non-profit organisation established in 2012 to advance human rights and freedoms online, submitted freedom of information requests to the Ministry of Interior asking for information about the cameras and supporting documents (e.g. memorandums, contracts, letters of intent). The Ministry withheld this information, meaning that the public in Serbia was left in the dark about a very problematic technology which can greatly impact the privacy of all citizens.

Legislative context

Similar to other countries with a history of repressive regimes and a broad state surveillance apparatus, there is little of a culture of privacy in Serbia. For example, the first data protection law in Serbia was adopted in 2008. After nearly 10 years of application, it turned out that the law was not good enough to provide an adequate level of protection, especially in a world of expanding technologies such as targeted advertising and a whole new digital economy based on personal data. Also, the law did not regulate video surveillance, which opened space for numerous abuses when it comes to data processing through CCTV systems, both state and privately owned. Introducing a new law was an opportunity to regulate this area of personal data processing, but the provisions on video surveillance were not included in the final text of the Law on Personal Data Protection.

In its annual report for 2018, the Commissioner for Information of Public Importance and Personal Data Protection, Serbia’s independent authority for both freedom of information and protection of citizens’ personal data, highlighted the fact that the Ministry of Justice argued to keep the regulation of video surveillance out of the new Law on Personal Data Protection. The Ministry’s view was that this area of personal data processing should be regulated by a special law and that the GDPR does not contain provisions on video surveillance. However, more than six months after the new Law on Personal Data Protection had been adopted in the National Parliament of Serbia and just two months before it is scheduled to start being applied, no specific law regulating video surveillance has been drafted or even proposed.
Over the past six months, at the time of writing, Serbia has been in a state of political turmoil. There have been anti-government protests across the country after an opposition politician was assaulted by a group of men in December 2018. It is in contexts such as these where facial recognition surveillance systems, which store large amounts of biometric data, could potentially be used for pressuring citizens who are protesting, as well as their families, because of their political views. Beyond political protest, the everyday use of the cameras comes with the risk of data breaches, which includes records of the daily routines and movements of citizens, and which could potentially result in harm to those unwittingly surveilled.

**An opaque Panopticon: Citizens in the dark**

As soon as Huawei’s facial recognition cameras were announced in the media by the highly ranked officials in Serbia’s internal affairs, SHARE Foundation decided to find out more about Huawei’s cameras in terms of their location, public procurement and other relevant procedures by submitting freedom of information requests to the Ministry of Interior.

In their responses to our requests, the Ministry stated that all information about the procurement of Huawei cameras is “confidential” and therefore not for public access. Also, in an interview for Radio Television of Serbia, Police Director Vladimir Rebić said that the locations of stationary cameras were already determined based on “a broad examination and analysis of events, referring primarily to the criminal offences in Belgrade.” We also requested a copy of this analysis, but the Ministry responded that the information, as well as the location of the cameras, were not contained in any document or other medium, meaning they cannot be provided upon a freedom of information request.

According to Article 54 of the new Law on Personal Data Protection, if it is likely that certain data processing will present a high risk to the rights and freedoms of natural persons, the data controller is obligated to conduct a data protection impact assessment before the beginning of data processing. When SHARE Foundation requested a copy of this impact analysis, the Ministry simply stated that the provisions of the new law are not yet being applied. Having read the official responses of the Ministry of Interior, which suggest that this information does exist, it seemed strange that information provided by a freedom of information officer about such a sensitive topic for citizens’ privacy was contradictory to the statements made by the minister and the police director in the media.

While the Ministry was reluctant to provide any official information about the cutting-edge cameras and their procurement, Huawei on the other hand was more transparent about its cooperation with the Serbian authorities. A case study titled “Huawei Safe City Solution: Safeguards Serbia” was available on Huawei’s official website and it provided detailed information about the cameras and related video surveillance solutions, claiming the cameras were already installed in Belgrade. SHARE Foundation published an article about Huawei’s case study, which strangely disappeared from the company’s website shortly after the publication of our article. Having in mind the sensitivity of this content, we saved an archived copy of the page so the case study can still be accessed online.

Huawei stated that for the test phase, nine cameras in five locations were deployed, with the locations being the Ministry of Interior headquarters, a sports arena, a commercial centre and a police station. After this test deployment, it is stated in the case study that Huawei and the Ministry achieved a Strategic Partnership Agreement in 2017 and that in the first phase of the project 100 high-definition video cameras were installed in more than 60 key locations, with the command and data centre in Belgrade being remodelled.

It is very worrying that such advanced technology, which has great implications for privacy, is being deployed without citizens knowing about this digital “watchful eye” collecting and storing large amounts of their biometric data, even if they have done nothing wrong. Saša Đorđević, a researcher at the Belgrade Centre for Security Policy, a Serbian think tank dedicated to advancing the security of citizens and society, said that
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11 https://archive.li/pZ9HO


13 www.bezbednost.org
Although video surveillance can improve security and safety, primarily in road traffic safety, the list of unknown things about Huawei’s video surveillance in Belgrade is long. “The situation can still be corrected if and when it is determined which video surveillance equipment is being purchased, how much it costs the citizens of Serbia, where it is placed and how the personal data will be processed and protected,” he added. 14

Another problematic aspect of facial recognition technology when used for video surveillance is that it is prone to mistakes, which is especially important for law enforcement and legal proceedings. Research by Big Brother Watch has shown that in the United Kingdom the overwhelming majority of the police’s “matches” using automated facial recognition have been inaccurate and that on average, 95% of “matches” made by facial recognition technology wrongly identified innocent people as crime suspects. 15

In addition, Big Brother Watch found that the police stored photos of all people incorrectly matched by automated facial recognition systems, meaning that biometric photos of thousands of innocent people have been stored. 16 Storing such sensitive biometric data of citizens is also a privacy and security risk, which is even greater taking into account information leaks during police investigations, which are common in Serbia. “The media in Serbia frequently publish information relating to investigations conducted by the police and the prosecution, quoting mostly unknown sources allegedly ‘close to the investigation’ and sometimes with photos,” explained Đorđe Đorđević. He mentioned an example when information from the investigation of the murder of a Serbian singer was constantly published on the front pages of tabloid newspapers. Another case Đorđević highlighted occurred in February 2017, when one daily newspaper covered the arrest of a member of a football club supporters’ group on its front page the evening before the police informed the public about his arrest. 17

In other parts of the world there are similar concerns. With all the recent controversy surrounding facial recognition, two cities in the United States have so far banned the use of facial recognition by the city administration – the first was San Francisco, California, followed by Sommerville, Massachusetts. 18 It is highly likely that more cities will join them, particularly since there is more and more awareness of the negative impacts of facial recognition surveillance.

Conclusion
SHARE Foundation will again approach the Ministry of Interior for information, especially relating to the data protection impact assessment of data processing using Huawei’s cameras, after the application of the new Law on Personal Data Protection starts. Of course, data processing through video surveillance systems should be regulated without delay, either through amendments to the Law on Personal Data Protection or through a separate law. It is also important to introduce citizens to the risks of such invasive technologies and call them to action, as it will provide momentum to further pressure the authorities and demand more transparency. People feel more secure when they see a camera, as Đorđević noted, 19 but there is also a general lack of understanding of who may collect their personal data, the purposes for which it will be collected, and their rights as data subjects.

Moreover, it is also necessary that the new Commissioner for Information of Public Importance and Personal Data Protection is appointed as soon as possible and in a transparent manner, 20 as the second and final term of Rodoljub Šabić, the previous Commissioner, expired in December 2018. As head of an independent institution, the Commissioner plays a key role in protecting citizens’ personal data and freedom of information and it is of utmost importance that the position is given to a person who has personal integrity, expertise and political independence. Otherwise, affairs such as the one with Huawei’s facial recognition cameras may never be resolved, which would leave citizens exposed to huge risks to their privacy and without appropriate safeguards in cases of data breaches and abuse of personal data. There will also be many doubts around how to apply the new Law on Personal Data Protection.
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14 Email correspondence with Belgrade Centre for Security Policy researcher Saša Đorđević, 29 June 2019.
16 Ibid.
17 Email correspondence with Belgrade Centre for Security Policy researcher Saša Đorđević, 29 June 2019.
Protection, which could prove to be quite a challenge if the Commissioner is not up to the task or is easily influenced by other state institutions and political actors.

**Action steps**

Having taken into account the lack of transparency surrounding Huawei's surveillance cameras in Belgrade, we propose the following action steps:

- Insisting on the proper application of the new Law on Personal Data Protection and conducting the necessary data protection impact assessment.
- Advocating for the regulation of video surveillance by law in order to provide legal certainty.
- Engaging the wider community (e.g. civil society organisations, human rights defenders, tech experts, journalists) to help raise awareness among citizens about the impact of video surveillance.
- Pressuring the Ministry of Interior and other relevant state institutions to provide information about video surveillance and facial recognition in a transparent way.
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**Introduction**

The Seychelles is increasingly finding more innovative ways to sustain its development – for example, building on the potential of the “Blue Economy” by launching the world’s first sovereign blue bond, described by the World Bank as “a pioneering financial instrument designed to support sustainable marine and fisheries projects.”¹ Yet another example is the Fishguard project,² which is meant to be integrated into the fisheries patrol routines of the Seychelles air force and the Seychelles coast guard. The project, piloted in October 2018, monitors large marine areas using a combination of short- and long-range drones equipped with artificial intelligence (AI). It was said that the drones “are programmed to be self-reliant and capable of making independent decisions based on data collected.”³ The aim of the project is to reduce the effects of “illegal, unreported and unregulated fishing on Seychelles’ marine resources.”

The Seychelles exclusive economic zone (EEZ), which was 1,374,000 km² (about six times the size of the UK), was extended by 14,840 km² in September 2018. In addition, the country jointly manages a marine space of 397,000 km² with Mauritius as part of the Extended Continental Shelf⁴ – this being the first such collaboration at global level. Considering that the country only has a total population of 96,762 people, there are, as a result, many areas where AI could be used to boost its capacity, support development and protect its resources.

During a visit to the Seychelles in early July 2019,⁵ the African head for the World Economic Forum (WEF) referred to the country’s role in the Blue Economy as being “not just theory”. She said Seychelles is a “working model” and that “everyone needs to wake up and realize that the ocean is the beating heart of the world, as people we are not acting with the sense of urgency that it requires.” She also mentioned the so-called Fourth Industrial Revolution and its impact on the world, saying, “it is important to hold discussions on this issue as emerging technologies, artificial intelligence, blockchain are fast transforming how we live and work.” The WEF website elaborates in the following words:

> These advances are merging the physical, digital and biological worlds in ways that create both huge promise and potential peril. The speed, breadth and depth of this revolution is forcing us to rethink how countries develop. [...] The Fourth Industrial Revolution is about more than just technology-driven change; it is an opportunity to help everyone, including leaders, policy-makers and people from all income groups and nations, to harness converging technologies in order to create an inclusive, human-centred future.⁶

But before any of this can happen in the Seychelles, the people of the country need to have a basic understanding of AI. This report will look at general perceptions that exist regarding AI in the Seychelles and whether or not the average person understands what AI is and what it does.

**Perceptions of AI in Seychelles**

To test how familiar people in the Seychelles are with the concept of AI, a small number of individuals (14) were asked about it. Three categories of people were targeted: young people, working/
retired members of the general public, and some individuals from formal institutions.

Most of the members of the general public who were adults and employed, or who were retired, tended not to know what “artificial intelligence” was, despite the fact that one of them was a front-desk worker for a telecommunications company and another had recently been working for a popular internet café. Those who said that they knew what it was, referred to robots generally as examples of AI, although one person referred specifically to a “Honda robot prototype that feeds disabled people.” All of the people in this group said that they used Google regularly, while a couple also used Facebook. Only two of them said that they were aware that Google and/or Facebook used AI to control content and to learn about users, with one of them stating that both companies “are very tricky and subtle” in how they operate. When prompted, a third individual who had said he was “not sure” about big technology companies using AI added, “When I think about it, I always get adverts about things connected to cars and car parts, because this is what I usually look for online, I never get to see adverts about gluten-free foods.”

A 15-year-old student at a state school did not know what AI was and was unable to provide an example. When asked about whether she used Google or Facebook, she said that she did but admitted that she had no idea that these companies used AI to control content or to learn about users. Nonetheless, she did feel that there was a need to regulate social media because “a lot of people do things on there that don’t make sense.” Another student, also from a state school, said that she knew what AI was and suggested that an example would be a robot. She said that she was not aware that Google and Facebook used AI but believed that there was a need for regulations because “the advanced technology used in AI could be used for the wrong reasons.”

A third student, from a private international school, confidently stated that he knew what AI was and gave the following three examples: Google Assistant,7 Siri8 and Alexa.9 He said that he used Google but not Facebook, and that he was very aware of how big technology companies control content and harvest information about users. He believed that there needed to be regulations and that technology companies should have the equivalent of internal audit departments to do this. He felt that such regulations should be applied only when necessary, for example, “if AI starts doing things it should not do,” but that otherwise it would be better not to tamper with it. He added, “In case one day AI gains control of itself, it will be necessary for humans to find ways to keep overall control, just in case learning machines go rogue and act against human interests.”

Representatives of institutions who agreed to respond to emailed questions were from the media, the public sector, a semi-autonomous agency and an educational institution. All of the individuals from this group knew what AI was. They used sentences such as “when computers think for themselves” or “machines/gadgets that are engineered to automate and ‘think’ like humans” or “machine intelligence – AI platforms having capacity to solve complex problems”. Four of them thought that AI was relevant for the Seychelles, in that the world was developing “in that direction” and that technology was everywhere and constantly advancing. Only one person did not think that AI was relevant for the Seychelles, since the country has a small population and it also has some unemployment. She felt that people would be displaced by AI and that “having a computer think for you, makes you lazy!”

This group also felt unanimously that there should be regulations to control the use of AI. One thought that regulations should apply to national security and military issues, while another felt that there should be forms of control to ensure that “we reap the benefit of such technologies in an ethical and legal manner (since) we need to ensure that this lucrative industry does not grow unregulated.” Another point of view was that most people in the Seychelles tended to be very accepting of what is on the internet and that the only way to protect the country in this area was through “more awareness and much education” because AI needed to be well understood by the general public. One person commented that the Seychelles seemed to be quite vulnerable to cybercrime at both personal and institutional levels. This group strongly felt that AI had to be regulated and all of them thought this should be done by the government through appropriate agencies, with one person adding that the people involved in regulating AI needed to be well trained and thoroughly knowledgeable in this area.

Regarding the type of control and regulations that should exist, the following ideas were put forward: regulations which ensure that legal norms
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7 https://assistant.google.com
8 https://www.apple.com/siri
9 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amazon_Alexa
10 Words emphasised by respondent.
and ethical standards prevail, while keeping a balance between encouraging innovations and stifling growth, restrictions on where and when AI can be used, and protocols that are designed “to prevent anything getting out of control.” One person thought that as long as it was possible to regulate and control the physical and real effects of technology, then the virtual world itself could remain free and unregulated.

The Seychelles Institute of Technology (SIT), which provides technical and vocational education and training after secondary school in the engineering, built environment and ICT fields, was recently recognised by UNESCO-UNEVOC as one of the world’s 10 innovative technical and vocational education and training (TVET) institutions. Among other things, it trains future technicians in the installation of photovoltaic panels and solar water heaters, and trains students to retrofit containers as energy-efficient premises that can be used as offices. Additionally, SIT students were trained to build the first gabion rock barrage that provided sufficient water supply for a farming community in the south of the main island of Mahe that had suffered from water shortages for years — this was done through a project that emphasises an approach to advanced engineering that works with and for nature. A brief conversation with a representative of the institute indicated that it had not yet incorporated aspects of robotics or AI in its curriculum but that it was hoped the SIT would be able to do this eventually.

The level of access of the general population to the internet and other forms of telecommunication is high: figures indicate that in December 2018 there were 97,783 internet subscriptions as well as 178,946 mobile phone subscriptions (many having access to the internet) in the country. In mid-2018 there was the launch of digital TV by the Seychelles Broadcasting Corporation, which offers free access to eight television channels (three local channels and five international news channels). To encourage use of this facility, every household in the country was offered a free decoder. Moreover, there are other telecommunications service providers that offer paying alternatives, which are also very popular.

However, while there is clearly a general understanding of AI within institutions, it is also obvious that overall knowledge and understanding of AI in the Seychelles is currently very limited. Despite occasional programmes on television about AI or competitions organised by the National Institute for Science, Technology and Innovation encouraging groups of students to create basic robots, AI is not a topic that appears much in the local news nor is it one that is a subject of discussion professionally or socially, despite the considerable attention it is currently attracting in other parts of the world.

One of the students who answered questions summed up the situation by saying, “People use things but they are not told what it is they are using.” On the other hand, the country has been at the forefront of numerous innovative schemes and ventures for sustainable development on land and in the marine environment. It is reasonable to believe that forms of AI, if used appropriately, could enhance the impact of these projects, broaden their reach and make it possible for relatively small teams to effectively manage the large areas of the Seychelles marine territory. A first step would be to educate people in the Seychelles about AI, so that they learn about the potential benefits of this form of technology, but also understand how such advances can be used in ways that may negatively affect them and their way of life.

**Action steps**

The following steps are needed in the Seychelles:

- **Initiate a national conversation around AI that is inclusive.**
- **Include classes in state schools that prepare students from a relatively early age to understand what new technologies are, how they function and what they do, and progressively move to more advanced forms of the new technologies in secondary schools.**
- **Increase investment in training in new technology development (including AI) in relevant professional centres, in particular the SIT.**
- **Develop a practical and conceptual understanding of AI and its potential positive and negative impacts within both the National Institute for Science, Technology and Innovation and the national Department of ICT.**
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13 In July 2017, “Team Seychelles, which was the youngest team and came from the smallest country, came 105th out of 163 countries overall in the FIRST Global Challenge held from 16 to 18 July in Washington. Seychelles was ranked 25th out of 40 countries from Africa.” Laurence, D. (2017, 28 July). Science organisation in Seychelles wins support award at int’l robotics competition. **Seychelles News Agency.** [www.seychellesnewsagency.com/articles/7658/Science-organisation-in+Seychelles+wins+support+award+at+int%27l+robotics+competition](http://www.seychellesnewsagency.com/articles/7658/Science-organisation-in+Seychelles+wins+support+award+at+int%27l+robotics+competition)
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Introduction
In 2018, South Africa’s Department of Cooperative Governance and Traditional Affairs (CoGTA) partnered with a private company to launch GovChat, an online citizen engagement application designed to promote responsive and accountable local government through the development of an accessible platform for direct messaging between citizens and their local government councillors. The planned pipeline for GovChat includes the integration of artificial intelligence (AI) technologies to boost effectiveness and efficiency. GovChat is one of several applications exploring the use of AI to enhance citizen engagement with local government in South Africa. This country report discusses whether emerging AI-enabled e-government projects, such as GovChat, and associated policies and information legislation are likely to enable a more responsive local government and inclusive development. More specifically, we explore whether these initiatives point to the development of inclusive, “society-in-the-loop” systems that support the realisation of human rights, including privacy, non-discrimination and access to information.

New directions on poverty, unemployment and inequality
With its recent history of apartheid, South Africa remains saddled with persistently high poverty and unemployment rates as well as stark inequalities, largely along racial lines. Responding to these intersecting crises, the South African government continues to pursue a number of economic and social reforms. A key priority is to build a capable state and responsive public service which is able to engage with the specific circumstances and capabilities of communities.3

More recently, the government has developed a number of new policies broadly aimed at enhancing the role played by science and technology in supporting more inclusive economic growth, while also re-emphasising the significance of emerging information and communications technologies (ICTs) in an efficient and responsive public service. Among these policy developments are the Draft White Paper on Science, Technology and Innovation, the National Integrated ICT Policy White Paper, and South Africa’s National e-Strategy Towards a Thriving and Inclusive Digital Future 2017-2030, all of which fall broadly under South Africa’s burgeoning policy discourse on the Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR).

The recurring emphasis on ICTs comes from a recognition of the impact that the 4IR will have on government, which will “increasingly face pressure to change their current approach to public engagement and policymaking.” To this end, national and subnational government entities have promoted a range of e-governance platforms and policies over the past two decades. The 2018 partnership that saw the launch of GovChat reflects a heightened interest in the role of web, data and social media platforms for improving government service delivery, in this case by CoGTA, the national ministry responsible for ensuring municipalities perform their core service delivery functions. The increasing prominence of AI in these e-governance plans
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8 www.cogta.gov.za/?page_id=253
has significant implications for local government and its relationship with citizens.

**AI in South Africa’s local government**

A 2018 Access Partnership report on “Artificial Intelligence for Africa” compiled by the University of Pretoria identifies examples of where AI can improve citizen interaction, including the use of chatbots, scanning legal documents and classifying citizen petitions. Deeper in the planning and operational activities of public entities, the enhanced predictive capabilities of AI can be used for pre-emptive interventions around the provision of social services and infrastructure maintenance.9

GovChat is similarly exploring the use of AI to enhance government efficiency and responsiveness, along the full information processing chain. At its core, GovChat is an online application that allows users to submit queries about public services to councillors and public officials through a variety of electronic channels including websites, WhatsApp and USSD.10

The South Africa Open Government Partnership (OGP) End-of-Term Report highlights three components of GovChat relevant to citizen engagement:

- A survey tool to rate civil service facilities such as police stations and schools11
- A facility to view service requests
- A donation tool, allowing users to donate blankets, food, clothes and electronics for collection by the local ward councillor.12

The expectation from CoGTA is that through GovChat, government will be “instantly accessible to over 16 million people” and “citizens will be able to access over 10,000 public representatives supporting over 30,000 public facilities and services in communities across the country.”13 Important-ly, the planned pipeline for GovChat includes the integration of “Artificial Intelligence responses”, “Predictive Trend mapping” (in its Version 2 roll-out in 2019) and “Natural Language query input” (Version 3, 2020).14

These AI applications dovetail with many of the challenges experienced by local government officials in South Africa. A key concern is improving citizen-government interaction given the large volume of service queries received from citizens on multiple channels. For example, the City of Tshwane 2018 Customer Engagements and Complaints Management Policy expects that AI will be able to proactively “affirm” and consolidate repeat queries.15 Broadly, under South Africa’s constitutional commitments, GovChat and its AI capabilities offer an opportunity to enhance responsive and accountable government,16 while at the same time fulfilling the state’s obligations in terms of the rights of freedom of expression,17 access to information18 and just administrative action.19 Moreover, GovChat is expected to promote access to local government for those segments of the population who may have historically struggled due to physical or social barriers, including women and those with disabilities.20 In this way, GovChat can theoretically contribute to the vision of the Constitution to create a “democratic and open society in which government is based on the will of the people” and all are equal.21

While CoGTA’s expectations of GovChat seem ambitious, the similar MomConnect initiative has
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10 USSD (unstructured supplementary service data) refers to a mobile communication technology for sending text between a mobile phone device and another application program in the network.
11 Users are able to search for particular facilities and to rate both the service and facilities. Survey results are submitted to contact persons at the relevant facility.
14 https://www.uwc.ac.za/UWClInsight/sholarship@uwc/ColloquiumPresentationsDay1/Govchat%2027%20Oct%202017.pptx
16 Under the Constitution of the Republic of the South Africa, Act 108 of 1996, the objectives of local government are set out as follows: 152. (1) The objects of local government are—
   (a) to provide democratic and accountable government for local communities;
   (b) to ensure the provision of services to communities in a sustainable manner;
   (c) to promote social and economic development;
   (d) to promote a safe and healthy environment; and
   (e) to encourage the involvement of communities and community organisations in the matters of local government.
   (2) A municipality must strive, within its financial and administrative capacity, to achieve the objects set out in subsection (1).
17 Section 16 of the Constitution.
18 Section 32 of the Constitution.
19 Section 33 of the Constitution.
21 Preamble to the Constitution.
registered over two million subscribers.\textsuperscript{22} MomConnect is a USSD, text and WhatsApp-based maternal health information platform implemented by South Africa’s National Department of Health together with various partners. The scale of the programme suggests that AI-supported citizen engagement applications could already reach large audiences across the country. In addition, there has been increasing experimentation with AI methods (mainly machine learning) in the back-end of South Africa’s local government operations, such as for planning transport routes,\textsuperscript{23} clinic placement\textsuperscript{24} and electricity management.\textsuperscript{25} This work builds on a wider base of (typically less adaptive) predictive modelling and automated decision making (ADM) technology already used in South African municipalities.

**Ensuring inclusive local governance outcomes**

The current and emerging scale of AI and ADM adoption requires urgent reflection on the potential benefits and limitations for local governance, discussed below.

**Accessibility**

If the benefits of citizen-engagement platforms and AI are to reach all communities equally, we will need to address challenges around the accessibility of GovChat-like applications and associated AI, starting with underlying connectivity. While social media use has increased steeply since 2012, internet penetration in South Africa remains low, particularly in comparison with other African countries.\textsuperscript{26} Moreover, internet penetration is especially poor in rural areas of South Africa which would benefit most from remote interaction with local councillors and electronic government applications. Although USSD is a more accessible option for interacting with these services, smart devices enable much richer communication, but with a higher initial device cost as well as the ongoing cost of data. South Africa ranks among the most expensive countries for data services in Africa, especially for prepaid mobile data plans.\textsuperscript{27} Further, citizen-engagement applications require a particular level of technological know-how and confidence to use and trust the technology, which may be exacerbated by unfamiliar user interfaces and languages, such as current virtual private assistants (VPAs) which are predominantly English-speaking and female.\textsuperscript{28} Ongoing research around local government’s use of AI-supported automated translation and text-to-speech tools is therefore important.\textsuperscript{29}

**Privacy and trust**

When it comes to government’s collection and processing of data through AI-enabled applications, a fundamental concern regarding individual privacy and potential state surveillance is raised. The increased use of social media in South Africa means that governments can mine and analyse comments on public channels, then “agilely respond to citizens’ complaints”\textsuperscript{30} or even influence emerging issues. This raises serious privacy concerns. In South Africa, perhaps the most controversial use of AI technologies by the state has been in predictive policing, such as through “upgrades” to CCTV camera systems in the City of Johannesburg to enable facial recognition\textsuperscript{31} and broader research.

\textsuperscript{22} https://www.praekelt.org/momconnect
\textsuperscript{25} https://dsideweb.github.io/articles/project-matla
\textsuperscript{26} Internet penetration in South Africa is currently at 53.7%. Kenya, by way of example, has an internet penetration rate of 83% (see https://www.internetworldstats.com/stats1.htm). The government has rolled out free public Wi-Fi access in selected communities and areas, yet the reach of these services is still not sufficient to address the needs of the many millions, particularly those in rural communities. Smartphone applications have, however, found success in selected industries and communities such as small-scale fishers being networked on a smartphone application called ABALOBI that aims to link small-scale fishers to governance processes, thereby increasing profits and limiting time from hook to table. This app helps in retaining good governance structures, compliance, sustainability education and ensures local development through the adoption of fair trade practices. See: https://abalobi.info
collaborations with the South African defence and police forces to “Build Safer Communities”.32 Meanwhile, the unauthorised use of data to exploit social grant recipients has undermined already limited trust in IT systems.33

Concerns about how personal data is going to be used by the state point to a broader challenge of declining trust in governance and in South Africa’s local government in particular.34 Mistrust of (and within) local government, including suspicion of and actual corruption, as well as resistance to new technologies which can potentially expose mismanagement or wrong-doing, significantly impedes the possibilities of what emerging technologies could achieve.35 The relatively opaque character of AI risks obscuring transactions and decisions even further.

Practitioners will need to work with elected officials and civil society organisations in using AI to strengthen existing local accountability mechanisms, while building a stronger culture of data protection and safeguards against unnecessary state (and service provider) processing of personal information.

**Explainability and accountability**

Ensuring that citizens have sufficient understanding about how AI is processing their data is critical for building trust and enabling accountability. However, in local government there are often limited technical skills, which makes it difficult for officials to understand and explain existing data processing in platforms like GovChat, which is likely to be compounded by the introduction of AI features. There is therefore a need to define a reasonable level of understanding and explanation that addresses AI but also the wider spectrum of ADM approaches in use by government.36

The technical complexity and adaptive nature of AI means that it may not be feasible or useful to provide “sufficient information about the underlying logic of the automated processing” as suggested in South Africa's key data protection law, the Protection of Personal Information Act (POPIA);37 or an extensive “right to explanation”, as debated in the crafting of the European Union's General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).38

As a start we may look to define broad principles for “algorithmic accountability” and an acceptable scope of influence for AI and ADM that national and local governments can draw on. For example, the African Union (AU) Convention on Cyber Security and Personal Data Protection defines the limit as:

> A person shall not be subject to a decision which produces legal effects concerning him/her or significantly affects him/her to a substantial degree, and which is based solely on automated processing of data intended to evaluate certain personal aspects relating to him/her.39

Additional lower level principles may include ensuring that data processing is accurate, does not discriminate, can be audited, and that there are mechanisms for redress and mitigation of negative social impacts.40 Moreover, a carefully designed “algorithmic impact assessment” can facilitate broad dialogue about the implications of different AI technologies.41

Inevitably there will be overlapping layers of global, national and subnational regulation of AI issues. While the AU is seeking to harmonise cybersecurity policy across member states, countries and subnational governments are likely to pursue their own interpretations and legal frameworks governing transparency, accountability and other safeguards in the use of AI. In South Africa, the regulatory body established under POPIA is not
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33 Cape Town as a Smart and Safe City: Implications for Governance and Data Privacy. International Data Privacy Law, 7(6), 314–334.
36 We are particularly grateful to Caroline Khene, co-director of MobiSAM, for her insights in this section of the report. https://mobism.net
correct.pdf
can-union-convention-cyber-security-and-personal-data-protection
yet fully functional. However, it is expected to play a crucial role in enforcing compliance with the Act and promoting good data and AI governance in South Africa.

Small data

Globally, AI projects have been affected by the limited availability of training data from many regions and population groups, which has resulted in bias and discrimination in the operation of AI tools. In local contexts, the relatively small amount of available data can lead to “overfitting” of algorithms and inaccurate predictions.

A further issue is the risk of re-identification of personal data, which is higher in geographic regions with small populations. AI-related methods are used to re-identify and link data records across databases, which can be helpful for integrating local government planning or service provision across multiple departments. But it can also result in unauthorised disclosure of private information, which would constitute a violation of POPIA. In these circumstances, data managers may try to ascertain which variables (e.g. town, education, race or gender) increase the likelihood of disclosure and develop masking strategies to reduce the risk, such as in the Google Cloud Data Loss Prevention service.

Beyond these technical issues is a more fundamental question about who data is being collected for and where it is being used. The demand for data in AI (and in national and global data initiatives) creates pressure on local data collection systems to improve the scale and quality of data sourcing, feeding into an extractive local-global pipeline. A “small data” perspective prioritises more local forms of data collection and use, which leads to new questions and possible models for how data is shared and processed within and between individuals and communities. For example, data cooperatives and data commons shift the locus of control to the contributors of the data, while the citizen science community works on vocabularies and ontologies for data sharing between projects. These activities could provide the conceptual and technical foundations for local government AI projects that are anchored in small data sharing and re-empowered citizens. The AI “black-box” is likely to add to the sense that individuals are losing control over their data and undermine meaningful, place-based governance processes.

Conclusion

While the planned adoption of AI in GovChat and similar platforms represents an important step forward in the use of AI-related technologies to support the work of government, it also provides a critical opportunity to critique and reflect on the associated social, legal and technological concerns raised by such developments. This report has outlined some of the key concerns in this regard, particularly with regard to accessibility, privacy, trust, explainability, accountability, and the challenges and opportunities associated with small populations and data sets.

A general point is the need to empower both citizens and local government officials to use and benefit from such technologies. Through more inclusive impact assessments, design methods and accountability mechanisms, legislators and system developers can support the development of user-centred AI innovations with higher levels of trust, adoption and impact.

Moreover, in South Africa, as elsewhere, local government is regarded as the “face of government”. However, the importance of (physical or virtual) proximity and face-to-face interaction in local governance is often underestimated in ICT implementation. This consideration applies to AI-enabled systems which should seek to enhance (rather than replace) existing, often trusted ways of doing things. In doing so, South Africa can work toward developing its own set of ethical tenets and principles upon which the use of AI in government and elsewhere can be based.

44 https://cloud.google.com/dlp/docs/concepts-risk-analysis
45 See: Data and Sustainable Development: Last Mile Data Enablement and Building Trust in Indicators Data. https://cs.unu.edu/research/sdgs
52 45 See: Data and Sustainable Development: Last Mile Data Enablement and Building Trust in Indicators Data. https://cs.unu.edu/research/sdgs
56 44 https://cloud.google.com/dlp/docs/concepts-risk-analysis
57 45 See: Data and Sustainable Development: Last Mile Data Enablement and Building Trust in Indicators Data. https://cs.unu.edu/research/sdgs
**Action steps**

The following steps are recommended for South Africa:

- Enhance scientific literacy and life-long learning in order to strengthen public understanding of science and technology, including AI, and its potential impact on society.

- Contribute to global, AU and national initiatives on principles for “algorithmic accountability” that local governments can adapt and use.

- Explore what role (sub)national legislatures and independent regulators should play in AI oversight, and build necessary capacity in these entities for supporting government entities with ethical AI implementation in South Africa.

- Run a programme of public engagement and consider a diversity of legal approaches (privacy, competition, criminal) to embed a culture of data protection and formal safeguards against unnecessary state and private sector processing of personal information.

- Design algorithmic impact assessments that can facilitate broad dialogue about the implications of different AI technologies in local government.

- Improve risk assessment and mitigation capabilities among system developers to prevent re-identification and discrimination when building platforms and integrating with local data systems.

- Explore alternative business models and technologies for data collection and sharing to strengthen the role of data contributors in AI systems.

- Support ongoing research into languages/translation and user interfaces for AI implementation in different contexts.
Introduction

Forced labour and human trafficking affect more than 24.9 million men, women and children globally who are exploited for their labour or forced into prostitution.\(^2\) Figures released by the US State Department indicate that in 2018, only 85,613 victims were identified worldwide.\(^3\) These figures illustrate that there are a large number of people, often migrant workers, who are exploited in slavery-like conditions, yet only a small fraction are being successfully identified and subsequently helped.

The terms “human trafficking” and “forced labour” are often used interchangeably by popular media and practitioners, so it would pay to define each now. In our work, we draw on Skřiváňková’s continuum of exploitation that defines “decent work” and “forced labour” as two ends of a continuum, with any situation between the two end points representing different forms of labour exploitation.\(^4\) These work situations can range from “cooperative, consensual, mutually beneficial relationships between migrants and their facilitators” to “highly coercive and exploitative”.\(^5\) Using this continuum, we can see human trafficking as a process, consisting of a series of exploitative acts that move a worker towards a situation of forced labour. In this report, we use the term “frontline responder” (FLR) to collectively refer to the broad range of stakeholders whose role it is to assess working conditions and to help potential victims access help or remediation channels – including police, labour inspectors, auditors and non-governmental organisations (NGOs).

In this report we draw from the findings of a two-and-a-half-year project aimed at understanding how digital technology can be used to support exploited workers in vulnerable situations. It starts by describing the development process that we have undertaken in Thailand to create Apprise, a system to support proactive and consistent screening of workers in vulnerable situations. The report then frames the potential of using artificial intelligence (AI) to support an understanding of changing practices of exploitation.

Apprise

Our work takes a value sensitive design (VSD) approach which is based on the understanding that technology is shaped by the biases and assumptions of its designers and creators. VSD proactively integrates ethical reflection in the design of solutions, using an integrative and iterative tripartite methodology comprised of conceptual, empirical and technical investigations.\(^6\) With its value focus, this self-reflexive approach seeks to be “proactive [in order] to influence the design of technology early in and through the design process.”\(^7\) In doing so, VSD shows a commitment to progress, not perfection.\(^8\)

We began our work in Thailand early in 2017 with a series of focus groups with a broad range of stakeholders representing different forms of labour exploitation.\(^9\) We would like to acknowledge the funding provided by Humanity United and Freedom Fund to develop the initial Apprise system. Apprise was developed in collaboration with The Mekong Club, an anti-trafficking NGO based in Hong Kong.

1 We would like to acknowledge the funding provided by Humanity United and Freedom Fund to develop the initial Apprise system. Apprise was developed in collaboration with The Mekong Club, an anti-trafficking NGO based in Hong Kong.
stakeholders, including survivors of exploitation, NGOs, Thai government officials and intergovernmental organisations. These focus groups aimed to understand current practices and problems in identifying victims of human trafficking; their access to and use of technology; and their perception on the ways technology could support them to overcome the problems that they face. To summarise the findings of this initial consultation, focus groups suggested that support was needed during the initial screening phase of victim identification. The core problems that were identified at this stage were:

- **Communication:** Due to a lack of resources (and knowledge of languages that would be required), FLRs commonly faced problems of being unable to speak the same language as workers and were therefore unable to interview them. Translators were also not always available.
- **Privacy:** Initial screening occurs in the field and sometimes in front of potential exploiters. Workers fear retribution if they answer questions honestly.
- **Training:** There is a lack of understanding of the common indicators of labour exploitation and forced labour, with some FLRs focusing on physical indications of abuse, rather than the more subtle forms of coercion such as debt bondage and the withholding of wages and important documents.

Based on these findings, we developed Apprise, a mobile-based expert system to support FLRs to proactively and consistently screen vulnerable populations for indications of labour exploitation. The tool is installed on the FLR’s phone, but ultimately it serves to allow workers to privately disclose their working conditions. Questions are translated and recorded in languages that are common among workers in each sector, and when combined with a set of headphones, this provides workers with a private way to answer while in the field. By analysing their responses to a series of yes/no questions, Apprise provides advice on next steps that the FLR should take to support the worker. Responses to questions are stored on the FLR’s phone and uploaded to a server when they next log in with network reception, to support *post-hoc* analysis. As well as co-designing the system itself, our consultations with participants uncovered the current indications of exploitation to inform the lists of questions asked. From April 2017 to June 2019, over 1,000 stakeholders in the anti-trafficking field in Thailand contributed to the design or evaluation of the system.

Since March 2018, NGOs have been using Apprise in the field to support proactive and consistent screening in their outreach activities in the following sectors: fishing, seafood processing, manufacturing and sexual exploitation. In May 2018 we started to work closely with the Ministry of Labour (specifically the Department of Labour Protection and Welfare) and Royal Thai Navy in Thailand to understand how Apprise could support proactive and consistent worker screening at government inspection centres at ports (Port-in/Port-out or “PIPO” Inspection Centres) and at sea.

Through this process of working on the ground with FLRs, we have noticed that exploiters continually tweak and refine their own practices of exploitation, in response to changing policies and practices of inspections. When exploiters change their practices, it takes time for these changes to be recognised as a new “pattern” of exploitation. Information is often siloed by different stakeholders, and not shared for a wide variety of different reasons. After some time, stakeholders do begin sharing these changing patterns, often through their informal networks. At this point, the new practice is identified as a pattern and a new policy or practice of inspection is developed.

This game of cat and mouse continues over time, with exploiters again tweaking their behaviour to avoid detection. In response to this, we developed Apprise to allow new questions to be added to question lists, as well as new languages to be supported on the fly. When an FLR logs in to their phone, Apprise checks for any updates to lists and downloads new audio translations of questions. This adaptive support allows FLRs to question on current patterns of exploitation, obtaining further information on exploitative practices once a new pattern has been identified.

Based on this observation, we began to ask ourselves if there was a role for machine learning to support a more timely and more accurate identification of these changing practices of exploitation. While this work is still in its nascent stages, our aim is to determine sector-specific practices of exploitation in order to create targeted education and awareness-raising campaigns; support FLRs to proactively screen against current practices of exploitation; and inform evidence-based policy to support the prosecution of exploiters.
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9 Most migrant workers in Thailand migrate internally from northern Thailand, or from the neighbouring countries of Myanmar, Laos and Cambodia. Across these regions there are hundreds of languages and dialects that are frequently spoken.
Machine learning to detect patterns of exploitation

At its broadest, machine learning works by identifying patterns in existing data. Its main goal is to be able to generalise, so that the patterns identified in training data can be accurately applied to unseen data. Machine learning has been applied in a wide number of criminal justice contexts, including predicting crimes, predicting offenders, predicting perpetrator identities and predicting crime victims.10 It has also been used in the anti-trafficking field for predictive vulnerability assessments and crime mapping in order to improve government resource allocation.11 In our work, we aim to understand if there is a role for machine learning to predict changing patterns of exploitation, an area that currently has received little focus.

While there are obvious benefits that accurate forecasting tools could bring,12 governments, civil society and academics have not always spoken so favourably about these tools, citing cases where they “can reproduce existing patterns of discrimination, inherit the prejudice of prior decision makers or simply reflect the widespread biases that persist in society. [They] can even have the perverse result of exacerbating existing inequalities by suggesting that historically disadvantaged groups actually deserve less favourable treatment.”13

While recognising different notions of human rights (moral, ethical and philosophical), our work takes a legal approach, based on the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR),14 the United Nations Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights15 and the International Labour Organization (ILO) Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work.16 These international legal instruments provide an established framework for “considering, evaluating and ultimately redressing the impacts of artificial intelligence on individuals and society.”17

In order to analyse the human rights impact of machine learning on identifying changing practices of exploitation, we note that an important first point of consideration is the quality of data that is provided in initial screening interviews using Apprise, an issue closely linked to privacy.

Significant attention was paid in the design phase of Apprise to include strict limitations on how much data is collected from individual workers, and also who can access screening responses (and what access they have). As an example, Apprise aims to support accountability and transparency by automatically sharing a summarised version of screening responses with the FLR’s immediate supervisor. However, this process limits the accuracy of GPS locations18 of screening sessions, and only shares responses to the yes/no questions.

To support the privacy of workers, we do not collect any personally identifiable information, as we believe that the risks associated with this would unfairly disadvantage those who chose to answer questions. However, there is no way to delete a particular individual’s responses later (should they be able to request this).

Over the past year and a half, we have evaluated and refined Apprise based on feedback from workers in vulnerable sectors as well as survivors of trafficking. The aim of this has been to increase the privacy that workers feel in these initial screening sessions. We note that while no screening system can guarantee truthful responses from workers, Apprise provides more privacy than current methods of interviewing workers, which often occur in groups and in front of potential exploiters (and in the worst cases, using supervisors as translators when language barriers occur).

Within a machine learning system, interview responses would obviously need to be shared further, which requires special consideration. The new patterns of exploitation themselves are intended to be shared with other FLRs, to inform initial screening of workers in vulnerable situations. However, care must be paid as to who else has access to them. As soon as exploiters realise that their patterns of exploitation have been identified, they are likely to adapt them more quickly.
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11 https://delta87.org/2019/03/code-8-7-introduction
16 The Declaration, among other things, commits states to take action to eliminate all forms of forced labour. https://www.ilo.org/declaration/lang--en/index.htm
18 Some of the decimal points in the position are dropped.
In the cases where responses are accurate, and the tool is able to identify new practices of exploitation, there are obvious implications on the rights of exploited workers: the right to freedom from slavery (UDHR Article 4); the right to freedom from torture and degrading treatment (UDHR Article 5); the right to desirable work (UDHR Article 23); the right to rest and leisure (UDHR Article 24); the right to an adequate standard of living (UDHR Article 25); and freedom from state or personal interference in the above rights (UDHR Article 30). An important note is that while the system takes input from a subset of workers (those who have been interviewed), there is potential to impact the working conditions of many more.

Like any system, Apprise may misidentify patterns, resulting in attention being paid in the wrong direction. While this represents an inefficient use of resources (FLR and worker time), it does not have any significant implications on the rights of workers. This input would be used to inform investigations, which themselves would disprove the prediction.

Conclusion

Machine learning has been applied in a wide number of criminal justice contexts. In our work, we aim to understand if there is a role for machine learning to predict changing patterns of exploitation, an area that currently has received little focus.

In this report we describe work that we are undertaking to proactively and consistently screen workers in vulnerable situations for signs of labour exploitation and forced labour. The report introduces Apprise, an expert system that we have developed and that FLRs are currently using in Thailand to support the initial screening stage of victim identification. The report also discusses the potential use of machine learning to draw on the responses to the screening interviews and to predict changing patterns of exploitation. We reflect on this proposed system, to understand the human rights implications that this new technology would include. While there is an obvious implication on workers’ right to privacy, we describe steps taken to minimise this imposition. We also advocate the use of the system to support the fundamental human rights of workers who are currently trapped in exploitative work situations.

Action steps

We suggest the following steps for civil society organisations who are considering (or are using) AI systems:

- Consider AI as a tool to complement existing efforts and capacity, rather than as a solution in itself.
- Adopt a human rights-based approach to evaluating AI systems, which considers the positive and negative impacts of an innovation prior to rollout.
- Share your stories that reflect on the impact of AI on human rights in order to broaden the types of voices that are included in the global discourse.
- Ensure data privacy and protection are given adequate consideration in the design and development of an AI system: both the raw data itself, but also the predictions that the system generates.

---
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Introduction

Public sector institutions in Tunisia are open to harnessing the potential of artificial intelligence (AI) to promote policies for sustainable and equitable development, without forgetting the challenges posed by this emerging technology. In 2015, the government embarked on a series of public sector reforms to improve government operations and to meet the needs of citizens. It also recognises the need for further public sector reforms through the implementation of an accountable public finance management information system (PFMIS), and is proposing the introduction of AI in the current financial system, which has been identified as one of the areas most vulnerable to corruption.1

Public sector reforms and AI

In 2016, the government set out its vision for AI, among other imperatives, in a strategy document detailing a five-year development plan for Tunisia (2016-2020). This strategy document was later supplemented by the government’s economic and social roadmap for 2018-2020.2

The economic and social roadmap for 2018-2020 seeks to accelerate the reforms started under the five-year development plan two years earlier. The aim of the development plan is to guarantee human rights, as well as social and economic growth in Tunisia.3 Furthermore, the UNESCO Chair on Science, Technology and Innovation Policy, in partnership with the National Agency for Scientific Research Promotion, set up a task force to unlock Tunisia’s AI potential.4 The primary goal of the task force is to facilitate the emergence of an AI ecosystem that acts as a strong lever for equitable, sustainable development and job creation.

The Ministry of Finance is in the process of undertaking fundamental reforms in public finance management. In tandem, it is revising and improving its legal framework governing financial controls and improving transparency policies in managing public finances.5 To complement these reforms, the government financial system also seeks to integrate its disparate financial and accounting systems to improve administrative and budgetary transparency, as well as to adapt its control structures to a more systematic approach.

However, the pace of AI use has been slower than anticipated. Areas such as multi-year fiscal planning, managing investments, public financial accounting and reporting require a complex AI infrastructure that takes time to set up.

AI application in the public finance management information system (PFMIS)

The PFMIS consists of core sub-systems that provide the government with the necessary information to plan, execute and monitor public finances.6 The scope and functionality of the PFMIS include fraud detection, budget efficiency and financial analytics.7

By leveraging a mix of machine learning, big data and natural language processing techniques, AI is helping the auditors and finance officials at the Ministry of Finance deal with the massive amounts of data that need to be processed in line with the transparency and accountability requirements of their fiduciary responsibilities to the Tunisian
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3 World Food Programme. (2017). Draft Tunisia Country Strategic Plan. docs.wfp.org/api/documents/40c35cf3-4055-4588-9c89-e3e59ac6a483/download
taxpayers, which in turn will help restore the public's trust in the government.

Below I consider the application of AI in the detection of fraud, budget efficiency, and financial analytics, and how AI applications can restore citizen trust in the Ministry of Finance through creating fiscal accountability that guarantees development, social justice and human rights.

Detection of fraud

Tunisia is the only country in the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) region to publicly publish its annual budget and audited financial reports.\(^8\) This approach has been attributed to the open government movement and has been seen by many as a citizen-inclusive approach to solving the problem of fraud and corruption in the government, and of promoting transparency and accountability.\(^9\) Releasing financial data to the public should make it possible for Tunisian citizens to dig into data and find errors and mistakes, or instances of fraud, and share the burden of analysis with each other.

However, this approach was not able to put an end to the public's mistrust of government officials. Missteps in areas such as the standardisation of data formats, the application programming interface (API) and the frequency of updates to the data sets have limited the potential for analysis by citizens.\(^10\) In addition, when larger data sets are released, Tunisian citizens do not have the capacity to perform a full analysis of the data in a single pass. For example, Microsoft Excel, the world's most widely available financial analysis tool, has a million-row limit for data processing, while other available data science and accounting tools and resources are out of reach of the majority of Tunisian citizens. The data might be readily available, but the professional tools and skills are not.\(^11\)

The Ministry of Finance is meanwhile planning to set up a fraud hotline to uncover corruption in public finance. AI will help the ministry to review the tip-offs received through the fraud hotline, given the requirement that citizens who report on corruption anonymously have to be convinced to surrender their anonymity to prove the claim being made. Upon receiving a tip, an AI tool can be directed to review any claim made that includes financial data. This would allow the financial data to speak for itself, relieving Tunisian citizens of having to reveal their identity early on in the investigative process, and not resulting in them being unnecessarily exposed.

Budget efficiencies

AI has the ability to dramatically improve the efficiency of developing the national budget, and its usability,\(^12\) by ingesting large amounts of financial data from different sources. The Ministry of Finance is also testing the use of AI in risk assessments of all transactions against current and past data. In addition, the ministry is producing reports that allow auditors and financial officers to gain better insight into the use of financial data and take corrective actions accordingly.\(^13\)

With the application of AI, the ministry could load and analyse financial data for public review, thereby applying the open government standard of transparency. The algorithms they are using could also be made available for public review.\(^14\) In addition, the application of AI in the finance department will help to direct the limited resources to the departments that need them most, instead of burning resources using round-robin audit approaches and a random sampling of transactions for review.\(^15\)

Financial analytics

The Ministry of Finance is testing the use of both supervised and unsupervised algorithms to categorise all the financial transactions loaded onto its financial platform.\(^16\)

Supervised algorithms are based on trained data using known patterns of fraud that are provided by forensic accountants.\(^17\) Unsupervised algorithms are special, because they are developed to allow the data to speak for itself, meaning that transactions are clustered into neighbourhoods of

\(^9\) https://www.huffpost.com/2014/01/16/tunisie-open-government_n_4608045.html  
\(^10\) https://www.webopedia.com/TERM/A/API.html  
\(^11\) https://www.educba.com/financial-analytics
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\(^12\) How spending occurs, and how this can be evaluated, reviewed, etc.


numbers that are interesting to accountants, for example, when they make rare connections between two accounts.  

These algorithms can also help the ministry to identify transactions that fall outside neighbourhoods of numbers, called outliers. Both supervised and unsupervised algorithms run with standard accounting rules and statistical techniques, such as Benford’s Law, which allows every transaction in a financial ledger to be scored. The data is also indexed for rapid search capabilities.

**Training in AI**

The United States Agency for International Development (USAID) has funded a project called Fiscal Reforms for a Strong Tunisia (FIRST). The FIRST project supported the Ministry of Finance in enhancing its capacity to develop and deliver tax policy and other fiscal reforms using AI and general algebraic modelling system (GAMS) software. Ministry of Finance officials were trained in using the computable general equilibrium (CGE) model.

**Restoring public trust**

The inability of the Ministry of Finance’s audit departments to analyse 100% of its financial data has been a major factor in its inability to spot financial anomalies. While fraud hotlines and open data techniques are a step in the right direction, AI offers an opportunity for the ministry to actively pursue the detection of financial anomalies before even whistleblowers need to act.

Private sector audit firms in Tunisia are already turning to platforms developed by start-ups specialising in AI technology development, such as InstaDeep. InstaDeep raised USD 7 million in funding from AfricInvest and Endeavor Catalyst to expand the use of AI in the public sector by delivering AI products and solutions.

The ministry has also used an AI auditor in their accounting system. This is a promising measure to help Tunisian taxpayers advocate for their human rights for an accountable and transparent tax collection system. Citizens are already becoming aware of the benefits of AI in Tunisia, and are demanding the use of AI at all levels of government to help in the detection of fraud, errors and omissions in financial data and tax collection procedures.

While the adoption and implementation of reforms using AI in public finance has been slow, there is a hope that the government of Tunisia will conduct public consultations with respect to the modification of policies, laws and regulations concerning the use of AI. This is also an opportunity for civil society and the private sector to have their say on the development of new AI policies and approaches in the country.

**Action steps**

The following steps are necessary in Tunisia to support the deployment of AI technologies:

- The government should help AI start-ups raise funds to boost their role in using different advanced machine-learning techniques, including deep learning. Funding will also help them to scale their AI developments and take their products to market.
- The private sector can offer a set of different AI products and solutions including optimised pattern-recognition, GPU-accelerated analytics, and self-learning decision-making systems. AI solutions are currently being used in different industries including logistics, automation, manufacturing and energy.
- Civil society organisations should participate in cutting-edge research in AI in order to encourage a human rights focus to the development of AI. Civil society can also raise awareness of the benefits and challenges in using AI in both the public and private sectors.
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20 Benford’s Law can often be used as an indicator of fraudulent data. https://www.marutitech.com/ways-ai-transforming-finance/
Introduction

In an atmosphere where 200 media organisations have been shut down, 170 journalists imprisoned, and where no nationally operating news agency is left with 96% of mass media under direct or indirect government control, Turkey continues its downward spiral on press freedom indexes. With restrictions targeting freedom of expression and the right to access accurate, reliable and verified information, many have turned to the internet as a way to circumvent censorship. However, the increasing use of artificial intelligence (AI) for the purposes of detecting copyright infringement has had a negative impact on the right to access information. This report explores this issue in a country that, alongside Russia, has one of the highest number of internet content takedown requests in the world.

Background

While journalism in Turkey has a controversial history and independent media has always been targeted by the authorities, in the last three decades, through the introduction of the internet, a multitude of new ways to overcome restrictive measures have emerged. In 1995, when the pro-left Evrensel Daily started publishing its news on a website, the full potential of a critical media in Turkey had never been tested; it had always relied on distribution channels approved by the government. Similarly, in the early 2000s when alternative media and progressive journalists in Turkey started opening accounts on social media platforms, they had discovered a new medium of reaching far more people than they previously could through print or even through the web versions of newspapers. A few years later, when these platforms were still only starting to attract internet users in the country, the Turkish government had already passed Law No. 5651, the Internet Regulations Act (2007), which was updated in 2017. While there is no specific clause on copyright infringement in this law, the claim of copyright infringement has recently become a way to put pressure on newly emerging critical media organisations publishing online in Turkey.

This new method of censorship applies the United States (US) standard on copyright protection, the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA). The DMCA has been in effect since 1998 and is divided into five chapters, including the Online Copyright Infringement Liability Limitation Act, which creates limitations on the liability of online service providers for copyright infringement. Despite it being the legislation that is used in the US, a news organisation operating outside of the US, while using social media services that originated in the US, can be subjected to the legal responsibilities outlined in this act.

Encyclopaedia Britannica states that modern copyright was not issued in order to protect the authors’ and publishers’ rights, but to allow government oversight on the content published within their dominion. While it is claimed that contemporary legislation on copyright is aimed at protecting the intellectual property and usage rights of legal rights-holders, it is still possible to make use of copyright infringement claims to prevent publications from circulating content critical of authorities. In an offline world (until about the 1990s, although as recently as 2015 in Turkey), if a pro-government publisher was instructed not to allow a certain article to be published, they would buy the extensive copyright of this material but never publish it, thus preventing it from reaching larger audiences. The legislation that allowed this was first contested in Sweden on 2 December 1766 with the world’s first Freedom of the Press Act that allowed the publication and circulation of public documents, free from copyright restriction, for news purposes.

Today in the digital age, the practice of restricting the circulation of content that is in the public interest using copyright law takes a new

---

1 https://rsf.org/en/turkey
5 https://www.britannica.com/topic/copyright
form resembling the older methods of censorship. As costs for conventional media platforms (paper, radio, television) continuously increase and news organisations either sell their businesses to pro-government investors or close down and lay off journalists, digital media gains even more significance for independent media organisations and journalists. In this context, modern copyright laws are being instrumentalised to allow a new level of censorship to prevent independent media from operating online in Turkey.

Independent media targeted through copyright violation complaints

In October 2013, activists from the video collective “Seyr-i Sokak”, working in the Turkish capital Ankara, filmed multiple far-right groups assaulting university students at Hacettepe University and published the footage on their YouTube channel as a news piece, sharing it with news networks using the title “Fascist assault on Hacettepe University’s Beytepe Campus”. Although the video was aimed to inform society of a violent assault against students, it was taken down due to copyright infringement. As one of the activists of the collective explained, YouTube had received multiple complaints from the people featured in the video who stated that they had been filmed without their consent, and would like the video to be taken down; as a result, it was taken down, with Seyr-i Sokak being given a warning against unauthorised use of video content on the social media platform. (Later, in 2015, the same video was uploaded to another social media content platform, Vimeo.)

The period when the assault featured in Seyr-i Sokak’s video took place was only months after Turkey’s greatest social protest in its history, the popular Occupy Gezi protests, which were suppressed violently as the governing Justice and Development Party, AKP, wanted to hold its parliamentary majority intact ahead of the March 2014 municipal elections and August 2014 presidential elections. Simultaneously, waning public support for the AKP had resulted in increased pressure targeting democratic civil society organisations and independent media.

Four years and five elections later, Turkey was to hold yet another election, this time for the biggest city in Europe, Istanbul. On 31 March 2019, Turkey held yet another election, this time for the biggest city independent media. Getting democratic civil society organisations and for the AKP had resulted in increased pressure targeting the country’s largest city. Independent media covered the protests that continued for days after the cancellation of the election results in Istanbul, and “election safety networks” were created through the mobilisation of over 100,000 people, with the aim of ensuring that the elections were conducted safely and that news coverage of the elections continued, so that claims of election fraud could not be made again. The media focus of this network was taken up by citizen journalism-focused news agency dokuz8NEWS, which also ran Regional Media Coordination (the entity working with journalists from the different regions in Turkey) and brought in dozens of local journalists to cover the new round of Istanbul elections.

While dozens of local journalists from across Turkey arrived in Istanbul, several warnings arrived in dokuz8NEWS’ inbox with a takedown notice from the DMCA, accusing dokuz8NEWS of unauthorised use of content. The content in question was a video of two Turkish spectators during the Madrid Open tennis tournament, shooting a video of themselves shouting the slogan of the opposition candidate. While the original account that shared the video still contained the content – even at the time of writing of this report – dokuz8NEWS’ publication of it as a news piece with a reference to the original publication got caught up in the algorithm detecting copyright infringement and notified ATP Media, which holds exclusive rights to broadcast tennis games. Despite this information being

---

7 https://vimeo.com/123256268
8 Ibid.
9 dokuz8NEWS. (2019, 6 May). Thousands of people are marching on Istanbul’s Kadıköy at Bahariye Avenue protesting Supreme Election Council’s decision to repeat municipal elections in Istanbul. https://twitter.com/dokuz8_EN/status/1125493960693171120
12 Oymak, A. (2019, 7 May). Son nesifimize kadar... Madrid’den selamlarla嵌 eynchronizelacak #MMOpen @ekrem_imamoglu. https://twitter.com/alkeroymak/status/1125835371424696070
13 dokuz8NEWS. (2019, 21 June). Dokuz8NEWS’ Flagship Twitter Account @dokuz8haber Suspended & Later Reinstated. https://dokuz8haber.net/english/dokuz8news-flagship-twitter-account-dokuz8haber-suspended
newsworthy and being shared by thousands of Twitter users in Turkey, dokuz8NEWS received a takedown notice, which led to a suspension of its Twitter account – which it uses to reach most of its audience – only three days before the elections, on 20 June. Even though the account was later reinstated in less than 15 hours by Twitter, after widespread calls for restoring the account by the International Press Institute (IPI),14 the European Centre for Press and Media Freedom (ECPMF),15 ARTICLE 19,16 Reporters Without Borders (RSF) Turkey,17 PEN Norway18 and OSCE Representative of Freedom of the Media Harlem Desir,19 as well as many of their readers, the network nonetheless lost a whole day of preparations ahead of the critical elections for Istanbul's top position.

Apart from political content, which may receive complaints from government-linked troll accounts, another dokuz8NEWS publication triggered DMCA takedown notices. The publication in question was a news piece promoting the teaser for the internet series “The Society”, distributed by the publisher Netflix. The series features the song “Bury A Friend” by Billie Eilish in its soundtrack. Universal Music Publishing Group (UMPG), which holds the rights to the song, must have signed an agreement with Netflix allowing them to use the song for the promotion of the series, including for media promotion ahead of the release of the series. As a result of the DMCA takedown notice, this content has been removed from dokuz8NEWS following a complaint from Universal.20

At the same time, another independent news network, Ileri News, was also notified of copyright infringement. On 13 June, Ileri News’ Twitter account was suspended for publishing a news story with video content showing an excerpt from Islamist theologian Nurettin Yıldız’s talk in 2013, which is published on the Social Fabric Foundation’s YouTube channel.21 In the video, Yıldız promotes marriage with little children, suggesting “there should be no problem in marrying a six-year-old girl.” Yıldız filed complaints against the media organisation, stating that this was unauthorised use of his copyrighted material and should not be allowed, even though he has lost multiple court cases in Turkey against the same news organisation in his attempt to punish journalists for covering his talks.

Yıldız’s complaints resulted in the removal of the videos from Ileri News’ Twitter account, and its account being suspended.22 While the account was reinstated on the same day as dokuz8NEWS’ account following the outcry by international media freedom organisations, it had stayed closed for a week, causing the news organisation to also lose time, resources and audiences prior to the Istanbul elections. Today, if one is to search Ileri News’ Twitter account, the videos cannot be accessed as a result of internet freedom! https://twitter.com/ECPMF/status/114165826695086208

Conclusion

Even though AI can be used in many creative and productive ways, the use of AI for copyright protection limits people’s right to information, freedom of the media, and the circulation of content online. In all three examples cited earlier, independent news organisations have received complaints and requests for removal of content, and as a result they lost access to their audiences at a time when

14 IPI. (2019, 20 June). Shocked to see @dokuz8HABER Twitter account suspended. Essential for voters to have access to independent news ahead of #Istanbul revote in #Turkey. We urge @Twitter to reinstate without delay. @dokuz8_EN @obefintlig pic.twitter.com/E6FSR5aj. https://twitter.com/globalfreemedia/status/1141698959a6909660
15 ECPMF. (2019, 20 June). @dokuz8HABER's @Twitter account was suspended based on copyright violation complaints. #Socialmedia remains a major channel for dissemination in #Turkey. Just three days before the renewed election in #Istanbul this is a restriction of internet freedom! https://twitter.com/ECPMF/status/114165826695086208
16 ARTICLE 19 ECA. (2019, 20 June). The main @twitter account of #Turkey's news agency @dokuz8_EN has been suspended today, just 3 days ahead of the re-run of the Istanbul mayor elections. #MissingVoices. https://twitter.com/article9europe/status/1141663511078232066
17 RSF Turkey. (2019, 20 June). RSF temsilcisi Erol Önderlo: "Twitter bir içerikten tüm bir medya hesabına engel getirmek gibi yıllardır eleştirdiğimiz pratiše ortak olmamalıdür. Türkiye'de Twitter bir içerikten tüm bir medya hesabına engel getirmek sanıldığı gibi, her türlü idari & yargı sansürü varken böylesi bir müdahaleye ihtiyaç yoktu. Yeniden @dokuz8haber 'e erişim istiyoruz! bunca idari & yargı sansürü varken böylesi bir müdahaleye ihtiyaç yoktu. Yeniden @dokuz8haber 'e erişim istiyoruz! pic.twitter.com/LCfynnZ0W. https://twitter.com/RSF_tr/status/1141803260044632066
18 PEN Norway. (2019, 20 June). The Turkish news organization @dokuz8HABER's account has just been suspended by @Twitter based on copyright violations complaints. This happens 3 days before #IstanbulElections. Coincidence? Hardly, this is a restriction of internet freedom. https://twitter.com/norsk_pen/status/1141684118a2605056
19 Desir, H. (2019, 20 June). Terrible decision to suspend news outlet @dokuz8HABER Twitter account. Population of #Turkey needs access to pluralistic news. @Twitter needs to urgently reinstate access. @dokuz8_EN @obefintlig. https://twitter.com/OSCE_RFoM/status/1141772087411040257
20 The producers use an algorithm to track the spread of their content online, and if the list of where it is published does not match the list of publishers authorised to use the content, they receive an alert. However, when the re-use of content is news-related, this should not be a problem.
21 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j3w8ppWjMHo
citizens' rights to access accurate, reliable and verified information were violated as well. Two of these complaints were the result of the use of AI.\textsuperscript{23} In a country where government or pro-government businesses control 96% of the media landscape, leaving a very limited space for independent media to operate, the copyright legislation may serve as a restrictive measure on media freedoms, directly opposing the foundational Press Freedom Act as adopted in Sweden in 1766.

Over the last five years, Turkey has been the top country when it comes to filing content removal requests with social media platforms. According to Twitter’s transparency report on country-specific content removal requests filed in the second half of 2018, Turkey and Russia combined had filed 74% of the total global volume of all requests, despite a 44% decrease in Turkey’s content removal requests on Twitter.\textsuperscript{24} It was also announced in the report that Twitter had filed objections to multiple court orders in Turkey given that the decisions might violate media freedoms. Furthermore, the report suggests that requests from countries other than Turkey increased by approximately 90% since the first half of 2018, showing how global the problem is becoming.

The other side of the coin is that while registered news organisations are striving to produce quality journalism that offers accurate, reliable and verified information, content that is based on manipulative and false information can circulate freely on social media platforms through distribution channels using trolls; and this opens up room for echo-chambers that grow along with social polarisation.

**Action steps**

The following steps are suggested for Turkey:

- Social media platforms which target billions of internet users, and have become some of the most popular platforms for media and news distribution, should develop their relationships with global media freedom and journalism associations such as the Committee to Protect Journalists, the International Federation of Journalists, IPI, ECPMF and RSF. This could help to verify independent news organisations that are operating digitally.

- International media freedom organisations should form legal support teams for small independent news organisations so that they have legal representation and support in case of takedown notices being issued for newsworthy material or accounts being closed.

- Transnational news networks among independent news organisations should be established in order to bypass the information asymmetry caused by authoritarian governments’ control over mainstream media. This would allow voices to be heard globally that deal with emerging problems through discussion.

- Independent news organisations that are critical of the governments of countries where they are based should adopt a more neutral publication policy and avoid an accusatory tone in their articles when referring to government officials, pro-government people and voters.\textsuperscript{25}

- An academic and philosophical debate on the value of intellectual property, its significance to human civilisation, and the impact of copyright in modern culture should be initiated.

\textsuperscript{23} The examples of dokuz8NEWS and Ileri News. In the latter case, AI was used by Yıldız’s team.

\textsuperscript{24} https://transparency.twitter.com/en/removal-requests.html

\textsuperscript{25} For Turkish media organisations – and more recently many in the United States – this is a growing problem. More and more journalists seem to be losing their temper in their writing, and some do not even claim to be “independent” or “unbiased” anymore, further isolating the people of “the other side”. 
Introduction

Artificial intelligence (AI) has dramatically changed the ways in which machines can “watch”, “listen”, “act” and importantly, “learn”; in other words, how machines can be used in the social, economic and political spheres. In this report, I discuss broadly how neural networks, deep learning and natural language processing (NLP) – all components of AI – are deployed in Uganda by actors in the public and private sectors and international development for different purposes.

To illustrate this, I highlight three pathways of AI deployment in Uganda: the government has recently installed surveillance CCTV cameras in the capital Kampala and surrounding metropolitan areas; a large Ugandan telco is using big data to target subscribers with micro loans via mobile money; and a UN agency is mining radio content to analyse sentiment for policy and planning purposes.

While there are benign intentions and even justifications for the deployment of the aforesaid technologies in the given contexts, I highlight how their implementation might enhance the actors’ surveillance capabilities and result in the abuse of fundamental human rights such as the right to privacy.

I use the labels “big brother”, “big tech” and “big other” to represent the new surveillance tools used by the state, private sector and international development agency respectively.

1 In AI Superpowers, Kai-Fu Lee explains that neural networks work based on the amount of test data fed to them, upon which the networks themselves identify patterns within the data. Deep learning entails more efficiently trained layers in neural networks. Deep learning’s most natural application is in fields like insurance and loans, where relevant data on borrowers is abundant (credit score, income, recent credit card usage), and the goal to optimise the use of this data is clear (i.e. to minimise default rates). Both terms could be used interchangeably for the first two CCTV and micro loans examples. Lee, K. (2018). AI Superpowers: China, Silicon Valley, and the New World Order. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt.

2 Zuboff, S. (2015). Big other: surveillance capitalism and the prospects of an information civilization. Journal of Information Technology, 30(1), 75–89. Shoshana Zuboff frames the tension about big tech’s overtures as “surveillance capitalism”, where users and even non-users are surveilled largely for commercial purposes. In this article, I use big tech and big other independently of each other.

Background

Uganda is a landlocked country in East Africa bordering Kenya to the east, Tanzania in the south, the Democratic Republic of Congo in the west and South Sudan in the north. It has a population of 37.7 million people according to the bureau of statistics. It has a GDP per capita of USD 604 according to the World Bank. Over 69% of the working population is employed in the agriculture sector, which contributes 25% to the GDP. Most notable is the rise of telecommunications and mobile telephony that have become pervasive nationwide. Internet penetration currently stands at 13.5 million subscribers, a rate of 35%, according to the Uganda Communications Commission.

The new Panopticon

The country has had a long reign of relative peace and stability in the past 33 years, thanks to the ruling President Yoweri Kaguta Museveni who ascended to power in 1986 after years of guerrilla warfare against the sitting governments of the time. The country has since then registered considerable socioeconomic growth but now faces the state’s growing assertiveness in managing security threats, perceived or real, and the fast-rising opposition to the incumbency. In this context, the war on terror and dissent are conveniently categorised under the rosy covers of “national security”.

A spate of extrajudicial killings and untold assassinations of high-profile Ugandan citizens, including Muslim clerics, military and police officers, among others, led the government to expedite the procurement of 24-hour CCTV cameras in crime-prone areas in Kampala and surrounding areas. The first phase of installation comprised 1,940 cameras

3 https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.MCDS.ZS?locations=UG
4 https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NV.AGR.TOTL.ZS?locations=UG
5 https://twitter.com/UCC_Official/status/1088826901702078466
in the capital in 2018.\textsuperscript{8} However, the planned second phase will cost the public purse over USD 104 million in a procurement deal rushed through parliament under unclear terms.\textsuperscript{9}

\textbf{The alchemists}

As fable goes, alchemists of yesteryear tried to reverse engineer precious metals through a combination of different elements. However, most of their efforts were in vain. Today, mobile operators are the new alchemists. Just like the alchemists, telcos are collating precious registration data alongside other data that would have been considered useless decades ago (when machine learning was not as advanced as today). They have mastered the art of extracting value out of this mix of data.

Telcos have benefited immensely from government regulation and the loopholes in regulation. For example, the mandatory SIM card registration in Uganda entailed the collection of biometric data and personally identifiable information in spite of a lack of sufficient constitutional guarantees on data protection and privacy. The evidence shows that the main reason for this mandatory registration – crime – has not been fully addressed, if at all.\textsuperscript{10}

This kind of registration data, supplemented through often opaque data agreements with data brokers, is the juicy stuff that telcos – and others – are leveraging to build deep-learning models for their product offerings. For example, MTN Uganda in partnership with IBM rolled out a mobile loans programme on the country’s largest network. IBM uses customer and economic data to model customer behaviour and risk. They have built credit scoring models based not only on MTN’s data but also on national identity card data. This sort of targeting has become so precise that telcos and tech giants like IBM are not just the new alchemists, extracting value \textit{ex nihilo}, but also “surveillance capitalists”.

\textbf{The “benign” surveillance of radio}

In Uganda, radio is the most pervasive form of media. There are over 117 radio stations today\textsuperscript{11} – up from only one in the 1990s. More than 400 licences have been granted to FM radio operators. At least 98% of the population listen to radio once in a year. Contrasted against other forms of media such as newspapers (100,000 copies circulated per week), TV and the new kid on the block, the internet (13.5 million subscriptions), radio’s reach remains unmatched.

However, there has been so little innovation happening in the radio space that even broadcasting radio over the web could well pass as groundbreaking. In this context, the UN Global Pulse’s radio analysis tool promises much.\textsuperscript{12} It is an NLP machine that identifies key words which are then analysed to determine “sentiment” and enable the UN to chart advocacy efforts or even policy interventions. Good intentions aside, there are pertinent questions that the radio content analysis tool raises, and which possibly might open a can of worms, especially when it comes to bias or data abuse.

\textbf{Big Brother Uganda}

The Constitution of Uganda emphasises that the government through its agencies must guarantee security of persons and property. The issue of national security gives the government powers among other things to surveil, monitor and intercept communications, and track movement as it deems fit, in order to secure the country’s territorial integrity against internal and external aggression. Through different enforcement mechanisms, the government’s mandate to facilitate state surveillance is enabled by the following select laws: the Anti-Terrorism Act, 2002; the Regulation of Interception of Communication Act, 2010; the Anti-Pornography Act, 2014; the Communications Act, 2013 (amended 2017); and the Data Protection and Privacy Act, 2019.\textsuperscript{13}

The ubiquity of mobiles and motorcycles (also known as \textit{boda bodas}) marked the turn of the last decade in Uganda. Both have been used to do as much good as they have been used to do harm. For example, they have enabled last-mile communication and cheap transport to hard-to-reach places such as rural areas. But a great deal of the runaway crime in the country that pre-empted mandatory SIM card registration among other interventions by the government was committed by hitmen using unregistered mobiles and \textit{boda bodas}.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{8} The Independent. (2019, 15 April). More than 1900 CCTV cameras installed in Kampala. \textit{The Independent}. https://www.independent.co.ug/more-than-1900-cctv-cameras-installed-in-kampala
\item \textsuperscript{9} Misairi, T. K. (2019, 26 April). Uganda: MPs Okay Shs386b Loan for City Spy Cameras. \textit{AllAfrica}. https://allafrica.com/stories/201904260210.html
\item \textsuperscript{12} https://www.unglobalpulse.org/projects/radio-mining-uganda
\end{itemize}
The government’s installation of CCTV cameras in the city and surrounding areas is an attempt to curb the spate of assassinations and urban crime, at least according to Museveni. However, there is little to write home about. The high-profile killings continue episodically.

At least one expert has warned that the government intends to adopt more uncanny approaches to address infrastructural deficits including using facial recognition. A government which said it was buying a “porn machine” to monitor and track pornography online (it denied this later), and which then silently deployed an Intelligent Network Monitoring System (INMS) on mobile operators’ infrastructure, is surely capable of surreptitiously deploying any technology as long it justifies the end. Evidence in countries that have poor human rights records such as Ethiopia, Angola and Zimbabwe shows how governments are rushing to secure data from the national ID database.

Big tech

Mobile telecommunications are an essential mark of communications in modern society including the developing world. The advancements in value-added services means that value is no longer confined to traditional offerings such as voice/text and data. In fact, ancillary services such as mobile money are said to be the future of mobile operators. With the growth of targeted approaches through deep learning, MTN Uganda and IBM debuted a mobile loan application dubbed “MoKash”. Other telcos such as Airtel Uganda, microfinance institutions and shiny upstarts have launched related programmes; however, MTN’s offering is noteworthy because it has scale, reach and first-mover advantage.

MoKash utilises subscribers’ usage patterns and histories to weight appropriate credit scores. As mentioned, this is then coupled with biometric data from the national ID database.

Deep learning tools employed by the telco are extractive technologies; for example, they are efficient in nudging subscribers to take micro loans which attract exorbitant annualised repayment rates. But since the learning happens within the telco’s ecosystem without knowledge of extant factors such as a customer’s participation in the informal economy, the loans algorithm potentially leaves out subscribers who would have otherwise qualified. Others, meanwhile, are manipulated into taking loans to satiate a craving rather than out of necessity. The massive troves of data collected by telcos are subject to abuse. The complex web of players in the black market who offer data brokerage services is growing wider by the day.

Big other

Following the privatisation of the economy in the early 1990s, radio emerged as a medium of choice for many wishing to enter the media sector. It is available in the majority of spoken languages in Uganda. But radio station ownership is dominated by political and religious groups. These circumstances mean that state actors, especially security agencies and the communications regulator, have kept radio programmes under their cross-hairs despite considerable development of other forms of mass media such as broadcast television and the internet.

It is not uncommon to find unsuspecting people intently listening to radio especially on boda bodas or in local public places. More than 25,000 people call in to radio stations every day. Local programming is hyper localised and often entails relevant grassroots political and educational talk shows. Meanwhile, there are known lobby groups of radio callers in Uganda that corral and attempt to influence conversation on topics du jour.

The public nature of radio means that people do not provide their consent when data processors such as the UN Global Pulse’s radio tool are used. The automated speech recognition tool listens to dozens of radio stations simultaneously, flags relevant content when specific keywords are mentioned and generates transcripts for deeper analysis.

---


15 An ICT policy expert interviewed for this article warned that the adoption of facial recognition for the CCTV project could be in the offing.


However, some particular audio segments are queued for human review.22 Upon analysis, the local government or the UN can gather insights that help inform policy decisions.

The tool is tuned to the central and northern regions of the country, where the Luganda and Luo languages are, respectively, widely spoken (there are over 41 spoken languages in Uganda, according to Ethnologue, which geographically limits the tool’s coverage).23

While the radio tool adheres to UN privacy and data protection principles, these principles might not be aligned with the laws of the land, particularly the Data Protection and Privacy Act, given that the national laws are often in flux.24 This potentially could create a diplomatic rift if data is used for purposes that are effectively illegal according to the national data laws.

**Conclusion**

In this article, I have highlighted three pathways of actual and expected AI deployment in Uganda. We now have the big brother, big tech and big other – the state, private sector and an international development agency respectively.25

The government has taken steps to combat threats, real and imaginary, through procurement of advanced technology, among other measures. Chiefly, the procurement of CCTV cameras has raised concerns on data protection and privacy. The infrastructural deficiencies (poor or no street lighting, limited connectivity, low standards of maintenance) undermine potential benefits. However, the state is expected to use AI facial recognition technologies to arbitrarily deal with persons of interest including dissidents. The lack of trust, openness and transparency that shrouds state-led interventions impacts on society negatively. For example, the unexplainable leakage of footage from CCTV cameras in Kampala raises questions on ethical standards and requirements to manage the retrieval, sharing and erasure of public CCTV footage.26

---

22 An ICT policy respondent interviewed for this article raised concerns about the opacity of the radio tool methodology. They say that transcription is manual. There is no automatic voice-speech synthesis.

23 https://www.ethnologue.com/country/UG/languages


25 Although the private sector and development world might have closer overlaps, and therefore the “big otherness” might be used loosely and interchangeably.

26 https://twitter.com/dispatchug/status/1121455937724788736

Action steps

The following are the overarching action steps for civil society:

• Civil society, media and academia, among others, should unpack the conversations on AI and reframe them in digestible and locally relevant ways.

• Civil society should work hand in hand with the government to fast track the implementation of the recently passed data protection and privacy law.

• It should contribute to the regular reviews of laws to keep them in line with rapid advancements in technology, particularly AI.

• It should advocate for best and ethical design practices for AI products and services.

• It should act as a watchdog with regard to potential abuses of fundamental human rights through deployment of AI technologies by different actors.

Author’s postscript

On 15 August 2019, The Wall Street Journal published an investigative piece called “Huawei Technicians Helped African Governments Spy on Political Opponents”. The article detailed how Huawei had helped the Ugandan police infiltrate encrypted communication channels used by an opposition leader. Notably, it also mentioned Uganda’s plans to open a new six-storey USD 30 million hub in November 2019, which will be linked to the over USD 104 million “Smart Cities” project implemented by Huawei. The project includes surveillance using CCTV cameras equipped with Huawei facial-recognition technology.28

This information was not in the public domain at the time of writing of this country report. However, the report remains valid and prescient.

Introduction

This report presents a general overview of the future vision for artificial intelligence (AI) in modern Ukraine. With the 2018–2019 election campaign by the country’s new president Volodymyr Zelenskyy – in which a digital agenda was placed squarely in the spotlight – as a backdrop, it considers the potential, needs and human rights implications of making the country a prominent actor in the field of AI globally.

“Artificial intelligence should replace the mentality of officials”

In April 2019, following a successful election campaign largely based on digital tools, a comedian, Volodymyr Zelenskyy, won the Ukrainian presidential elections with an unprecedented 78% of the vote, bringing the promise of much awaited change to the country. Commenters reported that much of Zelenskyy’s success is owed to his appeal to the younger generation of Ukrainians, who see digital technology as an everyday necessity, and expect the new leader to embrace the digital future. This was anticipated during the campaign, with Zelenskyy’s team – officially called “Ze!Team” – appointing a digital campaign leader right from the start. Mikhailo Fedorov, in charge of the digital campaign, gave several interviews stating that the priority of the new president would be to develop the digital sphere in the country in order to optimise the everyday experience of Ukrainian citizens.

These promises are expected to be kept by Zelenskyy, who sees AI as the best tool to reboot the mind-set of the country. It will be used for overcoming monopolies, and fighting smuggling; for protecting property rights, improving the country’s credit rating, and attracting large-scale investment. All this should be done in order to improve the living standards of Ukrainian citizens.

However, does the country have enough resources to implement these ambitious strategies, and most importantly, is the new government aware of the negative sides of AI?

1 For detailed figures see Shishatskii, E., & Yurasov, S. (2019, 26 April). U nas est’ proekt Chernaya biblioteka Poroshenko: onlain-strateg Ze [The lead online strategist of Ze Team: We have a project of Poroshenko’s black library]. tech.liga.net. https://tech.liga.net/technology/interview/pochemu-poroshenko-proigral-intervyu-s-onlayn-strategom-zelenskogo
2 There are several transliteration options of Volodymyr Zelenskyy’s name due to the different spelling of his name in Ukrainian and in Russian, as well as different transliteration styles. In this article I am using transliteration from the official website of the president of Ukraine (https://www.president.gov.ua/en). However, if his name appears in a quote in a different transliteration, the spelling used in the original source is maintained.
3 The elections took place in an important time in Ukrainian political life, following the legacy of the 2014 Ukrainian Revolution (also known as the Maidan Revolution), the annexation of Crimea, and an ongoing military conflict in the Luhansk and Donetsk regions of the country.
4 The phenomenon of Zelenskyy’s rapid success is of course more complex than just the reference to new technologies. Some suggest that this is a part of a “global trend of rebelling against the government systems [...] when the masses get tired of the old elites and raise populists and other ‘friends of the people’ to rebel against these systems” [AFRIC. (2019, 22 April). Elections in Ukraine: The Zelensky phenomenon. AFRIC. https://afric.online/11555-elections-in-ukraine-the-zelensky-phenomenon]; some root it in the success of the highly popular TV series “Servant of the People”, which portrays a school teacher played by Zelenskyy winning the presidential elections [Fisher, J. (2019, 22 April). Zelensky win: What does a comic president mean for Ukraine. BBC. https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe-47769118]. There are other speculations among political analysts. For the purposes of this report, such speculations will be only mentioned marginally, and the report will largely focus on the strategic implementation of AI and its related context during the rule of the new president.
5 Importantly, the name of the campaign mimicked the branding of the IT giant Apple. Following the branding scheme of iTunes, iPhone, iPad, iWatch, etc., the election campaign introduced Ze!Team, Ze!Academy, Ze!Elections, etc. Interestingly, “Ze” also implies the English definite article “the”, thus hinting at the European/international nature of the campaign.
6 https://www.bbc.com/ukrainian/features-russian-48014443
New president, new government – new (AI) life?

Fedorov, who was appointed as Advisor to the Head of State in May 2019,8 thinks that there is a great potential for Ukraine to enter the AI world. Ukraine is among the top four countries with the largest number of IT specialists,9 and in the last four years, according to PwC, the number of IT specialists has more than doubled, from just over 40,000 to nearly 92,000. In terms of available talent, Ukraine already outpaces its competitors in the region, including Poland and Hungary, and PwC believes the number of IT professionals will double again by 2020.10

The effectiveness of this potential was clearly demonstrated during the election campaign led by Fedorov and largely based on volunteers. By the time of the elections, Ze!Team had 600,000 followers on Instagram, 500,000 on Facebook and 160,000 on Telegram, with four billion website visits, and more than 18 billion campaigning emails, which is a significant achievement taking into account that they started from scratch just four months before the elections.11

Fedorov stresses that AI algorithms were used for detailed analysis of campaign data, resulting in 32 segments of data:

Based on these segments, we understood who was most interested in us, who wanted to interact with us the most. We identified key segments: IT specialists, mothers, people who supported certain aspects of our programme, and worked with these segments. Plus, we identified people who supported the [then] current government and those who did not. [...] We used geolocation, targeting cities, because the CTR12 is always higher in cities. [...] We tested a lot.13

When asked whether Ze! campaigners were looking into the way Trump had run his election campaign, Fedorov responded that Ukrainian AI specialists used data much better than Trump, and also in a more open manner, noting however that a detailed analysis of both campaigns was yet to be presented.14

The use of AI in the Ze! election campaign is somehow illustrative of the situation with AI in the country as a whole – there is a lot of testing, which produces some good results; however, there is no systematic approach to this testing.

In October 2018, Ivan Primachenko, a co-founder of the Ukrainian educational platform Prometheus that provides online courses from top world universities, published an article questioning whether Ukraine was ready to enter the era of AI. His conclusions expressed disappointment in government structures and state universities, which, in Primachenko’s opinion, failed to embrace AI technologies, especially at the level of legislation and teaching.15 The best initiatives in this sphere were still located within private companies and individual initiatives.16

However, with Fedorov joining the presidential office, there seem to be radical changes with respect to AI initiatives at the governmental level. The first large presidential initiative is called “State in a Smartphone”, an advanced e-government project that would move all government-related services online. Some steps towards this direction have been made in the past four years; but the development strategy is now more ambitious. “The ultimate goal for most services should be full automation, when the decision is made not by the official, but by the system, based on a clear algorithm provided by a regulatory framework,” says Oleksiy Viskub, first deputy head of the State Agency for e-Governance.17

Importantly, to realise this strategic plan, Ukrainian officials arranged multiple consultations with Estonian e-governance representatives. Over the past 20 years, the Estonian government has

---

8 Before this appointment, like Zelensky himself, Fedorov had never been in any public or political service. He ran a small digital agency, which was hired to promote Zelensky’s comedy club “Kvartal 95”, later accepting Zelensky’s offer to run his presidential campaign. https://strana.ua/news/202366-mikhail-fedorov-naznachen-sovetnikom-prezidenta-ukrayini-vladimira-zelenskoho.html


12 Click-through rate (CTR) is the ratio of users who click on a specific link to the number of total users who view a page, email or advertisement.


14 Ibid.


16 To list a few: People AI start-up by Oleg Roginsky with USD 30 billion investment by Andreessen Horowitz; Augmented Pixels by Vitaliy Goncharuk, which also holds the biggest AI conference in Ukraine; Artificial Intelligence Platform within the Everest Innovation Integrator by Yuri Chubatuk; initiatives in education include master classes in machine learning in the private Ukrainian Catholic University; and free online courses in machine learning available on the Prometheus platform.

reached significant milestones in the digitalisation of its services. Having built a society where public and private digital services are woven into the fabric of everyday life, including the introduction of electronic ID cards linked to national registers, the first electronic elections, and 99% of government services online, the Estonian government now plans to build next-generation public services based on AI, according to its National Digital Advisor.\textsuperscript{18} Ukraine is ready to join this future, as the two countries are seeking to “deepen cooperation” in the implementation of a new type of e-government.\textsuperscript{19}

While it is still unclear which particular AI algorithms from the Estonian experience will be implemented in the Ukrainian e-government programme – a detailed action plan for 2019 and strategic goals until 2024 were presented to the European Parliament on 10 July 2019,\textsuperscript{20} but the text has not been made public yet – it is important that the public joins in on the debates on its future.

The first survey on the public attitude towards AI in Ukraine, called “Artificial Intelligence: The Ukrainian Dimension”, was conducted by Gorshenin Institute and Everest Innovation Integrator in September 2018,\textsuperscript{21} giving promising results, but also outlining concerns. Almost 85% of respondents had heard the term “artificial intelligence”, and 74.1% experienced the influence of AI on their life. Half of the respondents said they were interested when receiving information about AI. Finally, and notably, AI caused anxiety and fear in almost 23% of respondents.\textsuperscript{22}

According to the survey, the majority of those who welcomed the development of AI in Ukraine considered it capable of replacing humans in dangerous workplaces, as well as increasing the productivity of industrial enterprises. Fewer respondents anticipated that AI would help in extending human life and preventing diseases, or would provide protection against natural disasters, catastrophes, wars and crime. On the other hand, the range of negative consequences was seen as somewhat more serious. The respondents feared that AI could result in oppression, while the most pessimistic predict the possibility of establishing an AI dictatorship and the destruction of human civilisation.

Importantly, some survey questions were related to the use of AI in national and local government. Ukrainians are convinced that technological intelligence can ensure fair elections, reduce the level of bureaucracy, overcome corruption and optimise public spending. In urban areas, respondents said AI could regulate street lighting, traffic and parking, and garbage collection and processing, and monitor public order and the health of the environment.

It would be fruitful to compare these results with the ones from the year-long public debate over the algorithmic liability law in Estonia (a.k.a. the Kratt\textsuperscript{23} law), which initiated the “opinion shift toward avoiding sector-based regulation, opting for general algorithmic liability instead.”\textsuperscript{24} The Kratt law debates generated the important idea of providing algorithms with a separate legal status, similar to companies (a draft bill should enter the Estonian parliament for debate in summer 2019).

As Ukraine starts to have these ethical, moral and philosophical debates on AI, it is important they are discussed in all their complexity, and infused with human rights concerns, with respect to using AI in both the public and private sectors. To quote Yuri Chubatyuk, president of the Everest group of companies, which just launched a large Ukrainian AI platform:

\begin{quote}
We are at the stage when it is necessary to discuss an effective public-private partnership, which, with a holistic, deliberate concept of innovation and development, can create the expected technological leap for the country. We need a national strategy in AI development to provide a phased transformation of each industry, especially the educational sector, which directly affects the ability of Ukrainians to compete in the technological market in the near future. We must understand that the process of consolidating efforts in this direction should start now, involving business and research communities, members of the government, politicians, and the public.\textsuperscript{25}
\end{quote}

\textbf{Conclusion}

With the election of the new president, who included a focus on new technologies as one of the priorities of his programme, Ukraine seems to be

\textsuperscript{21} https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AXOxQ5GgglA

\textsuperscript{23} Kratt is a magical creature in Estonian mythology. Essentially, Kratt was a servant built from hay or old household items. The Estonian government uses this character as a metaphor for AI and its complexities.
looking towards accelerating the development of AI in both the public and private spheres. By some estimates, the country has good chances of becoming internationally visible in the sector. It does indeed have an impressive base of IT specialists and private initiatives in the AI field; however, this needs to be backed up with coherent governmental policies that allow public-private partnerships.

The positive move is that the new e-government initiative was launched in the first few days of the president taking office; however, it is still unclear what exactly it will entail.²⁶ Importantly, it will be necessary to invite the public to consider the issue, as well as to think of the human rights implications of any development. Currently, not all regions of Ukraine have sufficient telecommunications coverage. While this particular issue is being addressed,²⁷ it is important to continue addressing the digital divide in the country, alongside a focus on AI.

While the results of the national survey on AI showed that there was a high level of public awareness of AI in Ukraine, there is less recognition of Ukraine as an AI-progressive country on the international scene. While an annual international conference on AI held in Ukraine plays an important role in developing this visibility,²⁸ there are still concerns that the country is seen as an underdeveloped state with respect to AI.²⁹

Most importantly, while the new president Zelenskyy sees AI almost as a mythological superpower,³⁰ which "should replace the mentality of officials," it is important to consider the dangers of such "algorithmic governmentality". What we face here is what Antoinette Rouvroy calls – following Foucault – a crisis of the regimes of truth: "To my mind, we are less facing the emergence of a new regime of truth than a crisis of regimes of truth. A whole range of notions are in crisis: the notions of person, authority, testimony."³¹

If Ukraine is going to implement these changes, they will be radical changes in how we see the world, and how the government works. Most importantly, if the implementations of AI and e-government allow the state to know in great detail about a citizen’s day-to-day life, the state would no longer need to ask people about their lives, thus dislocating the axis of power in the citizen-state relationship necessary for democracy to function, which might lead to unpredictable consequences.

**Action steps**

The following are key needs in Ukraine:

- **National AI strategy:** There is a need to develop a national AI strategy to create a common framework for implementation in both the public and private sectors with a specific focus on human rights and the digital divide.

- **Algorithmic identity:** It is necessary to define – legally – what kind of algorithms are used in e-government and private sector initiatives, and who owns them.

- **An effective data protection policy:** How does one ensure the integrity of decision making with algorithms that evolve and change constantly? How can we be sure that sensor data used in algorithms has not been hacked or changed? Estonia’s experience in using KSI blockchain technology to secure its citizens’ medical records may help.³²

- **A balanced debate on AI:** There is a need to have an honest, meaningful public debate on the technical and legal aspects of AI, including AI’s controversial attributes and threats. Any discussion must involve the public.

- **Visibility of AI:** It is also important to ensure that all AI strategies and initiatives are reported on and critically reviewed by the press and social media, both nationally and internationally. Their purpose and use needs to be clear and publicly known.

- **Education in AI:** There is a need to create AI and machine-learning courses in schools and universities nationwide.

---

²⁶ The plan was presented to the European Parliament on 10 July 2019, but the documents have not yet been released to the public.


²⁸ https://aiukraine.com


³⁰ Interestingly, the current major exhibition on AI at the Barbican Centre, London, showcases ancient beliefs, such as myths, magic, illusion and religion, as the predecessors of AI. See: https://www.barbican.org.uk/whats-on/2019/event/ai-more-than-human


³² KSI is a blockchain technology designed in Estonia after cyberattacks in 2007 and used globally to make sure networks, systems and data are free of compromise, and have 100% data privacy. See https://e-estonia.com/solutions/security-and-safety/ksi-blockchain and https://guardtime.com
Introduction
The economic, political and social crisis in Venezuela is a national tragedy that significantly affects social development. It is a humanitarian crisis that has resulted in levels of impoverishment unprecedented in the history of the country. In this context, it is necessary to evaluate different ways to overcome the crisis and promote the social development of the country, including through the use of artificial intelligence (AI) and the construction of environments that open development opportunities in critical sectors. Emerging technologies, such as blockchain, chatbots, robotics and biometrics, have been developed in recent years by different actors in the public and private sectors in the country, and show significant promise in addressing many of its socioeconomic needs.

This report considers several initiatives using AI that have been implemented in Venezuela. These include the use of a cryptocurrency, the application of AI in health care, and the use of robotics for surgery and for military needs, among others. The laws, plans and treaties that are relevant to the use of emerging AI technologies are also listed. Finally, recommendations are made to encourage the optimal use of AI for social development in Venezuela, so that the country can return to a path of sustainable prosperity.

Policy and legal framework
Venezuela has a regulatory framework that guarantees the basic human rights of citizens, such as economic, social and cultural rights (ESCRs) and internet rights, and which allows the social development of the country to be strengthened. These rights are enshrined in the Constitution of the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela (CBRV) in the following articles: 52, 57, 59, 60, 61, 67, 75, 95, 110, 118, 184, 199, 201 and 308 (internet rights), and 3, 80, 83, 84, 85, 86, 305 (ESCRs). The use and management of emerging technologies are part of public policy and are covered by the following laws and plans: a) Organic Law of Science, Technology and Innovation, b) Reform of the Organic Law of Science, Technology and Innovation, c) National Science, Technology and Innovation Plan, d) Law of the Government, e) National Plan of Information Technologies for the State, f) Telecommunications Law, g) Law Against Computer Crimes, h) Law on Data Messages and Electronic Signatures, and i) Law on the Simplification of Administrative Procedures, among others. The use of technology is also included in the following development plans and programmes: the Second National Economic and Social Development Plan 2013-2019, The Homeland Plan 2019-2025, the Economic Recovery Programme for Growth and Prosperity, and the Plan for the Country's Future, which was created by the political opposition.

In addition, the National Constituent Assembly proposes adding a clause in the CBRV against the military use of science (warning of the danger of using AI and robotics for military purposes, and the risk that this may imply for people globally).

In recent years, the Venezuelan government launched its own cryptocurrency called Petro and created a series of decrees, regulations,
measures and plans to support the development of AI technologies, specifically: the Petro white paper,\textsuperscript{16} Petro regulations,\textsuperscript{17} the national cryptoasset plan involving the development of the Petro,\textsuperscript{18} the superintendency for the cryptocurrency,\textsuperscript{19} the treasury for cryptoassets,\textsuperscript{20} regulations for the exchange of cryptoassets,\textsuperscript{21} the registration for services in cryptoassets,\textsuperscript{22} the exchange for cryptoassets,\textsuperscript{23} and the superintendency for digital mining,\textsuperscript{24} among others.

In the international arena, Venezuela is committed to promoting social development and the use of technologies in a series of pacts, treaties and declarations, such as: the International Convention on ESCRs,\textsuperscript{25} the Declaration on the Right to Development,\textsuperscript{26} the Millennium Development Goals (Goal 8: Promote a global partnership for development),\textsuperscript{27} the American Convention on Human Rights,\textsuperscript{28} the Universal Declaration of Human Rights,\textsuperscript{29} and the Declaration on Social Progress and Development.\textsuperscript{30} There are also agreements\textsuperscript{31} between Venezuela, Palestine, China\textsuperscript{32} and Russia\textsuperscript{33} on tourism and mining that incorporate the Petro as a currency.

The country is active in global events such as the First International Meeting on Cryptoassets\textsuperscript{34} and the St. Petersburg International Economic Forum,\textsuperscript{35} where it highlighted the development of the Venezuelan cryptocurrency.

\begin{itemize}
  \item[\textsuperscript{16}] www.telesurtv.net/news/libro-blanco-white-paper-petro-cryptomoneda-en-venezuela-20180131-0064.html
  \item[\textsuperscript{17}] petro.gob.ve
  \item[\textsuperscript{18}] www.conatel.gob.ve/venezuela-presenta-plan-nacional-decriptoactivos-en-europa
  \item[\textsuperscript{19}] sunacrip.gob.ve
  \item[\textsuperscript{20}] tcv.com.ve
  \item[\textsuperscript{21}] sunacrip.gob.ve/normativa.html
  \item[\textsuperscript{22}] risec.sunacrip.gob.ve/login
  \item[\textsuperscript{23}] sunacrip.gob.ve/casas.htm
  \item[\textsuperscript{24}] sunacrip.gob.ve/mineria.html
  \item[\textsuperscript{25}] https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Covenant_on_Economic,_Social_and_Cultural_Rights
  \item[\textsuperscript{26}] https://www.ohchr.org/EN/ProfessionalInterest/Pages/RightToDevelopment.aspx
  \item[\textsuperscript{27}] https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Millennium_Development_Goals
  \item[\textsuperscript{28}] https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/American_Convention_on_Human_Rights
  \item[\textsuperscript{29}] https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Universal_Declaration_of_Human_Rights
  \item[\textsuperscript{30}] https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Declaration_on_Social_Protection_and_Development
  \item[\textsuperscript{31}] www.efe.com/efe/america/politica/venezuela-y-palestina-llegan-a-acuerdos-sobre-el-petro-turismo-mineria/20000033-3608292
  \item[\textsuperscript{32}] www.diariolasamericas.com/america-latina/estiman-que-venezuela-necesitar-a-ayuda-humanitaria-tres-anos-recuperar-sus-capacidades-n4176011
  \item[\textsuperscript{33}] www.accionssolidaria.info/website
  \item[\textsuperscript{35}] encovi.ucab.edu.ve
  \item[\textsuperscript{36}] www.diariolasamericas.com/america-latina/estiman-que-venezuela-necesitar-a-ayuda-humanitaria-tres-anos-recuperar-sus-capacidades-n4176011
  \item[\textsuperscript{38}] www.telesurtv.net/news/venezuela-encuentro-internacional-petro
  \item[\textsuperscript{39}] mppre.gob.ve/2018/09/15/china-respalda-programa-de-recuperacion-economica-en-venezuela
\end{itemize}
the country,\textsuperscript{46} and the NCA its homeland plan\textsuperscript{47} – which worsens the crisis in the country and limits the effectiveness and sustainability of measures aimed at its recovery.

For example, between 2018 and 2019, laws were passed that supported the creation of the Petro\textsuperscript{48} (backed by natural resources such as Venezuelan oil), and established the Comprehensive Cryptoasset System,\textsuperscript{49} with the aim of strengthening the Economic Recovery, Growth and Prosperity Programme. The NCA supported these initiatives; however, the NA declared them unconstitutional,\textsuperscript{50} since the CBRV defines the Venezuelan currency as the bolivar, and there is no way to change it without reforming the constitution. It is also unconstitutional because, unlike the bolivar, it is not guaranteed by the country’s oil reserves.

Faced with these challenges, it is critical to look for alternatives to overcome the crisis so that the country can be put on a path of socioeconomic recovery, and so that the living conditions of citizens, as well as the relations between citizens, groups and institutions that make up the social fabric of society, can be improved. With this in mind, a number of initiatives have emerged using AI technologies:

- **The use of blockchain technology:** In 2018 the Venezuelan government launched its own cryptocurrency called the Petro.\textsuperscript{51} PetroApp\textsuperscript{52} is an application for the exchange and purchase of goods and services using the cryptocurrency. It revitalises the digital economy in Venezuela, and is backed by a legal framework approved by the NCA. The platform is developed using blockchain technology, and offers the following services:\textsuperscript{53} a) the purchase of Petros using other cryptocurrencies (Bitcoin and Litecoin); b) Patria Remesas,\textsuperscript{54} which is a platform allowing people in Venezuela to receive remittances in cryptocurrencies\textsuperscript{55} quickly, safely and transparently; and c) access to a cryptocurrency savings plan using the Patria platform.

- **Chatbots:** There are many examples of the use of chatbots in Venezuela. For instance, “Mia”\textsuperscript{56} is a chatbot set up by the Mercantile Bank, and is a virtual assistant designed to answer frequently asked questions quickly and conveniently; “My Health Insurance Calendar”\textsuperscript{57} by Liberty Mutual Caracas allows members to receive information and personalised health reminders; and 3) “Pásalo” (“Pass It”),\textsuperscript{58} which is used for secure online payments, and which uses a chatbot.

- **Robotics:** There are also numerous examples of the use of robotics in Venezuela. To name a few, “Da Vinci”\textsuperscript{59} is a robot that allows robotic surgery at the Hospital de Clínicas Caracas. It is used by 23 surgeons with different specialties. “Commander IEV01-02”\textsuperscript{60} is an autonomous robot developed by students at the National Experimental University of the Bolivarian Armed Forces (UNEFA) that has the capacity to move, on a small scale, solid waste containers from a port to a floating oil platform. “Arpia”\textsuperscript{61} is an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) that is used to patrol border areas and oil zones. Finally, “ANT-1X (Gavilán)”,\textsuperscript{62} also an UAV, performs environmental monitoring tasks as well as operating in areas where natural disasters have occurred.

- **Biometrics:** Examples of biometrics use in Venezuela include “BiopagoBDV”,\textsuperscript{63} a biometric payment system set up by Banco de Venezuela, which allows for the purchase of goods and services, and is used to control the sale of food in supermarket chains and pharmacies; and the Integrated Authentication System (SAI),\textsuperscript{64} a biometric

\begin{footnotesize}
\textsuperscript{50}www.mercantilbanco.com/mercprod/content/tools/principales/3788_chatbot.html?utm_source=webpage&utm_medium=slideshows&utm_term=home_1&utm_campaign=slideshow_home_3
\textsuperscript{51}prevencion.contactamed.com; www.ciberspacioc.com/ve/2017/10/software/la-tecnologia-al-servicio-de-los-pacientes
\textsuperscript{52}elcooperante.com/asi-funcionara-pasalo-un-sistema-de-pagos-para-el-mundo-hecho-por-venezolanos
\textsuperscript{53}www.youtube.com/watch?v=1oE2KBPVemo; www.youtube.com/watch?v=CdXp7eomEJQ
\textsuperscript{55}prevencion.contactamed.com; www.ciberspacio.com/ve/2017/10/software/la-tecnologia-al-servicio-de-los-pacientes
\textsuperscript{56}prevencion.contactamed.com; www.ciberspacioc.com/ve/2017/10/software/la-tecnologia-al-servicio-de-los-pacientes
\textsuperscript{57}prevencion.contactamed.com; www.ciberspacioc.com/ve/2017/10/software/la-tecnologia-al-servicio-de-los-pacientes
\textsuperscript{58}prevencion.contactamed.com; www.ciberspacioc.com/ve/2017/10/software/la-tecnologia-al-servicio-de-los-pacientes
\textsuperscript{59}prevencion.contactamed.com; www.ciberspacioc.com/ve/2017/10/software/la-tecnologia-al-servicio-de-los-pacientes
\textsuperscript{60}prevencion.contactamed.com; www.ciberspacioc.com/ve/2017/10/software/la-tecnologia-al-servicio-de-los-pacientes
\textsuperscript{61}prevencion.contactamed.com; www.ciberspacioc.com/ve/2017/10/software/la-tecnologia-al-servicio-de-los-pacientes
\textsuperscript{62}prevencion.contactamed.com; www.ciberspacioc.com/ve/2017/10/software/la-tecnologia-al-servicio-de-los-pacientes
\textsuperscript{63}prevencion.contactamed.com; www.ciberspacioc.com/ve/2017/10/software/la-tecnologia-al-servicio-de-los-pacientes
\textsuperscript{64}prevencion.contactamed.com; www.ciberspacioc.com/ve/2017/10/software/la-tecnologia-al-servicio-de-los-pacientes
\end{footnotesize}
authentication system set up by the National Electoral Council (CNE). It uses e-election technology developed by the multinational Smartmatic. The above shows that the private sector in Venezuela has used chatbot technology for banking, insurance, medical care, and digital payment systems. No widespread use of this technology in public institutions was observed, suggesting an opportunity to explore the potential of chatbots to optimise government processes, and simplify administrative procedures.

As can be seen, the use of robotics in Venezuela is oriented towards improving medical procedures, performing military operations such as patrolling territorial borders, in monitoring the environment, and for transporting waste. Actors from the academic and business sectors have stated that there is little government financial support to promote robotics, which does not allow them to collaborate as part of a national technological development strategy. However, companies such as Vehiculum67 are exploring the feasibility of using small robots to harvest vegetables in Venezuela’s Andean region. Robotics training programmes68 have also been created at different educational levels, and entrepreneurship is promoted through the digital business accelerator programme run by the transnational company Telefónica.69

When it comes to blockchain and biometric technology, the government has used these technologies to promote a digital economy using cryptocurrency, establishing national control mechanisms for the distribution and sale of basic necessities, and to manage electoral processes. The aim has been to encourage and develop an ecosystem of supply and consumption of goods and services based on the Petro, and to establish control mechanisms in critical sectors. Likewise, the government recognises the political, economic and social value of blockchain technology in managing big data, which is why the National Centre for Development and Research of Free Technologies (Cenditel) has developed the Blockchain Project70 and the Automated Open Consultation System.71

These projects allow for the automated processing of data for modelling, based on latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA),72 and facilitating decision making in electoral processes. The research for this report has shown that in Venezuela there are efforts to integrate AI technologies into different processes of innovation, development and management; however, there are no Venezuelan state strategies that integrate initiatives in the public and private sectors that make it possible to take advantage of the benefits of AI to guarantee sustained social development.

**Conclusion**

The serious frictions and differences that exist in different sectors of the country with respect to the development model and policies that must be implemented to overcome the political, economic and social crisis are significant barriers to integrating AI technologies in the country’s development efforts. This amounts to a lost opportunity to promote the social development of the country, based on the use and management of technologies. This report shows that AI is being used in disconnected environments with little cooperation between the project proponents. The lack of national consensus means that the national productive sector is largely unaware of the capabilities of emerging technologies already in use in the country. Those with the skills to implement the technology, are, in turn, unaware of the needs of the sector. In this environment, while the government must correct the economic distortions that are impoverishing citizens, it must also evaluate new ways to implement public policies and seek a national consensus that unites people for the good of the nation. Part of this involves allowing the strategic integration of AI in critical sectors in the country. Likewise, the private sector must contribute to developing democratic ways that promote change, that are necessary to guarantee social development in the country and the optimal use of AI.

The use of AI in the socioeconomic development of Venezuela, in some cases, has only just started and has responded to specific needs that are the result of the humanitarian social crisis in the country. This is particularly visible in the diaspora of Venezuelans, including the migration of medical specialists, which has resulted in the use of chatbots to attend to patients and manage virtual clinics, as well as using cryptocurrencies for remittances. The latter is a way to support Venezuelans who stay in the country and who face one of the worst economic

---

65 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Smartmatic
66 www.ing.ula.ve/averod/?page_id=14
68 www.conatel.gob.ve/ninos-desarrollan-robotica-creativa-con-vision-social
70 blockchain.cenditel.gob.ve
73 Collectively referring to sectors where economic activity occurs.
crises in their history, where there is a galloping hyperinflation\textsuperscript{74} impacting on the cost of goods and services. A blockchain-based cryptoasset economy can introduce opportunities for economic innovation, such as using the Petro as an everyday medium of exchange, a unit for setting prices, and a form of savings for citizens, despite the unconstitutionality of the Petro, as argued by the AN, and the distrust in its use by many citizens. Also in the financial sector, the shortage of hard currency in the economy has prompted the use of digital payments supported by chatbots, and the management of banking services with virtual assistants.

The need to control the country’s borders, both for the country’s sovereignty and because of illicit activities, has led the government to deploy UAVs. Their use is also seen in environmental management, and in the monitoring of disaster zones. Robotics have also been used to manage waste in high-risk areas.

Finally, while AI has helped with the analysis of big data for socio-political purposes, biometric systems have been a way to control critical processes in the economy, such as managing the scarcity of goods. Biometrics have also been useful in electoral processes, helping to control electoral irregularities.

\textbf{Action steps}

The government has been taking measures to boost the digital economy in Venezuela as a way to establish alternative mechanisms for the development of the country. It has also used AI technologies to analyse big data, control processes in the distribution of goods and services, for electoral processes, and, although not discussed in this report, in the management of social networks.\textsuperscript{75} The strategic management of data allows the government to react in a timely and effective way to changes in the environment. However, this should be handled with caution, as political factors can influence decision making and subject citizens to unfair measures and restrictions, which can generate social chaos and discrimination. On the other hand, it is imperative that the use of the Petro reaches national consensus so that trust in the financial environment can be created. The government should build bridges to alleviate an atmosphere of distrust with regards to cryptocurrencies. It should promote technological innovation, not by imposition, but through debate and consensus. For their part, the private sector and civil society must consider how to optimise the use of AI, and in this way contribute to the creation of solutions that help overcome the crisis impacting so negatively on the development of Venezuela.

\textsuperscript{74} www.finanzasdigital.com/2019/05/an-inflacion-de-abril-2019-fue-447-anual-1-304-494

\textsuperscript{75} There is AI behind what we see on social networks. AI decides what is shown on the page every time we log into a social network. AI allows for dissemination strategies that can influence social processes through, for example, fake news or using algorithms to influence people’s online preferences. Social media is also being used for espionage, and the unauthorised use of personal data for political and economic purposes by large technological monopolies, governments and computer giants, among other things. www.eluniversal.com/tecnologia/38629/las-redes-sociales-y-la-inteligencia-artificial, www.aporrea.org/tecno/n344005.html
Artificial intelligence: Human rights, social justice and development

Artificial intelligence (AI) is now receiving unprecedented global attention as it finds widespread practical application in multiple spheres of activity. But what are the human rights, social justice and development implications of AI when used in areas such as health, education and social services, or in building “smart cities”? How does algorithmic decision making impact on marginalised people and the poor?

This edition of Global Information Society Watch (GISWatch) provides a perspective from the global South on the application of AI to our everyday lives. It includes 40 country reports from countries as diverse as Benin, Argentina, India, Russia and Ukraine, as well as three regional reports. These are framed by eight thematic reports dealing with topics such as data governance, food sovereignty, AI in the workplace, and so-called “killer robots”.

While pointing to the positive use of AI to enable rights in ways that were not easily possible before, this edition of GISWatch highlights the real threats that we need to pay attention to if we are going to build an AI-embedded future that enables human dignity.